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PART ONE: 

FOREWORD 

The UbuntuNet Alliance has always recognised the fact that content is the driver of our 

data networks, and that our working to ensure access to sufficient bandwidth at 

affordable cost is really about enabling cost-effective collaboration among our 

communities of practice.  It is through such communities, working with the colleagues 

in and outside Africa, that we shall achieve the true value of our NRENs – national 

development, human development, and sustainable economies.  This is why we 

promote our annual conference, UbuntuNet-Connect, as the premiere continental event 

for the dissemination of research that is enabled by e-infrastructures.   

We have been richly rewarded: this year saw the largest number of abstracts from the 

largest number of countries we have ever had participating.  Our international panel of 

reviewers did an excellent job of selection, but we were unfortunately forced to drop 

some good abstracts because of the limitation in slots, despite the fact that well-

attended parallel sessions were held for the first time. 

In these proceedings of UbuntuNet-Connect 2014, you will be able to feel the pulse of 

research going on in development parts of Africa and indeed the world that address 

many of the development challenges of Africa.  You will also feel the dynamism of the 

growing community of NREN practitioners, working to ensure that Africa has 

sustainable and stable connectivity and application platforms, creating a research and 

education environment comparable to any other part of the world.  As the Alliance, we 

feel the energy of these groups, and they give us the signal that we are on the right path. 

However, good papers alone do not make a good conference of the kind we had in 

Lusaka: many African researchers from developing countries never get the opportunity 

to disseminate their findings at international events.  We acknowledge with thanks the 

generous support of the following companies and organizations which funded travel 

fellowship for the many authors, enabling participation from 33 countries.   

We wish you good reading and look forward to seeing you at UbuntuNet-Connect 2015, 

19th – 20th November 2015, Maputo, Mozambique! 

 

Eng Dr. Francis F. Tusubira (Tusu) 

CEO, UbuntuNet Alliance 
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Use of ICT tools to improve dissemination 

of rice information in Kenya: a case of the 

Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank (KRKB)” 
 

Boniface AKUKU*, Felisters MAKINI, Lusike WASILWA, Geofrey KAMAU, Margaret 

MAKELO 

Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), P.O. Box 57811-00200 Nairobi, 

+254723428866, +254736234219, Email:Boniface.akuku@kari.org or boakuku@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

Rice in Kenya has become the third most important cereal in the country. Its production 

however is far below consumption requirements: it is currently estimated that the country 

produces about 70,000mt while consumption stands at 300,000mt. This low production is 

projected to improve significantly with improved rice information dissemination on rice 

farming such as the right seeds and technologies, good crop management, post-harvest and 

storage. Agricultural research is therefore highly beneficial not only for production of the 

knowledge and technologies but also when it reaches farmers and stakeholders promptly. 

However, this has remained a major challenge to date.  Although access to agricultural 

research information by stakeholders within the value chain is gaining pace, the ultimate 

success to making research knowledge reach the farmer requires innovative systems. The 

Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank (KRKB) portal is a central hub of online information. It 

contains data and knowledge about rice farming and management in Kenya. It is built on 

artificial intelligence technology, open access standards and has capabilities to maintain 

knowledge and facilitate communication, collaboration, innovation and reuse of knowledge 

along the rice value chain.  The experiences from Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank show that the 

use of ICT tools for dissemination of rice information is not only instrumental in harnessing 

the power of scientific knowledge and technology transfer to rice farmers and stakeholders in 

Kenya but it is also a tool for knowledge democratization amongst the common people. ICT 

tools such as the KRKB empowers farmers and increases their capacity to make effective and 

informed decisions.  

Keywords: Rice, KRKB, ICT, Open Access, Kenya 

 

1. Introduction 

Agricultural research knowledge and technology transfer has traditionally been entrusted to 

conventional channels with limited opportunities such as farmers’ field days, agricultural 

shows among others. The role of research and advisory services is also clear and that it is to 

provide highly accurate and specific technical and management knowledge by responding to 

the needs of the farmers. However, due to challenges facing information dissemination 

notably poor linkage between research and advisory services there has been low adoption of 

agricultural technologies. In the case of rice farming in Kenya low rice production has been 

attributed to poor linkages between research-extension-farmers, and ineffective technology 

delivery systems, including poor information packaging, inadequate communication systems 

and poor methodologies.   The integration among people and institutions, specifically in the 

mailto:boakuku@gmail.com
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research-extension-farmer relationship, has not been successful not only in Kenya but also in 

other parts of the world. 

However, agricultural productivity can be improved by relevant, reliable and actionable 

information. Therefore, there is a need to understand the functioning of a particular 

agricultural information system in order to manage and improve it (Demiryurek et al., 2008). 

According to the findings of Maningas et al. (2000), information can only empower farmers 

through control over the resources and decision making processes, if such information is 

made available to the farmers. In addition, they also noted that an efficient and effective 

information delivery channel and technology service facilitates the farmers’ critical role in 

decision making leading to improved agricultural production, processing, management and 

marketing.  Similarly as pointed out by Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2005), for 

rural development to be realized, access to actionable information is critical particularly in 

improving the income of the farming community through raising agricultural productivity.  

Focusing on material inputs alone cannot help achieve sustainable agricultural development, 

making it necessary to focus also on human resources for increased knowledge and 

information access using appropriate dissemination tools such as ICT. 

In the late 1990s the word “portal” was the buzzword although these have been more popular 

in the business application particularly Business-to-Business (B2B) and Business-to-

Consumer (B2C) environment.  The knowledge bank principles to improve access to the 

required knowledge and keep up with increasing demands for timely information, is made 

practical in the case of the Kenya Rice Knowledge bank (KRKB). The KRKB is an example 

of use of ICT tools that enable information to be held within the farmers’ hands. It is a 

dynamic source of rice knowledge and rice production technology: a repository of rice 

knowledge and a hub of online rice production information in Kenya. It is a comprehensive 

national repository of research, extension, training and other materials related to rice and rice 

production. This paper discusses a case study on the use of information and communication 

technology (ICT) tools (KRKB) to improve dissemination of rice information in Kenya 

implemented by the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI). 

In the year 2008, the Government through the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and 

Fisheries released its long term-strategy to become self-sufficient in rice by 2030 (“National 

Rice Development Strategy 2008-2018”). It is also noted that rice consumption has been 

growing at 12 percent per year, while wheat and maize consumption are growing at 4 percent 

and 1 percent respectively (“National Rice Development Strategy 2008-2018”). In addition 

rice is the most favoured grain globally for human consumption, unlike maize and wheat (Ito, 

2002).  

It has been shown currently rice only contributes less than 1 percent (<1%) to the agriculture 

sector (FAO (MAFAP), 2013), with a national supply of 60,000MT against the national 

requirement of 280,000MT (MOA, 2010), making the country to depend on imports to bridge 

the gap for this staple food. 

Therefore, dissemination of research outputs is of great importance: increasing dissemination 

of rice information has potential in increasing rice production, presenting an opportunity to 

reduce the number of gravely food insecure people that stands at 816 million by half by 2015 

according to the World Food Summit 1996-Millenium Development Goals (MDG). This low 

production is as a result of a number of challenges and key is low skills/knowledge on rice 

crop management among extension staff, farmers and processors. The World Bank (1999) 

report also stressed the importance of training, research and development, and support. 

Indeed, the Green Revolution succeeded because of collective action among funding 

agencies, and training institutions.  
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In “Knowledge for Development,” the World Bank explained that poor countries suffer not 

only from insufficient financial capital but also from lack of knowledge (World Bank, 1999). 

It identified two forms of knowledge–related problems affecting many developing countries: 

Knowledge about technology: that is insufficient knowledge about technology or limited 

“know–how” results in “knowledge gaps” and secondly Knowledge about attributes: that is 

knowledge about attributes is essential in building an effective market. The KRKB is 

therefore a tool developed to address issues related to knowledge access for rice value chain 

stakeholders. 

 

2. Objectives  

1. To create a knowledge  and technology repository, 

2. To provide a real-time cost-effective information, knowledge and technology access 

platform  

3. To foster linkage among researchers, farmers  and collaborators 

4. To create a platform to catalyse and strengthen existing institutional capacity through 

convergence and networking. 

 

3. Methodology 

The Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank is organized in a step by step process of knowledge and 

information from pre-planting to post-harvest management in addition to economics using 

decision tools, agronomy guides and e-resources to enable farmers make informed decisions 

for increased production and income. The portal through its knowledge management systems 

is an efficient warehouse and repository of relevant research information, knowledge and 

technology in rice farming and business. Rice value chain stakeholders interact with the 

knowledge bank for different user needs and functions. Farmers, for example, require access 

to information while researchers, for example, create new knowledge. The knowledge bank is 

organized into different decision tools such as crop manager, land manager, water manager 

and post-harvest.  The platform provides each value chain stakeholder with an interface for 

access to information as indicated in the diagram below.  The backend contains a database 

and knowledge manager’s portal. The user end provides access to organized information in 

different forms, queries, workflow, guides and fact sheets. 

Knowledge  
Identification and  

Capture 
 

Knowledge Creation Knowledge Storage 
 

  

  
 

 
 

 

Knowledge  

Application and Use Knowledge Sharing 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Knowledge management process: Source: Adopted from Cong et al. (2007) 
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The Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank is a practical demonstration of Knowledge management 

processes of capturing, sharing and using of knowledge and techniques. To enable smooth 

flow of knowledge management to take place both knowledge that is sufficiently better than 

the existing knowledge, and means for transmitting it must be made available. In addition, the 

consumers of knowledge must be willing and able to use the “better knowledge” that is 

available. 

 

3.1 Knowledge and information tools 

Effective knowledge management is achieved when the right knowledge and information is 

delivered to the right person at the right time in a user friendly and accessible manner that 

helps the recipients to perform their jobs efficiently (Islam, 2010). The KRKB is developed 

on a similar principle and objective, as an attempt to application of effective knowledge 

management.  

 

3.2 Knowledge and information flow tools 

Knowledge Creation   Knowledge and Information storage 

 Knowledge and information dissemination    Knowledge and 

information use 

The KRKB is developed using knowledge and information tools ensuring the knowledge and 

information flow process artifacts are applied in order to achieve efficient information flow 

from the source to the consumers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: EIAR: Information, communication and public relations new process operation 

manual (2007). 

Figure 2. Knowledge and Information flow process 
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Source: Boniface Akuku, The Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank architecture, 2014 

Figure 3: The Kenya Rice Knowledge bank solution architecture 

 

3.3 Open access standards 

The KRKB is developed using open database connectivity standards, supported by open 

access principles at the institution based on general open access principles. These include 

support for open access to knowledge, facilitation of open access in dissemination of 

knowledge, such fact-sheets developments, technical resources, raw and meta-data, broader 

access to information aids and the development of rapid knowledge transfer initiatives. There 

exists other similar platforms. 

 

3.4 Writeshops 

In order to achieve high quality content of the information for posting onto the knowledge 

bank, a series of write-shops were organized with the specific objective of writing the content 

and packaging and re-packaging the research knowledge into formats suitable for the 

farmers’ direct use. It was particularly useful for authors’ concentration in writing the facts 

sheets in a short period of time. The selected participants of the write-shop underwent a pre-

workshop discussion, where the process was explained, and expected output determined. The 

participants were drawn from different disciplines.  In addition standard template was 

designed for uniformity, as well as clear terms of reference for participants were developed. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

The KRKB is a showcase of rice production techniques, agricultural technologies and best 

farming practices based on the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute’s pool of knowledge 

from research findings, learning, e-resources and from other collaborators. The tool bridged 

the gap between research and application, adoption and advisory services. This tool provides 

 

  

Rice Farmers 

Extensions Workers 

Researchers 

Rice Knowledge  

Bank Portal 

Value Chain Stakeholders 

Knowledge 

Database 

Knowledge 

Managers 

Web Portal 

Interface 

 Fact Sheets 

 Knowledge collaboration & work flow 
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 Resources / Technical Material 
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practical solutions for rice stakeholders within the value chain.  It supports timely and 

effective technology transfer of research output to farmers’ fields. It aims at sharing rice 

farming knowledge from national and international research centres and other stakeholders 

with farmers and extension agents with the ultimate goal of improving livelihoods of the rice 

farming communities. Agricultural information system is a system, in which agricultural 

information is generated, transformed, consolidated and receives feedback, and this is what is 

considered useful knowledge utilization of agricultural information (Roling, 1998).  

 

4.1 Open Access goals and initiatives achieved  

By allowing free and immediate access to the results of Kenya Rice’s research, the KRKB 

has been able to enhance information delivery, knowledge sharing, and wider exchange of 

best practices in research, training, and extension. As a result, open access has benefited 

national, even regional, stakeholder groups. In addition the KRKB is an opportunity to show 

case that open access is a good model for making research knowledge not only available to 

all but interoperable. 

 

4.2 Knowledge Democratization  

The new frontier for knowledge dissemination is to address issues related to knowledge and 

information access. For a long time agricultural research knowledge and the means of its 

dissemination have been used as tools for exclusion and control, rather than inclusion or 

farmers’ betterment. With the development of the KRKB the national research institution has 

been able to make its scientific knowledge on rice farming available to all including common 

people.   

 

4.3 Reduced cost and time for information access 

The KRKB provides a single window arrangement for obtaining technological solution in 

rice farming. The result is effective and efficient resource utilization strategies through 

partnership and convergence.  Real-time access to knowledge using simple and cheap 

channel technology has positive impact on rice farming practices in Kenya. The net effect is 

reduced cost and time.  

 

4.4  Enhanced visibility of Kenya rice farming 

The KRKB has enhanced visibility of the rice farming techniques, management and other 

technological solution for international, regional and national value chain stakeholders, 

including academia. The inclusive and sustainable agriculture research information backed by 

right ICT technology and innovation has increased the Kenya rice farming global outlook.  

 

5. Conclusion  

The Kenya Rice Knowledge Bank provides practical knowledge solutions, specialized for 

rice farmers in Kenya and other stakeholders. It is a proof that e-agriculture is a good model 

for addressing the 21st Century challenges in agriculture. To address the biggest challenge to 

agricultural development, support for fast and effective transfer of technologies from the 

research laboratory to the farmer’s field is inevitable. While other knowledge transfer 

channels are equally effective, some of them may be hindered by physical boundaries; the 
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KRKB is fortunately not, due to its innovative nature and use of ICT development and 

infrastructures. 
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Application of innovative ICT tools for 

linking agricultural research knowledge 

and extension services to farmers in Kenya 
 

Boniface AKUKU*, Felisters MAKINI, Lusike WASILWA, Geofrey KAMAU, Margaret 

MAKELO 

Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), (P.O. Box 57811-00200 Nairobi, 

+254723428866, +254736234219, Email:Boniface.akuku@kalro.org or boakuku@gmail.com 

 

Abstract 

Despite the application and use of mobile and web-based technologies in improving access to 

information, the agricultural extension services still plays a key role in disseminating 

knowledge, technologies and agricultural information, and linking farmers with other 

stakeholders. However, limited access to extension services is the main factor causing 

decreased agricultural productivity. In Kenya the extension staff: farmer ratio is 1:1,500, a 

situation that hinders most farmers from accessing technological advances. A critical change 

agent is therefore required in transforming farming to modern and commercialized 

agriculture, promote household food security, improve income and reduce poverty. Virtual 

Agriculture Community (VAC) is a platform that provides access to agriculture information 

and training for both farmers and agriculture extension officers (AEO) through voice channel 

and supported by short message service for quizzes and multimedia short message service for 

graphical information.  This paper discusses the application of innovative ICT tools that offer 

an effective solution that catalyses the information dissemination and knowledge transfer. It 

proposes Virtual Agricultural Community platform to provide remote access regular live and 

offline training of agriculture extension officers and farmers through mobile phones. 

 

Keywords: Agricultural; Information Technology; Virtual Agricultural Community 

 

1. Introduction 

In Kenya there is a gap between the agricultural researchers, extension officers and the 

farmers while smallholder famers are faced with numerous productivity and marketing 

challenges notably lack of access to information on effective farming technologies, farm 

inputs, marketing and weather advisories.  It is also noted that for “each 1% increase in 

agricultural productivity in Africa poverty is reduced by 0.6%. Thus a smallholder-led growth 

strategy has potential to make a very significant impact on food security and poverty 

reduction” (FARA, 2007).The competitive advantage of African agriculture relies on 

exploiting the agriculture research knowledge asset for transformation, but timely access to 

relevant and actionable research knowledge from research systems by farmers remains a 

major challenge.  

Conversely, agricultural extension is changing worldwide, with emphasis on innovation 

(Saravanan, 2008). Currently, there are 500 million small farms in developing countries that 

support two billion people, a third of humanity (Conway, 2011) hence the need for an 

efficient extension staff for the diffusion of innovations and adoption of new technologies. 

mailto:boakuku@gmail.com
https://ideas.repec.org/cgi-bin/htsearch?q=information+technology
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This necessitates the need for a different set of extension, training, and research skills and 

innovative approaches.  

Quick dissemination of technological information from the agricultural research systems to 

the farmers in the field and reporting of farmers’ feedback to the research systems is one of 

the critical inputs in transfer of agricultural technology. The study further revealed that the 

information and communication support in the last 55 years has mainly been conventional.   

Agricultural extension in Kenya dates back to early 1900s, but its only notable success was in 

the dissemination of hybrid maize technology in the late 1960s and early 1970s (Gautam, 

2000).  Over time the government has considerably reduced the dominant role of extension 

services in the national economy following the implementation of the structural adjustment 

programs (SAPs), in the 1980s (FAO, 1997). Consequently the effectiveness of the 

agricultural extension services has been severally questioned and debated on (Gautam and 

Anderson, 1999).  

Conversely, agricultural based institutions obtain funds to develop technological options 

necessary to improve farm productivity and livelihoods. According to Plucknett (1991), 

despite these investments there still exists challenges to on-farm productivity that needs 

innovations and dissemination of technological options. However, access to these improved 

technologies has been low and slow. Production on small farms would increase if more 

attention was paid to improving the quality of extension workers. His research findings 

indicated that there is a need to intensify and increase support from research and extension 

personnel in the implementation of extension programming, in addition to establish 

coordination mechanisms at different levels.  

The application of ICT innovative tools such as Virtual Agricultural Community (VAC) for 

agricultural transformation is key. Knowledge management has become the successor of 

various business trends in the world today. The main function of a VAC platform is to 

modernize and to make the national extension system demand-driven, participatory, bottom-

up, and real time. This could efficiently respond to farmers’ extension and training needs 

emerging as a result of globalization, market liberalization, decentralization and knowledge 

democratization. 

 

2. Objectives 

The objectives include: 

1. To create a direct link with agricultural research professionals to respond quickly to 

farmers  problems and queries, 

2. To design and develop appropriate learning experiences, courses and required skills to 

reach and educate both extension officers and farmers by expanding the skill range, 

3. To obtain feedback on the effectiveness of research findings and agricultural 

technological development and, 

4. To make required information and knowledge available for stakeholders in a timely 

and efficient manner. 

 

3. Methodology 

The Virtual Agricultural Community platform has potential of transforming Kenya’s 

agriculture from production to markets especially in this dispensation where knowledge is 

driving development. 
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The VAC platform provides three main solutions (1) Dial in service where an individual 

extension officer or farmer can dial-in and speak to an agriculture specialist concerning 

general agriculture issues on live mode. (2) Voice recorded and telephone-based information 

delivery services, and Interactive Voice Response (IVR) functionality that provides advice on 

farming information needs such as methods, climatic information and market access. (3) Live 

and off-line training of Agriculture Extension Officers (AEO) and farmers which can be 

scheduled and conducted from a central place where participants either dial-in or calls are 

triggered to all the class members on their mobile phones on schedule.  

In implementing a Virtual Agriculture Platform (VAC) to provide remote access to regular 

live and offline information, data, knowledge and training of AEOs and farmers will allow 

them to access required information, practical advice and attend real-time new and refresher 

classes through mobile phones complemented with web-based content material that provides 

dynamic knowledge for all value chain players.  

This provision of information and learning material provides agricultural skills, including 

video based and e-learning approaches where necessary. Through VAC, the expert schedules 

classes by registering participants and their phone numbers, initiates calls, mutes or un-mutes 

participants phones during the class sessions while the participants can “raise hands” by 

dialing a specified number either #1. The class lesson can then be followed by an interactive 

quiz on SMS. 

 

3.1 Dial in service 

In this service an individual or group of either extension officers or farmers can dial in and 

speak to agricultural professional specializing in a particular domain area. This service is 

demand driven, where the individual user dial in and is able to speak to either an agricultural 

expert or automated voice recorded service. The VAC system through its interactive Voice 

Response system allows individual users to call a specified number from their mobile phones, 

the IVR system provide several options. One such option is dial for example #4 to “Speak to 

an expert”. The call is automatically routed to an expert contact number, the system can have 

capabilities for “follow me” calls. The system through its dialer can automate the call process 

in two common way: (1) dial initiation and (2) outcome detection, the automatic dial outcome 

relies on the SIT signals.  

 

3.2 Interactive Voice Response System (IVRs) 

When a user calls they will first talk to a pre-recorded voice through a menu options, using 

speech-recognition software to understand the different options, the caller may choose to talk 

to a live person or follow the instructions to obtain the required information. IVR uses 

computer-telephone integration (CTI), the most common way for a phone to communicate 

with a computer is through the tones generated by each key on the telephone keypad, 

commonly known as dual-tone multi-frequency (DTMF) signals. The IVR allows for pre-

recording of information. 

At an advanced stage the system can employ speech-to-text (TTS) software to fully automate 

outgoing messages, instead of recording all the possible responses to the customer query, the 

computer generates a customized text and read it back to the caller using an automated voice. 

The voice-based platform interacts with users in different languages. The audio clips populate 

an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) menu which callers can navigate through for 

information.  
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The system allows farmers and other users to interact with pre-recorded content through a 

given phone number, and in cases where they do not find a solution, a leave a message 

(LAM)  functionality allows them to leave a message requesting for specific content or ask a 

question. The system registers phone numbers for follow up, each message being tagged to 

the owner’s phone number which can then be used to call them back and provide them with 

the information or support requested.  

 

3.3 Live and offline training of agricultural extension officers and farmers 

This enables learners to access, or fully conducts a training, from anywhere, anytime on 

virtually any device. The agricultural expert schedules a class to registered farmers and 

extension officers; the expert then conducts the class and members can join the live session 

from their phones. The class members can interact via text chat, raise hands by pressing a 

specified number such as #1, record the class offline and access class recording whenever it is 

convenient for the learner. Learners with smart phones can extend learning beyond the live 

event, use emotions, view content stream or download recording, join the sessions from the 

email link or calendar invite and then communicate in a two way chat.  

 

3.4 Short Messages Service (SMS) and Multimedia Messages Service (MMS) 

The SMS and MMS allows subscribed users to receive SMS content via their mobile phones, 

the module allows the class participants to receive questions from the class content to test 

their understanding of the training and in addition receive feedback from the participants. 

Both SMS and MMS are data driven services protocols used for sending messages over 

wireless networks, they fundamentally work on voice network and is based on Global System 

for Mobile (GSM) communication, Code division multiple access (CDMA) and time division 

multiple access (TDMA) network technologies making it universal.  

 

 

Diagram 1. The Proposed Virtual Agriculture Community (VAC) architecture 
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4. Results and discussions 

 
4.1 Extension-research-farmer friendly model linkage 

Knowledge gaps contribute to yield gaps, the VAC platform is essentially a productivity 

enhancing tool. The majority of small holder farmers are resource poor on one hand and on 

the other there has been the inadequate and uncoordinated link between research, extension 

and farmers thus widening the knowledge gap. The VAC platform provides a direct link to 

the extension officers and farmers in a friendly approach reducing the gap and increasing 

knowledge which in return increase yields since knowledge gaps is directly proportional to 

yield gaps. In addition the VAC platform provides an opportunity for optimum use of 

research knowledge and extension services.  

 

4.2  Effective transfer of research generated knowledge  

The weaknesses in the links between research, extension and farmer linkages has created 

isolation in technology development and knowledge transfer. The VAC platform provides a 

strong linkage with the resultant effect seen in influencing formulation of the research agenda 

based on problem identification and the need to evolve technologies suitable for the 

prevailing socio-economic environment.  Extension requires a constant flow of information 

on new and improved technologies and practices creating a dual communication.  

 

4.3  Research priority definition  

The disconnection between research, extension and farmer linkage has led to the research 

problems being investigated not being in accordance with the priority needs of agricultural 

stakeholders. The introduction of value chain approach is an effort to align the priorities of 

research activities with technology demands. The VAC platform catalyzes the dissemination 

effort, in addition to addressing historical differences that have existed preventing effective 

collaboration between research and extension, neither research nor extension can fulfil their 

mandates effectively without the other. Both strategic and adaptive research require closer 

link with both extension staff and the farming community. 

 

4.4   Appropriate skills and learning experience development   

The VAC platform provides a two way communication which is essential to understanding 

the practical environment and aid in developing appropriate skills. In addition, it enables the 

development of required courses and skills, through the feedback mechanism. 

 

4.5 Improved ICT based agricultural knowledge management to increase productivity 

of smallholder farmer in Kenya 

Knowledge consists of attitudes, cumulative experiences, and developed skills that enable a 

person to consistently, systematically and effectively perform a function (William and 

Michael, 2005). It is considered as the fourth production factor after labor, land and capital 

(AFAAS, 2011) and in particular critical in the agricultural sector.  

Proper knowledge management is pivotal to enhancing agricultural productivity and 

addressing the challenges of food security facing the smallholder farmers. The VAC platform 
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enables appropriate knowledge and information to reach knowledge intermediaries and 

smallholders farmers in a timely manner. Timely delivery of information and knowledge 

minimizes the risks of smallholder farmers. To engage in effective agricultural knowledge 

management appropriate mechanisms must be put place for generating, capturing, and 

disseminating knowledge and information. The VAC platform is such a system that provides 

rapid, effective and cost effective knowledge management that supports users through 

innovative processes. 

 

5. Conclusion and Recommendation 

The application therefore of such an innovative platform such as VAC has an immense 

impact in unleashing the true potential and innovation in agriculture. Information access is 

key to increasing agricultural production which subsequently reduces poverty at household 

level. Harnessing this potential, however, requires a consolidated effort and an appropriate 

framework for ICT utilization.  The platform is to integrate with government strategies and 

international development agencies and stimulate the youth. Conducting agricultural research 

and technology development has little value if the information does not reach the farmers and 

stakeholders without loss or delay. To date, few farmers utilize agricultural farming 

technologies and techniques due to lack of access to timely relevant information, requiring 

more innovations in ICT. 
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Abstract 

Mobile communication technology has greatly enhanced the academic and learning 

environments in the institutions of higher learning. The internet explosion, proliferation of 

online resources and the advent of free and open access resources provided the much needed 

impetus for libraries to inject new energy into providing quality service delivery of its 

services. The continuous advancements in the mobile communication paradigm, the shifting 

focus of users towards accepting mobile internet as the primary source of access to 

information has once again shifted the attention of libraries to provide mobile-related services 

to their users. More and more applications and databases are being provided to the libraries as 

mobile products. This paper focuses on the overall impact of mobile-related services and 

applications in libraries and looks specifically on the mobile library websites. Library 

websites are considered to be the face of any library. Most of the library services are offered 

through the library websites. For any Library which wants to provide a better interface for 

their mobile users are forced to rethink about their websites to see whether it is compatible 

with the multitude of mobile gadgets. This paper looks at the best practices in creating such 

mobile library websites. The important ingredient of this paper is the overall experience of 

creating such a website for a university library, from the inception of the concept to the end. 

The paper begins with the planning of such a website and the techniques adopted in 

successfully implementing such a website along with best practice guidelines on creating a 

mobile ready website. 

Keywords 

Library websites, smartphones, mobile devices, Wi-Fi, access, mobile websites, mobile 

applications 

 

1. Introduction 

The unprecedented growth and development in the field of Information and Communication 

Technologies (ICT), the convergence of major technology fields especially having internet as 

the focal point has brought enormous change in all walks of life around the globe. Mobile 

communication paradigm seems to be the driving force behind the ICT advancements. This 

major paradigm shift is mainly because of the desire for people to use mobile communication 

gadgets as the primary medium to access internet. Desktop computers are rapidly replaced by 

mobile communication devices such as tablets, phablets, smartphones and wearable 

technologies. The advent of 3G and the subsequent shift to 4G connections along with Wi-Fi 
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hotspots and community Wi-Fi has triggered a massive change in the access mode of internet 

services and products. Yoo-Seong Song (2011, 574) observes that the users have “widely 

adopted mobile devices, such as smart phones, tablet PCs, and e-readers as their primary 

tools to access information”.  This swiftly changing environment has made people “more 

dependent on wireless communication systems” (Olatokun, 2006). The growth of mobile 

telecommunication system, especially the ever expanding growth in Africa and Asia in the 

use of cellular telephony, has triggered a number of innovations both in the technology and 

service delivery of mobile communication technology. 

This has greatly enhanced the academic landscape where academic institutions have 

harnessed the power and innovations of these technologies to provide better services to their 

users. Libraries which act as the central point of the academic community especially in 

facilitating access to quality information resources have adapted these changing technologies 

in their service delivery. With the cosmic change of mobile revolution around the globe, there 

is no surprise that the libraries stand in the forefront in providing information to their users 

using the new mode of mobile technology. 

 

2. Mobile Technology and Academic Institutions 

As the mobile communication system evolved there is no doubt that the academic institutions 

also showed enormous growth using those systems. While Olatokun (2006) observes that 

“Mobile phones have become an inseparable part of everyday life” which includes the whole 

of humanity, Shannon, Smith et. al. in their study of undergraduate students and information 

Technology (EDUCAUSE, 2009) provide particular insight into the mindset of 

undergraduate students and their habit of mobile usage. According to their study, close to 

77% of undergraduate students have used smartphones for accessing information especially 

while using the phones for other communication purposes. The mobile device ownership 

statistics of Yoo-Seong Song and Lee’s (2012) is particularly fascinating as they point out 

close to 82% students owned smartphones and use them to access information. The word 

smartphones have started emerging as the major component of each of these studies. The 

advent of smartphones in the last decade has revolutionized the mobile internet concept 

which is designed to allow users to browse the web with much ease irrespective of the 

website designs. 

 

3. Mobile Communication System and Libraries 

As more and more library related applications are trickling to emerge to satisfy library users 

it is imperative to analyse the connection between Libraries and Mobile Communication 

system. Firstly, it is important to acknowledge that all the other service oriented facilities 

have started embracing mobile technology as one of their main bandwagon to extend their 

service delivery the libraries are left with very little choice other than to accept this as the 

future. With a number of e-commerce and entertainment activities make use of this mobile 

revolution; it is imperative that libraries also turn towards mobile services as one of their 

main avenues of providing quality information service delivery. It is equally important to 

notice that the libraries are still trying to understand the extent of their service delivery in this 

new realm compared to that of the profit oriented e-commerce and entertainment sectors. 

Walsh, (2009) observes that, in this dynamic situation, libraries are slowly but strongly 

beginning to make inroads into the world of mobile learning especially information 

dissemination through mobile phones Most of the initiatives are aimed at starting the basic 

services for mobile users and unfortunately in the mobile app market place the libraries have 
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not started making any significant inroads. LaCounte (2012) observes that during the advent 

of microprocessors and internet technologies, libraries had the upper hand and provided state 

of art services to their clients as the services were straight forward, but in the case of mobile 

applications, libraries are still lagging behind. He points out of the hundreds of thousands of 

mobile applications available for phones; the number of apps that librarians have built for 

libraries can be counted on one hand! 

But leaving the mobile applications aside, there were certainly initiatives to have mobile 

related services in libraries. Griffey (2010) observes that “libraries over the past five years, 

focused heavily on providing digital services, especially reference services, via mobile 

channels”.  Most of these services focused on providing reference queries using mobile 

technology.  This concept is slowly changing with the advent of smartphones. Smartphones 

have redefined the mobile communication landscape and have reinvented the mobile 

computing phenomenon. The convergence of three important components, web-enabled 

smartphones, mobile applications and cloud computing are rapidly revolutionizing the 

attitude of people towards how they interact, access and disseminate information. It is 

predicted that the coming years will be an explosion of fully featured smartphones. This is 

good news for libraries as the developments will allow the libraries to realign their services to 

match the rest of other service providers in the mobile communication world. For all these to 

take place the starting point is to begin with mobile library websites as they are the face of the 

libraries in the desktop computing world. 

 

4. Literature Review 

The literature review of mobile related applications and initiatives for libraries draws on a 

wealth of literature. There is an increasing interest amongst academic institutions in the use 

of mobile devices especially in institutions of higher learning. Wisniewski (2011) from the 

University of Pittsburgh predicted that “by 2014 mobile internet usage will surpass desktop 

web usage” which seems to be true. In his paper he observes the proliferation of mobile 

devices and concludes by saying “the future is mobile and the future is now”. In general the 

important factors in deciding on mobile library applications for any specific library will 

depend on the library environment, the budget, the objectives of the library and the desired 

competency and skills of library professions to handle the technology. Canuel and Crichton 

(2010) in their impact factor analysis of mobile web show that Canadian Association of 

Research Libraries (CARL) boasts a 34% penetration rate amongst their users. Cummings, 

Merrilll and Borrelli’s (2010) study indicates close to 55% of the users use mobile based 

internet services and close to 45.2% of respondents indicated that their desired search 

medium is mobile catalogues. 

Since library websites are considered to be the face of many libraries, the obvious choice for 

any library to initiate its mobile presence is through its library website. Laurie Bridges et. al. 

(2010, 310) confess that if there is a question asked whether the library should develop a fully 

mobile website, the answer is an unequivocal yes. They base their decision on the ECAR 

(EDUCAUSE Center for Applied Research, (2009) study, which alludes to the fact that 

traditional college- going students use web-enabled mobile devices regularly which strongly 

advocates for building mobile catalogues. Yun-hong Lv’s (2012) investigation on China’s 

mobile library development and the analysis of global mobile library development presents a 

rather interesting mobile library service process which advocates for mobile synthesized 

library process. He provides a domestic mobile library model as opposed to a global 

approach. His argument is mainly for incorporating video streaming, personalized service, 

video reference advisory to name a few. Griffey, (2010) notes that the mobile browsing, 
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especially for library websites has become better mainly because of technology. With a little 

bit of tweaking of the existing library website coding or by using a conditional mobile CSS 

with a simple “command of max-device-width” an effective mobile based website can be 

created for libraries. This seems to have influenced lot of library website developers to 

combine their desktop as well as their mobile websites using a single web design with 

conditional style sheets. The newer generation of designers are influenced by the Responsive 

Web Design techniques which provide the single design for multitude of devices. Baturary et. 

al. (2013) gives a peep into responsive web design for instructional content in their paper 

“Responsive Web Design: a new type of design for web based instructional content”. The 

responsive web design aims to provide a “suite of techniques for building fluid, standards-

based websites that adapt to user devices” Reidsma (2013). Responsive web design provides 

the developers with an option of using fluid grids and CSS media queries to change style 

according to different devices. With the advent of responsive web design it is possible to 

provide a single web design for multiple devices. Chad Marin (2013, 93) concludes by saying 

the development of different websites for different gadgets will be the concept of the past as 

newer technologies and techniques are aimed at strengthening the mobile website presence as 

the prime source. 

 

5. Mobile Library Websites – Where to Start: 

As the library website is meant for library users the obvious place to start is to receive inputs 

from the users. Lilla Murray (2011, 235) in her experience recalls the questionnaire in which 

she asked her users to identify the various services which they thought will be useful to her 

library users. She concludes by saying it is imperative for “each library to learn which mobile 

web resources library patrons consider most useful”. For existing websites there will always 

be page statistics which can be effectively used to determine which pages are often visited by 

the users. Still this may not be the right approach as the existing statistics point to the desktop 

usage. Another way of getting to know the needs of the users is to find out through 

questionnaires about the services the users would like to have in their mobile website as a 

priority. 

Another important aspect of planning for the mobile website is to determine the mobile using 

habits of the users. This is very important because it determines the design of the mobile 

website as the design should suit the nature of browsing by the users. This is a tricky situation 

as each user will have a different using habit, but an analysis of the majority of the habits will 

help in determining the browsing nature of the users. Mostly the habit of the users will vary 

depending on the mobile devices which are being used. A survey of the devices used by the 

users will also be useful while designing the mobile websites. While designing mobile 

websites, the density of smartphone usage amongst the users, the types of display screen will 

make a huge difference in designing websites. Along with this the demography of the user 

base, the internet access point of the users especially the more specific places from where 

they access the website will help determine the exact design of the website. 

Once these data are at hand the designing becomes much simpler. Sometimes it might 

transpire that the need is not a mobile library website instead a separate application for the 

mobile users. This is an important decision for the library administrators because a separate 

application for the library will help the users in many areas especially with faster loading of 

information and easy searching of its catalogues. Developing separate application for the 

library will also enable the developers to include a number of mobile specific built in 

advantages and applications such as device orientation, GPS enabled location finding maps, 

QR and barcode scanning, making phone numbers clickable and making use of the inbuilt 
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camera or other utilities such as push notification services etc. But the downside is that with a 

number of mobile platforms the developers needs to develop applications for each platform 

and keep developing as and new platforms appear. Testing and releasing applications through 

app stores are cumbersome processes. 

 

6. The Starting point: A case study with UNISWA Library 

As indicated the best starting point for mobile website creation is the users. In this study in 

order to ascertain the need of the library, three specific user studies were conducted. From the 

page visits of the desktop website a statistics was randomly drawn on the pages most visited 

and the least visited pages were marked. A questionnaire was circulated on a random 

sampling method to get the user feedback. Separate one to one interviews were conducted 

with a number of faculty members who are actively involved in library activities. The 

questionnaire had a total of 12 different questions, but for this paper 5 questions pertaining to 

the mobile library website are taken into discussion. 

 

6.1 Survey Population 

A questionnaire in Google Drive was created and circulated through the library Facebook 

page and by email. A total of 221 respondents replied to the questions sent to them. The 

breakdown of the survey population is as below: 

 

Category No of response Percentage 

Teaching Faculty 22 10% 

Non-Teaching Staff 4 2% 

Students 195  88% 

 221 100% 

 

6.2 Types of mobile phone ownership: 

Mobile phone types are important to develop a good website because this will form the basis 

for the design and development of the library website for the mobile phones. A specific 

question was asked on the type of mobile phone used. 

 

Type of Mobile phones No of response Percentage 

iPhones 19 (7%) 

Android Phone 148 (65%) 

Windows mobile phones 20 (9%) 

Other Smart phones 31 (14%) 

Phone without internet 11 (5%) 

 221 100% 

 

This is a revelation for the administration as close to 95% of the users use mobile enabled 

smart phones and the android phones have topped with 65% followed by apple iPhones and 
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other internet enabled phones. This has given us confidence that the library should be moving 

towards creating a library website for the mobile users. This has also given an idea for the 

future when we want to develop apps for the libraries, our target operating system and the 

users. 

While we had all these background information, we also wanted to check the pattern of using 

internet by our users in order to plan for information literacy provision and marketing of the 

mobile library services. First we wanted see how frequently the users access internet through 

their mobile phones. A specific question related to this was asked: 

 

6.3 Frequency of Internet Access through mobile phones 

Frequency of Access No of response Percentage 

Rarely 31 14%  

Frequently 183 83% 

Never  7 3% 

 221 100% 

 

The response was very positive as 97% of our users were using internet through their mobile 

phones and among them 83% were using it frequently which told us that our concentration on 

the marketing should only be on advertising the service rather than providing information 

literacy support. 

Apart from the frequency of access, our worry was on the connectivity of the users as we 

were also conscious of how they get connected to the internet as this will directly impact on 

our design process. This is mainly to determine the amount of graphics to use, the amount of 

data to provide and so on.  If the users are using their data packs to access internet the best 

possible idea is to minimize the graphics and balance the content.  A question on how the 

users access internet was asked: 

 

6.4 Internet Access of Mobile Phones: 

Access Type No of response Percentage 

2G/3G data packs 106 48% 

Campus Wi-Fi 71 32% 

Wi-Fi hotspots 44 20% 

 221 100% 

 

Once again we were surprised to find that close to 48% of the users use their own paid data 

packs followed by 32% using our campus Wi-Fi and the rest using commercial hotspots. This 

made us to decide that content should not be filled with graphic on should be light for 

downloading as it might impact on their finance. Also a question on how they would like to 

see the library website was posed to them as this will make the design process easier: 

 

6.5 Mobile website Preference: 
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Content Preference No of response Percentage 

Balanced  160 72% 

More text and links 33 15% 

More Graphics and texts 28 13% 

 221 100% 

 

Close to 72 % of the respondents replied that they would like to have a balanced content 

which we thought is a fair call as it clearly reflected our thinking as well. Once we had all 

these details a more specific  question was asked about  which links they would like to have 

prominently in the website. 

 

6.6 Links preferred in the mobile library website: 

Preferred Links No of response Percentage 

OPAC (Book search 
facility)  

188 (221) 85% 

E-Resource database link 150 (221) 68% 

Instructions on how to 
access databases 

84 (221) 38% 

Library tours 57 (221) 26% 

Library rules  46 (221) 21%  

 

Most of the users preferred to have the OPAC as their main preferred link in the mobile 

library website, closely followed by the Electronic Resource database link and circulation 

related information as the next preferred link. Keeping these preferences the design phase of 

the library website was handed over to the technical team for further action. 

 

7. Responsive Web Design: 

Keeping the above results in mind the design team of the library website started working on 

developing a new website for the library. The important question asked at that time is 

whether to develop a desktop version of website for the desktop users and to have a stripped 

down version of website for the mobile users. Keeping the usage of smartphones in mind and 

the overwhelming statistics of close to 95% users using smartphones a decision was taken to 

create a website which will suit both the desktop users as well as the mobile phone users. 

After a careful study of all the available choices, and considering the amount of work 

involved in maintaining two websites if desktop and mobile websites are maintained parallel, 

a conscious decision of developing the website using responsive web design technology was 

adopted. Responsive Web design aims to provide a single solution which could cater to all 

the users who use different gadgets including the majority of desktop users. 

Responsive web design which was first introduced by Ethan Marcotte in 2010 provides 

flexible solutions to some of the problems highlighted by the traditional web design and 

allow the users to have a single design for multiple devices. The basics of Responsive web 

design rests with the fluidity in the design phase. There are a number of responsive elements 
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one can insert in the design phase. For example Responsive web elements and media can be 

inserted using image resize commands with percent width. Also it is possible to have 

responsive layout using min-width and max-width properties or by controlling the layout with 

relative padding. The main advantage of Responsive Web design is to have one design for 

many devices with the possibility of automatically zooming and easy navigation. The basics 

of Responsive Web Design is in the design phase where a careful wireframe diagram of each 

and every step of the website is pre-designed so that it serves the purpose of all users. 

 

7.1 Responsive web design – UNISWA Libraries 

The design team of the University of Swaziland Libraries embarked on the mission to create 

a Responsive Web design for the Library website and the result is given below. 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Display of Library website in Desktop, IPad and mobile phone 

 

Keeping the survey in mind the graphics for the library website was kept on the minimum. 

The menus were designed using responsive image resize method using the relative width 

statements in the cascading style sheet. The number of buttons in the menu were decided on 

the user survey where the most wanted links were retained. The least wanted items like, 

Library Tour, Notice Board and Regulations were kept as options in the homepage.  

 

7.2 Challenges: 

The first and foremost challenge we faced came from the desktop computers. The computers 

which ran below Internet Explorer 7.0 had lot of problem in translating the media queries 

adopted by the Responsive Web. A conditional CSS had to be written to eliminate these 

problems. A separate CSS was formed for browsers with explorer 7.0 and below. For a 

library website with a number of external links especially with a number of electronic 

databases it is always a big challenge to provide them within the library website. The first 

problem was with the library online public access catalogue which uses an external server to 

generate an html on the fly using a cgi script. In order to capture this in the library website an 

object field had to be crated with the webpage targeted to display in the parent window. This 

provided a big problem for browsers which were not supporting object fields. In the case of 

external databases the design team decided to open them in separate windows which solved 

the problem. 

As the website was basically meant to be used by all the devices more care was taken to 

accommodate all the different types of browsers used in the entire network including the 

mobile, tablet and other display devices. To validate the website an exhaustive website 

testing and validating was conducted. 
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8. Mobile Library Websites – Testing and Validating: 

For conventional web sites, designing and coding a site that will work in all browsers is much 

simpler as most of the html editors provide an easy preview option which covers most of the 

browsers. But incorporating the same design for mobile sites it is a tedious process as there 

are thousands of devices and hundreds of browsers available for anyone to test. This is 

especially tedious when a single design is used for desktop as well as for the mobile and 

tablet devices. W3C which works towards establishing standards and best practices has 

provided Web Best Practices 1.0 (MWBP) working group which has a suite of software 

package called mobileOk Checker (http://www.w3.org/TR/mobileOK /#check). This 

provides the facility to automatically check mobile conformance of a website. This package is 

in Java and it is an open source available under W3C License.  The mobileOK software is 

designed to improve the web experience for users using mobile devices by rewarding content 

providers that adhere to good practice when delivering content to them. It is a challenge for 

checking a site which is basically meant for desktop as well as for mobile devices as the 

result will be one sided depending on the device one tests. Kim Griggs (2011) and others feel 

that validating and testing are continuous processes whereby it is tested as and when new 

codes are added. With sites such as libraries which often need continuous updating itis 

imperative that they are tested periodically. Since there are provisions to test the development 

in the desktop itself it is easy to test the mobile websites in the local development stage. Once 

they are tested locally they can be either loaded into simulators such as opera mini or iPhone 

safari or iPhone SDK which can be downloaded and tested. 

 

9. Conclusion: 

With all the advancements in ICT and in the Satellite communication system there is no 

doubt that the future of Information dissemination and information service delivery will use 

mobile technology in all forms. The underlying principle of the next generation of library 

services is to link – people, technology and information together; to link them using the 

choice and mode of communication which is relevant to the users and which the users are 

comfortable with. Mobile websites will be the initial mobile presence any library will be 

looking to start with. There is no doubt that such a mobile venture should start with the 

understanding of the user’s behavior and needs and at the same time the available tools and 

technologies which the library possesses. The word of caution though is not to recreate the 

entire spectrum and services of the desktop based website but to start small and elegant and 

add the complexities as the users become familiar with the mobile sites.  
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Abstract 

Cloud-based storage services are increasingly common tools in the everyday life of teachers 

and researchers. Thus, the Cloud business model is a trend for those who are looking for 

scalability, availability, flexibility and fewer maintenance issues. The increasing demand for 

collaborative work has driven these users to commercial cloud solutions, such as Dropbox, 

Google drive or Onedrive, as the means to save and share presentations, lecture notes or 

research documents. Although those solutions offer many benefits for their users, they have a 

number of disadvantages, for example, commercial clouds store data on their own servers, 

which are subject to local rules and government laws, which are often not the same rules and 

laws to which their users are subject. Another disadvantage is related to the terms of 

use/privacy policy. In this context, we present CNC Cloud, Cloud Computing for Science, a 

project sponsored by the Brazilian NREN RNP (Rede Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa), which 

aims to offer a cloud storage service for researchers and lecturers at Brazilian education and 

research institutions. 

Keywords: Owncloud, Security, Cloud Computing. 

 

1. Introduction 

Historically, the evolution of information technology has been characterized by innovation 

and the creation of new paradigms. This behavior has repeated itself with the appearance of 

cloud computing, a distributed computing model where shared computational resources (e.g., 

hardware, development platforms, and applications) are virtualized and offered as services, 

supported by a number of data centers all over the Internet (Armbrust et al. 2010, Foster et al. 

2008, Vaquero et al. 2009). 

This movement has raised a lot of interest in different communities. Nowadays, there are a 

number of commercial cloud service providers (e.g., Amazon, Google, Microsoft), which 

have been adopted by users with different profiles (home users, scientific and private 

communities) for saving and sharing different types of documents, such as presentations, 

lecture notes, and research documents.  

mailto:michael%7d@rnp.br
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Although those solutions offer many benefits for their users, they present a number of 

disadvantages. In general, commercial clouds store data on their own servers. Those servers, 

and the data stored on them, are subject to local rules and government laws, usually different 

from those to which their users are subject. Another disadvantage is related to the terms of 

use/privacy policy. Cloud services can, and usually do, update their terms of use in 

accordance with their business interests, rendering the user defenseless with respect to the 

ownership of their data. Thus, although there is a search for reliable and internationally 

recognized standards, there is still no clarity and consensus regarding the rights and 

obligations between the parties involved in a model of Cloud Computing. In particular, data 

stored in commercial clouds can be vulnerable to unauthorized and undesired monitoring and 

manipulation by the service provider or even third parties. 

In this context, RNP has been funding the CNC Cloud Project, an R&D Project which is part 

of RNP’s Working Group (WG) Programme since 2011. The main objective is to offer a 

cloud storage service, which does not depend on foreign service providers and is based on 

open source technologies, to Brazilian education and research institutions. This service also 

focuses on data privacy, aiming at providing secure data storage. 

The CNC Cloud project has built an infrastructure with a backend based on the OpenStack 

software and a frontend whose user access interface is based on Owncloud. Currently, the 

project is in an “experimental phase” in which it will deliver a pre-production cloud storage 

service environment, with servers hosted at different Brazilian Federal Universities and some 

Points of Presence (PoPs) of RNP’s national backbone network. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents concepts of cloud computing and 

identity Federation. In Section 3, we describe the development of the experimental service, 

based on the CNC Cloud project, and how its architecture works. In Section 4 the results of 

the tests that have been performed with CNC Cloud will be presented. Finally, Section 5 

presents the conclusions and some future work. 

 

2. Background 

 
2.1 Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a relatively new business model in the computing world. According to 

NIST definition, cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, 

storage, applications and services). NIST also defines three service models for cloud 

computing: Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS). SaaS is the model that provides to the user applications running on cloud 

infrastructure. PaaS provides to the user a cloud environment to deploy its own applications 

using programming languages, libraries and services supported by the cloud. IaaS aims to 

provide fundamental computing resources such as processing, storage, networks to the user. 

In this case, the user does not control underlying cloud infrastructure, he controls over 

deployed operations.  

Currently, many users have signed up to some type of cloud service, such as storage services 

(e.g., Dropbox
1
), and virtual machine services (e.g., Amazon

2
). Moreover, the use of cloud 

services has gained widespread adoption beyond that of a single user, and can now be 

perceived in a number of environments, such as companies, research centres, universities, and 

                                                           

1https://www.dropbox.com/ 
2http://www.amazon.com/ 
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so on. Thus, the increasing use of cloud computing services has required a new architecture 

and design solutions to support those demands 

Openstack is a toolbox to build cloud infrastructures, one of which is the Object Storage 

(Swift). Swift allows the creation of storage clouds. Thus, Swift is composed by modules that 

perform specific services for the cloud and has a distributed deployment approach, with 

storage servers and proxy servers. 

Keystone is an OpenStack project that aims to provide a service for Identity management. 

OpenStack projects the use of keystone to authenticate users wishing to access cloud services. 

In our infrastructure Keystone is deployed on proxy nodes. The native Keystone 

authentication process is based on the use of tokens as credentials. After successful 

authentication, the user receives a token to enable access to cloud services.  

 

2.2 Identity Federation 

Cloud services are normally made available to a large number of users from different 

domains (such as schools and colleges), that need to be authenticated before gaining access. 

This authentication is usually carried out by well-known mechanisms and the cloud can be 

responsible for all authentication management, including the storage of user access 

information. However, as the number of users increases, the authentication process becomes 

more complex, and so the cloud services are starting to find other alternatives, in order to 

facilitate it. 

A federated identity management system consists mainly of service and identity providers. 

These providers establish a trust relationship for exchange of user information, in order to 

allow access to the resources (Chadwick 2009; Wangham et al. 2010). A service provider 

(SP) offers resources to a user, who is authenticated through an identity provider (IdP). 

Besides performing user authentication, the IdP is also responsible for issuing attribute 

assertions to the authenticated user. An attribute corresponds to a characteristic or property of 

a user, whereas an attribute assertion is an affirmation made by the IdP, through a message 

signed digitally, saying that a user possesses a particular attribute. By utilizing the attributes 

that belong to the user, an SP will then, based on its own access control policies, make 

decisions about the resources and operations requested by a user. 

There are many technologies that can help the development of identity federated management 

systems, such as SAML and OpenID Connect4. RNP’s Identity Federation name CAFe 

utilizes SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) (OASIS 2008). It defines standard 

messages and protocols for safe sending and receiving users identity information. Besides, 

SAML also sets a group of roles, that can be performed by an entity in the SAML 

infrastructure, as well as the metadata that describes these entities (Wangham et al. 2010). 

 

3. CNC Cloud 

 
2.3 Infrastructure Overview 

Aiming to provide a safe, reliable and scalable data storage service in the cloud, the CNC 

Cloud project carried out an extensive study of tools for building a cloud. 

The experimental service considers the community cloud model implementation and the IaaS 

model, where the end user accesses the cloud through a web client and acquires access to 

stored files. All operations are performed using load balancers that ensure the high 

availability and scalability of the cloud. Figure 1 shows an overview of the architecture. 
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Figure 1: Overview of the architecture 

 

2.4 CNC Cloud Architecture  

CNC Cloud components can be deployed in different servers and provide the named services: 

proxy, object, container and account. 

The proxy server receives user requests and forwards them to the cloud storage services. 

Currently the CNC experimental phase uses three proxy servers. Each one of these services is 

deployed on a different server. One of the servers is located at the Federal University of Pará 

(UFPA), the second at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC), and the third at the 

Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG). Figure 2 shows the disposition of these servers. 

It is important to note that, in order to meet a larger number of user requests, more proxy 

servers can be added to the architecture in the future. These 3 proxy servers utilize load 

balancing performed through round-robin DNS. 

The communication between the proxy servers and the users uses the HTTPS protocol. 

However, in order to provide the storage service to users, the cloud requires some form of 

authentication. For this, it was decided to include the cloud service in RNP’s Identity 

Federation for research and development projects, named CAFe Expresso. This federation 

authenticates the user to access the cloud resources. 

The account, container and object services take care of the data storage. The object service 

handles object storage, the container service handles the list of objects inside the containers, 

and the account service handles the list of containers. In the cloud, all three services can be 

deployed on a single server known as the Storage Node. 

The experimental phase of CNC Cloud Project has a total of 15 (fifteen) servers (nodes) of 

storage, that can be seen in Figure 2 of this section. Each storage server provides these three 

services: Object, Container and Account. These servers make up the storage cloud and are 

responsible for storing user data. 

A ring concept determines where the data are stored in the cloud, through mapping. A ring 

can be created exclusively for each service. That means that the container service can have its 

own ring, as can the object and account services. Each one of these three rings is present on 

each of the 15 storage servers. Because of Swift's flexibility property, new servers can be 

added to the cloud, in order to increase the available storage. Each new server added will 

contain the three rings. 

The ring also requires the definition of the number of replicas that will be used to store data. 

With data replication, if a server is unavailable, another can provide the requested data. 
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As illustrated in Figure 2, clients access the cloud using HTTPS. After that, the load balancer 

will transfer the users requests to an appropriate proxy. The proxy first authenticates the user 

and then verifies if the request can be fulfilled. If the user has the proper authentication, the 

proxy communicates with the storage servers to carry out the requests. 

 

Figure 2: Architecture of the experimental phase of CNC 

4. Validation of the design 

Currently, there are 10 institutions participating in the experimental phase of the CNC Cloud 

Project, distributed all over Brazil: the Federal University of Juiz de Fora (UFJF), the Federal 

University of Santa Maria (UFSM), , the Federal University of Bahia (UFBA), , the Federal 

University of Cariri (UFCA), the Federal University of Paraná (UFPR), the University 

Telehealth Community Network (RUTE), the Point of Presence of the RNP network in the 

states of Pará (PoP-PA) and Santa Catarina (PoP-SC) and the Coordination of Improvement 

of Higher Education and Personnel of the Federal government (CAPES). 

Several activities have been carried out by each of these participants, following a 

methodology that proposed a series of use cases distributed over a 9 month test schedule. 

Each institution reports test results to the CNC project team on a monthly basis.  

At the beginning of these tests, the CNC project team guided the first contact of the 

Institutions’ users with the CNC Cloud.  Test cases were defined to exercise the following 

activities:  

● Federated authentication 
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● Object and Directory List 

● Directory creation 

● Object upload 

● Object deletion 

● Web Client usability using the principal browsers 

Each test was carried out by around 20 users, who did not report any errors at this stage. 

Then, the CNC project team defined three test cases related to object sharing: 

● Object sharing 

● Directory sharing 

● Temporary link sharing 

A total of 9 users performed these test cases. They did not report any errors during this 

second test stage. 

In addition, three tests related to Encrypted data storage were proposed: 

● Data Storage and encryption 

● Data decryption 

● Sharing an encrypted file 

11 users executed these test cases. All the cryptography tests showed errors due the crypto 

application. This application was blocked by security rules in some browsers.  

A final set of 3 test cases were defined related to document editing, as follows:: 

● Document creation 

● Editing of shared documents 

● Document upload for editing in the cloud 

We observed that 5 users reported errors in the execution of the tests related to document 

editing. In general, performance was the main issue reported, as well as the necessity to 

reopen documents to conclude editing. 

Others tests have been applied and will be reported by the CNC project team by the end of 

2014. Once the tests are concluded, we expect good results for the performance and usability 

of the CNC Cloud. We obtained a 76% overall success rate in carrying out the tests. 

 

5. Conclusion  

Data storage clouds are tools that are becoming more and more common in the daily lives of 

teachers and researchers. These users utilize the cloud to store and share data, such as class 

notes and scientific research results.  

The CNC Cloud project is being developed as a secure data storage service in the cloud, with 

a backend based on Openstack Swift, with its entire governance managed by RNP. For this 

purpose, the CNC Cloud infrastructure has its servers all over RNP’s backbone distributed 

around Brazil with full ownership of those servers. 

CNC’s frontend based on Owncloud seems to have been a good project decision, since the 

adoption of this technology clearly adds value to the CNC Cloud by its potential to offer a 

wide variety of (commercial like) functions to web, desktop and mobile clients. 

 

The CNC experimental service has demonstrated that it is possible to build up a community 

cloud with open-source technologies that allows a local control (independent of foreign 
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companies) over the main cloud assets, which are the users’ files. In the near future, RNP will 

be able to model a new service based on the CNC Cloud project results.. 
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Abstract 

CHAIN-REDS promotes and supports technological and scientific collaboration across 

different e-Infrastructures established and operated in various continents. To this, it has 

included data related capabilities so any user can search, retrieve and easily use datasets in a 

specific application. After two years of work, specific results on data handling (use, 

management, exploitation, interoperability) and their exploitation on distributed computing 

infrastructures are presented in this work. 

Keywords: CHAIN-REDS, Data Repositories, Distributed Computing Infrastructure, Linked 

Data, Semantic Web 

 

1. Introduction 

CHAIN-REDS (www.chain-project.eu) is  a  project  co-funded  by  the  European  

Commission  within  its Seventh Framework Program with a consortium made of ten 

renowned organisations in the field of e-Infrastructures, representing Europe and most of the 

world  regions (Africa, Asia, Latin  America  and  the  Caribbean, and the Middle-Eastern 

and Gulf Region). Its vision is to promote and  support technological and scientific 

collaboration across different e-Infrastructures  established  and  operated  in  various 

continents  in  order  to  facilitate  their  uptake  and  use  by  established  and  emerging 
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Virtual Research Communities (VRCs),  but  also  by  single  researchers,  promoting  

instruments  and  practices  that  can facilitate their inclusion in the global e-Science and e-

Research. 

To fully exploit those eInfrastructure, it is necessary to count on active VRCs, which, many 

times, need to access, use and easily store data. In this paper, the Data Accessibility 

Reproducibility and Trustworthiness (DART) workflow is presented, which represents the 

CHAIN-REDS vision about data management, use, and persistent identification and storage. 

 

2. Technological pillars 

Data accessibility reproducibility and trustworthiness is a goal that needs previous 

technological developments to properly work. In this sense, CHAIN-REDS defined a road-

map devoted to address the following objectives: 

Obj1. Extend the CHAIN Knowledge Base (KB) with Data Infrastructure. During the 

CHAIN project lifetime, the consortium made a big effort in implementing a KB that 

contained detailed information about the different Grid initiatives around the world. 

This information could be displayed in the CHAIN webpage (see [1]) in a three-fold 

basis: Country, DCI Site and DCI Table views. In the former, the user could search 

on a worldwide map their country of interest and click on it, so that information 

about their domestic Grid status was displayed. In the DCIs views, information about 

the Distributed Computing Infrastructures per site geographically displayed on a map 

or per country showed in a table could be retrieved. For CHAIN-REDS, the KB is 

being enhanced with information related to Data infrastructure. 

Obj2. Support the study of data infrastructures for a few VRCs. Use cases aforementioned 

should count on a community of users (VRCs) who would test and give feedback 

about the solutions proposed by CHAIN-REDS related to interoperability aspects of 

data infrastructures. In this sense, the project will support these VRCs in the process 

of learning (if any), implementation (if any) and final validation. 

Obj3. Promote trust building towards open scientific data infrastructures across the world 

regions. Trust building is of outmost importance for users from different groups to be 

able to access data previously stored by different researchers in different world 

regions relying not only on their accuracy, but also on their computational format i.e. 

these users are retrieving the information they are looking for. 

Obj4. Study the opportunities of data sharing across different e-Infrastructures and 

continents. For achieving such a goal, it is necessary to survey different sources of 

information in order to look for synergies that could be exploited: groups of 

researchers (VRCs) who could make use of big amount of data in the countries 

belonging to the continents targeted by CHAIN-REDS; DCIs that could report on the 

users who usually transfer big amount of data too; and, on-going well-established 

data initiatives. 

Obj5. Provide proof-of principle use-cases for data sharing across the continents. Select 

among the identified candidates those who present promising opportunities for data 

sharing in terms of standards and good practices selected by CHAIN-REDS. 

 

To achieve Objective 5, several actions have been carried out: 
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 Analyse which standards are most used and, as a consequence, extended worldwide 

and accordingly propose best-practices to the communities to be approached (i.e. 

achieve Obj3); 

 Define in what terms the CHAIN-REDS KB should be improved in order to firstly 

collect and lately display, in a dynamic way, information related to data 

infrastructures (Obj1); 

 Analyse which repositories and what related scientific fields are of interest to CHAIN-

REDS according to Action1 and Action2 (Obj2 & Obj4); 

 Survey the different countries and DCIs of interest to CHAIN-REDS and the well-

established data-related initiatives in order to get their feedback about their usage of 

the identified standards and the computational platforms that are being utilised 

(Action2) and about the groups that are profiting from a huge employment of data and 

belong to the identified scientific fields (Action3). In addition, propose to the latter the 

CHAIN-REDS support for adopting the proposed standards (Obj2-Obj4); 

 Analyse the results of the survey (Action4) and focus the project efforts on two or 

three scientific communities in order to efficiently perform data sharing in terms of 

some standards and good practices (Obj5). This action have counted on the support 

from CHAIN-REDS in order to implement or adopt some standards if necessary, the 

collaboration of the identified communities by means of MoUs which would rule the 

scientific liaison and the support of DCIs for making the real demonstration of data 

interoperability. 

In order to work on any action or goal, the first key point is the definition of the way in which 

it is expected to be achieved. In CHAIN-REDS, this meant to select the standards that would 

be fostered by CHAIN-REDS and, hopefully, adopted by the collaborative VRCs (if 

necessary).At the same time, it is of outmost importance that such standards have a wide 

presence worldwide because of the intercontinental scope of CHAIN-REDS. 

Thus, after a deep analysis on the best practices that on-going data initiatives were carrying 

out, the following standards were selected by the project for pursuing trust building: 

  OAI-PMH [2] for metadata retrieval. 

  Dublin Core [3] as metadata schema. 

  SPARQL [4] for semantic web search. 

  XML [5] as potential standard for the interchange of data represented as a set of 

tables.  

  Persistent Identifiers (PID) [6] as a tool to know where and how data and metadata 

are stored, which is of importance for retrieving the required data successfully. 

Strictly talking, PID is not a standard yet, but it is becoming the de facto tool for 

uniquely identifying any kind of document resources. 

 

With this selection in mind, a work plan for improving the CHAIN-REDS KB by adding new 

functionalities was also planned. As a result, the following developments have been 

implemented: 

 Integration of the KLIOS [8] services inside the KB in order to extend its 

functionalities. Knowledge linking and sharing in research domains (KLIOS) is a 

project for developing small research projects and implement them in real-life use 

cases related to data sharing by means of metadata harvesting. 
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 Dynamically include in the KB Data Repositories (DRs) and Open Access Documents 

Repositories (OADRs) worldwide by using the already defined standards. The 

information related to these repositories should be presented to the user in the same 

way as the already available DCIs one. 

 Take this integration as a proof-of-principle for demonstrating the work carried out. 

Repositories containing documents (articles, proceedings, books, etc.) were selected in 

principle for testing and depurating the KB functionalities with the aim of improving 

its characteristics to other fields and data (see items below). 

 Provide the KB with the following capabilities, so that further extraction and 

exploitation of raw data by any user could be performed: semantic web enrichment; 

semantic search engine; and, a tool for extracting the data associated to the 

repositories. 

 Start working with some specific communities on a strategy for demonstrating data 

trust building, i.e. the access by a user of data already stored in order to extract them 

and employ them as input in a scientific application for reproducing and/or extending 

the results of a given research. The new data and, may be, the new paper will be lately 

stored on the Data Infrastructure and will be easily found by the people belonging to 

the same domain (see DART challenge below). 

New tools have been provided on the CHAIN-REDS website that are of interest to Data 

Infrastructures and User Communities. They actually are the backbone that is being used by 

the DART challenge to achieve data trust building and are the basis for several of the use 

cases provided by the project. These tools based on the previous mentioned standards are: 

 The Knowledge Base is one of the largest existing e-Infrastructure-related digital 

information systems. It currently contains information, gathered both from dedicated 

surveys and other web and documental sources, for more than half of the countries in 

the world. As of today, the KB contains about 2,500 OADRs and 600 DRs. The total 

number of resources that are indirectly included in the KB is well above 30 million. 

 The CHAIN-REDS Semantic Search Engine (SSE), which semantically enriches the 

OADRs and DRs gathered in the KB for relating linked data. The multi-layered 

architecture of this engine provides the results of a given query displayed on the 

webpage and ranked according to the Ranking Web of Repositories. Visitors can also 

access the detailed view of the resource and its reference in Google Scholar, access 

the document specific link and, if existing, the corresponding dataset, and select one 

or more of the resources found and get a graphic view of the semantic connections 

among Authors, Subjects and Publishers. Thus, if new links appear, users can infer 

new relations among resources, thus discovering new knowledge. 

  The Science Gateway, which is a friendly front-end that allows users to submit jobs 

seamlessly and unattendedly to be run on Grid, Cloud and HPC infrastructure 

independently of the middleware they were using. This Science Gateway can be 

accessed with the user’s Identity Federation credentials. 

In September 2013, and also as part of EGI Technical Forum, the demo ‘Managing and using 

interoperable DCIs through a standard-based Science Gateway’ was successfully performed. 

It was planned to both demonstrate interoperability (by allowing a scientist to seamlessly run 

applications on HPC machines, Grids and Clouds) and interoperation (by allowing a cloud-

tenant of a real or virtual organisation to seamlessly and easily manage Cloud resources 

pledged by providers owning/operating infrastructures based on different middleware stacks). 
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Logging into the user-friendly CHAIN-REDS Science Gateway using his/her federated 

credentials, the user could select an application from a menu and transparently execute it on 

HPC machines, Grids and Clouds. It is also worth mentioning that the fractions of executions 

on the three different platforms could be adjusted to simulate the need to “boost” the 

resources in case of temporary peaks of activity. 

 

3. DART: Data Accessibility, reproducibility and Trustworthiness 

By using metadata standards already implemented in the project Knowledge Base) and the 

Semantic Search Engine, any user can find repositories including a term and lately retrieve 

the raw data for performing a new calculation. The latter, is executed on distributed 

computing infrastructures, including Grid, local clusters and Clouds, using OCCI and SAGA 

as standard interfaces and the CHAIN-REDS Science Gateway as a virtual research 

environment. Last, the obtained results (raw data and publication) are able to be stored again 

in a way that they are searchable again. 

In this sense, this workflow is a step forward in the previous interoperability actions already 

achieved by CHAIN-REDS and provides scientists with a powerful tool. The standards on 

which DART is based on are the ones mentioned in the previous section. 

DART demonstrates the achievability of the following vision: 

 A scientist can search on a wide plethora of resources for a specific term, subject, 

author or publisher (those already integrated in the CHAIN-REDS Knowledge Base 

by using the project Semantic Search Engine). 

 He/she can discover new knowledge by linking the retrieved results via a semantic 

enrichment. 

 He/she can retrieve the article and associated raw data of interest and either replicate 

the previous experiment or perform a new study with those data. 

 He/she can seamlessly run applications on HPC machines, Grids and Clouds 

compatible with those retrieved data; 

 The cloud-tenant of a real or virtual organisation can seamlessly and easily manage 

Cloud resources pledged by providers owning/operating infrastructures based on 

different middleware stacks. 

 The new produced data (and publication) can be stored again using the same standards 

and being assigned to a specific Persistent Identifier (PID) so the cycle can be initiated 

again. 

The previous items above were initially addressed by using the CHAIN-REDS tools already 

integrated in the project website and by accessing current repositories already hosted by 

initiatives such as Zenodo. First tests of DART were done with a portlet that makes use of a 

chemical physics code that obtains molar absorption coefficients from molecular gaseous 

cross sections (Molon [8]). Such portlet can upload the input file in a three-fold basis: from 

the local computer where the user is working, introducing the dataset assigned PID, or 

directly introducing the associated web address of the dataset. The latter two input formats 

can be obtained from a search on the CHAIN-REDS KB and/or SSE. Then, the user has to 

simply click on the “Run” bottom of the portlet webpage to start the calculation. 

Once this is completed, the user can retrieve the final results and, if desired, assign a PID, so 

the cycle can be restarted again by any other user who would search for them. For the sake of 

completion, Molon can use a cross section of datasets from the MPI-Mainz UV/VIS Spectral 

Atlas of Gaseous Molecules of Atmospheric Interest [9]. 
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At this point, it is worth mentioning that the PID can simply assign a permanent reference to 

a digital object or include also some additional parameters required by the user. At the same 

time, it can identify a simple raw data or a whole experiment (input and output data, 

application used). 

A demo of the DART workflow was shown at the EGI Community Forum 2014 in May 2014 

in Helsinki. In addition, CHAIN-REDS has recorded two videos of this demo as well as a 

technical tutorial, which are available at the CHAIN-REDS webpage and the project 

YouTube channel [10]. 

 

4. CHAIN-REDS application use cases 

A number of proposed use cases have been analysed and supported by the project. All of 

them make use of the e-Infrastructure services promoted by CHAIN-REDS in the different 

regions, but they cover different and complementary aspects of users’ characteristics. 

Of special interest in the African region is the AHRC case.  The African Population and 

Health Research Centre (APHRC) [11] undertakes research in a wide range of topics related 

to societal health and well-being. APHRC runs around 60 projects, publishes around 60 

papers, and trains more than 150 fellows per year. To do so, it counts on 18 donors and 51 

partners. This use-case is mainly devoted to assign Persistent IDentifiers (PIDs) to the wide 

plethora of datasets that APHRC manages and curates. This is of utmost importance due to 

these datasets are widely used by almost every country in Africa in order to improve societal 

health and well-being. APHRC and CHAIN-REDS have firstly identified which repositories 

must be catered for and defined a road-map for making this assignment. The PIDs are being 

assigned to an entire data set at the top-level. The software being used to document the data is 

Nesstar [12]. 

Due the significant development of the ab initio calculations especially the Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) in the fields of quantum chemistry and the physics of materials, the 

calculations in those areas become vital. Therefore the idea of introducing a powerful code 

such as ABINIT [13] within the Grid computing paradigm comes to ease the task of 

researchers. There is a strong group of users in Algeria who are also training new scientists in 

the field.  The aforementioned versions have been installed in 6 European and Arab sites and 

the required portlet for job submission has been implemented; such a work will be extended 

to Latin America in the near future. The portlet has been integrated in the CHAIN-REDS 

Science Gateway [14] and in the Algerian one [15]. 

Also in the Arab region it is worth mentioning the CMSquares usage, which looks for Magic 

Squares. The goal of this application is to generate all natural magic squares of order 6 with 

predefined restrictions, like having the four corner property or being semi pan-diagonal 

magic squares. A huge amount of computing resources related to the CMSquares code are 

being exploited in Jordan via the CHAIN-REDS Science Gateway of this code [16] and this 

use case is a clear of example of how the project can also support the so-called “long tail” of 

users, i.e. those that do not belong to a big community. 

Outside Africa, several use cases are being promoted by CHAIN-REDS as well. The Latin 

America Giant Observatory (LAGO - first known as Large Aperture Gamma Ray 

Observatory) [17] project is a recent collaboration that counts on Water Cherenkov Detectors 

in 9 Latin American countries, more than 80 Latin American researchers and a close 

collaboration with European teams such as IN2P3 in France and INFN in Italy. LAGO use-

case success story is based on the DART challenge. The consortium maintains a repository of 

astrophysics interest that is based on DSpace and uses the Corsika code [18] to study the 
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astroparticle clusters. The LAGO repository has been integrated in the CHAIN-REDS 

Knowledge Base and the Semantic Search Engine. Also, LAGO is currently analysing with 

the project which is the best strategy for assigning PIDs to the current datasets and to the new 

data produced as a result of the Corsika executions via the project Science Gateway [14]. 

LAGO will address three different phenomena thanks to the CHAIN-REDS DART 

workflow. 

Knowing the protein structures is essential for a complete understanding of life processes at 

the molecular level. Threading is the leading method for protein structure prediction, and it is 

exceedingly time-consuming. The TreeThreader code [19] uses a new practical threading 

program, which can take pairwise interaction into consideration. TreeThreader can run on a 

Linux platform and on a volunteer computing e-Infrastructure using the CAS@home BOINC 

client and consuming around 6 million of CPU hours a year. The code is already available to 

the desktop computing community, and is now made available on a full-blown e-

Infrastructure: virtual machines launched from physical servers belonging to the China ROC 

and managed with OpenStack. For making as easy as possible the use of the new pool of 

computing resources (BOINC and cloud) to scientist, all TreeThreader jobs can be submitted 

both within China and Europe. 

Researchers are trying to observe molecular activity of various bio-molecules using 

Molecular dynamics simulation approach. GROMACS software package [20] is used for 

molecular dynamics simulation. These kinds of studies present a huge computational 

demand. That is the reason why GROMACS version to be used in this use-case success story 

is v4.6.5 due to its full-blown MPI capabilities. Fourteen European, Arab and Indian Grid 

sites have already been enabled with GROMACS version with two flavours: both an 

installation package and a Science Gateway portlet. In addition, new services related to 

eTokenServer, GridEngine and wiki pages have been created as well. 

 

5. Conclusion 

CHAIN-REDS is supporting and promoting several application use cases in the regions of 

interest. Among them, the APHRC and ABINIT use cases are currently being developed in 

Africa; other application use cases supported by the project are LAGO in Latin America, 

TreeThreader in China and GROMACS in India. 

CHAIN-REDS also supports single users who need a massive use of distributed computing 

infrastructures.  In this regard, it is worth mentioning the CMSquares application that is being 

exploited in Africa as well. 

All these use cases profit from instruments and practices that can facilitate their inclusion in 

the community of users. In concrete, they have been promoted and several standards have 

been adopted. Based on them, several useful tools have been implemented such as the 

Knowledge Base, the Semantic Search Engine and the Science Gateway 

Doing so, CHAIN-REDS facilitates the e-Infrastructures uptake and their final use by 

established and emerging Virtual Research Communities (VRCs), but also by single 

researchers. These communities can now easily access the project Knowledge Base, which 

provides direct link to more than 30 million of documents that can be also semantically 

searched and accessed. 
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Abstract  

Zambia is faced with a widening gap in the provision of education between urban and rural 

areas. E-Learning also known as online learning maybe the solution to the learning and 

teaching challenges experienced in rural Zambia. These challenges include among many 

others, the lack of qualified teachers and ICT infrastructure to provide interactive learning. 

Although rural areas in Zambia are lagging behind in terms of ICT infrastructure as compared 

to urban, our research showed that the number of people using mobile computing devices in 

both rural and urban Zambia has grown significantly. The nature of these mobile devices 

makes wireless networks the easiest solution for their interconnection.  

This paper proposes the use of wireless ad hoc networks to provide e-Learning for people in 

rural and remote areas of Zambia. In our proposed system, wireless Ad hoc networks will be 

used for the dissemination of various types of educational data. Each of the villages or rural 

area should have at least a Telecentre (acts as a sink) which is equipped with computers 

including multimedia for storing acquired data. The necessary educational information could 

manually be entered into these computers. People in rural areas could then get access to this 

information by wirelessly connecting their mobile devices to the computers in the 

Telecentres. This will in turn bridge the gap between people of rural and urban Zambia and 

be able to provide education to the majority of Zambians in an interactive way.  

Keywords 

 Rural Zambia, Information and Communication Technology (ICT), e-Learning; Wireless 

Adhoc networks, Infrastructures Wireless Networks, Mobile Access Points (MAP), Mobile 

Ad Hoc Networks (MANET). 

 

1. Introduction 

Zambia like many other developing countries has seen the increase in the numbers of people 

owning and using mobile computing devices such as mobile phones, laptops, tablets, personal 

digital assistants (PDAs) and others (Kurose and Ross, 2008). These mobile devices have 

also penetrated the remote and rural areas and a number of rural dwellers are using these 

mobile devices, especially mobile phones. The increased use of these devices worldwide has 

also seen the development of various wireless systems and applications like, wireless ad hoc 

networks, wireless sensor networks, ubiquitous computing, grid computing and others 

(Demeester, P, et al. 2004). Wireless ad hoc networks could significantly contribute to the 

development of economically and socially lagging rural areas of Zambia. These wireless 

networks could be effectively used to provide e-Learning to the people of rural Zambia.  

mailto:1nchimunya2009@gmail.com
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E-Learning refers to the utilization of ICT facilities in the provision of education. 

Applications such as web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classrooms, digital 

collaboration and others are the examples of e-Learning methodologies (Anand, et al. 2012). 

The ultimate goal of e-Learning is to bring the learning to the learners, not to bring the 

learners to learning. 

In this paper we present a detailed framework for the provision of e-Learning to rural Zambia 

using wireless ad hoc networks. These networks could also be used in the provision of 

various e-services like, e-medicine, e-agriculture and e-health care, e-business to the hard-to-

reach rural areas (Arbune et al, 2014). Our framework ensures the provision of effective e-

learning where fixed infrastructure maybe absent. The paper also discusses the 

practical/operational challenges that could hinder the implementation of such a framework in 

the rural areas of Zambia. 

 

2. Overview of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks are different from structured wireless networks, where a user 

directly communicates with an access point or base station. These networks do not rely on 

fixed infrastructure for operation.  Mobile ad hoc networks can be defined as self organizing, 

dynamic topology networks formed by a collection of mobile nodes through radio links. The 

major characteristics of these networks are that they require minimal configuration, and are 

quick to deploy. They have a dynamically changing topology and do not rely on centralized 

access points. The nodes are energy constrained, that is, they are battery powered and they 

use multi-hop communication (Kumar& Mishra, 2012) 

The nodes that lie within each other’s range can communicate directly over wireless links 

and are responsible for dynamically discovering each other’s send range. In order to enable 

communication between nodes that are not directly within each other’s range, intermediate 

nodes act as routers that relay packets generated by other nodes to their destination. 

Figure 1 below shows the difference between Cellular networks (fixed infrastructure) (a) 

and mobile ad hoc networks (b).  

 
Figure 1: Cellular networks versus mobile ad hoc networks 

 

3. The Problem Statement 

Rural areas in Zambia are lagging behind because of the following challenges: 

 Inadequate of ICT infrastructure, 

 Lack of qualified teachers, 
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 Insufficient learning resources such as books especially in science subjects, 

 Less number of students from rural areas enrolling at universities. 

The solution to the above challenges can be the use of Mobile Ad Hoc Networks in teaching 

and learning. The use of cellular phones has grown to unprecedented levels in both urban and 

rural areas. The cellular mobile phones require a fixed network infrastructure with centralised 

administration for their operation. They require a lot of time and money to set up and 

maintain. On the other hand mobile ad hoc networks require no fixed infrastructure and are 

less expensive to set up (Tonnesen, n.d.) 

We propose to use a Telecentre equipped with a server that is connected to the Internet using 

both cables and wireless connection. The figure 2 below shows the proposed design. 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed Mobile Ad Hoc Network diagram 

 

The mobile devices can be tablets, personal computers, laptops, smart phones, personal 

digital assistants and others. 

Data or information is loaded in the main server manually or can be downloaded from the 

Internet. The mobile devices can access this material on the server and can also access the 

Internet via the main server. The mobile devices shown in the diagram are level one. This 

means that they are within each other’s sender range. If level 2 mobile phones are introduced, 

the level one mobile phones will serve as routers.  This set up can serve one, two or three 

rural secondary schools depending on the distance between the schools. The idea is to 

replicate such a set up to every district so as to provide interactive learning to schools in rural 

areas. Interactive learning is encouraged because the way human beings understand, learn, 

grow and adapt is based on the ability to perceive, view and conceptualize thoughts and 

ideas. The terms used by people to describe the process of learning and understanding 

revolve around the word “see”, for example when a new concept moves from static jargon to 

understandable knowledge, we “see” it. Students sense a greater depth when they use 3D 

visualization than 2D. ICT realizes virtual reality in the learning process which improves the 

learner‘s understanding of concepts. It brings with a variety of technologies that make images 

and moves appear more life-like in print or on the computer. This enhances understanding of 

the learners (The value of 3D to Education and Learning, 2012).  

Our proposal does not alienate the teacher from the process of teaching and learning. Possible 

mobile ad hoc technologies that can be used include among others: 

 IEEE 802.11b,  

 IEEE 802.16, 
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 IEEE 802.16e. 

 

3.1 Routing Protocols 

Unlike multi-hop in infrastructure based wireless networks where there is a base station or 

access point, in mobile ad hoc networks there is no base station that is responsible for sending 

and receiving data to and from a wireless host that is associated with that base station (Omari 

& Summari, 2010) The nodes may have to relay messages among several other nodes in 

order to reach a destination (Ghandhi & Upadhayaya, 2009). The nodes may also be mobile, 

with connectivity changing among the nodes. All the same, for any communication to take 

place between any two or more nodes there should be a communications protocol. 

The following routing protocols are popular with MANETs: 

 Table driven (proactive), 

 On-Demand (reactive), 

 Hybrid (is a combination of table driven and on-demand). 

The operation of the above protocols can be explained with the help of figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Routing knowledge of node A when it communicates with nodes B, F and J 

 

3.2 Table Driven (Proactive) 

When using this protocol, a node must first of all learn the network’s topology before it can 

transmit. So each node has one or more tables that contain the latest information of the routes 

to any node in the network.  In the above figure 3, this means node A has a table that contains 

the latest information of the routes to each node. In this case, A has knowledge of the routes 

to B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J and L. In cases where a node can be reached via several routes, 

choice of the chosen route is based on cost. 

Examples of the table driven (proactive) include: 

Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) (Cheng, et al, 2011). 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) (Jacquet, P, et al. 2001) 

 

3.3  On-Demand (Reactive) 

The protocols in Ad hoc On-demand routing do not maintain or constantly update their route 

tables with the latest route topology, instead when a source wants to transmit a message; it 
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floods a query into the network to discover the route to the destination. The discovered route 

is maintained until the destination node becomes inaccessible or until the route is no longer 

desired. In figure 3 above, node A wants to communicate with B, F and J, it has the route 

knowledge of nodes B, F and J. 

Examples of On-Demand protocols include: 

 Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (DSR) (Jonhson, et al. 2007], 

 On-Demand distance Vector Routing Protocol (AODV) (Das and Marina, 2001). 

 Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) (Hiertz & Weiss, 2005). 

 

3.4  Hybrid 

Since this is a combination of table-driven and on-demand protocols, it attempts to assimilate 

the advantages of purely proactive and reactive protocols (Gupta, A et, al.2012). The key idea 

is to use reactive routing procedure at global network level and employ proactive routing 

procedure in a node’s local neighbourhood. For example, if our framework covers three 

schools, communications within a school will be done using proactive routing procedure and 

inter-school communication will be done using reactive routing procedure.   In figure 3 

above, A has route knowledge to B, C, D, E, F, I and L proactively and J reactively. 

Examples of hybrid protocols include: 

 Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), 

 Hybrid Ad Hoc Routing Protocol (HARP) (Khatkar &Singh, 2012). 

We propose to use the hybrid protocol in our framework. 

 

4. Benefits of Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 

Wireless ad hoc networks offer the following among the many benefits: 

 Ease of Deployment: 

Ad hoc networks are easily deployable as they do not need any fixed infrastructure 

of central administration. They rely on the same WI-FI standards (IEEE 802,11a, b, g 

and 802.16e) which are already in place for wireless networks (Sarao n. d.), 

 Speed of Deployment:  

Ad hoc networks are deployable on the fly. They are autonomous and infrastructure-

less or semi-infrastructure, 

 Cost of Deployment: 

There is no incremental cost for deployment; however, costs may rise depending 

upon the nodes associated with the network, 

 Anywhere, anytime: 

Wireless ad hoc networks could be deployed anywhere, anytime especially in the 

hostile or geographically harsh areas where fixed network deployment is difficult, 

 Less Transmission power: 

Ad Hoc Mobile Networks use less transmission power compared to wireless 

infrastructure networks. The nodes operate on batteries. 
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5. Technical/operational challenges for implementing such a framework 

Implementing such a framework would require support from the Ministry of Education, 

Science, Vocational Training and Early Education. The Ministry of Education is the 

custodian of all educational programmes run in primary and secondary school, so their 

approval and financial support is vital for such a framework to become a reality. The 

framework will require support from cooperating partners such as headmasters and teachers 

in secondary schools and support and advice from organizations such as National Research 

and Education Networks(NRENs),Zambia Research and Education Network(ZAMREN) and 

UbuntuNet Alliance. 

 

6. Conclusion and Future Work 

 

1.1 Conclusion 

The successful implementation of this project will yield the following benefits: 

 Bring ICT to rural secondary schools on a wider scale, 

 Reduce the digital gap between rural and urban secondary school, 

 Improve teaching and learning in rural schools, 

 Improve grade 12 results from rural school and subsequently increase the number of 

students enrolling at universities. 

 

1.2 Future Work 

In future, the project would also be used for training teachers on the use of ITC.  Teachers 

these days often travel long distances from the rural areas to attend ICT courses in and around 

urban areas. They incur transport as well as accommodation costs in addition to payment 

tuition fees. These same facilities could be used to conduct regular workshops on the ICT 

new trends. ITC technology is fast changing and there is need for constant sensitization on 

these new changes. 
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Abstract 

Despite an increase in the number of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs) in Africa, as well as 

proliferation of submarine and terrestrial fibre optic cable systems, a large proportion of 

Internet traffic exchanged among Africa’s Internet users is exchanged through higher tier 

transit providers at IXPs in other continents. This work attempts to quantify this problem and 

its impact on intra-Africa Internet performance, especially with regard to end-to-end latency. 

The recent developments in technology such as the Software Defined Network offer Africa 

and the developing world a chance to implement optimal traffic engineering solutions for 

NRENs at lower deployment and maintenance costs. This paper makes a contribution in two 

ways; first through active topology measurements, it provides an assessment of traffic routing 

and its impact on latency.  Secondly, through simulation, it shows performance benefits of 

implementing an African Internet exchange, and discusses possible software defined 

mechanisms that could be used to manage traffic in such a setting. 

Keywords 

NREN, e-Infrastructure, Software Defined Networking, Latency, Traffic Engineering, 

Internet Exchange Points 

 

1. Background 

National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) are vital for research collaboration and 

e-resource sharing, as many education and collaboration oriented applications, such as video 

conferencing, remote lecturing as well as simulations for scientific study have quality of 

service (QoS) requirement that may not easily be met with the commodity Internet (Ahmad & 

Guha 2012). Many universities are making efforts to provide E-learning platforms, availing 

the teaching and learning material beyond the classroom time, and beyond campus 

boundaries. Other universities are beginning to run in completely virtual environments, 

allowing students in different geographical locations (cross-border) to remotely attend and 

participate in live lectures. In Europe for example, the concept has been extended to allow 

students to create their own curriculum across different universities even in different 

countries. A virtual university form allows the students to pick modules based on known 

university strengths in particular fields or subjects.  Also, universities nowadays aim to 

provide virtual libraries and online digital repositories, and for collaborating universities, they 

tel:%2B27847083172
mailto:josiahchavula@gmail.com
mailto:clifford.sibanda@nust.ac.zw
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aim to make such libraries available to students that are located in other distant institutions. 

NRENs have therefore been conceived to provide specialized internetworks, dedicated to 

linking research and education institutions for efficient exchange of data. The main goal 

therefore is to meet the quality of service requirements of educational and research 

applications through provision of dedicated network backbones to interconnect education and 

research institutions, as well as through collaborative bandwidth management and peering 

agreements (Andronico et al 2011).  

However, with limited funding, most pan-African NRENs are formed with very little or no 

equipment and infrastructure of their own to route or switch Internet traffic. As such, many 

NREN exist just as entities, with a block of IP addresses that are identified to belong to a 

single Autonomous System (AS). Currently in the Southern African region, the largest and 

mostly perceived to be operational NRENs are the South African Tertiary Education Network 

(TENET) operated by South African National Research Network (SaNRen) and Kenya’s 

Education Network (KENET). However, these NRENs are very important as there are 

already impeccable benefits even for emerging NRENs, such as through concerted lobbying 

and bandwidth sharing. For example, newer NRENs, such as the Zambian NREN (ZamRen), 

while hardly with the infrastructure to fully interconnect its research and educational 

institutions, already benefit from the excess international bandwidth available for the South 

Africa’s TENET.  

Research collaboration and e-resource sharing in sub-Sahara African continues to be 

hampered by the limited interconnectivity which is not only expensive, but fails to meet the 

quality of service required for important collaboration applications among the NRENs. Many 

universities still obtain their Internet connectivity from commercial Internet service providers 

(ISPs) that have no peering relationships amongst themselves (Barry et al 2010; Steiner et al 

2005). As a result,  the level of direct interconnectivity and peering among NRENs remains 

low, and the traffic that is exchanged among NRENs in sub-Sahara Africa continues to be 

exchanged at long distance Internet eXchange Points (IXP) in Europe and North America, 

resulting in high data transmission costs (Gilmore et al 2007)  and sub-optimal performance 

(e.g high latency). Recent work on the African internet topology (Gupta et al 2014) has 

shown that about 66% of traffic between South African Internet users and Google cache 

servers located in Africa is routed outside the continent. The same work also characterized 

the IXP peering situation in Africa and showed that most African ISPs do not peer among 

themselves at national or regional IXPs, but rather prefer to peer at larger European IXPs 

such as London and Amsterdam. The problem is exacerbated by the lack of traffic 

engineering strategies that could optimize the utilization of the limited communication links 

and bandwidth. 

 According to data available in PeeringDB (PeeringDB, 2014. [Online; accessed 13-May-

2014]), an open database of peering relationships, most of the IXPs in Africa have no more 

than 2 participants, suggesting very low levels of peering. The exception is South Africa, 

which with 5 IXPs and an average of 30 networks per IXP, has the highest level of national 

peering. In comparison, a study by Ager et al. (Ager et al 2012) has shown that a single 

European IXP ecosystem has over 400 networks, with over 50 thousand actively used peering 

links, exceeding the total estimated number of all non-IXP peering links in the entire Internet. 

The fact that virtually all the major IXPs  are located in Europe and America is particularly 

disadvantageous for southern Africa, as it is geographically  the furthest from the Internet 

Exchanges. The fibre optic cable that runs from southern Africa tip in Cape Town to London, 

is close to 15000 km, implying that traffic that originates in southern Africa destined for 

southern Africa, exchanged through London, covers a distance of about 30,000km. For 
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acknowledgement-based TCP/IP traffic, this translates to a round-trip of at least 60,000km, 

and based on speed of light in fibre optic cables, a minimum RTT of about 300ms.  

Latency is an important metric for measuring the performance of Internet, as it affects the 

performance and responsiveness of Internet applications especially real-time and interactive 

applications (Landa et al 2013). Latency is measured as round trip time (RTT) for a data 

packet to move from source to the destination, and for the acknowledgement packet to be 

received by the sender.  With high latency, it is difficult for research communities to make 

use of Internet-based collaborative tools such as video conferencing or remote sharing of 

virtualized computer resources such as computer processors. This paper attempts to quantify 

the performance cost in terms of latency, for sub-Sahara NRENs to exchange traffic through 

IXPs that located in Europe. Furthermore, this paper discusses possibilities for improvement 

of the traffic engineering environment through the use of Software Defined Networking 

(SDN).  

2. Network measurements 

Active measurement techniques attempt to exploit network management to solicit responses 

from a set of network destinations, and then use such responses to infer topological 

characteristics such as route paths, RTTs and packet loss. Common active measurement 

techniques make use of Traceroute, a tool for discovering IP paths between a host and some 

destination. The tool works by sending IP packets with increasing time-to-live (TTL) values, 

in such a way that packets continually expire on their way and cause routers to respond with 

ICMP time-exceeded messages.  

To assess performance of traffic exchange among the African Research and Education 

Networks, a two (2) week experiment was conducted to probe IP paths to 35 universities 

across 12 countries. The target universities are within the UbuntuNet Alliance area. Using 

Scamper (Luckie, 2010) network tool, Internet probes were performed every day to each 

address for 14 days, using ICMP-based Ping and Traceroute network probes from two main 

vantage points, in South Africa (SA) and Malawi. Further probes were conducted from 

vantage points in West Africa (Senegal), and East Africa (Rwanda). 

2.1 Geographic location of IP paths 

Using IP geolocation database, Geoip2 (Online:  MaxMind, “Geoip”2010), the IP hops 

obtained from the traceroute were mapped to their corresponding geographic locations. 

Traceroute results show that most of the inter-NREN traffic in UbuntuNet Alliance is routed 

at the Amsterdam and London exchange points, with other prominent hops being in Lisbon 

Portugal, Marseille France. SanRen traffic is exchanged through a local Internet exchange 

point, the Johannesburg Internet Exchange (JINX). Furthermore, there also appears to be 

direct logic links between JINX and SA's neighbouring countries such as Mozambique, 

Zambia, and Zimbabwe.  

On average, 75% of the traces from African vantage points to African NRENs traversed 

inter-continental links through PoPs in Europe, such as Amsterdam, London, Lisbon and 

Marseille.  

However, depending on the geographical location of the vantage points, different levels of 

inter-continental traffic is observed. For example, the vantage points along the north west 

coast of Africa used inter-continental links for as much as 95% of the traces, whereas vantage 

points in Central and Southern Africa had a relatively lower usage of inter-continental links. 

The South African vantage point had only 60% of the traffic using inter-continental links. 
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The lower usage of inter-continental links by the South African vantage point can be 

attributed to the direct logic links observed between South Africa and some of its 

neighbouring countries such as Mozambique, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, as well as links to East 

Africa via the EASSY submarine fibre optic  cable.  

 

Figure 1:  Adapted from Africa Connect Launch Document 

 

2.2 Round-trip Times (RTT) 

From the South African vantage point, ping results show an average RTT of 250msec to other 

sub-Sahara NRENs. Within the SanRen, a lower average RTT of 20msec is obtained, and this 

lower RTT can be attributed to the fibre SanRen interconnection through TENET, and the 

routing of traffic through the Johannesburg IXP (JINX). Also achieving low RTTs from 

South Africa are universities in the neighbouring countries where there are direct fibre links, 

such as Mozambique (~45msec), Zambia (~55msec) and Namibia (~80msec).  

Interestingly, some universities within the same country achieve remarkably different RTTs 

depending on how their traffic is routed. A good example is Kenya, as depicted in Figure 2, 

where one university has its traffic from Johannesburg circuitously routed through 

Amsterdam, back to South Africa (Cape Town), before being forwarded to Kenya, and 

achieves an RTT of about 400ms. In comparison, another 2university in the same country of 

Kenya has a direct logical link from Johannesburg to Kenya and achieves an RTT of only 

80ms. The highest average RTT from the South African vantage point to the target 

universities is 954 ms to a university in Malawi that is connected to the Internet through a 

satellite link to Norway. Results from Malawi vantage point show a similar trend, with a 

higher average RTT of about 380msec to other sub-Saharan NRENs.  
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Figure 2: Traceroute from Johannesburg to Kenya showing traffic routed through 

Amsterdam and Cape Town 

2.3 Simulation 

This section presents a simulation that depicts the pan-African NREN connectivity with two 

scenarios, first as is the case at the moment, with major interconnection in Europe, and 

secondly as  it would be with an Africa based Internet exchange. The links in the simulation 

are configured with administrative distances commensurate with actual geographical 

distances between the sites. In the first scenario, traffic from African NREN transits through 

Europe even if it is destined for networks that are within Africa. This scenario is shown in 

Figure 3. Results from this scenario indicate  more transit hops between a source and 

destination, with a higher average RTT. The extracted results of traceroute and ping are 

shown in Figure 5. 

The second scenario, depicted in Figure 4,  has an African Internet Exchange (AIX) entity 

central to the major Regional Education Networks (RENs), ASREN, UbuntuNet and 

WACREN. In this scenario, regional RENs cater for their member NRENs through their 

routers connected to the AIX. These regional RENs could be located in Johannesburg, 

Lusaka, Nairobi and or Lagos. The AIX is envisaged to be an entity resident centrally to the 

RENs and solely functions to switch traffic between the connected entities. The scenario can 

be compared to the launch map available from Africa Connect project which is shown in 

Figure 1. One can clearly map out connection points in East, West and Southern Africa to the 

European Internet Exchanges. 

The scenario where African traffic does not leave the African network but instead is 

exchanged through the AIX, suggests major improvement in the traffic flow within Africa. 

End-to-end latency is reduced by half on average.  
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Figure 3 : Current scenario simulation topology 

 

Figure 4: Proposed/Comparative scenario with AIX and peered traffic between African RENs 

The number of hops and average RTT for the traceroute packets are obtained using a 

traceroute tool. In the scenario with a European interconnection, simulation results shows the 

number of hops and latencies are about double those of the proposed scenario. Using ping 

tool we get similar results with RTT min/avg/max values being approximately double those 

of the AIX scenario. 
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Figure 5: Router UbuntuNet Traceroute and Ping results for current scenario topology and a 

proposed scenario 

3. Discussion  

Dealing with the latency problem requires designing cross-border interconnectivity and 

traffic engineering mechanisms that can identify and use optimal low latency paths. This 

requires gaining understanding of the cross-border topology as well as having routing and 

traffic engineering systems that are able learn and make use of the inter-domain topology 

information in selecting end-to-end data paths. With many edge networks having multiple 

connection points to the Internet through multi-homing and also through peering 

relationships, there exist in the Internet topology multiple end-to-end paths. This gives a good 

opportunity for solving the problem of circuitous routes, through effective traffic engineering 

techniques. In the context of pan-African NRENs, this could entail optimising usage of inter-

continental links as well as cross-border terrestrial links, taking into consideration factors as 

QoS requirements of network applications, provisioning on the links, as well as cost of data 

transmission.  

3.1 Traffic Engineering 

A possible way of achieving optimal traffic exchange is through collaborative routing and 

traffic engineering among NRENs. A pair of NREN may dynamically [re]route the traffic 

between them with the aim of minimising latency for certain types of traffic such as video 

conferencing, while minimising transit cost for non-delay sensitive traffic. This can be 

achieved with mechanisms for dynamic end-to-end path reconfiguration, and performing 

collaborative and dynamic load balancing using network metrics. For example, an NREN 
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may want to dynamically [re]distribute its traffic with the aim of minimising latency for 

certain types of traffic, while minimising transit cost for the rest of the traffic. This can be 

achieved if NRENs have mechanisms for dynamic path re-configuration, which can be 

achieved much more easily through software-defined networking (SDN).  

3.2 SDN for Dynamic Network Flow Control  

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging paradigm for network design which 

decouples the network's control plane from the forwarding devices into a software based 

network controller (Hyojoon & Feamster 2013). This makes possible the programmatic 

management and flexible control of networks, coupled with a global view of the network. 

The network controller uses a network decoupling communication protocol OpenFlow to 

access to the network devices' forwarding plane and to perform network configuration 

functions, including setting up packet forwarding rules. The data plane implementation, 

which is responsible for forwarding the data packets remains within the hardware,  

A number of SDN traffic engineering (TE) implementations have been deployed (Akyildiz et 

al, 2014), and if properly explored, could play an important role for improving pan-African 

NRENs traffic management. For example, Bailey et al. (Bailey et al 2013) have proposed a 

software defined Internet exchange that is based on decoupling the IXP's BGP control plane 

into software based network controllers that have direct access to the forwarding tables in 

SDN cable switches. This allows different domains to apply custom route selections 

mechanisms. This is aimed at allowing the domains to select multiple best routes to a 

destination, as opposed to BGP's convention of selecting only one best path to a destination.  

 At the global scale, a good example of SDN deployment is Google's B4 (Jain, 2013), a 

global private WAN that connects Google’s data centres and edge deployments for cacheable 

content across the globe. The architecture uses OpenFlow to centrally control WAN switches 

and to split application data flows among multiple paths, taking into consideration capacity 

and application priority/demands. B4 implements a centralized TE solution with three key 

characteristics: ability to balance competing demands at the network edge during resource 

constraint; using multipath forwarding/tunneling to leverage available network capacity in 

accordance with application priorities; and dynamically reallocating bandwidth in the face of 

link/switch failures or shifting application demands. 

Bell Labs have used an approach similar to B4, by leveraging the centralized controller to 

implement dynamic routing for SDN with the aim of gaining improvements in network 

utilization, and to reduce packet losses and delays even in cases where there is only a partial 

deployment of SDN capability in a network(Agarwal, S et al, 2013). Another example is 

Microsoft Corporation's implementation of an SDN based WAN (SWAN) (Hong, et al 

2013) , where a central controller determines when and how much traffic each network 

service is able to send, and frequently reconfigures the network's data plane to match current 

traffic demand. SWAN utilizes policy rules to allow inter-data centre WANs to carry 

significantly more traffic for higher-priority services, while maintaining fairness among 

similar services. Making use of SDN controller's global network, SWAN is able to optimize 

the network sharing polices, thereby being able to carry more traffic and support flexible 

network sharing. It is reported that SWAN is able to carry about 98% of the maximum 

allowed network traffic, whereas in contrast, traditional MPLS-enabled WANs are only able 

to carry about 60% of the maximum allowed network traffic.  

SDN, through the OpenFlow protocol, could provide important improvement for NRENs 

network management, including the ability to centrally and automatically manage 
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heterogeneous devices from different vendors using a standardized Application Programming 

Interface (API). In terms of traffic engineering, SDN provides the ability for fine grained 

control of flow-based packet forwarding at various levels of granularity, including session, 

user, device, and application. SDN could also eliminate the need for manual reconfiguration 

of devices when there are changes in policy or network structure. With the separation of the 

control plane from the data plane, the SDN paradigm allows for network virtualization, 

making possible the creation of multiple separate logical networks over the same physical 

architecture. This could allow NRENs to create and manage their own custom traffic 

engineering strategies across the same existing IXP infrastructure. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper has discussed performance challenges, in terms of latency, for Africa’s NREN 

traffic to be exchanged in Europe. Internet probes from different locations in Africa has 

shown that on average, over 75% Africa’s NREN traffic originating and destined for Africa is 

routed outside the continent. Using simulation, it is shown that latency for Africa’s inter-

NREN traffic could be reduced by 50% by implementing a central exchange entity and 

introducing peering for the African NRENs. Lastly, the paper has discussed the potential for 

improving the pan-African NRENs traffic exchange through traffic engineering and the use 

of software defined networking. 
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Abstract 

Eduroam (education roaming) is a secure, world-wide roaming service which allows 

researchers, students and staff from participating education and research institutions access 

Internet when they visit other participating institutions. Zambia Research and Education 

Network (ZAMREN) is a specialized Internet service provider with its sole purpose of 

supporting the needs of the research and education communities in Zambia. As such, there is 

need for ZAMREN to be service oriented by providing services that could enable research 

and learning among its member institutions which the commercial Internet Service Providers 

(ISPs) cannot provide. Eduroam if fully utilized could be of great benefit to member 

academic institutions. Despite the benefits which could be attributed to eduroam, challenges 

as well exist. Eduroam utilize the combining features of RADIUS-based infrastructure with 

IEEE802.1X standard technologies which can be timid to some of the technical personnel in 

most of the member institutions. Individual institutional ICT policy can disadvantage some 

roaming user in terms of traffic allowed. Users’ confidence in performing sensitive 

transaction on wireless networks is another hindering factor for fear of eavesdropping. There 

is also the challenge of low bandwidth capacity at some of the member institutions. The 

outlined challenges could substantially affect the confidence of users towards eduroam and 

thereafter its implementation in ZAMREN member institutions. This paper investigates the 

challenges and implementation of eduroam in Zambia and presents results of the survey 

conducted on the use of eduroam in the ZAMREN member institutions. 

Keywords 

Eduroam, RADIUS Server, IEEE802.1X, ZAMREN, Education and Research Institutions 

 

1. Introduction 

EDUcation ROAMing referred to as eduroam is the secure, world-wide Internet roaming 

access service developed for research and education purposes (Milinović, 2008). Eduroam 

allows researchers, students and staff from participating institutions to obtain Local Area 

Network (LAN) and Internet connectivity when they visit other participating institutions. 

Zambia Research and Education Network (ZAMREN) is a specialized Internet service 

provider with its sole purpose of supporting the needs of the research and education 

communities in Zambia (ZAMREN, 2014). As such, there is need for ZAMREN to be service 

oriented by providing services that could enable research and learning among its member 

mailto:msimfukwe3%7d@mu.ac.zm
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institutions which the commercial Internet Service Providers (ISPs) cannot provide. One such 

service is eduroam, with over 15 member institutions affiliated to ZAMREN (Mkandawire, 

2013), eduroam if fully utilized could be of great benefit to member institutions. 

Despite the benefits which could be attributed to eduroam, there are many challenges 

however. Eduroam utilizes the combined features of RADIUS-based infrastructure with 

IEEE802.1X standard technologies which can be timid to some of the technical personnel in 

most of the member institutions. Different institutions have different ICT policies which 

could not exclusively allow certain devices to access their resources as well as denying 

certain traffic in their network (e.g. YouTube traffic), this might disadvantage some users. 

There is need to extensively educate users on the need and benefits of using eduroam as some 

users are sceptical of connecting to just any network for fear of losing their sensitive 

information that is on their laptops or device they use to connect to such networks by 

eavesdropping. There is also the challenge of low bandwidth capacity at some of the member 

institutions. This affects the quality of the service that an eduroam user would receive, when 

connecting to a host network with low bandwidth capacity. Such a user would end up getting 

frustrated since the low bandwidth would not allow them to perform the needed tasks such as 

streaming video content or downloading literature and software. Some institutions do not 

have reliable and continuous Internet connectivity. The outlined challenges could substantial 

affect the confidence and thereafter use of eduroam in the institutions by intended users. To 

the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first attempt to outline challenges and 

opportunities of eduroam use in Zambia. Therefore, the important contributions of this paper 

are three fold namely: Investigate the opportunities and challenges of eduroam and its 

implementation in Zambia; Provide a detailed architecture of eduroam implementation in 

Zambia with ZAMREN at the centre; Present the results obtained from the survey of eduroam 

usage in ZAMREN member institutions where eduroam is already implemented. 

 

2. Eduroam Infrastructure Implementation Architecture 

Eduroam is a technological infrastructure that allows academic institution users to access 

internet services at different institutions with eduroam enabled in a secure manage. It is based 

on different underlying technology with the prominent one being RADIUS protocol (Rigney, 

2000). The main principle is that a user is authenticated at home institution using the 

authentication methods provided while being authorized to access network resources at the 

visited institution (Milinović, 2008).  Figure 1 depicts the architectural implementation of 

eduroam. The architecture is built on the hierarchy of RADIUS servers from academic 

institutions to federal ISP (ZAMREN) up to global RADIUS server entities. When  a user 

(user@realm, where realm is DNS identifier of the user’s institution eg user@mu.ac.zm for 

Mulungushi University (MU), user@unza.zm for University of Zambia (UNZA) etc) want to 

access eduroam services from another institution, the local RADIUS server at that institution 

will forward that request to the national RADIUS server at ZAMREN which in turn will 

forward the authentication request to the authenticating server at home of the requesting user. 

The RADIUS servers at the national federation identify home servers of users based on 

realms. Once the user is authenticated, the response will be sent back to the remote server 

using the same hierarchical transportation where access to the network resources is granted to 

the roaming user. 

mailto:user@mu.ac.zm
mailto:user@unza.zm
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Figure 1: Architecture Implementation of eduroam 

 

At the physical topology of the home institutions’ network, the Access Points (APs) and 

switches use IEEE802.1X protocol (Congdon, 2003) based on Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP). EAP implementation include secure tunnel through which users can forward 

authentication information to the home institution. To create a secure channel, three protocols 

based on EAP is used which are EAP-TTLS, PEAP and EAP-TLS with the later based on 

public X.509 certificates (Dantu, 2007). Eduroam confederation infrastructure is based on the 

RADIUS server hierarchy which is implemented using RADIUS AAA protocol architecture 

(Nakhjiri, 2005). The hierarchy consists of institutional RADIUS servers which are 

connected to national RADIUS server proxy (ZAMREN RADIUS proxy server), in turn the 

proxy at ZAMREN interconnects the institution and the other RADIUS entities globally. 

Much of the burden in the RADIUS server hierarchy is placed on the home server (HI). The 

HI server is responsible for authenticating its own local users (ie users connected to the LAN 

of the institution) as well as users who have visited other institutions (RI). The authentication 

is done by checking credentials supplied by users against those stored in the local database 

through a local identity management system. Once the authentication is done, the HI server is 

responsible for forwarding requests made by roaming users to national proxy server at 
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ZAMREN which also forwards to the RI. At the user end devices, the supplicant software 

that use 802.1X protocol to send authentication request using EAP must be installed if not in-

cooperated in the operating system. The request is sent through an AP which also forwards to 

the RADIUS server. Depending on the ICT policy of the institution, the authenticated 

roaming user can be assigned to specific VLAN (Congdon, 2003) by the AP based on the 

information received from the RADIUS server. 

 

3. Opportunities and Challenges of Eduroam in Zambia 

This section discusses benefits and challenges of implementing eduroam in ZAMREN 

member institutions. There are more than 15 institutions affiliated to ZAMREN currently 

(Mkandawire, 2013). However, only few of the affiliated members are using ZAMREN as its 

primary ISP to access the internet, among which include: University of Zambia (UNZA), 

Copperbelt University (CBU), Mulungushi University (MU), Zambia Centre for 

Accountancy Studies (ZCAS), Rusangu University (RU) to mention just a few. Among the 

fully connected institutions, only four have implemented eduroam access networks which are 

CBU in Kitwe, MU in Kabwe which has connected its two campuses, UNZA and ZCAS in 

Lusaka. Figure 2 below shows the institutions with eduroam enabled as obtained at 

http://www.eduroam.zm/ [accessed on 25th October, 2014]. The subsequent sub-

sectionsdiscusses the benefit and challenges of eduroam usage in Zambia. 

 

 
Figure 2: Institutions with eduroam enabled in Zambia 

 

3.1 Opportunities of Implementing Eduroam 

Once eduroam is deployed in many institutions of learning in Zambia, there are many 

advantages which come with the implementation which can be grouped as technical and 

accessibility. 

1.1.1 Technical Benefit of Eduroam 

1. In most institutions in Zambia, internet access at campus is stand-alone, 

meaning each institution has implemented its wireless access with different 

technology and different authentication methods. If a new guest wants to 

access the network resources, the ICT department has to be informed in 

http://www.eduroam.zm/
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advance and that guest needs to be provided with new account or guest 

account in order to access the network. With eduroam however, there is no 

need to involve the technical department of the visiting institution for creating 

a user account. The visitor will use the credentials (username and password) 

from his/her home university in order to access the network services in the 

visited institution. This reduces the overhead of the technical staff as they can 

concentrate on other tasks instead of creating user account for each new user 

who visits the institution. 

2. Eduroam is based on a reliable and secure technology for authentication, 

authorization and accounting, the architecture build on top of RADIUS 

protocol. Eduroam allows all authentication mechanism to be done in a secure 

manner with reliable encryption mechanisms and not vulnerable to 

eavesdropping or man-in-middle attack who would want to steal the 

passwords. 

3. The use of certification at the device level (or server side) allows only 

students, academic and non academic staff have access to the eduroam service 

as only there devices will be installed with the certificates to connect to the 

service. 

4. Any device with wireless adapter can connect to eduroam access network 

without involving the technical team, all one need is a username and password 

thereafter connection is granted on a fly. 

1.1.2 Accessibility Benefit of Eduroam 

1. With eduroam, there is freedom to access the internet everywhere the service 

is enabled. Students from MU or CBU who come from Lusaka can easily go 

to UNZA or any other eduroam enabled institution in Lusaka and access the 

internet freely during vacation. 

2. Apart from freedom of accessing the internet, the internet come at no cost for 

as long as one is a member of participating institution, be it a student or staff. 

This allows students who come from low income families to access the 

internet free of charge instead of going to the internet cafes with exorbitant 

browsing prices. 

3. Not only freedom of access and free internet access, eduroam service at any 

institution will allow a user to access the internet as if he/she is part of that 

institution without any restriction as to what one access. With this, all the 

services (e.g. instant messaging) that users in a particular institution receive so 

will the eduroam roaming user receive without blocking any port. 

4. Eduroam allow users to have access to network based resources that a member 

of the visited institution access. For example, if research material is only 

available on a campus network (e.g. accessing the library catalogue), the 

roaming user will also access this material. Furthermore, depending on the 

policy of the institution, an eduroam roaming user can as well use network 

printers and other network based devices for educational purposes. 

 

3.2 Challenges of Eduroam deployment in Zambia 

Despite the benefits and opportunities that come with eduroam service as mentioned above, 

there are challenges which come with eduroam implementation and deployment in Zambia. 

We discuss the challenges below and some of the measures which can be undertaken to 

overcome them. 
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1. Currently, there are only four institutions with eduroam enabled out of over 15 

institutions affiliated to ZAMREN. This is a challenge as it restricts the freedom of 

internet access as earlier mentioned to only four institutions. Hence, there is need to 

bring on board as many institutions as possible for full benefits of eduroam to be 

realised. ZAMREN through workshops have been advocating for eduroam 

implementation in its member institution, hence, many institutions are envisioned to be 

connected in a near future. 

2. Different institutions have different ICT policies on how network resources are 

accessed. For example some institutions may allow certain traffic (e.g. YouTube, 

torrents) to go through yet others may ban the same traffic due to various reasons which 

might include the low bandwidth of that institution, for this reason, there is need to 

standardise ICT policy documents in order to effectively govern how eduroam users are 

to access the services among institutions, end users and NRENs. (Wierenga, 2005) 

3. The technical confidence of IT personnel in handling security of WLAN in most of the 

member institution for ZAMREN is worrisome. ZAMREN conducted two hand-on 

trainingworkshops for IT technical personnel from its member institutions on basic 

switching and routing in February and March, 2014 with support from INASP, it was 

discovered that some of the trainees had little or limited knowledge in most of the 

basics of networking. The outcome of the workshop was that most members cited 

security of the wireless network as one area which was crucial to them and needed 

much attention. This prompted ZAMREN to organise a security training workshop in 

April 2014 with the latest workshop for advanced switching and routing held in 

September 2014 (ZAMREN, 2014). For eduroam to be fully implemented there is need 

to have competent IT personnel who understand the RADIUS architecture and its 

deployment which may not be the case at the moment. Effort has been made by 

ZAMREN to train the IT personnel from member institutions to bridge that gap through 

the hands-on workshops. 

4. Increasing number of users in any network comes at a cost in terms of bandwidth. 

Currently, some institutions within ZAMREN members have as low as 1Mbps 

bandwidth for accessing the Internet. This can be a burden as the number of users 

increases due to roaming users. There is need to lower the cost of accessing the Internet 

especially in Zambia for the benefit of eduroam service to be enjoyed by all 

participating institutions. 

5. Some users are not just willing to connect to any network especially from other 

institutions using their devices for fear of losing their information on the devices. Hence 

there is need to enlighten users of  the great benefit that comes with eduroam and its 

secure mode of operation. 

6. Some devices using the legacy wireless adapter cards that may not work with eduroam 

authentication processes, hence there would be need to buy new wireless adapter for 

such devices which can be a cost burden to some users of the institution which might 

discourage them from appreciating eduroam services. Therefore, IT personnel need to 

educate users on the technical aspects of how to connect to eduroam and the adapters 

compatible with the protocols used and outline the benefit of connecting to eduroam. 

7. Before authentication, a pre-configured secret is shared between RADIUS entities and 

has to go through hierarchy of other servers to reach the intended authoring server if the 

user is roaming. This approach brings one point of failure in the authentication process. 

For example if a user from CBU accessing eduroam service at UNZA or MU and there 

is a link failure in the RADIUS server hierarchy, that user will not be authenticated and 

hence can not access the service, which could result in frustration. As such there is need 
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to have redundant links within the ZAMREN network to avoid one point of failure 

when authenticating users of eduroam. 

8. One security concern is malicious user who could come with rogue access points 

broadcasting the eduroam SSID in the campus and people would want to connect to 

such an AP. The malicious user might then steal the username and password for such 

users and use them for their malicious activities. This vulnerability can be mitigated by 

not connecting to any AP which asks for one to change the certificate which was once 

installed by their home institution. For this reason, users have to make sure that they 

install a certificate on their device from their home institutions before attempting to 

access eduroam services from other institutions. 

 

4. Analysis and Discussion of Survey Results 

This section discusses the outcome of the survey which was conducted on the use of eduroam 

service in ZAMREN member institutions. Of the three institutions where the survey was 

conducted, there were 118 respondents in total of which 94 were from MU representing 80%, 

12 from CBU and 9 from UNZA. Out of the 118, 85 were students, 18 academic staff and 15 

non academic staff. The survey was conducted to establish if end users are aware of 

implementation of eduroam in their institutions and if they use it as well as establish what 

they use eduroam for and some of the challenges they face in using eduroam. 

 

4.1 Awareness of eduroam 

One of the questions asked was to assess if end users were aware of eduroam in their 

institutions. Of 118 respondents, only 4 respondents indicated not to have heard of eduroam 

before representing 3%. This could be that the respondents do not own a laptop or smart 

phone to connect to eduroam in their institutions. It was interesting to note that some users 

have known eduroam for more than three years as indicated in the pie chart below. 

 

 
Figure 3: Number of yearshas knowledge of eduroam 

 

4.2 Accessibility and Usage 

The second category of assessment was to establish whether respondents who are aware of 

eduroam access the service. Only 5 respondents indicated that they have never accessed 

eduroam before representing 4% of the total respondents. It was further discovered that only 

four out of the 118 respondents have never used eduroam before which concludes the 4 users 

unaware of eduroam in 4.1 above. The figure below presents the result of how often the users 

access the eduroam in their institution. 
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Figure 4: How often one uses eduroam 

Not only is accessibility important, but what users use the service for. In regard to that, a 

question was asked what users use eduroam for and below is the results of this survey. 

 

Google search  59 50% 

Wikipedia 37 31% 

Facebook or twitter or other social sites  39 33% 

Research and learning (eg, Google scholar)  68 58% 

News and blogs 40 34% 

Torrents or FTP 8 7% 

All of the above 34 29% 

None of the above 6 5% 

Table 1: Services user use eduroam for 

 

It can be noted that there are more than 118 responses this is because the question was open 

ended, one could give several responses. The idea was to capture what services users are 

interested in, and one of the areas of interest was research and learning. It is interesting to 

note that 68 of the respondents cited research and learning as their primary use for eduroam 

and only 8 use it for file download. Of the 118 respondents, only 20 indicated that they have 

accessed eduroam from other institutions apart from theirs. Below is the distribution of which 

other institution respondents accessed eduroam apart from their institutions. 

 

Institution No. of responses Percentage 

UNZA 16 14% 
CBU 7 6% 
MU 6 5% 
ZCAS 3 3% 

Table 2: eduroam access at other institutions 

 

The assumption is that respondents did not indicate their home institution as the visited 

institution which was clearly elaborated in the questionnaire. Furthermore, it was interesting 

to note that at least 6 respondents have accessed eduroam outside Zambia. 

 

4.3 Benefit and Challenges faced in eduroam usage 

One of the benefit of eduroam is free access at any participating institution as discussed 

above in section 3.1.2. This can be confirmed by respondents as depicted in the figure below. 
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Figure 5: Benefit of eduroam 

 

The surf as you go attribute refers to the easeof accessibility as discussed in section 3.1.2, 

once you have installed the certificate and accessed eduroam from your institution, the next 

institution you visit you only need to login using your username and password without going 

through any other difficulties. Furthermore, users find it easy to use eduroam in these 

institution as presented in the table 3 below: 

 

Very difficult 10 8% 

Fairly difficult 31 26% 

Fairly easy 61 52% 

Very easy 14 12% 
Table 3: How easy to access eduroam in the institution 

 

In addition, many respondents indicated that eduroam service is better than using other 

wireless network as reported in the figure 6 below. The 44% who indicated worse service 

could be attributed to the fact that they would be used with wired networks which performs 

well in most circumstance. However, eduroam could also suffer from huge traffic from many 

users and low bandwidth provided by individual institutions to access the internet.  

 

 
Figure 6: eduroam performance compared to other network 

 

Despite the benefit of eduroam however, there are still challenges which people face. The 

table below outline some of the challenges faced in eduroam usage, more challenges can be 

obtained in section 3.2. 
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Challenges No. of responses Percentage 

Security concerns 25 21% 

Eduroam not working in our institution  27 23% 

Eduroam not working in institutions visited  12 10% 

Low bandwidth in institutions offering Eduroam 46 39% 

Authentication problems 53 45% 

Small coverage area 43 36% 

Laptop failing to connect to Eduroam, despite 
being able to connect to other network  

56 47% 

Table 4: Challenges that eduroam users faces 

 

From the responses, authentication is one of the challenges that the end users face, without 

authentication, an end user will not have access to the eduroam service and that could affect 

their trust in eduroam. This is demonstrated by number of respondents who indicated laptop 

failing to connect to eduroam (47%) and authentication problem (45%). Another important 

challenge which could be noted is that there is low bandwidth in institutions as well as small 

coverage area of eduroam. Hence, there is need to increase bandwidth to access the internet 

as the number of users increase and rollout many eduroam access point in institutions to 

cover large areas, furthermore, authentication problems need to be dealt with by technical 

staff to avoid the reported authentication problems. 

 

5. Recommendation on some of the challenges outlined in survey 

Until users understand the benefit that has come with the implementation of eduroam, they 

will always be sceptical of using the service. To overcome security concerns of users on the 

use of eduroam, there is need to seriously sensitise users about the security features that 

guarantee confidentiality and privacy of their work when using eduroam. It is noted from the 

survey that availability is an issue in the institutions where eduroam has been implemented.  

For example 56 out of 118 respondents indicated that they could not connect to eduroam yet 

they were able to connect to other networks with the same laptop, 53 cited authentication as 

their problem. Sometimes a user would get connected to eduroam but not access the internet 

which could still be reported as eduroam not working. All these could lead to respondents 

reporting that eduroam was not working in their institution. The problem of authentication 

can be dealt by competent IT staff. Experience does not come at once but is a learning 

process, hence, there is need to train the IT personnel in the member institutions on how to 

tackle the authentication problems. It is important to note that ZAMREN in its capacity as a 

spearhead of education and research in Zambia is already doing that through hands-on 

training workshops organised from time to time. Internet access in Zambia is still a challenge 

as it is expensive (ZAMREN, 2014) this has forced many institutions to acquire few Mbps to 

accommodate large number of its staff and students. It is envisaged that in few years time the 

cost of bandwidth will come down with the installation of fibre optic network in many parts 

of Africa (UbuntuNet, 2014), hence many institutions will have to pay less for 

highbandwidth. Until then bandwidth still remains a challenge to eduroam users. Despite the 

low bandwidth, traffic going to the internet can be greatly reduced, if some of the contents 

which users frequently access on the internet could be cached at ZAMREN server. 
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6. Conclusion 

Eduroam is a service that gives end users freedom to access the internet everywhere the 

service is enabled in a secure manner. However, there are still many challenges that need to 

be overcome in its implementation in the ZAMREN member institutions. We have discussed 

the challenges and some benefits of using eduroam in Zambia learning institutions. The 

survey conducted shows that many people are aware of eduroam and using the service in 

their institutions. In addition, some users have used eduroam not only in there institution but 

other institutions as well as outside Zambia. For future work, we will consider other services 

that ZAMREN could offer the learning institutions to enhance research and teaching, for 

example, with fibre connecting institutions, some of the traffic could be cached at ZAMREN 

servers and used within these institutions not only that member institutions could allow users 

to access teaching material and research output from other institutions without going through 

the internet. 
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Abstract 
Midlands State University (MSU) has witnessed an about turn in lecturers’ perceptions and 

beliefs about technology from being negative to positive enthusiastic users of technology. 

Using the case of MSU this paper reports interplay of factors that have resulted in lecturers’ 

buy-in in the use of e-learning as a mode of instructional delivery. The study employed Actor 

Network Theory (ANT) as both a methodological and analytical framework to trace the 

trajectory of the e-learning programme at MSU. The conspicuous actors were followed using 

questionnaires, participant observation, and document analysis as well as tracing actors 

through the trails they left on the e-learning platform. The results show that there are 

heterogeneous actants which have exerted their agencies on lecturers through multiple 

associations they created during the implementation of the e-learning programme which has 

resulted in the lecturers’ change in perception from being techno-phobic to become 

technology savvies. This article contributes to the growing body of literature that uses ANT 

to understand e-learning as a socio-technical process. ANT’s contribution to explaining the 

change in lecturer’s perception is its symmetrical power that can be used to consider 

technological developments and the human capacity development as equal actants that can 

exert similar levels of influence on each other to bring about the required change. 

Keywords: e-learning, perception, lecturers, techno-phobic, savvies , Zimbabwe  

 

1. Introduction 

Information communication technology (ICT) is generally accepted as a modern instructional 

tool that enables educators to modify the teaching methods they use in order to increase 

student learning. The use of ICT in education aims to improve the quality of teaching and 

learning as well as democratise access to education. For any university to remain globally 

competitive it is essential for them to change the traditional way of delivering education in 

order to respond to the rapidly changing conditions in technology and society (Lee & Yeap, 

2009). As a result of the fast developing internet and ICT technologies, universities world 

over are under pressure to adopt e-learning systems to assist in their instruction. E-learning is 

generally accepted as a modern instructional process that enables educators to modify the 

teaching methods they use in order to increase student learning.   

Higher education in Zimbabwe will not continue to progress without taking Information 

Communication Technology (ICT) and e-learning in particular, into 
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consideration.Zimbabwe’s Information Communication Technology (ICT) Policy (2005) 

places a premium on the importance of ICTs in education and human resource development 

and emphasises the promotion of equitable access to ICT to enable education and training in 

all parts of the country, including the disadvantaged communities. The policy highlights the 

need to build skills in the sector, promoting software development, e-learning and embedding 

of ICT literacy in the pedagogy of schools, colleges and universities. Before the national ICT 

policy, the Nziramasanga (1999) Education Commission Report had recommended the 

introduction and mainstreaming of computer based teaching and learning in the pedagogy of 

schools, colleges and institutions of higher learning. It is clear from these observations that e-

learning is destined to become part of the process of teaching and learning at schools and 

universities in Zimbabwe.  

Although there are glowing statistics and success stories of e-learning adoption elsewhere in 

the world, the Zimbabwean situation remains below expectation and many key players, 

including lecturers in the education sector are still apprehensive about technology adoption 

(Chiome, 2013). Issues pertaining to e-learning are still a new phenomenon in the 

Zimbabwean education system. E-learning has not yet been developed to its full potential. 

Universities in Zimbabwe are still grappling with the new technological development, trying 

to see how it might be used to create a powerful learning environment. Nevertheless, in the 

last few years, the situation has begun to improve significantly. Many universities in 

Zimbabwe have taken a keen interest in e-learning and most universities are putting in place 

the relevant ICT infrastructure and emphasis on developing e-learning platforms (Chitanana, 

Makaza, & Madzima, 2008). Recently, the Zimbabwe Research and Education Network 

(ZimREN) was established to put in place a robust fibre-optic backbone dedicated to 

academic and research activities in institutions of higher learning. In addition, ZimREN is 

expected to use its collective bargaining power advantage that it brings to negotiate improved 

bandwidth at a more affordable cost and to coordinate the development of national network 

infrastructures (Harle, 2010). 

However, it cannot be assumed that the provision of technical infrastructure will somehow 

cause lecturers to use it successfully to enhance their teaching and student learning. It does 

also not follow that the mere definition of policy in this area will cause the desired result, as 

first the new ideas have to be adopted by all those involved. Many factors act to determine 

how e-learning is accepted by key players at the institutions. This paper seeks to examine the 

factors that have led to the successful e-learning and ICT adoption at Midlands State 

University. This is done to trace the trajectory that is described by the lectures during their 

translation from techno-phobic to being technology savvies. The approach used is one 

involving actor-network theory because of the combinations of both human and non-human 

actors involved in e-learning. In this paper, the main actors are identified, and the role they 

play in changing the lecturers’ views and use of e-learning, and how they have attempted to 

convince others to join them in the use of e-learning as a mode of instructional delivery.   

 

2. Purpose of the study  

The aim of the study was to explore the e-learning dynamics that have resulted in the change 

in perceptions of lecturers at Midlands State University (MSU). The study addressed the 

following research question: What are the factors that are at play in the implementation of e-

learning at MSU? The focus of the study was to explore the linkages between the social, 

technical and natural factors that have resulted in the change of lecturers’ perception and their 

use of e-learning from a technophobic situation to the current technology savvies.  
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3. Theoretical Framework  

In this section I put forward an argument about how Actor Network Theory (ANT) can offer 

a unique lens for understanding how universities can organise and implement successful e-

learning programmes. ANT provides a messy of research methodology and a theoretical 

framework that can be used to study complex phenomena such as the adoption and 

sustainable use of e-learning in universities. ANT has a unique vocabulary that distinguishes 

it from other science and technology theoretical foundations which may be used to study e-

learning. For this study the most relevant are its ideas of heterogeneous networks, actants and 

sociology of translation. In this section I give a brief introduction of these concepts and show 

their relevance to the study of e-learning.  

 

1.1 Actor network theory 

ANT was developed within scienceand technology studies (STS) by Michel Callon, Bruno 

Latour, and John Law during the course of the 1980s as a recognition that actors build 

networks combining technical and social elements and that the elements of these networks, 

including those entrepreneurs who have engineered the network, are, at the same time, both 

constituted and shaped within those networks(Callon, 1987). Unlike many other STS 

theories,ANT assumes that socialpractice involves networks that consist of thingsworking 

together, and argues that successful social practice is the result of “a process of 

‘heterogeneous engineering’ in which bits and pieces from the social,the technical, the 

conceptual, and the textual are fitted together”(Law, 1992, p. 380). The idea of heterogeneity 

refers to the bits and pieces that make the network, which might includepeople, technologies, 

materials, processes, and so on. 

As a theoretical framework, ANT is committed to symmetrical analysis, a principle which 

holds that the material and non-human elements of any network should be treated analytically 

in the same way as the social and human elements  (Latour, 1992). ANT provides a set of 

tools, sensibilities and methods of analysis that treat everything in the social and natural 

worlds as a continuously generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are 

located.It assumes that nothing has reality or form outside the enactment of those relations. 

(Fenwick & Edwards, 2010; Law, 2007a). Thus, ANT aims at exploring how humans with 

things in order to sustain(or fail to sustain) social processes. Its object of analysis is not to 

explain the size of any network, but rather to elucidate how any network grows in influence 

and/ or contracts. The analytical interest is to illuminate the processes, rather than explain end 

results, such as the size of a network at any point in time (Callon & Latour, 1981).Thus, ANT 

provides a promising perspective to holistic studies that focus on complex networks of 

heterogeneous actors, including people, ideals, symbolic constructions, and material elements 

which are seen as equally important elements during analysis. 

 

1.2 Moments of Translation 

Translation is the central process through which any network expands or contracts. The 

notion of translation is therefore an important tool that can be used to describe and analyse 

how an actor-network grows, changes and stabilizes (or not) during the process of e-learning 

implementation. Translation suggests that the effectiveness of the deployment of the 

technology is dependent on how the actor-network comprising of both the human and 

nonhuman actants is created and strengthened overtime (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1999). In 

every network there are continuous chains of translations which take place along its links to 

align and keep the actors involved and to create and stabilise the actor-networks (Latour, 
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1987). Translation leads to the alignment of the different actors and gradual 

institutionalisation or routinisation of information systems such as e-learning programmes 

which ultimately lead to development of durable networks (Braa, Monteiro, & Sahay, 2004). 

Callon, (1986) identifies four moments of translation, namely problematisation, 

interessement, enrolment, and mobilisation which are critical to the development of 

networked processes like e-learning. The unfolding of these moments of translation is driven 

by principal actors in the network. Every actor network has such actors who are crucial for 

the creation and development of the network. During the problematisation momentthe 

principal actors in a network strive to make themselves indispensable to the other entitiesby 

defining the nature of the problem and forcing or persuading other actors to accept the 

meaning which they will have attached to the problem at hand. At the second stage, 

interessement, the principal actors lock other actors into place by imposing themselves and 

defining the linkages between others. Enrollmentinvolvesthe principal actors defining the 

roles that the other actors in the network are supposed to play as well as defining the way in 

which actors will relate to one another within the network. The final moment, mobilization, 

involvesthe principal actors using the power of their passive agent allies in the network to 

make themselves the representatives or spokespeople for the network. Table 1 summaries the 

four moments of translation. 

 

Table 1: Summary of the moments of translation  

Problematisation The primary actor defines the problem, the solution 

and identifies the relevant actors.  

 

Interessement The primary actor convinces other actors that its 

solution is better than other solutions.  

 

Enrollment Roles are assigned to the actors accepting the 

solution.  

 

Mobilization of Allies Actors become spokespersons. 

 

 

In a successful actor-network, the actants manage to reach agreement and associate through 

translations to join forces and are able to reach a common definition of the problem. The 

network aligns its actors who otherwise have different initial agendas. Conversely, 

unsuccessful processes of translation weaken the actor-network (Callon, 1991). Callon (1986) 

introduces convergence and irreversibility as critical elements of successfully networks. 

According to Callon (1986) "Convergence measures the extent to which the process of 

translation and its circulation of intermediaries leads to agreement". This involves alignment, 

or the extent to which translation "generates a shared space, equivalence and 

commensurability" (Callon, 1986). Even though there aresome developments which may be 

in principle contingent and reversible, most successful translationsreach a moment of 

irreversibility(Callon, 1991), where it becomes impossible to go back to a point where that 

translation needs to start afresh. This argument is relevant to the introduction and sustenance 

of educational programmes such as e-learning in university education where the continued 

use and development of the programme are expected. The black boxed e-learning programme 

will only need to be reopened to see how the parts that it is made out of can be further 

strengthened.  
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1.3 A brief literature review on e-learning implementation  

There is not much research in Zimbabwean Universities on the adoption of e-learning from a 

socio-technical perspective. There is very little literature that addresses the technical aspect of 

e-learning on a socio-technical agency basis. Instead, the technological determinist and the 

social determinist accounts dominate debates and adoption decisions (Mlitwa, 2005). These 

approaches maintain asymmetry between technology and the human actors in their analysis.  

For example studies byChitanana, L. (2008) and Chitanana et al (2008) tried to shed light on 

the state of e-learning at universities in Zimbabwe from lecturers’ perspective. The study by 

Chitanana (2008) which assessed the adoption of e-learning at Midlands State University 

(MSU) shows that e-learning has started at a very low pace. Lack of a critical mass of early 

users, who understand the value of e-learning in university teaching was identified as a major 

challenge to the adoption of e-learning. This study argues that perception of lecturers and the 

speed at which they embrace e-learning depends on their level of understanding of e-learning 

technology. However for lecturers’ perception to be fully understood, their interaction with 

all the other critical players in e-learning need to be explored using the same lens of analysis. 

In recent years, however, there has been a growing body of literature that uses ANT to 

reconcile conflicting perspectives on the position of learning technologies in social 

processes(Mlitwa & van-Belle, 2010; Trusler & Belle, 2005). The ultimate position should be 

that e-learning should be conceptualised and treated as socio-technical networks. This view 

will enable coherent engagements between humans (educators, students, administrators), 

structures (learning groups, educator groups, institutions, policies), technology (computers, e-

learning platforms), and the learning processesin the network. Such an approach will 

contribute significantly towards fully understanding how lecturers can effectively implement 

e-learningwithin varying contexts in which they are found.  

Nevertheless, a snap view of literature shows that in many cases the adoption of e-learning at 

universities is mainly a result of decisions taken by the top management and imposed on 

educators. This compulsory intake will result in very minimal engagement with the system by 

academics(van-der-Merwe, 2004). Mlitwa (2005) notes that at some institutions, there are no 

policies or forum among the community of users to engage the choice of e-learning systems. 

The trend in Southern Africa has been that e-learning and the adoption of learning 

management systems (LMS) is driven and championed by directors of Information 

Communication Services (ICS). These approaches privilege technology and its affordances, 

which are taken as a given. There is no full interactive engagement between the social and the 

technical actors in such e-learning environments. There is a minimal literature giving a 

satisfactory account of the interwoven relationshipbetween technology and organisational 

transformations in e-learning (Mlitwa, 2005).  

 

4. Methodology 

The methodology employed in this study is based on the Actor network theory (ANT) 

framework (Latour, 2004; Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Law, 2007b). ANT is theoretical 

framework which describes the world as a network of hybrid of both the social and 

technological actants. ANT’s postulation that the social and technological aspects should be 

studied on an equal footing is most productive when applied to cases in which the social and 

technological are embedded in each other (Elbanna, 2009) like in e-learning programmes. 

ANT allows researchers to study both people and technologies using the same tools.  
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Data collection methods used in the research were meant to follow the actors (Latour, 2005). 

These included semi-structured interviewswith lecturers, chairpersons of departments, 

university administration, ICT directors and technicians, review of documentation such 

asUniversity strategic plans, Senate meeting minutes and reports, University websites, 

discussion forum and blog posts and participatory observation. Google analytic was also used 

to trace users as they interacted with e-learning resources of various types including e-

journals and e-books. Actors were also followed through the trails they left on the discussion 

forms of the e-learning portal. This messy of methods were used because large amount of 

data were needed to assemble the e-learning network. 

The ANT analysis in this study is based on the careful reading of textual documents such as 

transcripts of interviews, documents such as University strategic plans, Senate meeting 

minutes and reports, University websites, discussion forum and blog posts, academic articles, 

and various other reports were also followed. The texts were analysed for references to 

associations and ties that were formed among the actants in the e-learning network. 

Following several iterations of analysis, one complex network was drawn (see figure 1). Due 

to the large number of actants and possible relationships, a two-dimensional matrix was used 

to explore all possible relationships between each pair of actants. The results are presented in 

the next section. 

 

5. Findings 

In this section the findings of the study are presented. The use of ANT as both 

methodological and analytical lens entails that e-learning is taken as a socio-technical 

network that comprises of both human and non-human actors. Hence the focus of data 

analysis was to identify the principle actors and to map out the assemblage of the associations 

and ties they created which have influenced the change of lecturer’s perception of e-learning 

at MSU.  

 

5.1 Identification of actants  

The first task of an ANT analysis is to identify the actors and the problem they are trying to 

solve. The analysis of the data revealed that the e-learning network at MSU comprise of 

various conspicuous actants which included, the human actors (lecturers, students, ITC staff, 

university administrators), structures (Departments, Senate, library, institutional policies) and 

technology (computers, internet connectivity, computers networks, e-learning systems). 

These actors through their agency are involved in multiple associations or ties that have 

resulted in a fairly stabilised and hence successful e-learning programme that has turned 

lecturers from their initial technophobic tendencies to being technology savvies. Figure 1 

shows an assemblage of the web of ties and associations that the actors created during their 

interaction in the implementation of the university’s e-learning programme. 
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Figure 1: MSU e-learning actor network associations 

 

5.2 Mapping the essential factors 

 

5.2.1 ICT Network infrastructure 
The university started off with a wired local area network (LAN) which has been upgraded to 

provide a robust fibre optic network backbone with Wi-Fi connectivity. Over a period of five 

years from 2009 to 2014 the university has also increased its bandwidth from a mere 1 Mbps 

to the current 380 Mbps. This internet connectivity was improved from a simple dial-up 

connectivity, through dedicated lines, radio link, satellite and the current optic fibre 

connectivity. This has resulted in faster internet connectivity that gives users easy access to 

internet services and access to electronic resources. The lecturers interviewed registered their 

satisfaction with the speed of the internet and the quality service they received.  

 

5.2.2 Provision of Computers  

MSU started with two computer laboratories with 40 computers each. One of the laboratories 

was used for staff and student training in basic ICT skills. The other lab was available for use 

by both students and staff outside learning time. Since 2009 the university has had a 

phenomenal increase in the number of computers for student use. Furthermore, the university 

has adopted the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) concept to improve on student’s access to 

computers. BYOD has resulted in large numbers of computing devices including laptops, 

tablets, computers and smart phones being added to the university campus wide network by 

both lecturers and students for teaching and learning purposes. These computers are 

supported by university technicians, who help the students with hardware and connectivity 

problems that are faced by users who bring their own devices. This has seen the student to 

computer ratio improving from 10: 1 to almost 1:1. 

 

5.2.3 E-learning Portal  
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The MSU e-learning portal (eMSU) was developed and launched in 2005 with an average of 

twenty lecturers. To date, out of the 492 lecturers 393 are active users of the platform. This 

portal functions as a learning management system (LMS) for learning content and assessment 

feedback. Lecturers upload lecture materials such as presentations, lecture notes, handouts 

and links to online resources. The portal allows lecturers to link up with their students 

through discussion forms, instant messaging and live chats. In addition to learning content 

and materials, students also obtain their semester results and fees statements from the portal. 

 

5.2.4 Lecturer training  

MSU introduced lecturer training in both technology and pedagogical skills through the 

Postgraduate Diploma in Tertiary Education (PDTE). This course is meant for all lecturers 

who are teaching without teaching qualification. In addition to the foundations of education 

and teaching principles, the course offers training in instructional technology where issues of 

e-learning and technology integration, instructional design, sound teaching and learning 

practice are dealt with. Interviews with the gradaunts from this programme revealed that this 

course has helped in building capacity and confidence among lecturers to use technology in 

their teaching. The level of confidence, commitment and motivation among lecturers has 

been increased. The lecturers are now committed to continuous improvement in the use of 

technology in their teaching. During interviews, lecturers would not hide their feelings of 

ownership, pride and competence towards their use of technology in their teaching. In 

addition, the university offers tailor-made workshops to deal with capacity building, 

accessing e-learning resources, internet searching, presentation packages and Turnitin among 

others.   

 

5.2.5 Library support  

The university library is one of the key actors in the e-learning network at MSU. The library 

has an electronic resources section that allows both students and lecturers to access internet 

based teaching and learning resources. Through the electronic library section the university 

subscribes to 19 e-book collections and 52 e-journal databases. In addition, the library has an 

institutional repository which is a collection of all research output by lecturers and students in 

the university. The library also offers training on internet surfing and how to access e-

resources. The training supports the link between lecturers and e-learning materials. Lecturers 

noted that through this training they were able to gain confidence in using the electronic 

resources that are available. During the period (2 years) when the actors were followed, a 

Google analytic report shows that there were 393 users and of these 252 were new users of 

the use electronic resources.  

 

Table 2: Type of e-learning users 

 

No. User type Acquisition Behaviour 

Session % New 
Section 

New 
users 

Bounce 
rate 

Pages/ 
session 

Average 
session 
Duration 

1 038 62.14 393 25.63 8.04 00:07:3
6 

1 New Visitor 393 100 393 22.95 8.44 00:07:25 

2 Returning Visitor  252 0 00 0 30.03 7.39 00:07:53 

 

These users were interacting with e-journals and e-books collections as shown in tables 3 and 
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4 below. 

 

Table 3: Rate of use of e-journals 

 

No
. 

e-Journal Database Total Events Unique Events 

6,717(44.51%) 3,842 (51.81%) 

1 Emerald Insight  1,409 (20.98%) 1,047 (19.54%) 

2 JSTOR Journal Storage  913 (13.59%)  737 (13.76%) 

3 Ebscohost  749 (11.15%) 583 (10.88%) 

4 Proquest Central  315 (4.69%) 229 (4.27%) 

5 Sage Journals Online    285 (4.24%) 225 (4.20%) 

6 Taylor and Francis Online   279 (4.15%)  219 (4.09%) 

7 Wiley Online Library 216 (3.22%)  165 (3.08%) 

8 Agora 107 (1.59%) 61 (1.14%) 

9 Oxford Journals 101 (1.50%) 75 (1.40%) 

10 Sabinet African Online Journals  83 (1.24%) 69 (1.29%) 

 

Table 4: Rate of use of e-book collection 

No
. 

e-Book database Total Events Unique Events 

6,451 

47.50% 

3,142 

47.53% 

1 e-Brary 2,012 (31.19%)  1,389 (29.95%) 

2 Ebscohost 959 (14.87%)  611 (13.17%) 

3 e-Book Library 806 (12.49%)  603 (13.00%) 

4  Emerald Business Management and  
Economics Collection 

638 (9.89%)  367 (7.91%) 

5 Safari Business Books Online 454 (7.04%)  331 (7.14%) 

6 Dowsomera 413 (6.40%)  323 (6.96%) 

7 Proquest Central 150 (2.33%)  131 (2.82%) 

8 African Digital Library 135 (2.09%)  113 (2.44%) 

9 Project Muse e-Books 108 (1.67%)  81 (1.75%) 

10 Google Books 56 (0.87%)  49 (1.06%) 

 

5.2.6 Institutional Policies 

Policies usually create awareness amongst staff and students about the need to adopt e-

learning. The University Senate has passed a number of policies that guide the use of various 

ICT resources, such as University ICT Policy, Open Access policy and Institutional 

Repository Policy. The Institutional Repository policy has improved the link between 

lecturers and e-electronic resources, with lecturers not only acting as consumers of 
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information, but as pronsumers who are able to upload their conference and research papers. 

The institutional repository policy together with the Intellectual Property policy addressed 

lecturers’ concerns about intellectual property rights and these policies have persuaded 

lecturers to upload their research output without the fear of losing their intellectual property 

rights.  

Related to policies, the other actants which come to play in the e-learning actor network at 

MSU are the various university committees, such as Computer committee, Website 

committee and the Library committee. For example, the computer committee has enacted a 

computer replacement policy which ensures that old computers are replaced at the rate of 300 

computers per semester. This has seen new state-of-the-art computer hardware being 

introduced in the university. The new computers have encouraged lecturers to use the internet 

since they now no longer face challenges of delays due to slow processing speed. 

 

5.2.7 Technological Support  

The role of the Information Technology Services (ITS) department at MSU is to maintain a 

robust network backbone and to ensure that university computers are in good working order. 

In addition the department offers technical and training support to both lecturers and students. 

Lecturers and students are given training in basic ICT skills to enable them to be able to use 

computers comfortably. Users are also assisted in troubleshooting and solving hardware 

problem on their personal computers. Basic ICT training is assumed in the training that is 

offered by the electronic resource library section. 

 

5.2.8 University administration 

According to Shraim, (2010) ) it does not matter whether the academic staff has the interest, 

or that technology is in place: if there is no political will, nothing will change.  The university 

administration becomes one of the conspicuous actors in the e-learning through their political 

will. They become conspicuous actors through the policies and committees that are in place 

to guide the rolling out of the e-learning programme. The MSU administration’s commitment 

to e-learning is reflected by the Vice Chancellor’s keen interest in ICT issues. The ITS 

director reports directly to the Vice Chancellor on issues of ICT development in the 

university. ICT is one of the university’s Key Result Areas (KRA) which is monitored 

through the Results Based Management system. The ICT purchasing committee, which is 

responsible for buying computers and related hardware is also under the Vice Chancellor’s 

office. This has facilitated the purchase of computers and related hardware such as projectors, 

whiteboards and relevant e-learning software.  

 

6. Moments of translation and changing e-learning perceptions   
This section is an assemblage of the traces that were felt by the actors described above as 

they traversed the MSU e-learning trajectory. Callon’s moments of translation provide useful 

vocabulary that is used to describe how lecturers were translated by the associations between 

them and the other actors they interacted with each other in the e-learning programme. The 

first stage of an ANT translation is problematisation. At this stage the principal actors define 

the problem to be solved by the network to emerge from the association of the targeted 

actors. At MSU the primary actors include the university administration, faculty deans and 

departmental chairpersons. These are members of Senate, the highest decision making body 

on academic issues. These actors enact policies that guide the rolling-out of the e-learning 

programme.  The strategic plan of the university was presented to Senate and through senate 

departments weretasked to come up with action plans on how they were going to implement 

the university’s vision of making e-learning the principle mode of instruction. A common 
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understanding of what constitute e-learning at MSU was reached and each department 

produced a results based management (RBM) plan to guide the lecturers in department to 

implement e-learning.  

The acceptance of the goal of the university to embrace e-learning as a principle mode of 

instructional delivery and student learning was the obligatory passage point (OPP) for 

entering the emerging network.The OPP is that point where all the actors involved need to 

pass to satisfy their interests and the university’s interests. For this case, OPP was related to 

the university policies, training and technology. With regard to policies, it was necessary that 

the university drafted policies that would provide direction as to how the university wanted 

its e-learning programme to progress. Training was required to build capacity and expertise 

among lecturers to implement the e-learning programme. Technology infrastructure and 

internet connectivity was needed facilitate the use of internet for teaching and learning.   

With the Deans at faculty level and Chairpersons at department level as principal actors, 

interessement of other lecturers was sought. In this second moment of e-learning translation, 

the focus is on the actor-network building and how actors seek alliances that share same 

interests. MSU Strategic Plan (1999 – 2005) provided some direction on the development of 

e-learning by stating the role of ICT in University teaching and learning. The strategic plan 

initiated the institutionalisation process by defining the mandate of university lecturers to 

coordinate processes and by recognizing the need to build capacity with regard to technology 

resource and training. Lecturers’ interessement was therefore carried out through efforts 

made by the Faculty of Education and the Library to convince them that e-learning was the 

best option in as far as university teaching and learning was concerned. Hence the Faculty of 

Education and the university library play crucial roles in training and building e-learning 

awareness. These efforts helped to lock into place all the actors who had passed the OPP, so 

that their reciprocal relations are invested by some interest. 

These targeted actors needed to be enrolled into the e-learning actor network. The enrolment 

started by the approval of MSU e-learning programme by Senate. Through coordination and 

alignment of interests, a common ground and multiple networks of alliances are produced, 

when actors accept the roles assigned to them by the principal actors. The actors identify 

themselves with the problem solution. This leads to the final stage of the translation in which 

the network starts to speak as one, and starts to operate as a recognisable actor. Departments 

now claim the ownership of the programme. This resulted in the commitment from the policy 

maker and practitioner to work together for the programme’s success. Lecturers now feel 

engaged and are actively involved in the programme as indicated by the Google Analytic 

report on their usage of electronic resources as well as their participation in e-learning portal 

discussion forums. 

As programme networks grow, more resources will be needed. Through institutionalisation, 

the e-learning programme is getting funding from the University’s central budget to cover 

operational cost and infrastructural development. Policies such as computer replacement and 

policy ensures that computer hardware is kept up-to-date. The BOYD principle has relieved 

the university from the pressure exerted by the increased demand for computers from both 

lecturers and students. The university is now focusing on providing a robust network 

backbone and bandwidth to ensure unlimited access to internet and electronic resources.  

At the initial stages of the e-learning there were challenges which included problems with 

lecturers and students who had low skills in using computers and the e-learning platform. 

Most lecturers and students were using computers for the first time and had not had any 

formal training in the use of ICT for teaching and learning respectively. To mitigate this 

challenge, MSU introduced ICT training for both lecturers and students. Special face-to-face 
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training in basic ICT skills and pedagogical skills were conducted to help lecturers to build 

their confidence in the use of e-learning technology in their teaching.  

 

6. Missing Relationships 

The scenario described above does not imply that everything is connected. Some 

disconnections in the e-learning programme were identified.  The analysis revealed some 

missing links between assessment and evaluation as agents of improvement to the e-learning 

programme. Assessment and evaluation should be viewed as actors which can be used to 

destabilise the black boxed actor network so that new cycles of translation can be initiated to 

improve on the e-learning programme.  Furthermore, the e-learning programme has basically 

remained transmissionist rather than the recommended constructivist model of teaching. As 

opposed to the transmissional model, constructivists model describe learning as the 

innovative and participative process that can be enhanced through e-learning platforms. The 

continued use of the transmissional model instruction points to mistier between the 

pedagogical training and the methods of teaching employed by lecturers. Training has 

focused much on ICT skills which together with other actants such as increased bandwidth, 

access to high quality computers have significantly changed the perception of lecturers of the 

value of e-learning in their teaching.  

 

7. Discussion  

To understand the implementation of e-learning by lecturers and how their perceptions can be 

positively changed, we need think of e-learning as networks of heterogeneous actors. E-

learning should be viewed as a socio-technical network that comprise of computers, 

networkapplications, learning material, learners, and lecturers among other actors. The 

significance of the ANT’s concept of network is in its continually negotiated processes where 

both human and nonhuman actors have a mutual and causal influence in network processes 

(Toumi, 2001).According to Toumi (2001) each actor can only be viewed in relation to, and 

not separate from other actors or parts of the network. These actors assume identities 

according to prevailing strategies of interaction (Hanseth & Monteiro, 1998) and should be 

mutually engaging and supportive of each other. Looking at e-learning through ANT lens 

therefore requires us to recognise the negotiating interplay between the human and nonhuman 

actors in the e-learning environment. We should focus our attention on exploring the actors’ 

practices, looking for relations, associations or ties they make. Technology can no longer be 

taken for granted, we may not view technology as just a neutral passive thing, but as one of 

the principal actors which need to be treated at the same analytical level with humans. One 

major contribution of ANT to explaining the change in lecturer’s perception is symmetrical 

power that the technological developments and the human capacity development as actants 

can exert similar levels of influence on each other to bring about the required change.The 

ANT description of the results of this study helps us to understand the multiplicity of 

influences throughout e-learning translation at MSU. That is, to say e-learning translation is 

an active collective creation process. The active e-learning actor network grows enrolling 

actors and translating them in what they want and reify their translation in such a way that 

none of them can desire anything else any longer. When they are turned from being 

technophobic to being technology savvies, the actors enter into a state of flow with regard to 

the use of e-learning. When actors get into a flow state, they become absorbed in their 

activities and might be unable to recognize changes in their surroundings. This will be time to 

open the black box with the aim to improve the system.  
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8. Conclusion 

The change in lecturers’ perceptions may be viewed as a result of the associations created by 

heterogeneous actors in a network of aligned interests which results in a stable network. 

Lecturers need to be e-enabled to take advantage of the use of technology by creating an 

interactive environment including a clear policy for raising awareness, training program and 

improving infrastructure. However for sustained use of e-learning issues of accessibility and 

connectivity and other technical issues should be treated as temporary issues and emphasis 

should be on e-learning as a networked process rather than as a tool. To ensure translation of 

lecturers from being technophobic to technology savvies, e-learning approach should be part 

of a systematic integration of technology into the learning processes of the university rather 

than an imposed project. 
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Abstract 

The use of multimedia resources inside classroom is increasingly common, making the 

learning process more participatory and interactive. Learning objects (LOs) are entities that 

can be used, reused or referenced during teaching. The Videos on Demand as Learning 

Objects Working Group (GT-VoA) is an ongoing development pilot that uses a multimedia 

authoring tool to build LOs with interactive multimedia content for use in distance learning 

(DL). The objective of this paper is to present Cacuriá, a service consisting of an authoring 

tool integrated with an online repository of LOs, that allows teachers and tutors to create and 

share videos enriched with interactive multimedia content. The LOs generated by the service 

can be saved in HTML5 format to be published in the Web or translated to NCL (Nested 

Context Language), the Brazilian Standard for Digital TV and ITU-T IPTV Standard. The 

tool empowers the creation of LOs with autonomy and flexibility without requiring 

multimedia technical skills. The pilot phase under development, includes experiments to store 

these LOs in the video on-demand service from RNP (Video@RNP) and in the distance 

learning object storage from RNP (VideoAula@RNP). Usability tests results show that 

Cacuriá can be used by teachers with efficiency and consistency. Partnerships with Brazilian 

institutions Federal Universities of Juiz de Fora (UFJF) and Federal University from 

Maranhão (UFMA) is key to project development, collaborating and definition of systems 

requirements and software enhancements, as well as new features for Cacuriá. Escola 

Superior de Redes (ESR) a technical and management training division from RNP is also 

engaged in the pilot phase to evaluate Cacuriá adoption to its authoring process. 

Keywords: Multimedia Authoring, Learning Objects, Distance Learning. Videos on 

demand 

 

1. Introduction 

We live in times of great technological transformations, which have an impact on many of 

our daily activities in different knowledge areas, for example as happens in the field of 

education where the process of teaching and learning becomes more dynamic and 
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 collaborative. Currently, it is common that both teachers and students make use of 

technological resources (eg, slides, videos and games) to improve this educational process to 

produce and share knowledge about certain subjects. 

The Videos on Demand as Learning Objects Working Group (GT-VoA) has been developed 

in the context of RNP – Brazilian NREN – Working Groups programme and aims to enable 

the creation and exhibition of learning objects (LOs) and interactive multimedia content, 

while using them for distance learning (DL). LOs are stored and distributed using the video 

repository services. 

LOs are defined as any other entity, digital or not, that can be used, reused or referenced 

during a learning or training process supported by computer(s) (IEEE LTSC, 2012) (Wiley, 

2000). The main function of these objects is to act as a teaching resource, covering specific 

media contents of a subject such as image, text, video and audio. Some studies show that LOs 

facilitate and improve the quality of teaching (Nugent et al., 2005), and also provides several 

tools to facilitate the work of tutors. 

The purpose of this work is to enable education professionals to create learning objects 

through an intuitive process, which is designed and crafted by the teacher him or herself. This 

process is based on educational videos, which will be enriched by the professionals directly 

(without the need of a programmer or designer) and also by adding multimedia content 

(image, audio, text etc). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Working Groups Programme. 

Section 3 provides the proposed solution to Authoring of Learning Objects. Section 4 

describes a case study of the use of the tool. Section 5 presents the usability evaluation of the 

use of the tool. Section 6 provides the concluding remarks. 

 

2. The Working Groups Programme (WG-RNP) 

As the Brazilian NREN, RNP is responsible for promoting the development of networks in 

Brazil, including the development of innovative applications and services, especially for the 

benefit of its user organisations, comprised almost entirely ofresearch institutes and 

universities. In the departments of computer science, information technology and 

telecommunications of many of these user organisations there are research groups in areas 

related to networks, engineering and distributed systems (middleware). 

As a way of promoting greater interaction between RNP activities and such research groups, 

and also continuous innovation of RNP’s products and services, the Working Groups 

Programme (WG-RNP) was created in 2002 within the Research and Development 

Directorate (DPD). WG-RNP aims to develop collaborative projects that can demonstrate the 

feasibility of using new protocols, services and network applications to meet the needs of 

users from educational and research institutions connected to the RNP network. Since then, 

this initiative has attracted, through an annual call for proposals, the interest of research 

groups from all over Brazil, challenged to build innovative applications and tools. The 

proposals are examined by an evaluation and selection committee with external 

representatives and the selected proposals become Working Groups (WGs) projects. 

The WGs project receives funding to carry out their R&D activities, always closely managed 

by R&D project coordinators from DPD. This model has been proved to be an efficient way 

to promote interaction between RNP and the development teams, providing guidance and 

facilitating the delivery of results. 

Each project is coordinated by a researcher in public or private institution, has its own 

development project team and is usually build up with contributions from partner institutions 
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 (other universities or companies) as well as RNP specialists from different areas that may 

also participate in some project activities. ..  

The GT-VoA was established as a WG in 2012-13 cycle and will complete the second phase 

by the end of 2014. An experimental phase with several Brazilians’ institutions is being 

planned to happen during 2015. 

 

3. Learning Objects Authoring 

The Cacuriá is an authoring tool designed to create LOs for the Web and Interactive Digital 

TV environments. The first stage of development of the tool was the capturing of 

requirements. These requirements were collected with the participation of 18 stakeholders in 

sessions of Participatory Design techniques: Focus Group (Santa Rosa & Moraes, 2010) and 

Card Sorting (Santa Rosa & Moraes, 2010). The next step was the development of the 

interface using the technique of Paper Prototyping (Santa Rosa & Moraes, 2010), which 

included the participation of the same stakeholders from the previous step. This step aimed 

atevaluating the concepts and clarifying the requirements. The Figure 1 illustrates how the 

technique was performed, keeping theparticipants anonymous. 

 

  
 

(a)                                                                                (b) 

 

(c) 

Figure 1 Focus Group (a) Card Sorting (b) Paper Prototyping of Cacuriá (c). 

 

The Cacuriá tool was developed with the programming language C++, and the Qt framework 

(Blanchete & Summerfield, 2008). This framework allows the creation of multi-platform 

applications using the approach "write once, compile anywhere" (Blanchete & Summerfield, 

2008), which enables the tool to be used on different operating systems. As we can see in 

Figure 2, the Cacuriá has evolved and is currently in version 1.1. The pilot participants 

ESR,UFJF and UFMA have been collaborating to systems requirements, software 

enhancements, as well as new features for Cacuriá with user feedback. 
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                           Conceptual Version                    Version 0.9 

 

  

 Version 1.0                            Version 1.1 

Figure 2 Evolution of the Cacuriá. 

 

The current version of the tool consists of six different views used to manipulate the media as 

we can see in Figure 3. Menu View (1) is used to add media and to publish the LO. Scene 

View (2) is used to add, remove and sort the scenes, as well as to indicate what scene is in 

focus.  It is also possible to create automatic links between scenes, allowing one scene to be 

started automatically at the end of a previously one. Layout View (3) is used to visualize the 

positioning and sizing of the media according to time. Time View (4) is used to run and 

manipulate the time of a scene. Properties View (5) is used to view and edit the properties of 

the media in focus. Vision Library (6) is used to list the media of the project and the current 

scene. 
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Figure 3 Layout of Cacuriá Views. 

 

Cacuriá is integrated with the iVoD (Interactive Video on Demand) service from RNP. The 

iVoD was also specified to allow the storage and distribution of these learning objects 

integrated into the authoring tool. Figure 4, describes the architecture of the proposed service. 

First a teacher must create a LO using Cacuriá and then submit to the iVoD cloud storage. 

Then, students can watch and interact with the content created by the tutor with devices with 

Internet access, such as tablets, computers and smartphones. 

 

Figure 4 Architecture of the Proposed Service. 
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 4. Case Study 

This section presents the construction of a LO on the subject of algorithms using Cacuriá 

tool. The LO consists of a video where a teacher presents an introduction to sorting 

algorithms, as can be seen in Figure 5. At a certain time of this video, the student is offered 

the choice between two specific algorithms: insertsort or quicksort. From that point, the 

video stream is redirected to a new video about the algorithm chosen by the student. 

 

 

Figure 5 Sequence of the Sorting Algorithm LO. 

 

When started, the Cacuriá tool already has a built-in scene, named Scene 1. For construction 

of the object, a video in mp4 format, for example, is inserted into this scene. This can be done 

by pressing the Video button in the Menu View, which triggers the opening of a browser 

window in which the user must specify the location where the video is located. As shown in 

Figure 6, the video is added to the Vision Library and the first frame is displayed in the 

Layout View. At this time it is possible insert others media like an image, shapes or texts.  In 

addition, the video can have it size or position adjusted. This manipulation can also be 

performed through the mouse, using the resize handle that media has in Layout view. 

 

 

Figure 6 Inserting a video in Scene 1. 

 

In this example, after passed 57 seconds of the video based on Scene 1, the teacher requests 

the student  to choose the option on how to continue the LO. At this point, the video is 
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 resized and positioned to the left side of the screen. Then, two images are added to Scene 1, 

"Insertsort.png" and "Quicksort.png", which will be used later to make links with other 

scenes. A media image is embedded on the scene when the "Image" icon from the Menu 

View is clicked. Just like in the video, after clicking on the "Image" icon, a browser window 

pops up and the user can select the image location. The insertion of the image media, shapes 

and text can only be performed while the scene is paused. Then, the images are resized and 

positioned using the resize handle or by manipulating the properties of the "Transform" tab, 

resulting in the layout shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7 Scene 1 is paused at 57 seconds to add images. 

 

During the development of this object, three videos are used. Since the tool only holds one 

video per scene, two more scenes are added to hold two more videos in this LO. The addition 

of a scene is done by clicking on the "Add" icon found on the Menu View.  When a new 

scene is included, this new item is represented in the Scene Vision. To build Scene 2, it must 

be selected in Scene Vision. This way it becomes possible to embed the video about the 

Insertsort algorithm, "Insertsort.mp4", as shown in Figure 8. Then, Scene 3 is selected from 

the scene listing.  An explanatory video about the Quicksort algorithm named 

"Quicksort.mp4 " is inserted in this scene, this step can be seen in Figure 9. 
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Figure 8 Cacuriá Interface after inserting a video in Scene 2. 

 

 

Figure 9 Cacuriá Interface after inserting a video in Scene 3. 

 

After inserting these three scenes, the LO should be completed by configuring the links 

between each scene. In the Cacuriá tool, links can be made using images, shapes and text. In 

the example of this LO, links are made using the images "Insertsort.png" and "Quicksort.png" 

in Scene 1. When the image is selected, the fields "Ir para Cena (Go to Scena)", "Inicio da 

Cena (Beginning of the Scene)" and "Tecla (Key)" from the "Elo (Link)" tab (on the 

Properties View) are enabled for edition. The "Go to Scene" field provides a list of existing 

scenes. The "Beginning of the Scene" field determines in which instant of time the scene 

(which was chosen using the option "Go to Scene") will start.  The "key" field displays the 

hotkeys that can be used to link scenes. The options selected for the "Insertsort.png" picture 
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 were: Go to Scene 2 starting at time zero seconds, using as a shortcut the key "2", as 

displayed in Figure 10 and 11. As for the “Quicksort.png” image, the options were: Go to 

Scene 3 starting at time zero seconds, using as a shortcut the key "3", as displayed in Figure 

12 and 13. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 10 Cacuriá Interface.    Figure 11 Properties of the “Link” tab. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Cacuriá Interface.    Figure 13 Properties of the “Link” tab. 

 

With the construction of this LO about algorithms, it is possible to view some of the features 

available in the Cacuriá tool. The use of links between scenes to set the path that the LO 

should follow according to student choice, characterizes the nonlinear authorship. The 

example also allows us to understand the abstraction of scenes and the media synchronization 

with the time of the scene video, by studying how it was done with the images 

"Insertsort.png" and "Quicksort.png". Inserting media becomes easy using the "Menu View", 

and manipulating its properties using the resize handles and the "Property View". 

 

5. Usability Evaluation 

The evaluation consisted of using design technique of Usability Testing to measure the 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction and to get feedback from users about the tool and 
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 find new requirements. The sample selection for the Evaluation Design was a group of 24 

different stakeholders who participated in the phase of the Participatory Design. 

The sessions were started with a presentation about the evaluated tool. Then, participants 

agreed to participate in the test byanswering an identification questionnaire.. After that, a task 

guide was presented to participants about steps for the construction of a learning object on the 

Cacuriá 1.0. In addition, there was an agreement with stakeholders that the time limit for 

completing the tasks would be 40 minutes. After the step of using the completed tool, each 

user responded to a questionnaire assessing the usability of the tool. Finally, participants in 

the evaluation were gathered at the end of each session for a group interview. The purpose of 

the interview was to extract feedback and their opinion about the tool, such as positive 

features, what needed to be improved and what features of the tool should be provided to 

enhance the efficiency of Cacuriá. The Figure 14 illustrates the execution of usability tests, 

keeping the participants anonymous. 

 

  
 

Figure 14 Execution of Usability Tests. 

 

Some interesting results were obtained with the use of Usability Testing Technique. It was 

observed that among the 24 participants in the sessions, only two failed to perform the tasks. 

Most participants felt great difficulty in starting the construction of a learning object, 

however the average time to learn how to use the tool was 10 minutes. Another interesting 

point was that most participants completed the construction of the LO before the expected 

time of 40 minutes. This demonstrated that the effectiveness of the tool was reached. 

However, as we can see in Figure 15, the tool still needs to be improved to enhance its 

efficiency. During the group interview step, positive feedback about the purpose of the 

Cacuriá tool was reported. However, all sessions had reports stating that the main aspects that 

had to be improved in the tool were:  

 Commands and shortcuts for performing tasks. 

 Viewing changes in the media during their execution time in the timeline properties. 

 Identification of icons 

 Properties View. 
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Figure 15 Results of the Efficiency of Cacuriá. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper presented the development process of the authoring tool Cacuriá. The tool aims to 

create learning objects by teachers without necessarily having previous programming 

knowledge. In order to do this, a methodology based on Participatory Design techniques (that 

allowed focusing on user needs) was used by collecting requirements of the target audience 

of the tool according to their expectations. 

Cacuriá is not yet in its final version, and still needs more reviews about the abstractions and 

usability of the tool. Nevertheless, the case study is promising in the sense of pointing out 

that it is possible to create learning objects with the tool, as described in the usability 

evaluation of the tool.  

The idea created for Cacuriá is that it is an integrated environment for authoring LOs and for 

sharing them with students. Furthermore, it is interesting that it is possible for a teacher to 

publish not only the resulting LO, but can also share and reuse the project file so that other 

teachers can learn how it was built and feel free to learn, modify and improve it. 

Integrating Cacuriá tool with storage systems and video distribution (iVoD) appears as the 

ideal usage scenario of this work. In addition, it is possible to integrate Cacuriá with several 

others systems, for example, to offer LOs with accessibility features. Some planning 

initiatives has been already started to integrate Cacuriá with RNP’s experimental project 

AAAS (Accessibility as a Service). 
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Abstract 

Mobile Computing is a persuasive computing paradigm which has been incorporated in our 

daily lives. Mobility in communication has become a necessity and a way of life for both 

B2B and M2M applications due to the hype of online advertising in social networks and 

mobile VoIP apps. Although smartphones are limited to processing, memory and power 

capacity, their advent has made it possible to touch the world with one click, anywhere and 

anytime. The Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) model brought about 

unimaginable revolution to the telecommunication industry and built a profound architecture 

for most Next Generation Networks (NGN) technology. However, the SIM card technology 

requirements on various mobile devices and networks is distinct from GSM to CDMA to 

UTMS but why not provide a universally accessible and standardized virtual SIM as a service 

offered on demand on the cloud? Additionally, the process of SIM activation varies from one 

region to another; this is incapacitating at times for diverse Communication Service Provider 

(CSP) subscribers. This research will seek to design and analyze the architecture for SIM 

card virtualization being adopted into the Communication as a Service (CaaS) in a Cloud 

platform and provide Telephony as a Service (TaaS). The virtualization platform will seek to 

provide multiple virtual SIMs on demand and accessible on any mobile device or browser. 

Analysis of the GSM SIM card architecture and proposed technology will be drawn while 

recommendations are envisioned. The key technologies to be used include Web services, 

Android and Twilio APIs. 

Keywords: 

 Mobile computing, SIM card virtualization, virtual SIM, Communication as a Service, 

Twilio APIs, Telephony as a Service. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile Computing describes the ability of a movable device to process or perform a task 

while getting network connection. Something which once seemed impossible in the fixed 

network has been revamped by the new paradigm of mobility promoting access to network 

services anyplace, anytime, and anywhere. Mobile devices are the driving force to most 

business nowadays which have become the new WebTop for most enterprises (Gotora, T.T.,, 

Zvarevashe, K. & Nandan, P., 2014, Xiaoyi Chen, 2011)  The ordinary citizens have adopted the 

smartphone culture of wanting uninterrupted access to social networking sites and a variety 

of other tele services from their Communication Service Providers (CSPs).Most African 

countries have recorded tremendous growth in mobile clientele especially the Southern 

Africa with Zimbabwe having a 500% growth over the past 5 years while Nigeria and South 

Africa being elevated to global powerhouses. Data services have taken a larger part of the 

revenue with traditionally calling and SMS services being subsidiaries. VoIP applications and 

free text platforms seem to be exponentially growing and so is the demand for an elastic and 

scalable network infrastructure.  Most CSPs are heavily impacted by congestion tremors and 

have multiple complaints to deal with from unsatisfied users. 

The advent of Cloud Computing has stimulated CSPs ambitions to provide Communication 

as a Service (CaaS) in most IT developed countries. This is due to the growing user needs in 

processing, storage and power consumption thus offering these as a service could prove vital 

in improving user satisfaction. Quite a lot of smartphone virtualization techniques have been 

proposed in Xiaoyi Chen, 2011. and while the Web’s evolution to 2.0 opens unlimited 

communication potential. Most smart phones require various SIM card technologies used in 

different networks for instance SIM (for GSM), USIM (for UTMS) and CSIM (for CDMA). 

There are also distinct size requirements in different mobile devices namely a regular SIM 

measures 15 mm x 25 mm and micro SIM or 3FF(Third Form Factor) SIM card is 12mm x 

15mm. At times it inconveniences users entering a new country to gain access to these from 

sellers due to the many document requirements and delayed activation time. Over the years 

web services have evolved into more than just mere integration communication methodology 

to powerful real-time integration web hooks and has improved from the tougher SOAP 

syntax to simple REST. Also improvements from Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) to Web 

Service Initiation Protocol (WIP) all fostered in CaaS as highlighted in Gotora, T.T. Kudakwashe 

Zvarevashe, K. &Pranav Nandan, P.. (2014)  This research seeks to adopt a design architecture for 

SIM virtualization which will be implemented on android devices while applying Twilio 

RESTful APIs via a Twilio cloud. The paper will be composed of 6 categories. Section 2 will 

look at analysis of the current GSM architecture and various SIM virtualization solutions in 

play. Consequently section 3 goes to exam the design architecture of proposed virtualization 

technology and section 4 brings out the implementation results. The comparison of virtual 

SIM and GSM SIM comes in section 5. Finally the conclusion and recommendation sums it 

up in section 6 and 7 respectively. 

 

2. GSM Architecture and SIM Virtualization Solutions 

 
2.1 GSM Architecture 

The current GSM mobile communication uses a Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) Schiller, 

J.(2008)  to uniquely identify a mobile subscriber and for authentication purposes. This is 

physically inserted into a mobile device/station. It enables the Mobile Station (MS) to 
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 connect to the GSM network. As shown in Figure 1, the MS is located at the Base Station 

Subsystem (BSS) cell and connects to the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) via the Um 

interface. When the MS connects to the BTS, the SIM saves a temporary mobile (dynamic) 

cipher key for encryption, temporary mobile subscriber identity (TMSI), and location area 

identification (LAI) obtained from MSC and kept at the Visitor Location Register (VLR) 

Database. VLR is responsible to act as the foreign agent who copies mobile user data from 

Home Location Register (HLR) while updating Location Area (LA) of user.  

The international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI), card serial number and type does not 

change when the MS moves into another location which is stored on SIM. Each SIM has a 

PIN (personal identification number) which causes one MS unlocking when establishing 

connection to another MS. Every SIM has a PUK (PIN unblocking key) which enables the 

subscriber to unlockit if accidentally locked due to some reason and stores a 128-bit 

authentication key provided by the service provider. Authentication is processed by MS via a 

Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) through an algorithm using this key and a 128-bit random 

number dynamically sent by Authentication Centre (AuC).  If the MS is not authenticated, the 

service to that number is blocked. 

 

 

Figure 1: GSM Architecture  

2.1.1 Advantages of GSM Architecture ( Schiller, J.,2008 )  

 GSM uses a hierarchy of 3 subsystems (RSS, NSS and OSS) which enable 

management of mobile subscribers easily. 

 Supports various tele services like telephony, SMS, emergency number, MMS and 

call forwarding to mention just a few. 

 GSM is supported by a plethora of telecommunication networks (e.g. PSTN, ISDN, 
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 and PDN) and protocols. 

 Use of SIM secret information, AuC and VLR enforces better security for user 

confidentiality and identification. 

 Supports both data and voice transmission. 

 SIM is unique to a subscriber and can be attached to any GSM-enabled phone. 

 Supports roaming services in global mobile networks while making use of VLR 

attached to the MSC. 

 Supports GPRS (General packet radio services) which is fully internet oriented. 

 

2.1.2 Disadvantages of GSM Architecture 

 Subscriber requires multiple SIM cards or mobile devices for different tele services 

[4]. 

 Current user demands surpass the GSM availability and traffic limits. 

 If SIM is hacked, user identification is compromised. 

 If SIM PIN and PUK are lost or forgotten it would be impossible to use a blocked 

SIM. 

 GSM is connection-oriented thus requires additional frameworks like GPRS and High 

Speed Circuit Switching Data (HSCPD) to cater for the data traffic [3]. 

 Operational costs of GSM model is high and expensive to expand. 

 Expensive roaming charges. 

 

2.2 Current SIM Card Acquisition and Activation Process 

Buying a SIM card in India is usually carried out at a mobile dealer store or via street vendors 

or at the CSP and some documents are handed in which include the personal identification, 

passport size photos, residential proof and registration form. While in Zimbabwe they require 

a national identification document and activation happens in 24 hours. The vendors will then 

take the registration forms in batches to the CSP centers to be verified and if applicants meet 

the standards their SIM card is activated, else modification is requested as shown in Figure 2. 

Each time a user requires a SIM they have to physically go through this process and mostly 

there are delays in activating services to the potential subscriber. Some ignorant or less 

informed foreigners usually get duped by vendors by being sold stolen or unauthorized SIMs 

on the streets. This destroys clientele trust and is detrimental to the CSPs reputation. 
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Figure 2: Current SIM Card Activation Process 

 

Most business personnel require multiple phones and SIMs to cater for their daily business 

operations which at times is cumbersome to carry around. To try to solve this issue most 

mobile device manufacturers introduced the dual SIM technology which has proven to be 

helpful as it can accommodate two CSP services. However when a client moves from one 

region or country to another they have to experience exorbitant roaming charges to use their 

respective telephone lines which is rather unrealistic to the general public. Justificationshave 

been raised by the various service providers and telecomregulators,  but in this modern era of 

technology where the cloud and web services are viable isn’t there another solution? 

 

2.3 Movirtu Virtual SIM Solutions 

“Omnia mutantur, nos et mutamur in illis” said Nicholas Borbonius (16th Century). As the 

telecommunication industry is trying to expand its soft infrastructure to meet the increase in 

user demands in tele services while reducing capital expenses (CAPEX), new solutions have 

risen. Movirtu ManyMe solution (Movirtu, 2014a) is a virtual SIM service which allows a 

subscriber to use multiple mobile numbers on one device, as it’s based on the Movirtu’s 

patented SIM virtual platform and viable within the standard mobile networks. This is an 

initiative which is meant to solve the issue of having to swap between multiple SIMs and or 

devices to use different CSP services. It is independent of the SIM operator which will be 

physically placed in a mobile device. ManyMe supports both feature phones via USSD and 

smartphones with a user friendly app. Users can add or remove additional mobile numbers 

from within the app and instantly use new numbers for making and receiving calls. Telecom 

giants like Airtel have seen the future of telephony leaning towards virtual SIMs hence it 
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 recently launched a group-wide partnership with Movirtu in June 2014(Movirtu, 2014b)  As of 

date Airtel Africa has rolled out the Movirtu Share service in Madagascar and DRC, which 

offers business enterprises with virtual SIMs at reasonable costs and reducing 

communication infrastructure costs. These solutions have many pros to both the user and 

mobile operators. The different mobile operator clients enjoy the service of distinct providers 

without having to buy other handsets/SIM cards. The various CSPs benefit from gaining 

extra customers and less operational costs as the expansion is provided using software 

integration. However this software is still expensive to purchase for upcoming service 

providers and it  could prove exorbitant to manage for most government institutions.  

 

2.4 Implementa Virtual SIM Platform 

 

Figure 3: Implementa Virtual SIM Platform Architecture [8] 

 

Implementa is also a modern day corporation which offers many virtual SIM solutions, 

having one of its objectives as not re-inventing the wheel. Implementa virtual SIM platform 

Implementa. (2014) provides allocation and usage of virtual SIMs from a mobile terminal (MT) 

without physically inserting a SIM card. There exists a remote SIM storage which manages 

the physical SIMs and keeps track of them. The platform makes use of an OS and language 

independent API which facilities easier integration with various customer apps and devices. 

The clients can perform normal voice calls and messaging functions. The virtual SIM 

platform architecture is integrated into the standard mobile network as shown in Figure 3 

above. 

 

2.5 Apple’s Soft SIM 

Apple for a long time has been talking of the virtual SIM concept and the new iPad 

TelcoReview.(2014) Hill, S.(2014) recently launched in October 2014 by Apple provides a soft 

SIM feature. Allowing users to select from a limited range of provided CSPs from a menu 

and still accommodates the use of physical SIMs. The soft SIM is a feature which comes at a 

time when the hypeof doing away with physical SIM cards is at bay in the telecommunication 

industry. It will provide a client with a user-driven facility to dynamically use different 
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 network operators in a loosely coupled manner and with short term plans of usage /release in 

a pay as go manner. However this forces most customers to purchase expensive Apple 

products and having to stick to the only provided CSPs. A lot of demands are left unmet like 

what if the client wants to access the services of a mobile operator not listed in the Apple 

menu and wants to take their contract number with them or has to sell their old phone. 

 

2.6 Simgo Virtual SIM Platform 

Simgo (2014) is one of the world’s first CSPs to offer virtual SIM solutions for smartphones 

with a motto to reduce roaming costs while exhibiting profound identity security, which is a 

key concern to the mobile user. Also providing broadband global M2M and amplified 

operational competence.Simgo Virtual SIM Platform makes possible the separation of SIM 

card from mobile device like the Implementa Platform while making use of a cloud server 

storing a plethora of SIMs. A remote device which acts as the SIM card holder can be a 

smartphone cover, a self-contained module or a low power, 9x9mm chip to be integrated into 

equipment with cellular modules. Drawbacks of this solution are the additional costs of the 

remote device and the poor network connection in remote areas. 

 

3. Proposed Design Architecture of SIM Card Virtulization 

The proposed virtual SIM technology will adopt the features of previously discussed 

technologies in Movirtu. (2014a, b) Implements, (2014 TelcoReview.(2014) [9](Simgo, 2014) [12] and 

will seek to improve on the weaknesses highlighted, although in the long term due to the 

limitations in technology and research time. The proposed design architecture will allow the 

possibility of multiple SIMs being accessible from one Mobile Station like the other virtual 

SIM solutions. It will be implemented using Android SDKplatform, Twilio Cloud and Web 

Services which include; using Restful APIs, TwiML, PHP and Java. All the technologies are 

open source except access to the Twilio Cloud tele-services. (Monica, R., Dinesha H.A, 

&V.K.Agrawal. ,2013), (www.twilio.comThe Virtualization process will follow 3-tier 

architecture as depicted below in Figure 4. 

The Client, MS1 which is the mobile phone will have a SIM card initially for authentication 

purposes. It makes a request to the web server which then connects to the Cloud Server via 

Restful API to obtain the required client account details while authenticating client request. 

Once ascertained a token is generated at the web server and sent back to Client with virtual 

SIM details based on the CSP selected. This can be stored at mobile device or kept at web 

server only after user has acknowledged. The virtual SIM will consist of the client name, 

IMSI, session ID and the authentication token. If client is valid the subscriber number can be 

used to make calls or send SMS/MMS just like in an ordinary GSM network. The only 

difference is that the virtual SIM connects to the server via an internet connection first before 

a request is redirected to the desired destination. This will promote faster processing of MS 

requests and the less memory usage on the phone. Call forwarding, redirecting and recording 

should be also possible. A subscriber can be given an option to use as many virtual SIMs 

(vSims) as they deem to meet their needs.  Thus a user can buy by selecting mobile numbers 

and can release them at any time as they wish in a pay as you go mode. This will promote 

scalability and cheap operational costs to both CSPs and clients. The system should also 

provide a flexible integration mechanism with other traditional public networks like GSM, 

PSTN, PDN and modern UMTS. 
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Figure4: Proposed Design Architecture www.twilio.com.docs  

 

3.1 Advantages of Proposed System 

 Offer multiple SIMs to one client. 

 Offer a notification or alert system to client in case client is busy on another call. 

 Uses simple traditional http request and methods to perform telephony services. 

 Easy to implement and expand via the Cloud services. 

 Client can buy and release vSims at will while only paying for required services. 

 If SIM details are lost they can be recovered and all logs can be obtained from cloud. 

 Can be integrated into existing system and interoperable with other networks.  

 

3.2 Disadvantages of Proposed System 

 Restricted to network connection (Wi-Fi or LAN) as it needs access to Internet to connect 

to cloud or web server. 

 Security is dependent on third parties trust and the user community does not have full 

trust on cloud security. 

 VoIP applications usually exhibit unreliable and slower voice transmission. 

 

4. Implementation of the Proposed SIM Card Virtualization Technology 

The implementation process was tailored to follow the overall design architecture of the 

proposed system while making use of reusable software components. An Android mobile app 

will act as the Front-End, while the Back-End will be the server side app. The Twilio Service 

Provider will act as the Middleware as it handles requests or caters for services from client to 

server and vice versa. The app will consist of a main menu, registration part, call and 

messaging module. As a major pre-requisite to able to use the Twilio services 

(www.twilio.com) the researcher had to register on the Twilio site and deposit a certain 

amount electronically into the created account to be able to have full resource catered. This 

encompassed buying a virtual number and registering a verification mobile number, which 

was an Indian Airtel number. Consequently the development process required an open mind 

and time.   

http://www.twilio.com.docs/
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4.1 Algorithm for Main Module 

Step 1: Enter login /register details. 

Step 2: Validate details, if invalid go to step 3 

Step 3: Renter login details 

Step 4: Connect to server via Asynchronous task and verify details 

Step 5: Error message if invalid else step 6 

Step 6: Select Call /Message service 

Step 7: Perform Call /Message service 

 

4.2 Call Module Implementation 

The call module was first implemented using a combination of android and Twilio-android 

client APIs. A number of tests were carried out but after sometime a disconnection error 

problem was encountered and as a mitigation measure Twilio-java sdk had to be put in place 

of the Twilio-android client API, although this didn’t have a user-friendly interface. With the 

server side code implemented in PHP and Twilio PHP helper libraries, which make the 

necessary REST API calls to the Cloud. As a prerequisite, a voice URL (Monica, R., Dinesha 

H.A, &V.K.Agrawal, 2013)  had to be configured in the established Twilio account linking to a 

TwiML (similar to XML although uses Twilio defined verbs) application written on web 

server. 

 

Using Twilio-android client APIs Using Twilio java SDK 

Step 1: Initialize Twilio Device Listener 
object 

Step 2: Make http request to server to 
obtain capability token   

Step 3: Show error message if invalid 
request else Step 4 

Step 4: Return capability token 

Step 5: Create Twilio Soft Device 

Step 6: Enter phone number 

Step 7: Validate number according to 
E.164 standard 

Step 8: Initiate call to destination number 

Step 9: Leave message or end call 

Step 1: Create a new Twilio REST Client 
object  

Step 2: Make REST API call 

Step 3: Authenticate the client account 
and authentication token     

Step 4: Return account details else Step 5  

Step 5: Print Invalid message else proceed 
to Step 6 

Step 6: Make Call REST API 

Step 7: Pass call parameters 

Step 8: Validate parameters. 

Step 9: Initiate call to destination number 

Step 10: Print success or failure message. 

 

Table 1: Make Call Implementation Algorithms 

 

4.3 Messaging Module Implementation 
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 The messaging module was implemented using Twilio-java sdk and java libraries although 

this didn’t have a user-friendly interface. There was also a new telecommunication 

regulations introduced in India like the National Do Not Call Registry which restricted 

promotional messaging thus limited messaging from 9am-9pm. 

4.3.1 Sending Message Implementation Algorithm [5] 

Step 1: Create a new Twilio REST Client object  

Step 2: Make REST API call 

Step 3: Authenticate the client account and authentication token     

Step 4: Return account details else Step 5  

Step 5: Print Invalid message else proceed to Step 6 

Step 6: Call Message REST API 

Step 7: Pass message parameters 

Step 8: Validate parameters. 

Step 9: Send message 

Step 10: Print success or failure message. 

 

4.4 Testing Results 

The best success stories in any innovation have to undergo failure and as per norm 

expectations in the implementation process quite a number of shortfalls rose but the testing 

process gathered quite a number of lessons. 

 

4.4.1 Call Module Unit Testing 

The developer carried out a number of tests some which include functional tests on the 

validity of a number on the client side. If an unverified number was entered when making a 

call the exception message appeared is as shown in Figure 5 and to rectify the issue the 

developer had to add the number in the Twilio Main account using an E.164 approved format 

as noted in the Twilio documentation (Monica, R., Dinesha H.A, &V.K.Agrawal, 2013)  Figure 6 

shows the call status graph from February-September 2014. 

 

 

Figure 5: Invalid Number Exception in java SDK environment 
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Figure 6: Call Status Graph from January-September 2014 

 

4.4.2 Message Status Report 

A status progress graph for the messages sent and received can be obtained from the Cloud 

server and the user can keep a track of their usage in a clear manner. Although there is no 

implicit function to show the delivery of a message on the android platform it still is possible 

to use REST API /TwiML verbs to show this.  

 

Figure 7: Sent & Received Messages Status Graph from January – September 2014 

 

5. Comparison of GSM SIMs and Virtual SIMs 

GSM SIM card 

 

Virtual SIM(vSIM)  

Speed of call connection request is between 

300-400ms depends on network congestion 

Speed of call connection is between 300-

400ms 

Can use 2G, 3G and 4G facilities Require Internet access like Wi-Fi  

Roaming charges are expensive Roaming charges are cheaper 

Messages can be sent any time depending on 

network congestion. Rate of sending is many 

at a time from one mobile number. 

Messaging timing services between 9am-9pm 

in India but anytime outside. Rate of sending 

is one at a time from one mobile number. 
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 One SIM for each phone Multi SIMs for each phone 

Longer purchasing process sometimes huge 

delays like one week. 

Easy purchasing process which can be done 

in a few minutes at the comfort of one’s 

home online. 

Security check is faster as the SIM card 

already stores the authentication key and 

TMSI. 

Security checking process is slower as there 

is double checking at the web server and at 

the cloud center. 

Tele services reports for each client take time 

to extract. 

Easy for client to monitor their own tele 

service usage with graphical representation. 

Conference calls not supported fully Conference calls can be supported fully 

If SIM card is lost data retrieval process takes 

time depends on the CSP. 

vSIM can be released and bought again while 

data retrieval is faster. 

Uses up phone memory to store SIM details Uses up less memory on phone while more 

SIM data is stored on a cloud. 

Can be implemented on GSM enabled 

phones 

Is implementable on all android devices and 

extendable to the browser and iOS phones. 

Table 2: Comparison of GSM and virtual SIMs 

 

6. Conclusion 

“Camel trips do not begin or end, they merely change form”, said Robyn Davidson. Likewise 

in carrying out an investigation which seeks to transform and enhance a traditional way of 

communication the journey from the requirements gathering to implementation has taken 

many twist and turns. Initially when the research started, the concept of SIM card 

virtualization seemed impossible and far-fetched. The current GSM communication model is 

a stronghold in the telecommunication industry and has survived the test of time. Its robust 

connection-oriented paradigm has been evolving over time due to the technological advances 

like the Web 2.0, the cloud and the overwhelming smartphone user demand. The cloud is 

here to stay and is the future hence adopting communication as a service is a must for most 

Communication service providers and this will promote a pay as you use mode. 

The researcher adopted a SIM card virtualization architecture based on Monica, R., Dinesha H.A, 

&.Agrawal, V.K.. (2013) research on Phone Call as a Service and Twilio a cloud service provider 

integrates these various technologies to offer a multipurpose telephony platform. The 

architecture consisted of 3-tiers; the Web server, client and the Cloud which acts as the 

Middleware and Back End. Thus the researcher chose this platform as a means to achieving 

his objectives.The research was a success as the concept of virtual SIMs was proven by the 

ability to buy Twilio numbers online and use them to make the ordinary tele services like 

making a call and messaging. The security aspect is still under scrutiny and comparison of the 

two models GSM and Web-based CaaS during the whole project shows there are smaller 

differences in communication speeds but more user satisfied needs with the former model. 
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 7. Recommendations and Future Works 

There is need for more analysis and experimentation with the various Open APIs being 

offered by companies like Twilio, Google and Pub Nub so as to build complex real time 

telecommunication applications. The Twilio APIs needs to be fully exploited so that some 

problems like compatibility with higher version of Android and Windows can be reduced. 

For future works the researcher will seek to integrate and apply his project discoveries into 

educational and business real time scenarios. While doing an in-depth analysis of the virtual 

SIM performance and add more features using the available APIs.  There is also need for 

more research on fully virtualizing the smartphone on the cloud in asynchronous real time 

distributed environments while integrating with the growing Software Defined Networks. 
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Abstract 

Research networks face the continual challenge of obtaining high end, flexible connectivity at 

a price level that is affordable for end users and those funding the network. The development 

of new cloud-based products and services allied with the rapidly growing demands for traffic 

pose major challenges for funding agencies. 

The original REANNZ network was procured from a commercial telecommunication 

provider using a standard request for proposals (RFP) process.  REANNZ had to take what 

the vendor could supply with little flexibility to allow for innovation and the type of high 

bandwidth on demand services required by modern NRENs.  

The need for a national network upgrade at a time of financial constraint drove REANNZ to 

investigate a shared investment model - a variant on a Public Private Partnership (PPP) where 

the Crown would invest in a privately held company to the benefit of both parties. 

The successful implementation of this strategy has now delivered a shared network that will 

grow over time from the current 10Gb/s to 2Tb/s (2000 Gb/s). This will provide 200x more 

capacity at about 60% of the current costs.  

Keywords:NRENs, Public-Private Partnerships, Investment Models, Shared Network 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper outlines the remake of the Research and Education Advanced Network New 

Zealand Ltd(REANNZ) networking and operating models to better serve its users at New 

Zealand’s universities, Crown Research Institutes, and Institutes of Technology and 

Polytechnics. Through the use of a simple Public Private Partnership model REANNZ and 

FX Networks have jointly created a Shared Network – a high-performance, scalable network 

infrastructure optimized for ‘big data’, supported by a new way of managing the network 

itself. REANNZ now has the autonomy and flexibility to roll out new products tailored to the 

scientific and research communities. As a private company, FX Networks has had Crown 

funds invested in a hardware platform that allows them to offer a wider range of high-end 

products and services to their commercial clients. Both parties benefit for their own sectors. 
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 2. Background to REANNZ Ltd 

REANNZ was established in 2005 and is listed under Schedule 4A of the Public Finance Act 

1989.  Under this Schedule, the Crown itself is the majority or sole shareholder – in 

REANNZ’s case it’sshareholders are the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Science and 

Innovation. Each Minister holds an equal number of shares on behalf of the New Zealand 

public. REANNZ is not a Crown Entity listed under the Crown Entities Act. However, it is 

the intent of shareholding Ministers that REANNZ acts in a manner consistent with the 

Crown Entities Act. REANNZ is also subject to the Official Information Act. 

REANNZ is the high-performance networking organisation serving the unique needs of the 

New Zealand research, education and innovation sectors. REANNZ’s vision ‘is a New 

Zealand where transformative ideas flourish and the exchange of knowledge is completely 

unconstrained by physical location, ensuring our nation’s prosperity and wellbeing. In the 

service of that vision, our mission is to provide cutting edge network services, unparalleled 

infrastructure and groundbreaking tools that enable collaboration and accelerate education, 

science and innovation
3
’. 

When the REANNZ network was launched in mid-2006 (and known initially as the Kiwi 

Advanced Research and Education Network) it had procured a relatively standard (i.e. 

commercial) 10Gbps backbone service from an existing New Zealand telco provider. This 

provided the backbone connection between all 8 universities and an additional 8 national 

research institutions (those provide a range of niche applied research services in agriculture, 

climate modelling, geological research, forestry and so on). A number of larger polytechnics 

(specialising mainly in vocational education) also connected to the network at that time. 

International transit was purchased out of New Zealand utilising the Southern Cross Cable 

Network to R&E peering points in Sydney and Los Angeles. 

However, by 2012 REANNZ’s members’ needs were changing – a number of New Zealand 

researchers were working on the joint bid with Australia to be the joint site of the Square 

Kilometre Array Telescope, a high-end genomic sequencing facility had been established in 

the south of the country and with the increasing uptake of cloud services from providers such 

as Amazon and Microsoft, there was an increasing need for a range of cost-effective, highly 

specialised and flexible network services. However, it was apparent that it was unlikely that 

these services would be obtainable via the commercial telecommunications market, which 

had a marked aversion in particular to providing dark fibre services.  

With its existing network due for an upgrade in 2013, REANNZ therefore saw an opportunity 

to help make NZ’s research, education and innovation community more globally competitive 

with a network that was more reliable, easier to use and less expensive. In order to be 

successful, the project needed to: 

 Deliver value-for-money for the investment; 

 Future-proof the supply of bandwidth services; and 

 Be undertaken without the need for additional Crown funds (to REANNZ as a Crown-

owned entity). 

 

In addition, 2012 also saw the onset of the Global Financial Crisis. As a small economy of 

4.5 million people reliant primarily on agricultural exports, tourism and a growing ICT sector 

the New Zealand government instituted a freeze on public sector expenditure.  It was unlikely 

                                                           
3http://reannz.co.nz/sites/default/files/201314_statement_of_intent.pdf 
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 that the government would allocate the required level of funds to upgrade the REANNZ 

network to meet the projected demands of its users.  

 

3. Investment Options and the Way Forward 

REANNZ then investigated a number of options for ownership (see Figure 1 for summary). 

These included:  

a) continuing with the existing Managed Service (i.e. maintain the status quo) 

b) developing a wholly-owned network 

c) developing a shared ownership model 

 

Investment 
Model 

Benefit Risk / Problem 

Status Quo 
(Managed 
Services) 

 Certainty of market supply 

 Well understood, standard market service 

 Simplest and lowest risk operating model 
for REANNZ 

 Expenditure is mainly operational – there 
is very little capital asset exposure 

 Affordable for the first few years, but 
rapidly decreases to approach the same 
(poor) affordability of the full ownership 
option 

 Increasing dependence on 3rd party 
service provider quality of service and 
responsiveness 

 Per-unit cost of bandwidth purchased rises 
continuously – i.e. there is no opportunity 
for incremental cost benefits 

Full 
Ownership 

 Certainty of ability to buy underlying Fibre 
IRU’s if desired (available through the 
existing FX Networks contract) 

 REANNZ has complete control and 
management. 

 Provides maximum flexibility to respond 
to unexpected demand  

 A scalable platform easily segmented to 
provide for other public-good activities at 
incremental costs 

 Unaffordable to establish in one project 
(insufficient cash) 

 Highest cost option over the entire period 

 Highest business risk /lowest affordability 

 Expenditure is mostly capex, with small 
opex component 

 Highest capital asset base and risk 

Shared 
Ownership 

 Lowest cost option for both capex and 
opex 

 The most affordable option – cash 
reserves increase over the forecast period 

 The increasing cash reserves provide the 
basis to grow the international capacity 
faster if demand is evident 

 The lowest per-unit cost of bandwidth 
provision 

 Even if the cost model errs on the low 
side and actual cost is 2x the model, there 
is sufficient cash headroom to retain this 
as a viable option 

 Provides the same degree of flexibility to 
cope with unexpected demand  

 A scalable platform easily segmented to 
provide for other public-good activities at 
incremental costs 

 No market exposure – this has never been 
done in NZ to date 

 May not be achievable (market may not 
offer, or may not provide an acceptable 
offer) 

 Actual cost may be higher than modelled 
(there is no benchmark on which to base 
the cost apportionment used in the model) 

Figure 1: Investment Model Analysis:  
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 After discussions between REANNZ and its shareholding Ministry a potential PPP approach 

was identified, beginning with REANNZ conducting a market assessment in early 2012.  

This assessment identified future data sources and the services the community would need 

over the next 5-7 years. As a result REANNZ then issued an RFI (Request for Information) to 

understand the New Zealand telecommunication market’s willingness to sell dark fibre and 

enter into a network sharing arrangement.  The RFI was issued to the only five known service 

providers that could realistically respond affirmatively to the RFI.  

The key criteria for the selection was to identify existing providers with either a partial or 

complete national fibre cable infrastructure who would be operating an optical transport 

infrastructure and/or considering an infrastructure upgrade. This approach was been taken to 

avoid creating a market signal that REANNZ might help fund a new market entrant to build a 

new competitive national infrastructure. 

This RFI closed on 29 August 2012. The evaluation was relatively straightforward; nil 

responses were received from two providers, one was a wholly non-compliant response, and 

Telecom New Zealand Wholesale submitted a partially compliant response that offered a 

shared optical network sometime in the future, but no possibility of access to dark fibre. The 

final response, from FX Networks
4
 (the incumbent REANNZ network provider and one of 

three national backhaul providers in New Zealand) provided a wholly compliant response that 

offered a) access to a shared optical transport network and b) access to dark fibre through the 

arrangements that had previously been negotiated during the procurement of the current 

national network.  

FX Networks saw this as an opportunity to gain access to Crown funds that would not 

otherwise be available. REANNZ and FX Networks then negotiated a mutually beneficial 

network sharing arrangement, which was approved by REANNZ’s board and shareholding 

Ministers in early 2013.   

1) The proposed transaction was premised on: 

a) REANNZ’s need to have a high-capacity network that: 

i. could meet the specialised, high-performance needs of the research and education 

community; 

ii. was cost-effective;  

iii. could be upgraded to meet future capacity and performance needs in a cost-

effective way; and 

b) FX’s need for additional capital to support the upgrade of their national backbone 

network. 

Under the terms of this deal: 

2) REANNZ and FX then  negotiated a partnership deal that met both of these sets of needs.  

The proposed transaction had three core elements: 

a) purchase by REANNZ from FX of dark fibre and Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRUs) 

over dark fibre to create a REANNZ-owned dark fibre footprint in the North Island  

b) upfront “at cost” capital contribution by REANNZ to the purchase of equipment to 

upgrade FX’s existing network, resulting in REANNZ having the right to access 25% 

of the capacity of the upgraded network and 

c) purchase by REANNZ of optical equipment to support its ability to access the shared 

network  

                                                           
4http://www.fx.net.nz/ 
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 The Shared Network and REANNZ optical hardware 

3) REANNZ’s contribution to the shared network is approximately US$3 million, which is a 

25% contribution to the cost of the Infinera DTN-X
5
 network hardware being purchased 

by FX Networks to upgrade its national network.  

4) In return for this up-front payment towards the equipment cost for the network upgrade, 

REANNZ now has the ability to use 25% of the capacity of the upgraded network, and 

have access to the network lighting and management equipment.  

5) This model allows REANNZ to essentially operate its own network, but for a much lower 

investment than purchasing a complete national network itself.  

 

4. Benefits to REANNZ 

REANNZ now has all the advantages of a wholly owned network infrastructure model, with 

significantly less capital investment (US$5 million less) and lower on-going operating costs 

(US$100,000 per annum) than originally budgeted. Importantly, it has allowed REANNZ to 

continue to meet the growing demands of its membership without recourse to further Crown 

funds. 

REANNZ now has total control over the provisioning of its circuits and capacity can be 

added at the low, incremental cost of new hardware.  A major benefit to REANNZ was also 

that is could finally gain access to the diagnostic information it needs to improve network 

performance in support of its users’ data-intensive scientific application plus access to a full 

set of network lab equipment that it can use to develop and test new services prior to market 

release.   

By agreeing to cover only 25% of the capital and operational costs, REANNZ gets access to 

up to 2 terabits per second of capacity (200 times its current network).  This will allow both 

REANNZ and FX Networks to achieve a greater return on investment for their respective 

stakeholders than if each acted independently.  As a result, REANNZ is now able to offer the 

New Zealand R&E community a low-cost, facilities-based innovation platform for science 

and research, while FX Networks enhances its ability to provide cutting-edge services ahead 

of the market and at below market costs.  

 

5. The Approach toPublic-Private Partnerships in New Zealand 

Like many countries in recent years, New Zealand has taken an increasing interest in the 

provision of infrastructure using a variety of Public Private Partnership approaches. In the 

early 1970s local councils in New Zealand began using modified versions of PPPs to provide 

roading, sewerage systems, infrastructure maintenance and other related facilities.  By the 

early 2000s the use of this mechanism had become so widespread that local councils were 

being required to have a dedicated PPP policy as part of their strategic plans. 

In 2008, the then opposition National Party’s pre-election policy on infrastructure 

development expressed the need for more investment in infrastructure through greater private 

sector involvement and “greater use of public private partnerships for the development and 

management of infrastructure assets (National Party, 2008)”. 

Upon winning the General Election in late 2008 the new government implemented their 

manifesto promise. The advantages and disadvantages of PPPs have been well documented 

elsewhere. Internationally there have been some high profile failures of this mechanism as a 

                                                           
5https://www.infinera.com/products/DTN-X.html 
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 model and so the renewed New Zealand government’s interest in this approach as a funding 

mechanism did not meet with acclaim in some domestic sectors.  

The government has now implemented a number of PPP projects, the largest being a new 

prison near Auckland that will have a total cost (including capital and operating costs) of 

approximately US$700m over 25 years. This prison is being developed using a consortium 

process led by Serco, a UK company.  

In addition two new large schools in a rapidly growing part of Auckland have been built 

using a consortium of New Zealand companies who will build own and operate the schools’ 

infrastructure, and who will then lease the school facilities to the Crown. The consortium will 

not be involved in such areas as curriculum design/delivery, teacher recruitment or 

professional development. 

The government has now indicated that PPPs should be considered for projects or 

programmes with whole-of-life costs in excess of US$20 million. The country’s high 

standards of public sector governance, procurement processes and probity are seen as 

important in delivering a fair and transparent market place for interested vendors.  

The New Zealand Office of the Auditor-General has noted; 

The public sector relies on continuing competition, capability, and contestability throughout 

the private sector to maintain efficiency and an innovative spirit. The private sector relies on 

continued governance, stewardship and accountability throughout the public sector to ensure 

that the public’s interest is effectively represented, monitored, and, ultimately, satisfied.  

 

6. Summary 

The REANNZ/FX Networks Shared Business Model is a first for New Zealand, although it 

has been implemented elsewhere. It has delivered substantial cost savings for REANNZ and 

the Crown while substantially improving performance and capacity.  

Infrastructure developments in Africa are currently occurring using a range of models, 

including PPPs through organisations such as the Southern Africa Development Corporation, 

the African Development Bank and the World Bank. The latter organisation suggests a 

shortfall of up to US$50 billion in public capital to develop the range of transformative 

projects in power, water and transport projects that Africa needs.  

The New Zealand example provides a successful model for NRENs in general, where there is 

some innovation and competition within the country and possibly for other sectors where 

capital availability is not great, but innovation and imagination are to be found in abundance. 
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Abstract 

This paper explores the potential of Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology in 

facilitating efficient library operations with a focus on the experience gained at The Catholic 

University of Eastern Africa (CUEA). It also examines key challengesexperienced in the 

deployment of the technology as well as main issues that need to be addressed in order to 

achieve successful implementation of RFID in Libraries. 

Literature review was used as the key methodology. Further information is based on 

experience collected in implementation of the project. 

The paper demonstrates that RFID can be used in libraries to ensure security and facilitate 

innovative services and highlights key issues that need to be addressed in order to achieve 

successful implementation of RFID in Libraries. 

This paper presents an initial review of the experiences in the implementation of RFID 

technology in one library. There is need for an empirical study to uncover in a deeper way the 

perception and experiences of library patrons in the use of RFID technology 

The paper also examines main issues that need to be addressed in order to achieve successful 

implementation of RFID in Libraries including RFID standards, appropriate software and 

hardware, training of staff, privacy concerns of patrons and proper process planning. 

It exposes the initial efforts to apply RFID technology in management of library services in 

the East African region. This forms the basis for further research in how this technology can 

contribute to efficiency in the provision of automated library and information services in the 

region 

 

1. Introduction  

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is a wireless technology mainly used for 

automatic identification using radio-waves to detect, track, identify, and thus manage various 

objects and people that e.g. merchandise (Ayre,2010; Juels, 2005). It works by transmitting 

data from a portable device called a tag, to an RFID reader to execute a particular application 

based on the tag provided identification or location information (Narayanan & 

Somasekharan, n.d). Therefore RFID has been referred to as “a non-contact method of using 

radio frequency electromagnetic waves (with a frequency of up to 2.5GHz) for 

communication between two remote entities”. 
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 RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is the latest technology to be used in libraries to 

ensure security and facilitate innovative services (Kern, 2004). It is an automatic radio 

communications (ADC) technology which functions through wireless radio communication 

to identify people or items. Its basic components include a reader or interrogator, and radio 

frequency (RF) transponder that transfers data by radiating electro-magnetic carriers 

(Nayaranan, Singh & Somasekharan, n.d). RFID system can also be used to store data 

suitable by use of tags (transponders) on which information can be written and updated. This 

means information stored in RFID chips can be read and updated from remote distances. This 

data can be retrieved, transferred by use of machine-readable equipment for various 

application systems.  

RFID has been around for over 70 years and was originally developed for improving warfare 

technologies. It was first used by Britain as an Identify Friend or Foe (IFF) system to 

distinguish friendly aircraft from enemy aircraft during World War II (Landt, 2001). In the 

1960s it was used in commercial activities as part of Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) 

equipment to counter theft in retail stores. Later RFID was to be regarded as the “first 

important technology of the twenty-first century” (Qinling, & Chen, 2014) and has been 

implemented in various, including the following significant applications:  

 RFID electronic toll collection systems which identify vehicles mounted with RFID 

transponders and automatically deduct toll fees electronically without impeding traffic 

flow. 

 Animal RFIS implant tags to identify and track animals and combined with GPS makes 

it possible to perform round-the-clock surveillance of animals in the world. 

 Library systems to control access, manage extensive collections of books, as well as 

offering self-check and protecting them against theft. 

 e-Passportas a next generation passport equipped with an embedded RFID chip to store 

digital information and biometric data of passport holder. 

 Supply chains for inventory management, increase asset visibility, track shipments, 

trace recalled products and prevent theft. 

 Equipment tracking systems e.g. generators, communication masts, transforms to 

prevent tampering (Wyld, 2008; Chachra, n.d). 

 

RFID technology is recognized as an ideal technology for managing ICT-driven academic 

library of the 21st century.  In order to achieve the overall objective of providing seamless 

library information services, 3 years ago CUEA identified and made a decision to install 

RFID technology in the new library housed in the newly established ultra-modern Learning 

Resource Centre (LRC). It was felt that RFID would facilitate innovative library and 

information services and in overall it would lead to better control of the library processes. 

Drawing from experience at the Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA) situated in 

Nairobi, Kenya, this paper explores first, the potential of RFID technology in facilitating 

cost-effective and efficient library operations and secondly, the key challenges and risks that 

we have experienced in our drive towards successful deployment of the technology in 

libraries. The overarching argument is that RFIDtechnology can be used to facilitate 

innovative cost-effective and efficient library and information services. The paper starts by 

examining the basic operating principles of RFID technology in libraries. This is followed by 

an examination of the benefits of using RFID technology in provision of library and 

information services and review of the main challenges that have been experienced in the 

deployment of this technology.  It also proposes areas of concern that need attention in order 

to achieve successful RFID implementation. 
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2. RFID technology in libraries: Principles of operation  

The basic RFID technology in a library consists of the following components: RFID tags 

(tags / Security Tags), RFID Tagging machine, inventory scanner and analyzer, access 

control gates (flap gates), exit RFID Security Gates 3, RFID Application server, RFID self 

check stations, Self payment stations and staff work-stations, RFID Smart cards, and Library 

Book drop and RFID Software (Butters, 2007). According to Boss, (2009) for example a 

RFID tag is a small microchip supplemented with antenna that transmits a unique identifier in 

response to a query to a reading device. It has readable internal memory which can be 

encoded with an identifier of an object (e.g. barcode of a library material and other required 

data including its bibliographic details and the status).  

In a RFID enabled-library, RFID Tag replaces the barcode with a micro-chip which is 

attached a piece of paper. In is attached to an object and is used to identify the object when it 

is brought close to RFID reader/antennae (Howard & Anderson, 2007; Weis, n.d). They key 

advantages of RFID tags include: 

a) Each RFID tag can have a unique code that ultimately allows every tagged item to be 

individually accounted for. 

b) RFID allows for information to be read by radio waves from a tag, without requiring 

line of sight scanning or human intervention. 

c) RFID allows for virtually simultaneous and instantaneous reading of multiple tags. 

d) RFID tags can hold far greater amounts of information, which can be updated. 

e) RFID tags are far more durable (Wyld, 2005; Wyld, 2008; Bansode & Deale, 2009) 

 

A RFID tagging system/station is a conversion unit used to print on the RFID tag information 

about the library material (e.g. barcode) during the conversion stage while RFID Staff Station 

(Reader with an antennae) are used to facilitate modes of operation, to issue, return and 

renew items. The antenna is used to scan information from the RFID tag and send to the LMS 

for processing. In self-operated borrowing system, RFID Antenna also transmits data from 

RFID tag to the library management software for processing. In a self-operated borrowing set 

up, the antenna connects to a reader (in the self-check station) that communicates with the 

self-check software to read and write information from to the RFID tag (Kapoor, 2014; 

Vashsista, n.d)  

 

 

The RFID software is the main component as it provides an interaction between the data 

stored in the Library Management System (LMS), and specific RFID components which in 

turn perform the specific transactions using the data and register the changes or results in the 

RFID Tag 

RFID Tagging System 
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 database (Bahri, 2013; Yu, 2007). The RFID software work using the data of patrons and 

reading materials which is stored in the LMS database and instruct the RFID components to 

perform the above tasks. Through radio frequency transmissions RFID technology interacts 

with the library management system (LMS) to enhance the efficiency of library processes and 

facilitate extended related services in the context of the key functions of the library.  

Self-check in/out stations are used by patrons to issue library materials to themselves as well 

as return. Using these stations patrons can also check their library accounts for borrowing 

trends as well connect to e-payment systems to clear their overdue fines (Chachra, 2003; Yu, 

2008). Self check stations works with a with RFID-based patron cards, each of which has a 

unique RFID number tagged with personal details in the patron database. They also combine 

a magnetic-strip a barcode to multiple use such as online banking.  

 

       

 

The exits of RFID-enabled library is equipped with a RFID security gates look like standard 

securities in libraries but in this case have the capacity  to emit sound alarms if the material 

has not been checked out (Palmer, 2006; Mehrjerdi; 2011).  

 

 
 

Another component is the inventory wand which is a hand-operated used to scan library 

material on the shelves for the purposes inventory management, weeding, and finding 

misplaced materials. The inventory wand consists of scanners for use with RFID tags placed 

on materials and a PDA for processing. Most inventory wands can be connected to the library 

management system (LMS) via wireless or wired connection to process reconciliation lists in 

the case of missing or misplaced materials (Howard & Anderson, 2007; Seadle & Yu, 2008).   

Self-Check Stations 
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One key enhancement to RFID Technology at CUEA library is the implementation of an e-

payment system which is an online payment with virtual accounts that can be topped up 

through mobile money services (M-Pesa, Airtel Money) Accounts (Visa, MasterCard, etc.).  

This e-payment system integrates with RFID-based operational components such as 

multifunctional printers, point of sale (POS) systems to facilitate cashless payment of library 

fines, and seamless academic support services such as self-service self-printing, 

photocopying, payments in cafeteria, bookshop, infirmary and college fees payments. 

 

 

 

3. Benefits in using RFID technology at CUEA.  

Over the last three years of RFID use, a number of benefits have been experienced including 

improved quality of services and higher satisfaction among library patrons and the public. 

RFID technology has facilitated more reliable security of information resources areas, and 

patrons through use of RFID access cards, RFID exit gates which are electronically linked to 

RFID Inventory wand 

RFID E-payment system 
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 circulation services, and centralized monitoring base for all transactions. The RFID-enabled 

patron cards, which are used as secure entry card to the library as well as access to other to 

campus facilities. The entry gates are connected to patron database and screens which 

broadcast patron images and details. RFID exit gates which are linked to the self-borrowing 

(circulation services) detects materials that have not been properly issued and a centralized 

monitoring base for all transactions e.g. books leaving the library.   

 

 

 

Unlike the previous situation, where barcodes were in use, the library has been able to mount 

efficient circulation services (borrowing and returning of library resources) to library patron 

by reducing queues at the front desk and issue  are processed faster using self-check 

borrowing stations, efficient patron access of library materials through efficient shelving and 

re-shelving of books and journals and well as accurate records of borrowing, retrieval of 

sources location missing/mis-shelved materials, journals and books.  

A major of the use of RFID technology is the innovative use of management library system to 

provide efficient library services e.g. payment of library dues such as membership and 

overdue fines which have been an inconvenience to users who have to wait for accounts 

office to open, or join the cues to small amounts of money which are collected through a 

RFID-enabled e-payment system. The library has embarked on providing extended library 

services such as RFID locker-room, RFID-based printing, photocopying through virtual user 

accounts and RFID-enabled equipment. 

RFID has played a significant role in improving our operational efficiency and strategic 

planning by enabling the library to generate various types of management reports. It is easy to 

collect library usage statistics for the books/journals that have been borrowed or used within 

the library, and by what category of patrons (Shien-Chiang, 2007). Using data on service  

combined with patron data, and collection use data, process time and service mode has 

facilitated management of information about people, events, times places, and information 

resources, the library is able to personalized patron-based services. The library is also able to 

mount efficient inventory (asset) management of library collection (books, journals, and 

multimedia items such as CDs DVDS and VHS Cassettes. The library has successfully 

undertaken accurate stocktaking, and valuation of the collection.  

 

RFID   
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 4. Challenges and recommendations on the implementation of RFID 

technology 

Since the implementation of RFID technology, the library has experienced a number of 

challenges. First, the cost of maintaining the RFID technology is much higher compared to 

the more traditional barcodes used earlier. At the beginning RFID tags were removed from 

library artefacts through vandalism since they are easier to find than electro-magnetic strips.  

There have been concerns over invasion of personal privacy based on the notion that tags on 

books contain personal information. The library has also been broadcasting images of visitors 

to the library and is able to know the kind of materials they read. It is known that RFID tags 

can be read from a long distance and its contents can be read by anyone with an appropriate 

scanner because RFID tags cannot tell the difference between one reader and another. While 

we have no evidence of this, we are vigilant of electronic gadgets that patrons might bring 

with them to the library. The detection rate of RFID tags by exit gates has been questioned 

and we are forced to reinforce the RFID exit gates with security personnel to forestall foul 

play. 

Other challenges in the implementation of RFID technology include the following: 

i. Inadequate expertise and professional advice. RFID is a relatively new technology 

which has not yet been implemented in many libraries 

ii. Lack of standardization for RFID technology. While the prominent standard is to 

employ a frequency of 13.56MHz, there is yet no formally accepted standards 

especially in this region 

iii. Unreliable power supply. If the RFID technology is to be used effectively there is 

need for consistent power supply. Failure to have this will lead to repeated closure of 

services such as security and circulation services. This may inconvenience library 

patrons and jeopardize the effectiveness of other library processes 

RFID technology is the latest fast growing technology that promises to improve efficiency in 

library operations. In order to implement RFID technology successfully it is important to 

consider factors that may affect the success of the project. These issues include the following 

i. RFID Standards and appropriate software and hardware: There exist various 

vendors of RFID technology spread across the globe. Without widely agreed 

standards, the integrity of various hardwares and softwares for RFID is a thorny issue 

that needs to be carefully considered. RFID technology implementation is a costly 

undertaking and every effort needs to be considered to ensure the library achieves its 

objectives and return on investment (ROI). Particularly there is need to acquire a 

stable, integrated library system (ILS) which supports all the functionalities of RFID 

ii. Training of staff: There is need to train staff on various aspects of RFID technology 

to encourage embracing of the technology and facilitate proper execution of the 

various aspects of the project 

iii. Process planning: RFID implementation is a complicated project which involves 

several activities such as procurement of hardware and software, retrospective 

conversion from existing barcode technology, tagging of books, integration of 

software, and training of patrons. It is very important that  proper planning be made 

iv. Privacy concerns of patrons: It is important that patrons fully understand the privacy 

issues surrounding the use of RFID technology. It is important that they be aware of 

personal-related data that is being collected by the library through the technology and 

how it is being addressed. This will minimize mistrust towards the technology. 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations  

RFID is recognized as the ideal technology for managing libraries in the 21st century to 

facilitate innovative and efficient services and to enhance accountability of the part of LIS 

professionals. 

Since CUEA Library implemented RFID technology, evidence from our customer 

satisfaction surveys has indicated that library patrons liked the technology and after initial 

training have used it without coercion; it has provided several benefits such as:eliminating 

queues at the front desk, decreasing repeatable tasks, increase interaction with patrons, 

extended internal security, raised the efficiency of inventory management, and reduced the 

intensity of labour required in processes such as circulation, inventory and staff have been 

released to perform more intellectually involving tasks such as report generation, and it is 

hoped that in the long-run lead to better return on investment. 

At the same time initially we have experienced negative experiences such as removal of 

exposed RFID tags from books (vandalism and may be attempted to theft of books from the 

library) and high cost of maintenance of the RFID technology. However in overall RFID is 

one of the fastest and most beneficial technologies being adopted by business today and its 

advantages RFID far outweigh the disadvantages and therefore there are good reasons to 

implement RFID technology such as management efficiency and customer satisfaction. With 

careful considerations before investing in RFID technology return on investment can be 

achieved.  
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Abstract 

E-learning is a global move and Kenya has not been left behind. Like any other developing 

country, learning resources cannot meet the ever increasing demand of university education 

with over 120,000 qualifiers every year.  Advancements in ICT have created opportunities 

and allowed exploration of delivery methods that utilize these opportunities. This paper 

documents the strategy used to roll out successful e-Learning programmes at one of the 

Kenyan public universities and its constituent colleges. Although the initial investment in 

content development and systems establishment was enormous, return on investment at 

JKUAT was realised almost immediately after e-Learning for on -campus students was 

launched. More than USD 100,000 was saved within a period of less than one year. The 

paper is a form of showcase of what worked well and why we believe it worked.  Every new 

student was required to report with a Laptop or be facilitated to acquire one through a 

university programme. Innovative ways of managing access to content were used to minimize 

server overloads. The main lesson learnt is that, with the right policies in place, right 

incentives, and right management strategies, lecturers and students will readily go digital. 

This strategy shows that e-Learning could easily be sold by gradually introducing students to 

on-campus students unit by unit incrementally and on semester basis. After successful 

implementation at JKUAT, this strategy is being applied at The Co-operative University 

College of Kenya (CUCK), one of her constituent colleges. 

Keywords: eLearning; on-campus; ICT integration; Public Universities; content 

development; conditional release; innovative. 

 

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, content delivery at most Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is teacher-

centered where students acquire knowledge by reading texts and listening to lecturers. This 

system of learning gives tutors an opportunity to make instant decisions on students’ learning 

capacities within the class environment and where possible implement interventions as 

appropriate, but e-Learning encourages restructuring this setting into student-centered 

learning in which learning is extended beyond fact retention through challenging learning 

activities that require critical thinking and the development of contextualized knowledge. In 

the e-Learning design, student achievement is assessed using a combination of practical 

applications and rigorous examinations which are normally accessed through electronic 

gadgets.  
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 In Kenya, the global move to go digital in content delivery has been enhanced by the current 

government which has been sold as the digital government sending the Universities back to 

the track of integrating ICTs in their mode of delivery of content to their students. Just like 

any other developing country, learning resources in Kenyan Universities cannot meet the ever 

increasing demand of university education with over 120,000 qualifiers every year. 

Advancements in ICT has created opportunities and allowed exploration of delivery methods 

that utilize these opportunities. There have been encouraging case studies which are 

documented by Locke (2010) in which; M-learning has been identified as a catalyst of 

building more flexible programmes. Recently, the Aga Khan University-Institute for 

Educational Development, Eastern Africa made a bold venture and included mobile learning 

component certificate courses, a step that reflected quick institutional change and learner 

benefit (Onguko,2010). This innovation has led to recognition of the need to utilize locally 

available technologies in delivery of programs by the university. 

Effort to implement e-Learning at Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology 

(JKUAT) dates back to 2006 but for a long time, the implementation policy appeared to be 

that of a willing buyer willing seller. Many attempts were made to make e-Learning a reality 

but minimal progress was made largely because of lack of support from top management. 

Between 2007 and 2009, a pilot programme was tried but it died as soon as it was started due 

to policy issues. In 2009 an e-readiness survey by Kenya Education Network (KENET) 

placed Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture & Technology (JKUAT) as one of the top-

ranked universities in East Africa based on staging of the 17 indicators of e-readiness survey 

framework used. As such a JKUAT team was granted research funds under KENET East 

African Universities Accession Project to undertake a project entitled “E-LEARNING ECO-

SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF MOBILE LEARNING (A Case of JKUAT IT 

Students)”. The results of this project which include use of dynamic quizzes for conditional 

release of lessons (Kihoro et al., 2013) largely contributed to the successful implementation 

of e-Learning at JKUAT. The study conducted under this project revealed that e-Learning if 

properly implemented may be superior to classroom based learning in terms of mastery of 

concepts. The lessons learned, the skills acquired and the server used in the project became 

key resources in achieving the results of this documentation. 

In 2013, the top management never pushed the adoption process and incentives to lecturers 

were minimal. In 2012, the former school of e-Learning was merged with a directorate that 

was offering the fast depleting continuing education with a mandate to implement Open, 

Distance and e-Learning JKUAT. Riding on the results of the aforementioned successful M-

Learning project, the new office embarked on content development process which yielded 

some results in February 2013. ODeL programmes were advertised and the first batch of 43 

students admitted and officially oriented on 11th may 2013.  

 

2. Description 

 
2.1 Systems 

Having undertaken KENET funded project and posted encouraging results, the national body 

was more than willing to go an extra mile in upscaling the project. The body offered to help 

with free hosting and collocation of servers. An open source survey system (Limesurvey 

system) was customized and configured to allow for electronic money transfer during online 

application by distance learners. MOODLE LMS was configured to allow use of any 

electronic gadget (Desktop, Laptop, Tablet, Smartphone etc) to allow mobility of the learner. 

Both both JKUAT and KENET were engaged to support and troubleshoot technical issues. 
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2.2 Content development 

The CODs identified some lecturers to digitize their content as per guidelines provided by 

School of Open, Distance and eLearning (SODeL). The compensation policy was well 

communicated that each unit which is comprehensively done was to be paid an equivalent of 

one (1) part-time unit. Previous experience has already revealed that, working with 

MSWORD content was highly limiting and LaTeX gave a superior content in many aspects. 

The school advocated the use of LyX document processor (http://www.lyx.org) for flexibility 

in producing HTML and PDF formats of content and in future EPUB formats. The course 

manual was then broken down into ten (10) weekly lessons and implemented in the Topic 

format of MOODLE LMS. 

 

2.3 Content Management  

Content was uploaded on MOODLE LMS which was hosted at KENET servers. Students 

were provided with the whole module manual which could be used downloaded and used 

offline. The learners were required to read and understand a Lesson presentation offline or 

otherwise in order to have the next presentation. Each lesson was accompanied by a dynamic 

quiz in which related questions were randomly pulled from a database of lesson questions. 

This allowed online tracking of learners’ progress where they were required to read and 

understand sections of the content in order to respond correctly to lesson questions. 

Navigation to the next lesson was conditional on getting a score of at least 50% of the lesson 

questions. The concept of conditional release of lessons based on auto-marked quizzes was 

one unique innovation that enabled us to manage the large number of students. Without this 

tool, the facilitation would have become practically impossible because lecturers observed 

that online marking/assessment was more tedious than offline marking/assessment.  

 

2.4 Students Management 

Each module was assigned a principal facilitator who was required to;  

1. Enrol the paid up students into the module,  

2. Create a database of questions corresponding to each lesson,  

3. Create dynamic quizzes corresponding to each lesson and set conditions for release 

of the content,  

4. Address all learner issues directly through the system, 

5. Create all assessment tools including the end of semester examination and  

6. Manage the examination process. 

 

3. On-campus strategy 

Although SODeL mandate was to deliver distance and e-Learning programmes, the 

availability of relevant systems and content and the challenge of inadequate physical facilities 

(lecture rooms and seats) prompted the University to try an on-campus e-Learning solution. 

This was also due to slow uptake of purely distance e-Learning programmes with some 

parents expressing their fears and unwillingness to expose teenagers to uncontrolled internet 

at early age. 
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 Dziuban et al., (2004) identified three different modes of on campus e-learning 

implementations as; 

1. Web-enhanced mode which involves enhancement of face-to-face teaching but 

students are required to attend all lectures. 

2. Mixed mode (blended) instruction which involves a fundamental redesign of 

instruction in which some face-to-face teaching sessions are replaced with online 

instruction and 

3. Wholly online instruction in which all content and instructions are provided online 

instruction with no face-to-face contact.  

JKUAT, having tried the first two options earlier decided to try the third option because it 

has a potential to reduce the demand for on-campus facilities, such as classrooms and 

laboratories. The top management made it compulsory for every new reporting student to 

acquire a laptop. About 1000 first year students who reported in May 2013 were required to 

adhere to this requirement in order to take the HIV/AIDS unit online. SODeL was required to 

ensure that all the reporting students are taken through a thorough e-orientation on how to go 

about the online unit. This was done during the first week and all the students made aware of 

the mode of delivery and what was expected of them. Each student was given access to the 

Learning Management System (LMS) and initially required to practice on an e-orientation 

unit before embarking on the actual unit.  

 

3.1 Management of the process and policy implications 

Managing over 1000 students for some of whom were having their first online experience 

was not easy. SODeL had to assign two staff members to deal with students issues which 

included; forgetting passwords, requests for re-opening quizzes after exhaustion of the 

maximum attempts and failing to reach threshold score for the conditional release, issues to 

do with inaccessible server either due to memory loss or WIFI failure.  

The immediate financial implication was that instead of having normal classes of about 50 

students (1000/50=20) for which the University should have paid out USD 1000 x 20= USD 

20,000, the unit was fully facilitated by a single resource person. The standard teaching 

policy at JKUAT requires that 35% of the fees per student be used in facilitating the 

learning/teaching process including payment of the lecturers on part-time bases. Under this 

mode, less that 5% of the money was used. This experience and the cost saving implication 

opened the eyes of the University management to the fact that on-campus e-Learning could 

address some of the institutional challenges. Besides exploring the possibility of placing other 

units online, the following semester (September – December 2014) saw about 5000 first years 

placed online. This time the University was quick to provide the servers and most of the 

required equipment for local hosting of the servers. In addition a lab with 120 computers was 

also allocated to ensure that e-testing was possible. The students did most of the reading on 

their personal computers and could visit the lab once per week to do the lesson-associated 

quiz and then download the subsequent lesson.  

The following are some key achievements since 2013; 

1. At JKUAT, distance e-Learning programmes are now on offer and so far have 

attracted over 400 students mainly pursuing postgraduate programmes with a period 

of one year.  

2. At least three University level units are offered online to on-campus students every 

semester leading to massive saving on payments to lecturers and efficient use of 

physical  resources 
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 3. CUCK has started the same mode and has been able to accommodate about 1000 

students in a constrained environment and Units have been identified for each future 

semester. 

In one of the Master programmes, the online class attracted over 30 applicants in a semester 

while the offline one attracted only 3 students clearly painting a bright future for distance e-

Learning mode. 

 

Figure 1 Student going through a lesson at work in his room 

 

3.2 Feedback from Learner 

A short survey was carried out to find out the learners experiences at the Cooperative 

University College of Kenya (CUCK) and the following are the findings. The main focus was 

their general experience and the issues that they thought should be addressed if future units 

were to be offered online. Asked what they liked most about taking this unit online, the 

students mentioned mainly; instant marking of the dynamic quizzes because made them do 

more and more. Taking the unit online keeps the student occupied most of the time and the 

unit provided good reading material too which may have been missed or abandoned in 

classroom based learning. The ability to do the unit at their own pace and at any time was 

also exciting the students. This unit is "`fast, effective and mostly enjoyable" was a comment 

from one of the students.  

Asked about what they did not like about taking the unit online, the answers included; Poor 

internet and WIFI connectivity, lack of enough computer labs. Some complained that they 

were using their own smart phones and required internet bundles. Figure 2 gives the ratings 

of some of the potential challenges to the students. It is clear from the figure that; poor 

internet connectivity is a main concern with over 90% of the students being affected; lack of 

computer lab time which is related to internet access affected more than 40% of the students. 

It is also clear that the student would be glad to have some interaction with the lecturers 

online. The use of discussion forums had been disabled during the course to avoid 

overloading the facilitator with many issues.  A strategy for auto reply of student posts in a 

forum is being explored. 
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Figure 2 Percentage of students affected by the identified issue   

 

Asked if they could recommend the mode of learning to other students, about 90% said yes 

and all those who said no to this item had no previous exposure to computers. The students 

also recommended that an average of 3 units be placed under this mode of learning.  

 

3.3 Lessons learned from the experience  

The experience helped us to identify the following challenges that hinder successful 

implementation of e-Learning in Universities. Some of them are highlighted in the following 

sections 

Although budget allocation is important, its implementation is more important. In the case of 

JKUAT the process of acquiring e-Learning servers started way back in 2007 but the 

realization came in 2013, seven years later!. In all the subsequent years, the budget allocation 

was provided for but the year closed having not delivered the same either due to procurement 

procedures and cash flow problems.  Leaders should be proactive and should not wait to see 

the benefits from donor funded projects before the move to action. Some management 

decisions can go along way into harnessing the process of adoption of e-Learning. Policies 

controlling moonlighting and embedding content digitization into academic staff performance 

contracts can only be driven by the top managers. On several occasions, this was suggested in 

writing but not given much consideration. It is worth noting that until key policies on 

incentives and acquisition of laptops, there was very little progress. 

With support policies, there are two other key aspects that must be addressed, the content and 

the delivery systems: 

Content: e-content is a key component of the e-Learning undertaking. The choice of 

whether to have comprehensive content or linking students to OER resources with specific 
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 instructions is dependent on the supporting infrastructure.  Although the use of OER 

resources could provide readily made learning materials, subject experts have a role to re-

organize the materials in a coherent manner that suits their unit or/and provide specific 

instructions on how they should be used. Some sites do not allow downloads and so the 

learners may be forced to remain online and sometimes use their internet bundles. JKUAT 

model was to have all the lecture notes compiled into one complete teaching manual which 

was later broken into 10 lessons each expected to take 3 hours offline and 1 hour online. A 

total of 4 fours per week translate to 40 hours. The written CAT and Examination build up 

the contact hours to 42 or 45 as required by the regulating bodies.  To ensure that the content 

was interactive, it was expected that the Authors would go through relevant training in order 

to do their own content conversion. Unfortunately, very few (less than 10% of the targeted) 

were available for the scheduled training and even those who were trained immediately 

resumed their busy part-time schedule and majority failed to do the conversion. Instead they 

put together their notes in MS Word and delivered them to the SODeL for conversion by the 

section. This demanded that SODeL engages content conversion clerks.  Due to challenges 

on instructional design, the content development/packaging was restricted to some 

disciplines. Engineering and highly practical programmes were avoided because their 

instructional design requires more advanced ICT skills.  

Although the intention was to provide highly interactive content offline in interactive PDFs 

including embedded quizzes (Horan and Lavelle, 2003), this happened in some few units due 

to the passive role of the content authors. Some units were delivered for conversion without 

examples, exercise and questions for embedded quizzes as prescribed. 

Delivery systems: Implementation of Learning Management System (LMS) based e-

Learning for Distance Learners may not be a big issue due to the fact that all that is required 

is a hosted server with appropriate content in a versatile LMS. The users can then start 

interacting assuming that each meets the costs of access. This means that the server could 

even be placed in a remote place and all the institution needs to do is to facilitate the 

lecture/online facilitator with reliable internet access. When the same is meant for on-campus 

students, fresh demands are placed on the ICT department. Besides justifying why to improve 

an already working system, there is need for infrastructural upgrade including providing 

additional power and WIFI connection points. Since the implementation is for many users, 

the server requirements are quite high and if internet is to be used throughout the cost could 

be limiting thus the recommended use of intranet.  JKUAT and CUCK adopted the mixture of 

intranet and internet but placed the servers locally but allow for internet access of the same 

through Kenya Education Network (KENET).  

The team also identified that some of the challenges are beyond the institutions. They 

include 

1. Inadequate funding by government and planners and the government making it hard 

for managers to implement new ideas without looking at the immediate financial 

benefits.  

2. Appointments of top managers who have no passion for use of ICTs and promotion 

criteria that is focused on traditional parameters.   

3. Lack of qualified e-curriculum for instructional designers in the market. 
 

4. Conclusion 

This paper has provided some insights into implementation of on-campus e-learning as a way 

of addressing shortage in physical resources. The model works best if targeted to young 

school leavers who are not engaged elsewhere and so are unwilling to take up distance e-
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 Learning programmes. The main lesson learnt is that, with the right policies in place, right 

incentives, and right management strategies, lecturers and students will readily go digital. 

The concept of conditional release of lessons based on auto-marked quizzes is unique 

innovation that enabled implementation of e-Learning to a large number of students. It is also 

observed that, students are willing to be physically present within the campus but unwilling 

to attend classes and so a blended programme in which some units are taught face-to-face and 

the rest placed is quite attractive. This strategy shows that e-Learning could easily be sold by 

gradually introducing students to it incrementally and on semester basis.  In so doing the 

University can benefit from the rapid growth in ICTs and also ensure that the social 

dimension of young learners is not affected.  
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Abstract 

The introduction of National Research and Education Networks (NRENs) has provided 

opportunities for Universities in Africa for research through increased Internet bandwidth, 

collaborative research and availability of resources through e-libraries. However, some 

Universities have not taken advantage of these opportunities because of barriers to integrating 

Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) in teaching and research. This paper 

presents the Sensitize Incentive Demand and Support (SIDS) model, a framework for 

changing faculty members' attitude to encourage them to use ICT for teaching and research. It 

discusses some variables and tools that African Universities can apply to encourage faculty 

members to integrate ICTs in teaching and research.  

Keywords: Changing faculty member's attitude; integration of ICTs in teaching and research, 

barriers to use of ICTs; model for integration of ICTs;  

 

1. Introduction 

A lot of efforts have been made to encourage faculty members and students in African 

Universities to use ICT tools for teaching and research but with very little result. This is 

demonstrated by little research outputs from African University and ranking of these 

Universities compared to others in the world. The introduction of National Research and 

Education Networks (NRENs) has provided opportunities for research through increased 

Internet bandwidth, collaborative research and availability of resources through e-libraries. 

Furthermore, NRENs have installed and are providing to their members Education Roaming 

(eduroam), federated identity service as well as cloud computing and high performance 

computing (Mkandawire, 2013). The eduroam service provides connectivity to Internet based 

services wherever the service is deployed within the country and outside the country at no 

cost to the user of the network.  However, some Universities have not taken advantage of 

these opportunities and are using Internet for personal reasons such as purchasing second 

hand vehicles and spare parts from abroad, watch movies on YouTube and for general gossip 

through social sites such as Facebook. 

A study was conducted at one of the African Universities, Mulungushi University in Zambia 

to assess the variables that can assist faculty members to change attitude towards the use of 

ICT for teaching and research. The survey approach was used for this study through 

administration of self-administered questionnaires. Descriptive analysis was used to analyse 

the data for this study. Frequency distributions were used as a standard to compare the 

relative importance of the variables. The paper outlines the variables assessed for this study. 

The variables assessed include the software packages used most by faculty members; their 

mailto:dkunda@mu.ac.zm
mailto:dkunda@mu.ac.zm
mailto:douglas.kunda@yahoo.com
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 level of satisfaction with Internet access and what they use most for Internet; their use and 

level of satisfaction with software available for teaching and research; their use of innovative 

ICT tools such eduroam and e-library; obstacles to use of ICT and methods for motivating 

faculty members to use ICT in teaching and research. 

The paper then presents the SIDS model, a framework for changing faculty members' attitude 

to encourage them to use ICTs for teaching and research. It discusses some variables and 

tools that African Universities can apply to encourage faculty members to use ICTs in 

teaching and research. The variables in the model include direct sensitization of faculty 

members on advantages of ICTs in research, teaching and learning and the use of incentives 

to motivate faculty members to use ICT for research purposes. The model elucidates how 

these variables can be used both directly and indirectly to enhance the change of attitudes on 

faculty members. The paper discusses the preliminary results of applying this model at one of 

the Zambian University and presents the lessons learned. The preliminary results show that 

applying this model can have significant impact on the attitudes of faculty members 

regarding their demand and use of ICTs for teaching and learning. 

 

2. Integration of ICTs in teaching and research 

In developed countries ICTs have been integrated in teaching and research while developing 

countries are still lagging behind. In developing countries, new approaches have been 

developed including the introduction of National Research and Education Networks and 

investment in ICTs infrastructure (Mkandawire, 2013, Yuksel et al, 2013). The introduction 

of NREN has provided opportunities for research through increased Internet bandwidth, 

collaborative research and availability of resources through e-libraries. In terms of 

infrastructure, for example in Zambia, optic fibre has been installed by ZESCO and CEC 

Liquid covering the most parts of the country. Open source software is available for teaching 

and research, for example learning management systems (eg Moodle), lecture capture/ 

podcasting (Camstudion), online lecture/ webinars and remote participation (OpenMeetings), 

eBook authoring and word processing (LibreOffice), interactive whiteboard, integrated 

library systems (Koha) and referencing (Zotero). However, effective integration and use of 

ICT in teaching and research is still problematic (Keengwe et al, 2008, Wachira and 

Keengwe, 2011, Yuksel et al, 2013). 

Researchers have identified the common barriers to integration of ICTs into teaching and 

research.  Yuksel et al (2013) has categorized these barriers into external and internal 

barriers.  The external barriers encompass hardware and software inadequacies, and lack of 

technical support and time. The internal barriers include attitudes and beliefs toward the uses 

of technology in education, and the teaching approaches used. The common barriers for 

integrating ICTs in teaching and research include: 

 Lack of in-service and re-training in ICTs is barrier (Akbaba -Altun, 2006; Ertmer, 

et al, 2012). New and cheaper technologies for teaching and research are being 

introduced on the market regularly and therefore lecturers and teachers require 

training and re-training to integrate these new technologies. 

 Lack of technical and appropriate administrative support (Bingimlas, 2009). 

Lecturers and teachers get frustrated when they are trying to integrate new 

technology in teaching and observe that things are not working as they expected. 

Therefore, lecturers and teachers require on going technical support. 

 Lack of adequate hardware/software and insufficient number of computers to be 

used by teachers and students (Pelgrum, 2001; Dionys, 2012). This is a problem 
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 especially in developing countries where little investments have been made in 

hardware and software due to lack of financial resources. Some Universities have 

adopted “bring your own device” approach where they ask students to come with 

their own laptops and iPads to be used in class and connect to University network. 

 Lack of basic knowledge/skills for ICT as well as knowledge/skills for ICT 

integration in teaching and research (Bingimlas, 2009; Dionys, 2012). Some 

lecturers and teachers lack basic ICT skills while others may have the ICT skills but 

face challenges on how to integrate ICTs in teaching and research. 

 Lack of appropriate physical environment and ICT infrastructure (Pelgrum, 2001; 

Bingimlas, 2009; Dionys, 2012). New technologies are bandwidth hungry and 

require a lot of bandwidth, for example application for capturing high quality videos 

of lectures and podcasting require large bandwidth. Therefore, this requires 

investment in ICT infrastructure and this can be a challenge in some Universities in 

developing countries. 

 Lack of appropriate course content and instructional programs (Pelgrum, 2001; 

Akbaba -Altun, 2006; Usluel et al., 2007). Developing and packaging appropriate 

course content is a challenge to lecturers and teachers because this requires other 

ICT skills such as graphic design which they need to learn. 

 Insufficient lecturer/ teacher time (Bingimlas, 2009; Yuksel et al, 2013). Lack of 

time for lecturers and teachers to learn ICT skills, design appropriate content and 

integrate ICT in teaching and research is a major barrier because teachers are already 

busy preparing lesson materials using the traditional way; they are busy teaching and 

marking scripts. 

To overcome these barriers a number of initiatives have been proposed by researchers that 

specifically target the barriers, for example offering higher quality and more quantity of in-

service training and pre-service training for ICT (Goktas, 2006; Yildirim, 2007; Bingimlas, 

2009). Other initiatives include: designing appropriate course content and instructional 

programs (Cuban et al.,2001; Goktas, 2006; Yildirim, 2007), supporting teachers to use ICT 

effectively and allocating specific units and personnel for peer support (Goktas, 2006; 

Yildirim, 2007; Mueller et al., 2008; Bingimlas, 2009), decreasing the course load of the 

teachers (Goktas, 2006; Hew and Brush, 2007; Bingimlas, 2009). However, literature does 

not provide a framework that can be adopted and used to change faculty members’ attitude 

towards use of ICT for learning and research. 

 

3. Goal and Objectives of study 

The overall goal of the study was to elicit and synthesize variables that can be used to change 

faculty member's attitude towards the use of ICT for teaching and research in Zambia. The 

following were the research questions: 

 What ICT tools are available to assist faculty members to use ICT in teaching and 

research and what barriers deter them to use these tools?  

 What are the important variables that influence faculty members to encourage them 

to use ICTs in teaching and research? 

 What are the relationships between the important variables that influence faculty 

members to adopt ICTs in teaching and research?  
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  What are the possible enablers or drivers that can change faculty members' attitude 

to encourage them to use ICTs for teaching and research? 

The outcome of this survey would be to document and develop a framework for changing 

African University faculty members’ attitude to motivate them to use ICTs in teaching and 

research.  

 

4. Methodology 

 
4.1 Data collection instruments 

Data was collected through the administration of self-completion questionnaires to a sample 

of faculty members at one of the public Universities in Zambia. This method was adopted 

because questionnaires provide wide access to geographically dispersed samples at low cost 

i.e., a large population can be surveyed relatively cheaply (Nachmias and Nachmias, 1996). 

In addition, questionnaires provide a high degree of anonymity, which can encourage 

frankness when sensitive areas are involved (Robson, 1993). The questionnaire was 

organized under four main themes, 1) Access to ICT for teaching and research, 2) Integrating 

ICT in teaching and research, 3) Barriers to the use of ICTs in teaching and research, and 4) 

Methods to encourage integration of ICT in teaching and research. 

The sources of data were faculty members responsible for teaching and research at a public 

University in Zambia. The University was purposively selected because it possessed variety 

of ICT tools for teaching and research. Cooper and Schindler (2011) argue that purposive 

sampling is appropriate when used in the early stages of an exploratory study.  

 

4.2 Data analysis 

Descriptive analysis was used to analyse the data for this study. Eleven (11) responses were 

received out of 30 questionnaire sent out representing a response rate of 36.7%. The data 

collected were coded and analysed in LibreOffice Calc. The descriptive statistics were 

calculated as frequencies, means and percentages.  

 

5. Survey Results 

The respondents were asked to rate what variables they perceived to be the most important 

among the available options provided.  

 

5.1 Access to ICTs for teaching and research 

This section presents survey findings related to faculty member's access to ICT for teaching 

and research. The survey results shows that most respondents (64%) indicated that they use 

laptops for teaching and research in comparison to other devices (see Figure 1). It was 

observed that fewer respondents indicated use smartphones and iPad for teaching and 

research despite the abundance of open source educational software and also considering that 

the prices of these items have significantly reduced in the recent years.  
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Figure 1. Computing Devices Used 

 

The respondents were asked to indicate which method they use most to access the Internet 

and other educational resources. Most of the respondents (54.5%) indicated that they use a 

network cable to access the Internet even though wireless network (Wi-Fi) is available on the 

University campus (see Table 1). This suggests that ICT awareness and basic skills among 

the faculty members is lacking and agrees with observation made by a number of researchers 

(Bingimlas, 2009; Dionys, 2012).  

 

Table 1. Access methods to Internet 

Access method description No of respondents (%) 

a) Network cable 54.5 

b) Wireless Access (Wi-Fi___33) 27.3 

c) Internet Cafe  0.0 

d) MTN/Airtel/Zamtel Dongle  9.1 

e) Mobile Phone Internet  9.1 

f) Other (please specify) 0.0 

 

5.2 Integrating ICTs in teaching and research 

Respondents were asked to indicate areas where they had integrated ICTs in teaching and 

research. The focus of the questions was on the use of internet, ICT resources and educational 

software packages available at the University.   

Majority of respondents (45.5%) indicated that they use Internet mainly for research and 

learning, 36.4% indicated that they use internet for google search while the remaining 18.2% 

indicated that they use the Internet mainly for personal reasons such as procurement of 

personal goods eg cars. Although Wikipedia and social networks such as Facebook provide a 
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 lot of resources for students, faculty members indicated that they do use these resources for 

teaching and research (see Table 2).  

 

Table 2. Internet Usage 

Areas used for Internet No of respondents (%) 

a) google search  36.4 

b) Wikipedia 0.0 

c) Facebook or twitter or other social sites  0.0 

d) research and learning  45.5 

e) torrents or ftp sites  0.0 

f) procurement of goods eg cars  9.1 

g) personal reasons  9.1 

h) Other (please specify) 0 

 

The study assessed usage of available ICT resources at the University to help faculty member 

in teaching and research. The ICT resources assessed include: electronic learning 

management system (Moodle), eduroam, library management system, electronic journal and 

access regional and international resources. Majority of the respondents indicated they use 

learning management system (Moodle) and use resources from international Universities and 

research centres (see Figure 2). However, the majority also indicated that they do not use 

eduroam, library management system (Koha) and online journals though these resources are 

available at the University.    

 

Figure 2. Usage of ICT resources 

 

The software packages mostly used by faculty members were assessed. It was anticipated that 

most faculty members would indicate the use presentations (PowerPoint), statistical packages 

software, referencing management and modelling/ simulation software. However, the survey 

results indicate that the majority of faculty members use computers for browsing the Internet 
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 and databases. This suggests that more needs to be done at this University to encourage 

faculty members to use the available ICT resources for teaching and research such as 

simulation and referencing management software. 

 

Table 3. Mostly used software packages 

Software Packages No of respondents (%) 

a) Word processing (e.g. Microsoft Word, Open Office, etc.)  0 

b) Spreadsheets (e.g. Microsoft Excel, Open Office, etc.)  10 

c) Database management (e.g. Microsoft Access, File Maker, 

etc.)  

30 

d) Presentations (e.g. Microsoft PowerPoint, Page, etc.)  10 

e) Statistical packages (e.g. SPSS, R, Stata, etc.)  10 

f) Browsers (e.g. Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Opera, 

etc.)  

40 

g) Calendaring (e.g. Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Sunbird, etc.)  0 

h) Reference management (e.g. Endnote, Bibus, Refworks, 

Zotero, etc.)  

0 

i) Modeling and simulation (e.g. Mathematica, etc.) 0 

 

5.3 Barriers to the use of ICTs in teaching and research 

Although Pelgrum (2001) identified insufficient number of computers and lack of 

knowledge/skills by teachers as the top barriers for integrating ICT in teaching and research, 

this survey indicates that lack of time and lack of incentives as the leading barriers for 

integrating ICTs in teaching and research. This is in agreement with more recent research 

findings (Bingimlas, 2009; Yuksel et al, 2013). Most of the faculty members are overloaded 

with lectures, tutorials and marking assignments and test/examination scripts so that they 

have little time to prepare and package appropriate course content to upload on the learning 

management system. The poor quality of ICT services was also identified as a barrier by 

respondents and this is in agreement with literature that lack of technical and appropriate 

administrative support is a major barrier to integrating ICT in teaching and research 

(Bingimlas, 2009).  

 

Table 4. Barriers to integrate ICT in teaching and research 

Assessed barriers No of respondents (%) 

a) No incentive to use it  22.2 

b) No time to use ICT or Internet  0.0 

c) Inadequate research facilities/ laboratories 0.0 

d) Too busy or too much work pressure  33.3 

e) Lack of ICT skills  11.1 

f) Other (please specify) poor quality of ICT service 33.3 
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5.4 Methods to encourage integration of ICT in teaching and research 

Most of the respondents (54.5%) indicated that the best method to encourage faculty 

members to integrate ICT in teaching and research is by increasing the Internet bandwidth. 

This is because slow connections discourage teachers and researchers who wants to use ICT 

in their work, for example if it takes one hour to download an article from an online journal 

while it takes 10 minutes to walk to the library to get a hard copy of the journal, then the 

faculty member would prefer to walk to the library. The introduction of NRENs provides 

opportunities for increased Internet bandwidth at lower prices and therefore Universities 

should take advantage of opportunities created by NRENs. 

The second ranked method for encouraging integration of ICTs in teaching and learning was 

sensitization of faculty members on the advantages of using ICT in their work. The work of 

faculty members can be categorized into three areas teaching (lecturing, tutorials, assessment 

of assignments, tests and examinations); research and publications (publications in refereed 

journals and conferences) and public service (outreach and community services). Therefore, 

faculty members should be sensitized on how ICTs can help them efficiently do their work. 

Sensitization on ICT benefits should not just focus on faculty members but also on students 

because if students are well sensitized then they can act as agents of change and can lobby 

faculty members to use ICTs in teaching and research. For example, if students are aware that 

they can submit an assignment online through a learning management system and yet their 

lecturer requires that they print a copy and travel to the office to submit a copy, the students 

can lobby with the lecturer to accept online submission thus forcing the lecturer to use the 

learning management system. 

 

Table 5. Drivers for integration of ICT in teaching and research 

Assessed drivers of change No of respondents (%) 

a) Sensitization seminars on advantages of using ICT and 

Internet  

27.3 

b) University Management directive to students and staff 

to use ICT and Internet  

9.1 

c) Provide incentives to users of ICT and Internet  9.1 

d) Improve internet connectivity  54.5 

e) Other (please specify) 0.0 

 

Some respondents also indicated that management directives as well as providing incentives 

to users of ICT can motivate faculty members to integrate ICT in teaching and research.  

 

6. Lessons learnt from survey 

Although the survey sample was not large enough to draw statistically valid generalizations, 

from the analysis of the data, nevertheless, the exercise proved to be useful and brought out a 

number of lessons. These lessons as well as other measures not reported here will guide our 

future work. The study shows that there are still barriers faced by some faculty members to 

integrate ICT in teaching and research.  

The lessons learnt include:  
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 Lesson 1 

Provide ongoing support services to faculty members and assist them to integrate ICTs in 

teaching and research.  

It is important to provide support services to faculty members and assist them to integrate 

ICT in teaching and research. Support services can be in form of help desk through emails, 

web sites, discussion groups. Support services can include technical support for academic 

systems that are used in the faculties such the learning management system, online journal 

and library, eduroam and ongoing training in use of ICT tools for teaching and research. 

Support services can include assistance on how to connect their computing devices to the 

network and advise on procurement of ICT hardware and software. 

 

Lesson 2 

Sensitize faculty members on the advantages of integrating ICTs in teaching and research. 

Faculty members need to be sensitized on advantages of integrating ICTs in teaching and 

research. For example, lecturers can record tutorials on video on some difficult topics and 

make it available to students who will play it and learn at their own pace and this will free up 

time for lecturers to conduct research and perform other duties. Lecturers can be sensitized on 

the advantages of using a learning management system in  that it improves lecturer and 

student collaboration as well as can help in assessments such as marking quizzes and tests for 

the lecturer. 

 

Lesson 3 

Sensitize students on the advantages of integrating ICTs in learning and research. 

Students should be sensitized on the advantages of integrating ICTs in learning and research. 

The Universities should demonstrate to the students that using ICT for example can enhance 

independent and active learning, and students’ responsibility for their own learning as well as 

promote collaborative learning and research. Students then can act as catalysts to encourage 

and demand faculty members to use ICTs in  teaching and research. For example, if one of 

the lecturers is using ICTs in teaching and students observe benefits then they can request 

other lecturers to do the same.  

 

Lesson 4 

Provide incentives to faculty members that encourage them to use ICTs in teaching and 

research. 

The survey indicated that provision of incentives is one of the motivations for faculty 

members to change their attitude towards the use of ICTs in teaching and research. Some of 

the incentives that management can provide to faculty members include: provide more 

Internet bandwidth because slow Internet can demotivate them; fit all lecture rooms with state 

of the art ICT equipment such as Wi-Fi, laptop and projector, TV screens, interactive white 

boards; assist lecturers and students to purchase personal laptops; ensure 100% coverage of 

Wi-Fi and eduroam on campus and student hostels; and provide financial incentives in form 

of prizes to lecturers who integrate ICTs in teaching and research. 

 

Lesson 5 

Identify barriers for integrating ICTs in teaching and research in your institutions and use 

appropriate tools (drivers) to overcome the barriers. 
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 Barriers for integrating ICTs in teaching and research cannot completely be eliminated and 

therefore it is important that these barriers are identified and specifically addressed. Methods 

for identifying barriers include conducting interviews with lecturers and students; online 

questionnaire; monitoring use of available resources and specifically targeting faculty 

members not using them. Once barriers have been identified, for example lack of skills on 

packaging course materials for learning management system, then training that target, this 

deficiency can be conducted.   

 

Lesson 6 

Start with a small core group of faculty members and use incremental approach to motivate 

faculty member to integrate ICTs in teaching and research.  

Use the incremental approach to sensitize or motivate faculty members to integrate ICTs in 

teaching and research. First, begin with a small core group and once they are sensitized and 

see the benefits of ICT then employ them as champions of change. Involvement of those who 

may be affected by a change (in this case faculty members) usually minimizes resistance to 

change (participative or collaborative planned change). 

 

7. Development and preliminary validation of SIDS model 

The lessons learnt from this study as well as literature were used to develop the SIDS 

(Sensitize, Incentives, Demand, Support) model, a framework for changing faculty member's 

attitude to integration of ICT in teaching and research (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. SIDS Model 

 

The SIDS model was applied at Mulungushi University, Zambia by the following activities: 
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  Sensitize (lecturers were sensitized on the advantages of email, eduroam, Moodle 

learning management system, Koha library and electronic journals) 

 Provide Incentives (Internet bandwidth was increased by 100% through Zambia 

Research and Education Network (ZAMREN), selected lecture rooms were fitted 

with PowerPoint projectors) 

 Create Demand (students were sensitized on the advantages of using ICT in learning 

and research, Wi-Fi with eduroam was installed in some hostels and around campus) 

 Support services (a dedicated 24/7 mobile phone was purchased for help desk and 

email for support was created for both staff and students)  
 

The result of applying SIDS model at Mulungushi University indicated that the number of 

lecturers using eduroam, library management system, PowerPoint presentations, online 

journals and the learning management system (Moodle) increased. For example, the number 

of lecturers using learning management system on regular basis increased from 4 to 16. These 

preliminary results suggest that the SIDS model can be useful to change faculty members’ 

attitude and encourage them to integrate ICT in teaching and research. 

 

8. Conclusion and future plans 

Although introduction of NRENs has provided opportunities for Universities in Africa for 

research through increased Internet bandwidth, collaborative research and availability of 

resources through e-libraries,, some Universities have not taken advantage of these 

opportunities because of barriers to integrating ICTs in teaching and research. The barriers 

include lack of time for lecturers; lack of technical and appropriate administrative support; 

lack of adequate hardware/software and insufficient number of computers to be used by 

teachers and students; lack of basic knowledge/skills for ICT as well as knowledge/skills for 

ICT integration in teaching and research; lack of appropriate physical environment and ICT 

infrastructure; lack of appropriate course content and instructional programs. 

In order to promote and encourage faculty members to integrate ICT in teaching and 

research, the SIDS model has been developed. The model encourages sensitization of faculty 

members and students; promote the provision of incentives for faculty members and students; 

create demand for integration of ICTs in teaching and research through students as catalyst 

for change; provision of support services; and incremental implementation through 

champions as agents of change. There is need to develop frameworks for changing faculty 

members attitude to using ICT in teaching and research. The limitation of this study was that 

data was collected from one University. Future work will focus on further elaboration and 

validation of the SIDS model at more Universities in Zambia. Future work will also involve 

development of workbook for the SIDS framework that Universities can use to motivate 

faculty members to integrate ICT in education and research. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of the paper was to examine factors that predict students' continued usage 

intention of web-based learning management systems (LMS) in Tanzania, with a specific 

focus at the School of Business of Mzumbe University (MU). Specifically, the study 

investigated major predictors of actual usage and continued usage intentions of e-learning 

system, and challenges of using the e-learning system. 

The case study research methodology was used in this study. This study was conducted at 

the School of Business of Mzumbe University because most of the faculty members use the 

LMS to deliver e-courses, assignments, and announcements. Data was collected through 

questionnaires and interviews. Questionnaires were physically distributed to 300 third year 

undergraduate students, with a rate of return of 77%.  A total of 20 faculty members were 

also interviewed in order to supplement and corroborate results from questionnaire survey. 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) was used to assess the validity and reliability of the 

measurement model; while multiple regressions were used to examine the research 

hypotheses by using SPSS. The research model for this study was formulated based on 

UTAUT, and it is comprised the following constructs: effort expectancy, self-efficacy, 

performance expectancy, social influence, facilitating conditions, actual use, and continued 

usage intentions.  

The results show that actual usage was determined by self-efficacy, while continued usage 

intentions of web-based learning system was predicted by performance expectancy, effort 

expectancy, social influence, self-efficacy and actual usage. Challenges for using web-based 

LMS were related to ICT infrastructure barrier, LMS user interface was not user friendly, 

weak ICT policies, management and technical support, limited skills, lack of awareness, 

resistance to change, and lack of time to prepare e-content and use the e-learning system. 

The study findings are useful to e-learning managers and university management to identify 

important factors and develop appropriate policies and strategies to encourage long-term 

usage of e-learning systems for future studies and lifelong learning.  

By using UTAUT in the context of continued usage intentions and the integration of an 

additional construct (“self-efficacy”), the extended UTAUT model fits very well in the web-

based learning systems in Tanzania, in particular where such studies are scant.  The findings 

can be used in other institutions with similar conditions in investigating the continued usage 

intentions of e-learning systems. 
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1. Introduction 

The rapid developments of information and communications technologies (ICTs) have 

improved access to and efficiency of learning processes in tertiary education institutions. E-

learning is defined as education and training provided through ICTs to support individual 

learning (Maldonado, Khan, Moon, & Rho, 2011). Web-based learning management systems 

(LMS) are considered as important tools in enhancing e-learning in the higher education 

institutions. Such systems enable students to access course materials without being limited by 

time or location,  and to use communication features in their learning activities, which in turn 

boost their academic performance and productivity (Fidani & Idrizi, 2012). However, e-

learning systems alone cannot guarantee that students will be motivated to use the system. It 

is important to determine factors that motivate students to adopt and continue using the e-

learning system in order to enhance usage of the system (Ma & Yuen, 2011). 

The adoption of e-learning systems is becoming popular in higher learning institutions across 

the world including African universities. As a key higher learning institution that focuses on 

business and management studies in Tanzania, Mzumbe University (MU) has invested in ICT 

infrastructure to enhance its teaching and learning activities since the early 2000s. Currently 

all university campuses offices, lecture theatres and seminar rooms are connected to fast and 

reliable local area networks through fiber backbone. Students, staff and other stakeholders 

have the choice to use wireless or wired network services. In 2009, the university deployed 

the learning management system (LMS) by using Moodle open source software, whereby 

20% of university modules are delivered in combination of e-learning system and the normal 

class sessions.  The School of Business of Mzumbe University is among the schools that have 

been at the fore front to adopt e-learning technology, where most of the faculty members use 

the LMS to deliver e-courses, assignments, and announcements.  In 2011, the University 

deployed the Academic Record Information System (ARIS) that provides core information 

base related to student general information, academic programs and results, accommodation 

and financing. Further, the university hosts a library system responsible for storing 

bibliographic details of books as well as controlling book circulation.  

Various studies have been conducted particularly on the students’ and lecturers intention to 

adopt e-learning systems in the African context (Adeyinka & Mutula, 2010; Chitanana, 

Makaza, & Madzima, 2008; Eke, 2011; Farahat, 2012; Petit dit Dariel, Wharrad, & Windle, 

2013; Tagoe, 2012; Venter, Rensburg, & Davis, 2012; Wambui & Black, 2008). However, 

there are few empirical studies in Tanzania regarding students’ motivation to continue using 

the web-based learning management system. It is important to note that there are different 

institutional cultures and characteristics (Fidani & Idrizi, 2012), and thus a deep 

understanding of an institution can help the global community to widen their perspective 

regarding the factors that influence students’ decision to continue using web-based LMS. It is 

therefore imperative to assess factors that can enhance students’ intention to continue using 

LMS, with a specific focus at MU in the Tanzanian context. 

The unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) has received much 

attention in IS literature and provides a theoretical basis for investigating student’s intentions 

to continue using e-learning systems in this study. UTAUT has been widely used to study 

acceptance and usage of information system/information technology as revealed by Dwivedi, 

Rana, Chen, & Williams (2011), where 43 empirical studies that used UTAUT were meta-
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 analyzed. Various studies have used UTAUT to investigate the acceptance and usage of e-

learning in higher learning institutions across the world (Bhrommalee, 2012; Chen, Wu, & 

Yang, 2008; Fidani & Idrizi, 2012; Jairak, 2009; Ma & Yuen, 2011; Maldonado et al., 2011; 

Munguatosha, Muyinda, & Lubega, 2011; Nassuora, 2012; Padumadasa, 2012; Pardamean & 

Susanto, 2012). However, studies that have used UTAUT to investigate the continued usage 

intention of e-learning systems in Tanzania, in particular, are few.  

This study sought to establish the determinants of students' actual usage of the web-based 

LMS and to investigate how these determinants can shape the students' continued intention to 

use web-based LMS at MU. The following were the objectives of the study: 

1. Investigate the major predictors of actual usage of an e-learning system 

2. Examine if the major determinants of actual usage can predict continued usage 

intentions of an e-learning system 

 

2. Conceptual model and research hypotheses development  

Technology acceptance theories are commonly used in many studies that investigate 

determinants of the adoption of e-learning technologies. Several theories have been 

developed to explain users’ intention to use technology. This study used the Unified Theory 

of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)  (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003) 

over other models and theories to better explain the acceptance and usage of the e-learning 

system at MU. UTAUT was chosen among other theories because of its comprehensiveness 

and higher explanatory power than other similar theories and models in technology 

acceptance (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Further, UTAUT has rarely been applied in the 

continued usage intentions of e-learning in higher learning institutions, especially in a 

developing country environment like Tanzania. UTAUT, therefore, seemed an applicable 

theory to examine factors contributing to the continued usage intentions of e-learning among 

undergraduate students at MU. 

UTAUT presents a unified view to better describe the user acceptance of technology based on 

the following technology acceptance models and theories: Theory of Reasoned Action 

(TRA); Motivational Model (MM); Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB); Technology 

Acceptance Model (TAM); Combined TAM and TPB (C-TAM-TPB); Model of PC 

Utilization (MPCU); Innovation Diffusion Theory (IDT); and Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) 

(Venkatesh et al., 2003). UTAUT comprises four core constructs that play a significant role 

as direct determinants of user technology acceptance and usage behaviour: performance 

expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions.  In addition to 

core variable, the following variables play a specific moderating role to indirectly and 

directly determine technology usage behaviour (gender, age, voluntariness, and experience).   

The research model for this study was formulated based on UTAUT, and it is comprised of 

five constructs as illustrated in Figure 1. The original UTAUT was modified by adding one 

construct (i.e. self-efficacy). Various studies found self-efficacy as an important determinant 

of the users’ actual usage of e-learning system (Padumadasa, 2012), and continued usage 

intention of e-leaning system (Cho, Cheng, & Hung, 2009).  In this study, actual usage and 

continued usage intention of e-learning system were included as measures for e-learning 

sustained usage. The research model hypothesizes that continued usage intention of e-

learning system is affected by actual usage, which, in turn, is influenced by effort expectancy, 

self-efficacy, performance expectancy, social influence, and facilitating conditions as shown 

in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Research model 

 

Performance expectancy (PE) 

Performance expectancy (PE) refers to the degree to which students perceive that the system 

will enable them to perform better in their course programmes. Previous studies have 

acknowledged the strength of the performance expectancy factor in determining the use of 

technology in both voluntary and mandatory settings (Dwivedi et al., 2011; Pušnik, Šumak, 

& Heric, 2011; Venkatesh et al., 2003). Performance expectancy had significant impact on 

continued usage intention of e-learning system in various studies (Chiu & Wang, 2008; 

Islam, 2011). The literature shows that the more students believe that the use of e-learning 

technologies would result in better achievements in their course programmes, the more they 

will continue to use the e-learning platform. Based on the literature, the following hypotheses 

are proposed. 

H1: Performance expectancy has a significant positive relationship with actual usage of e-

learning systems 

H2: Performance expectancy has a significant positive relationship with continued intention 

on usage of e-learning systems 

 

Effort expectancy (EE) 

Effort expectancy construct refers to the degree to which students find it easy or difficult to 

accept and use e-learning systems. Previous studies on technology acceptance have 

demonstrated that effort expectancy is significant in both voluntary and involuntary setting 

during the initial stages of technology adoption, and it becomes insignificant over time of 

sustained usage (Venkatesh, 2000). Similarly, as perceived ease of use of TAM, effort 

expectancy was found to have a significant relationship with users’ actual use of e-learning 

system (Ifinedo, 2006). This means that the more students believe that the e-learning platform 

would be easy to use, the more they would continue to use it in future. The following 

hypotheses were posed: 

H3: Effort expectancy has a significant positive relationship with actual usage of e-learning 

systems 

Performance 

expectancy 

Effort expectancy 

Facilitating 

conditions 

Social influence 

Actual use 

Continued usage 

intention 

 

Self-efficacy 
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 H4: Effort expectancy has a significant positive relationship with continued intention on 

usage of e-learning systems 

 

Facilitating conditions (FC) 

Facilitating conditions refer to the degree to which students perceive that the institutional and 

technical infrastructures are available to support the use of e-learning system. Although, the 

original UTAUT shows that facilitating conditions have significant impacts on actual usage 

only, other studies such as a meta-analysis of 43 technology acceptance studies revealed that 

facilitating conditions had positive impacts on behavioral intention as well (Dwivedi et al., 

2011). Moreover, prior studies on e-learning acceptance show that facilitating conditions 

have positive effects on continued usage intention (Bakar, Razak, & Abdullah, 2013). 

Indications are that the better the organizational and technical support and ICT infrastructure 

as perceived by students, the more they will continue to use the e-learning system.  The 

current study conceptualized facilitating conditions to have significant positive effects on 

both actual usage, and continued usage intention of e-learning systems. Based on the 

literature, the following hypotheses were proposed: 

H5: Facilitating conditions have a significant positive relationship with actual usage of e-

learning systems 

H6: Facilitating conditions have a significant positive relationship with continued intention 

on usage of e-learning systems 

 

Social influence (SI) 

Social influence relates to how people significant to the student, including colleagues, course 

instructors, institution, government and others believe that the student should continue to use 

the e-learning system. Research shows that social influence significantly predicts the 

adoption of technology in both voluntary and mandatory settings (Venkatesh et al., 

2003).Other studies also found that social influence had significant positive effects on 

continued usage intention of e-learning systems (Bakar et al., 2013; Cho et al., 

2009).Similarly, subjective norm from the theory of planned behavior (TPB) had significant 

influence on continued intention to use web-based learning program of National Pingtung 

University in Taiwan (Lee, 2010). Based on the literature, the following hypotheses were 

proposed: 

H7: Social influence has a significant positive relationship with actual usage of e-learning 

systems. 

H8: Social influence has a significant positive relationship with continued intention on 

usage of e-learning systems. 

 

Self-efficacy (SE) 

Self-efficacy construct refers to the “judgment of one’s ability to use a technology (e.g. 

computer) to accomplish a particular job or task” (Venkatesh et al., 2003:432). Learning self-

efficacy had a significant influence on continued usage of e-learning system among 

university students in Hongkong (Cho et al., 2009). Padumadasa (2012) also found that self-

efficacy had positive effects on acceptance and usage of technology. Indications are that the 

more students believe that they have the ability to operate in e-learning environment, the 

more they will use the e-learning systems.  The present study also conceptualized self-

efficacy to affect students’ decisions towards actual usage and continued usage intention of e-

learning systems. Based on the literature, the following hypotheses were proposed: 
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 H9: Self-efficacy has a significant positive relationship with actual usage of e-learning 

systems 

H10: Self-efficacy has a significant positive relationship with continued intention on usage 

of e-learning systems 

 

Actual use (USE) and continued usage intentions of e-learning system (CUI) 

There has been increasing attention to assess the effect of continued usage intention of e-

learning system (Ifinedo, 2006; Lin & Wang, 2012). Continued usage intention of technology 

refers to the long-term usage or continuous use of a technology (Cho et al., 2009). In blended 

learning, the student’s intentions to continue using the e-learning system is driven by the 

tendency that the system can provide critical benefits in improving learning (Lin & Wang, 

2012). Studies have demonstrated that there is a positive relationship between actual usage 

and continued usage intention of e-learning system (Ifinedo, 2006). In the context of this 

study, the intention to continue using LMS was put as a dependent variable to assess whether 

these students who are about to complete their studies would be willing to continue using the 

system for future studies such as postgraduate studies or lifelong learning. Thus, the 

following hypothesis was posed.  

H11: Actual usage has a significant positive relationship with continued usage intention of 

e-learning systems 

 

3. Methodology 

The case study research methodology was used in this study. This study was conducted at the 

School of Business of Mzumbe University because most of the academic staff use the LMS 

to deliver e-courses, assignments, and announcements. The questionnaires were physically 

distributed to all third year undergraduate students (n= 300) during the end of second 

semester, 2012/2013 at the School of Business of MU. The rate of response was 77%. The 

major aim of the survey was to establish the undergraduate students’ intention to continue 

using e-learning system at MU. The study developed survey questions based on existing, 

tested and verified instruments. The scales included the following: Performance expectancy 

(PE) was measured with four items and adapted from Tselios, Daskalakis, & Papadopoulou 

(2011) and Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis (2003). Effort expectancy was assessed with 

five items, which were taken from several scholars (Tselios et al., 2011; Venkatesh et al., 

2003; Wang & Shih, 2009). Four items were used to measure facilitating conditions, and they 

were taken from the works of Venkatesh et al. (2003). Social influence was measured with 

four items which came from Wang & Shih, (2009) and Venkatesh et al. (2003). Six items 

were used to assess self-efficacy, and they were adapted from several studies (Jan, Contreras, 

Un, Académico, & Matias, 2011; Venkatesh et al., 2003). Actual use was measured with two 

items and adapted from Ifinedo (2006) and  Wang and Shih (2009), while continued intention 

was measured with six items, and adapted from the literature (Lin & Wang, 2012; Masrom & 

Teknologi, 2007; Venkatesh et al., 2003). The questionnaire consisted of the following three 

sections: (i) demographic data including gender, age, and study programme; (ii) level of e-

learning use; (iii) factors affecting actual use and continued usage intentions of e-learning.  

The empirical data was analyzed by using multiple regressions. SPSS was used to analyze the 

hypotheses generated. This study used the two-step analytical procedure, including the 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) which assessed the validity and reliability of the 

measurement model; and the multiple regressions which analyzed the hypothesized 

relationships conceptualized in the research model. The first dependent variable assessed the 
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 actual use of e-learning system, by measuring the frequency of using the e-learning system. 

This variable was measured by using a seven point Likert scales ranging from (1) infrequent 

users to (7) extremely frequent users (See Appendix 1).The second dependent variable 

assessed the intention to continue using e-learning system. The intention to continue using 

LMS was put as a dependent variable to assess whether these students who are about to 

complete their studies would be willing to continue using the system for future studies such 

as postgraduate studies or lifelong learning. This variable was measured by using a five point 

Likert scales ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree (See Appendix 1). 

The exploratory factor analysis was conducted by using principal components analysis and 

varimax rotation. The indicators to measure the five research constructs are listed in 

Appendix 1. A five-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘‘1 = strongly disagree’’ to ‘‘5 = strongly 

agree’’, was used for all the items in the survey questionnaire. Each construct measured 

between four to six items. Factor analysis enabled the study to determine the items for 

creating the summated scales. Before proceeding with factor analysis, the Kaiser-Meyer-

Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett’s test were conducted to determine whether or not it was 

appropriate to conduct factor analysis. The KMO values should be greater than 0.5 and 

Bartlett’s test should be significant with a value less than 0.05 (Field, 2006). In this study, the 

determined KMO measure of sampling adequacy was 0.885. The Bartlett’s test of sphericity 

was found to be significant (Chi-square = 2764.066, df = 253, p = .000). The results 

suggested that the data could support factor analysis. The varimax rotation was used to obtain 

factor loading values and cumulative proportions of variance. Exploratory factor analysis 

yielded 5 constructs with a total of 24 items as designed in the survey questionnaire.  

The factor loadings, Cronbach’s alpha, Eigenvalues, and variances explained of all indicator 

variables are shown in Table 1. All items achieved a minimal communality of 0.5, with 

Eigenvalues greater than one. All items loaded onto the factors that represented their 

constructs and all factor loadings of the individual items ranged from 0.6 to 0.8, which were 

above the criterion level of 0.5 (Hair, Black, Babin, Tatham, & Anderson, 2010). In this 

study, the average score of the factors was used for further analysis.  

Table 1: Factor analysis and reliability 

Factor   Component  

 1 (EE) 2 (PE) 3(SE) 4(FC) 5(SI) 

Items     Factor loadings EE1         0.745 PE1      0.742 SE1      0.607 FC1      0.757 SI1     0.801 

 EE2         0.764 PE2      0.861 SE2      0.623 FC2      0.834 SI2     0.876 

 EE3         0.797 PE3      0.847 SE3      0.611 FC3      0.784 SI3     0.68 

 EE4         0.802 PE4      0.702 SE4      0.701 FC4       0.731 SI4    0.626 

 EE5         0.709  SE5      0.707   

   SE6      0.602   

Eigen value 8.14 2.417 1.874 1.621 1.182 

Total variance explained (%) 35.39 10.509 8.147 7.05 5.141 

Cumulative variance explained 
(%) 

35.39 45.899 54.046 61.095 66.236 

Cronbach’s alpha 0.892 0.884 0.805 0.804 0.821 

Key: EE = Effort Expectancy; PE = Performance expectancy; SE = Self-efficacy; FC=facilitating conditions; SI = social influence 

The internal consistency of each factor identified in the principal component analysis was 

further examined through calculation of Cronbach alphas. The criterion level for the 
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 definition of a scale was set at an alpha coefficient of 0.70 (Cronbach, 1951). In this study, all 

factors showed alphas greater than 0.70, which is the accepted level of internal consistency 

for items in social science research (see Table 1). Multiple regression analysis was therefore 

used to examine the research hypotheses by using the Statistical Package for Social Science 

(SPSS) software version 20.   

In addition, a total of 20 faculty members from School of Business were interviewed in order 

to supplement and corroborate results from questionnaire survey. The main purpose of the 

interviews was to determine factors that enable and disable usage of web-based LMS at the 

University. The semi-structured interview consisted both closed and open ended questions. 

These questions focused on assessing the usage of e-learning system by faculty members, 

factors that enhance usage of e-learning system, and challenges faced by faculty members in 

using the e-learning system. 

 

4. Results 

The characteristics of the respondents and actual usage of web-based LMS are shown in 

Table 2 and 3. Among the 231 students, 50.2% (n=116) were female and 49.8% (n=115) 

were male. The average age was 24 years old. Almost half the students used the e-learning 

system slightly frequent (46%, n=103). Over half of the respondents (56%, n=127) were 

frequent users of the e-learning system, using the e-learning system between a few times a 

week to several times a day.  

 

Table 2: Respondent data: Students 

  Frequencies Percentages 

Gender Female 116 50.2 

 Male 115 49.8 

Age 25 years and below 196 84.8 

 26 – 30 years 33 14.3 

 31 years and above 2 0.9 

Degree  Accounting and Finance 114 49.4 

programmes Business Administration and Entrepreneurship Development 35 15.2 

 Business Administration in Marketing Management 31 13.4 

 Business Administration in Procurement and Logistics 

Management 

51 22.1 

How frequent  Extremely infrequent 20 8.9 

do you Quite infrequent 14 6.2 

use e-learning  Slightly infrequent 15 6.7 

System Neither 27 12.1 

 Slightly frequent 103 46 

 Quite frequent 36 16.1 

 Extremely frequent 9 4 

How many  Once in 3 months 25 11 

times do you  Once in two months   9 4 

use e-learning  Once a month 21 9.3 

System A few times a month 45 19.8 

 A few times a week    76 33.5 

 About once a day 34 15 

 Several times a day 17 7.5 
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 More male faculty members (75%) participated in the interview as compared to female as 

shown in Table 3. Most of study participants (60%) were aged between 40 and 49 years old. 

About 45% had used the e-learning system between 1 and 3 years. About 50% (n=10) were 

frequent users of the e-learning system, using the e-learning system between a few times a 

week to several times a day. Thus, the usage rate of e-learning system among faculty 

members is the same as compared to students. In addition, one third (35%) of the respondents 

spent an average of 1 to 2 hours when they use the web based LMS. Further, more than half 

of the respondents (60%) allowed their students to submit their assignments online, while few 

faculty members (25%) assessed students’ assignments in online discussion forums. Slightly 

over half of the respondents (55%) felt that they had moderate experience on using e-learning 

platform. 

Almost half the students used the e-learning system slightly frequent (46%, n=103). Over half 

of the respondents (56%, n=127) were frequent users of the e-learning system, using the e-

learning system between a few times a week to several times a day.  

 

Table 3: Respondents data:  faculty members 

  Frequencie

s 

Percentages 

Gender 

 

 

Female 

Male 

5 

15 

25 

75 

 

Age 

 

 

30-39 

40-49 

50-59 

7 

12 

1 

35 

60 

5 

Designation Tutorial assistant 

Assistant lecturer 

Lecturer 

Senior lecturer 

Assistant Prof 

2 

6 

7 

4 

1 

10 

30 

35 

20 

 5 

How many years have you been using 

the online e-learning system 

1-6months 

6  months – 1 year 

1-2 years 

2-3 years 

3 or more years 

3 

2 

5 

6 

4 

15 

10 

25 

30 

20 

On average (for the period that you 

were using e-learning platform), how 

many times do you use it 

 

Once in three months 

Once in a month 

A few times a month 

A few times a week 

About once a day 

Several times a day 

 

4 

1 

5 

4 

4 

2 

20 

5 

25 

20 

20 

10 

On average working day that you use e-

learning platform, how much time do 

you spend on the system 

Quarter an hour 

½ hour 

½-1 hour 

1-2 hours 

2-3 hours 

 

3 

7 

2 

7 

1 

15 

35 

10 

35 

5  

Do you allow students to submit their 

assignments online through online e-

learning system at your university? 

 

Do you assess students’ assignments by 

using online discussion forum? 

 

 

Yes 

No 

 

 

Yes 

No 

 

 

12 

8 

 

 

5 

15 

 

 

60 

40 

 

 

25 

75 
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 What is your self-assessment about 

using e-learning at Mzumbe University? 

Low experience 

Moderate experience 

High experience 

7.0 

11 

2.0 

35 

55 

10 

 

Hypotheses testing 

Standard multiple regression analysis was conducted to explore the effects of five factors (i.e. 

EE, FC, SE, SI, PE) on students' continued intention to use and actual usage of web-based 

learning management system. The results of effects of five factors (i.e. EE, FC, SE, SI, PE) 

on students' actual usage of e-learning system are shown in Table 4. One of the five 

hypotheses is supported. Self-efficacy (β = 0.301, p<0.000) is positively related to students’ 

actual usage of e-learning system, and thus H9 is supported. Facilitating condition (β = -

0.048, p<0.478), effort expectancy (β = -0.016, p<0.85), social influence (β = 0.105, 

p<0.153), and performance expectancy (β = 0.112, p<0.157) are not positively related to 

actual usage of e-learning system as hypothesized. Thus, hypotheses H1, H3, H5, and H7 are 

not supported. The model accounted for 14.4% of the variance explained in actual usage of e-

learning systems. 

Table 4: Results of multiple regression analysis regarding student’s actual usage of 

web-based learning management system 

 R 

square 

Adjuste

d R 

square 

Standardiz

ed coefficient 

β  

t-

value 

F Sig Collinearity 

statistics tolerance 

EE 0.163 0.144 -0.016 -0.19 8.534 0.85 0.517 

FC   -0.048 -0.711  0.478 0.853 

SE   0.301 3.676  0 0.568 

SI   0.105 1.432  0.153 0.717 

PE   0.112 1.421  0.157 0.613 

 

On student’s continued intention of using web-based LMS, the results show that five of the 

six hypotheses are supported (see Table 5). Effort expectancy (β = 0.157, p<0.016), self-

efficacy (β = 0.159, p<0.013), social influence (β = 0.143, p<0.01), performance expectancy 

(β = 0.372, p<0.000), and actual use (β = 0.1, p<0.05) are positively related to continued 

intention to use e-learning system as hypothesized.  
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 Table 5: Results of multiple regression analysis regarding student’s continued usage 

intention of LMS 

 R square Adjusted R 

square 

Standardize

d coefficient β  

t-value F Sig Collinearit

y statistics 

tolerance 

EE 0.533 0.52 0.157 2.431 41.23

9 

0.016 0.516 

FC   0.061 1.21  0.227 0.854 

SE   0.159 2.512  0.013 0.535 

SI   0.143 2.598  0.010 0.709 

PE   0.372 6.242  0.000 0.605 

US

E 

  0.1 1.97  0.050 0.837 

 

Thus, hypotheses H2, H4, H8, H10 and H11 are supported. Facilitating conditions (β = 0.061, 

p<0.227) is not positively related to students’ continued intention to use e-learning system, 

and thus H6 is not supported. The model accounted for 41% of the variance explained in 

continued usage intention. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: p* <0.05, p**<0.01, p***<0.001 

Figure 2: Results of the regression analyses 

 

Enablers and challenges on the use of web-based LMS 

The results from the interviews with faculty members revealed the improvement in local area 

network and internet speed as the major factor that can enhance usage of e-learning system at 

Mzumbe University. For instance, one respondent said that, “…there must be a reliable 

networked environment. The library, offices and computer labs should be connected through 

a Local Area Network.” The development of e-learning policy was also a key issue that was 
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 mentioned by respondents. Currently, the University does not have the e-learning policy 

which is an important tool to guide both faculty and students on the use of web-based LMS. 

Typical responses were as follows,   

“…the University should establish e-learning policy for people to use the e-learning 

system.”  

“…It should be mandatory for both lecturers and students to use e-learning to for 

assignment and evaluation purpose.” 

Other factors that can enable usage of web-based LMS as mentioned by respondents include 

the following: support from the technical IT staff, availability of desktop computers and 

laptops to faculty and students, user friendliness of the system, and improvement on skills on 

how to use the e-learning system. The improvement of e-learning usage skills can be done 

through continuing development professional (CPD) workshop and seminars.   

Major challenges as indicated by faculty members were related to poor ICT infrastructure, 

which is related to unreliable internet connection, unstable local area network, frequent 

electrical power cuts, and lack of enough computers for both students and staff. Typical 

responses include the following:  

 “…The number of computers is slightly lower as compared to number of students and 

lecturers.” 

 “…The University does not offer adequate extra source of power supply.” 

Other challenges on the usage of e-learning system at Mzumbe University as identified by 

faculty members include the following:  lack of awareness on the existence of web-based 

LMS system among faculty and students, resistance to change from the traditional system to 

electronic system of learning, limited skills/knowledge, the e-learning system is not user 

friendly and thus it is difficult to navigate the system, and lack of time to prepare e-content 

and use the e-learning system. For instance, one respondent said that, “…there is lack of 

teaching preparedness culture.  Lecturers do not take time to prepare and document their 

classes.” Another respondent also said the following:  “…most academic staff have many 

responsibilities, and thus they feel that using the system is a kind of another task.” 

 

5. Discussion of study findings 

The results suggest that variables from UTAUT are important in explaining student’s 

continued usage intention of e-learning systems. Overall, UTAUT was partially supported, 

whereby six out of eleven hypotheses in the research model were supported. All study factors 

were important in determining continued usage intention of e-learning system with the 

exception of facilitating conditions. Among other variables, self-efficacy was a strong 

determinant of actual usage of LMS in the study. Self-efficacy also predicted continued usage 

intention of e-learning system. This finding suggests that students who believed they had the 

ability to operate the e-learning system intended to re-use it in future, as it was revealed in 

other studies (Cho et al., 2009; Padumadasa, 2012; Zhang, 2012). 

Performance expectancy was a strong predictor of continued usage intention of LMS, but had 

no effects on actual use of the system. The evidence suggests that students find web-based 

LMS useful in increasing their effectiveness, productivity in their course works, and 

accomplishing their course tasks quickly. This means that a student with high performance 

expectancy is more likely to use e-learning system than a student with lower performance 

expectancy. Students are therefore willing to adopt e-learning system because of the 

perception that it would improve their learning performance. This result confirms prior works 
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 of Chiu and Wang (2008). This finding however is contrary to Bakar et al. (2013) who found 

that performance expectancy had no effects on continued usage intention of student portal.  

Social influence had a positive relationship with continued usage intention of e-learning 

system, but had no effects on actual usage of the system. This implies that students would 

agree to continue using the e-learning system due to external influence such as a lecturer’s 

instructions or peer pressure. Other studies also reported similar findings (Bakar et al., 2013; 

Cho et al., 2009; Lee, 2010).  This finding is also supported by the results of the interview 

(Table 3) which show that more than half of the lecturers (60%; n=12) allowed students to 

submit their assignment through the online system at Mzumbe University.  However, most of 

the faculty members (75%; n=15) did not assess students’ assignment by using online 

discussion forum. Kearsley (2000) is of the opinion that the most significant applications of 

computer-mediated communication in e-learning environments are discussion forums. Web 

discussion forums provide a way for students to extend the classroom discussions and thus 

adopt e-learning.  

Effort expectancy also predicted continued usage intention, but had no effects on actual usage 

of e-learning system. Indications are that students will continue to use the system if the 

system has helpful and user-friendly features.  The results of this study corroborate other 

studies elsewhere (Bakar et al., 2013). These results are also consistent with findings from 

faculty members who also indicated that user friendliness of the system as one of the factor 

that can enhance usage of e-learning system at Mzumbe University. 

Further, this study found that actual usage had a positive significant relationship with 

continued usage intention of e-learning system, which is in agreement with results reported 

by Ifinedo (2006). Unlike previous studies (Bakar et al., 2013), facilitating conditions had no 

significant relationship with actual usage and continued usage intention of e-learning system. 

Results from interviews with faculty members showed that the University has poor ICT 

infrastructure, which is related to unreliable internet connection, unstable local area network, 

frequent electrical power cuts, and lack of enough computers for both students and staff. 

This may explain why facilitating condition is not positively and significantly related to 

continued usage intention of e-learning system. It is, therefore, important to improve the ICT 

infrastructure to enable students to use the e-learning system.  

It can be deduced that both faculty member and students identified the following as common 

factors that can enhance usage of web-based LMS at Mzumbe University related to 

knowledge and skills, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating conditions as 

common factors which enhance e-learning usage at Mzumbe University.   

 

6. Practical and theory implications and limitations  

The study provides useful findings that e-learning managers and universities can use to 

develop strategies to encourage continuous usage of e-learning systems for future studies or 

lifelong learning among final year students and lecturers in higher learning institutions. 

Firstly, the findings showed that students’ perception of the performance expectancy is 

crucial in fostering intention to continue using e-learning system. Some ways of improving 

performance expectancy would be to create awareness and provide proper training to students 

and lecturers on the benefits of using the e-learning technologies. Awareness among 

university students can be created through printed leaflets, posters, university website, social 

media, and library catalogues.  

Secondly, the positive effects of effort expectancy on continued usage intentions indicate that 

e-learning system should have consistent ease to use and user friendly functions to encourage 
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 students and lecturers to re-use the system. E-learning developers should hide the complexity 

of the hardware and software involved by providing easier-to-use user interfaces in order to 

attract more students and lecturers to use web-based LMS. Otherwise, students and lecturers 

will discontinue using an e-learning system, if it is difficult to use for their learning purpose, 

even if other conditions are fulfilled.  

Thirdly, social influence was important in influencing student’s decision to continue using 

the e-learning system. It is clear that people responsible for e-learning should take advantage 

of social influence in promoting use of e-learning by encouraging course instructors to use e-

learning system, since they can influence students to use the system. E-learning managers can 

also focus on educating students and lecturers to use e-learning through training, word of 

mouth, printed leaflets/posters and electronic means such as university website, and social 

media. In addition, the university should formulate a policy to guide e-learning development 

and usage. For example, it should be mandatory to deliver courses, assignment and feedback 

to students by using web-based LMS. Furthermore, the e-learning policy should emphasize 

the importance of partnership between Faculties and Universities’ department in providing e-

learning infrastructure, IT technical support and support to lecturers and students. Resistance 

to change is therefore, likely to be overcome if academic staff and students are fully involved 

or have full ownership in the design, development and implementation of these changes. 

Fourthly, it is important to improve the self-efficacy of students to enhance their participation 

in the e-learning system.  Instructors can improve the self-efficacy of student to participate in 

online learning by praising and confirming their achievements when they use web-based 

LMS functions such as online discussions. The e-learning developers should also design the 

e-learning system to have various assigned tasks which will enhance the self-efficacy of 

students and lecturers to continue using the system.  They should also train students and 

lecturers on how to use the e-learning system to enhance their computer self-efficacy and 

knowledge, which will, in turn, increase the adoption and usage rate of web-based LMS, in 

the long run. 

Lastly, the university should ensure that the ICT infrastructure is suitable for e-learning 

systems in order to eliminate the obstacles to e-learning usage, which were revealed through 

interviews with academicians.  For example, the University should improve local area 

network and internet connection, build sufficient number of computer labs, and ensure that all 

lecturers and students have access to computers, and reliable power supply. 

From a theoretical perspective, by utilizing UTAUT, as a base theory in the context of 

continued usage intentions and integrating an additional construct (“self-efficacy”), the 

extended UTAUT model fits very well in the web-based learning circumstances. The self-

efficacy construct helped to explain why students are willing to continue using web-based 

learning system. Since the present study used UTAUT theory in the continued usage intention 

context, the findings of the present study provide possible opportunities for future studies on 

the assessment of various theoretical perspectives to understand information system 

continued usage intentions. The study has also contributed to the body of knowledge on the 

continued usage intentions of e-learning systems because there are scant studies in the 

Tanzanian context. Thus, the UTAUT theory can be adapted to investigate the usage 

intentions of web-based LMS in other institutions with similar conditions. The results can 

provide better understanding into how to plan and implement a successful web-based LMS in 

academic institutions. 

The study further contributes to theory by revealing factors that do not have effects on actual 

usage and continued usage intentions of e-learning systems. These included facilitating 

conditions that did not have effects on both actual usage and continued usage intentions, 

while performance expectancy, effort expectancy, and social influence had no significant 
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 relationship with continued usage intentions. Although these factors were found to 

significantly predict continued usage intentions of e-learning systems in previous studies 

(Bakar et al., 2013; Chiu & Wang, 2008; Islam, 2011), these factors were found to be not 

significant in the context of the Tanzanian web-based LMS. These findings suggest that 

future research could examine why these factors have no effect in the Tanzanian web-based 

LMS context and if changes in the institutions could foster effects of these factors, like in 

other contexts.  

This study has several limitations. The study used case study research design, where the data 

was collected at the same point of time from students’ perceptions on continued usage 

intentions of e-learning system from a single university. The study was conducted to only 

third year undergraduate students because they had more experience in using the e-learning 

system at MU. The study sought to assess whether these students who are about to complete 

their studies would be willing to continue using the system for future studies, such as 

postgraduate studies or lifelong learning. The results are only limited to university students in 

Tanzania and to a particular e-learning system adopted by a specific university and 

generalization of these findings to other countries or cultures will need further research.  

 

7. Conclusions and future research 

Based on UTAUT, the present study empirically tested a theory that explains students’ 

continued participation in web-based learning environment. The results show that actual 

usage was determined by self-efficacy, while continued usage intentions of web-based 

learning system was predicted by performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social 

influence, self-efficacy and actual usage. Overall, UTAUT theory was partially supported in 

continued usage intentions of e-learning technology. The findings show the importance of 

UTAUT in the context of higher learning institutions which specify factors that can motivate 

students to continue using in e-learning for their future studies or lifelong learning. By using 

UTAUT in the context of continued usage intentions and integrating an additional construct 

(“self-efficacy”), the extended UTAUT model fits very well in the web-based learning 

systems in Tanzania, in particular, where such studies are scant.  The findings can be used by 

other studies with similar conditions in the continued usage intentions of e-learning systems. 

In addition, this study seems to indicate that there is a slow rate of adoption of e-learning by 

university lecturers. The use of e-learning in Mzumbe University has not been fully 

embedded into the University’s teaching culture and practice. For example, only 25% (n=5) 

lecturers assessed students assignments by using online discussion forum.  Furthermore, 55% 

(n=11) lecturers indicated that they have moderate experience in using e-learning systems.  

Challenges for using web-based LMS were related to ICT infrastructure barrier, LMS user 

interface was not user friendly, weak ICT policies, management and technical support, and 

limited skills, lack of awareness, resistance to change, and lack of time to prepare e-content 

and use the e-learning system. The study findings are useful to e-learning managers and 

university management to identify important factors and develop appropriate policies and 

strategies to encourage long-term usage of e-learning systems in higher learning institutions.  

Further studies with different e-learning platforms, and which include students and lecturers 

from different years of study and that cover multi-institutions would improve the 

generalizability of the findings. Furthermore, other studies should also assess the continued 

usage intention of web-based LMS not only among students and lecturers, but also among 

other categories of respondents such as ICT technical support, and university administrators. 

Other studies should also investigate the effects of moderating factors such as age, gender 
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 and voluntariness of use of continued usage intention of LMS. Future studies should use 

mixed methods and longitudinal research design to capture all dynamics of the continued 

usage of e-learning over time. 
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 Appendix 1: Instrument: All items were measured on a five-point Likert scale with 

exception to usage behaviour variable that used seven-point likert scale 

 

 

Effort  EE1 My interaction with the e-learning system would be clear and understandable 

Expectancy EE2 It would be easy for me to become skillful at using the e-learning system 

 EE3 I would find the e-learning system easy to use 

 EE4 Learning to operate the e-learning system is easy for me 

 EE5 Overall, I find e-learning system easy to use 

Social 

influence 

S11 

People who influence my behavior think that I should use the e-learning system 

 SI2 People who are important to me think that I should use the e-learning system 

 SI3 The management of this University has been helpful in the use of the system 

 SI4 In general, the University has supported the use of the system 

Performance  PE1 Using E-learning would enhance my effectiveness in learning. 

Expectancy PE2 Using E-learning would increase my productivity in my course work 

 PE3 The e-learning system provides some good functions to help me complete my 

learning tasks 

 PE4 The use of e-learning system will enable me/enables me to accomplish academic 

tasks more quickly 

Facilitating 

conditions 

FC1 There are enough computers to use and practice on the e-learning system at the 

University 

 FC2 I can rely on the computer network at the University to access the e-learning 

platform 

 FC3 The university internet speed is satisfactory for using the e-learning system 

 FC4 I have no difficulty accessing computers for using e-learning system at the 

university 

Self-efficacy SE1 I can use the e-learning platform if system manuals are available  

 SE2 I can access course content on the e-learning platform even if there is no one 

around to show me how to use it 

 SE3 I feel confident finding information in the e-learning system  

 SE4 I can use the e-learning platform without detailed instruction on its use 

 SE5 I can overcome obstacles that occur when I use the e-learning platform  

 SE6 In general, I am competent in using the e-learning platform 

Continued  

usage  intention 

CUI

1 

CUI

2 

I intend to continue using the e-learning system for knowledge gathering  

I intend to continue using the e-learning system for knowledge construction 

 CUI

3 

CUI

4 

CUI

5 

CUI

6 

I intend to continue using the e-learning system for knowledge sharing 

I intend to continue using e-learning system for my coursework in this semester 

I will frequently use the e-learning system in the next semesters 

Overall, I intend to continue using the e-learning system 

Usage behavior US

E1 

On average (for the period that you were using e-learning platform), how many 

times did you use it? 1=[ ] Once in 3 months     2=[ ] Once in two months  3=[ ] 

Once a month 4=[ ]  A few times a month   5=[ ] A few times a week    6=[ ] 

About once a day 7=[ ] Several times a day 

 US

E2 

On average (for the period that you were using e-learning platform), how 

frequently do you use it? 1=[ ] Extremely infrequent  2=[ ] Quite infrequent 3=[ ] 

Slightly infrequent 4=[ ]  Neither 5=[ ] Slightly frequent   6=[ ] Quite frequent     

7=[ ] Extremely frequent 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we discuss how Future Internet testbeds can be useful not only for 

experimenters but also for teaching networking classes, both in conventional environments 

and in the context of online courses. Access to experimental testbeds allows students to have 

hands-on experience that is impossible to provide with local resources in most organizations. 

This use of testbeds allows society to make use of idle resources and to profit from the public 

investments made in these infrastructures. Our work makes use of the FIBRE testbed, a 

research facility composed by a federation of 13 local testbeds located in different research 

and education organisations in Brazil and Europe. The paper contains a step-by-step 

description of how a student could use the FIBRE testbed in an example laboratory 

assignment involving routing. 

Keywords: Future Internet testbed, hands-on classes, coursework 

 

1. Introduction 

Over the last ten years, the need to experiment with novel protocols for the Future Internet 

has resulted in the construction of a number of network testbeds. The best known of these 

experimental facilities include GENI in the USA (Geni, 2014)], AKARI in Japan (Akari, 

2008) and various testbeds of the FIRE programme in the EU(FIRE,2014)  In these and 

similar testbeds, close attention has been paid to the question of providing effective 

programmable network elements (routers and switches) at low cost.  

The main reason behind the construction of Future Internet (FI) testbeds is the need for 

experimenting with new architectures, protocols and techniques in isolated environments, in 

order to gain insight into advantages and disadvantages of these proposed solutions and 

evolve the current Internet. To allow for experiments with the necessary scale and 

heterogeneity, FI testbeds must provide a large number of resources in different categories, 

and are thus not easy to construct and maintain. With this in mind, some NRENs are starting 

to offer testbeds as a service (GÉANT, 2014) targeting computer network research groups.  

It is widely accepted that the Internet needs urgently to evolve and that research in this area is 

important and must be supported by funding agencies. On the other hand, not much attention 

is given to the development of human resources for this area. Undergraduate and graduate 

students take classical computer network classes that have had the same structure for many 

years, either using only theoretical performance models or resorting to simulation for a more 
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 empirical study of protocols. Real-world laboratories are seldom used, due mostly to the 

difficulties of maintaining them. However, their use can enhance the student experience in 

two important ways. In the first place, real machines and programs often exhibit behaviour 

that is different from what was described in the simulation model (Jain, R. 1991). Secondly, 

hands-on laboratory classes are notoriously motivating: over years of teaching computer 

networks and distributed systems, we have observed that students tend to enjoy seeing their 

programs running on real world environments and feel that they have accomplished more in 

this situation.  

In this paper, we discuss how Future Internet testbeds can be useful for teaching both as a 

complement to conventional classes and in the environment of online courses. Our work 

makes use of the FIBRE testbed (FIBRE 2014) a research facility composed of a federation 

of 13 local testbed nodes, located in different research and education (R&E) organisations in 

Brazil and Europe. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the FIBRE testbed. 

Section 3 discusses some ongoing initiatives related to teaching in GENI and FIRE. Section 4 

discusses the use of FIBRE for teaching and presents a step-by-step description of how a 

student could use the FIBRE testbed in a laboratory assignment. Finally, Section 5 contains 

some final remarks.    

 

2. The FIBRE Testbed 

Since around the year 2000, increasing problems in maintaining and extending the current 

Internet architecture have resulted in a correspondingly increased interest in research into 

new architectures, accompanied since 2005 by the planning and construction of experimental 

facilities to be able to validate at scale the properties of new architectural proposals. A 

significant contribution was introduced by the OpenFlow architecture (McKeown, N. et al. ,2008),  

, in which high-performance switching hardware is combined with a software-controlled, 

table-based, implementation of the control plane, which can easily be modified by the user, in 

this case, an experimental network designer. This architecture is proposed as an extension to 

production network element design, and most switch and router manufacturers already sell 

OpenFlow-capable hardware. 

The FIBRE testbed was constructed in the scope of a project funded by the 2010 Brazil-EU 

Coordinated Call in ICT, jointly funded by CNPq (the Brazilian Council for Scientific and 

Technological Development) and by the European Commission within its Seventh 

Framework Programme (FP7). The testbed is currently composed of ten nodes (a.k.a. islands) 

located in Brazil and three in Europe.  
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Figure 1. Overview of a FIBRE island in Brazil. 

Each island has a common nucleus of OpenFlow-capable switches, together with their 

controller(s), as well as a cluster of compute and storage servers, appropriately virtualised, 

and (usually) a cluster of virtualised wireless nodes. Each site integrates its own site-specific 

resources to FIBRE, such as wireless access testbeds (Wi-Fi, WiMAX, 3G/4G), OF-enabled 

equipment, optical networks or even more complex testbeds with heterogeneous resources 

and their own control framework (e.g.: the Emulab(2014) [cluster at USP). Figure 1 

illustrates a typical Brazilian FIBRE island, with its common facilities and external 

connectivity. 

One of the challenges for network environments for experimentation is scale. Because 

experimentation networks are supported by real hardware, a large topology requires 

controlled multiplexing of the resources of the underlying physical system, to provide 

manageable virtual resources. The FIBRE testbed uses multiplexing techniques to slice 

control and data traffic based on a specific OF controller, the FlowVisor (Azodolmolky, S., 

2012or channel scheduling for wireless, in order to virtualize resources like processing nodes, 

network devices and networks. It is worth mentioning that virtualization does not provide 

strict scientific fidelity, because the experiments are based on shared, rather than dedicated, 

physical resources. However, there are good reasons for relaxing this constraint: 1) some 

applications, like peer-to-peer systems, even though requiring large topologies are not 

resource-intensive; 2) the strict scientific fidelity requirement might be dispensable for many 

applications; and, 3) multiplexing allows more efficient use of limited hardware resources.  

From the start, the project team decided that FIBRE should include the following Control and 

Monitoring Frameworks (CMFs): OFELIA Control Framework (OCF) (Sune, M , 2014) 

OMF (Rakotoarivelo, T., Ott, M., Jourjon, G., Seskar, I.,2010) and ProtoGENI (Duerig, J et 

al. 2012) The use of different CMFs represents a gain for the project as it allows the 

simultaneous orchestration of three complementary classes of resource: OpenFlow resources, 

wireless resources, and emulated resources. All CMFs were customized for use in FIBRE.  

As aforementioned, federation is a key issue in the design of the FIBRE testbed. In fact, one 

of FIBRE's goals was to design a framework where all the CMFs adopted can work together 

complementing each other, in addition to federating different instances of the same CMF. In 

its first phase, the FIBRE testbed is being accessed through a simple web interface (see 

Section 3). An important component in FIBRE's architecture is MySlice (Augé, J., 2013) [, a 

software layer that enables the creation of a federation abstraction, integrating the different 

FIBRE testbeds using the Slice-based Federation Architecture (SFA) (Petersen, L. et al, 
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 2010) . This interface is based on a web client that allows users to interact with the great 

volume of results generated by each testbed island.  

The distribution of FIBRE islands is shown in Figure 2. The integration of these resources   

creates a large-scale network. In Europe, there are three islands: one at i2CAT (Spain), one at 

the University of Bristol (UK), and one at University of Thessaly - UTH (Greece). The 

Brazilian part of the testbed is composed of ten islands widely spread across seven Brazilian 

states. Each island is controlled by one or more CMFs. Figure 2 shows the set of CMFs 

available in each island, and the network that connects them, called the FIBRE backbone.  

 

Figure 2: The FIBRE testbed 

Each island in FIBRE monitors its resources using Zenoss, an open-source application for 

network management. Zenoss provides a web interface that allows administrators to monitor 

availability, performance, and events. Using Zenoss, a publicly available web page with 

information about network and virtual machines is made available to experimenters. 

 

3. Initiatives in teaching in Future Internet testbeds 

Future Internet testbeds have been the focus of several projects, around the world, over the 

last decade. Among these projects, GENI seems the one to have most actively advanced the 

use of the testbed in classes, with resources and direct support available to instructors. (Here 

we are not considering tutorials and training directed at researchers, but concentrating instead 

on learning activities.) 

From 2012 on, GENI has been running training sessions specifically directed to teaching 

assistants (TAs). The GENI wiki (GENI WIKI) contains a section devoted to instructors. 

Besides detailed advice on planning classes that use the GENI testbed and downloadable 

material for classes, this section provides a number of example assignments. The last GENI 

conference (GEC21), held in Indiana, USA, on October 2014, included a panel discussion on 

the use of GENI in the classroom.  

This dissemination effort seems to have frutified and a significant number of courses using 

GENI have been created, many of which explore the testbed for hands-on practice with 

wireless protocols and applications, whilst others focus on evaluation techniques and even 

cloud computing (Calyam, P.; Seetharam, S.; Antequera, R.B, 2014, Ricci, R.2014). These 
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 are mostly courses taught in a conventional format with homework and lab assignments that 

use the testbed. 

Recently, the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the NYU Polytechnic 

School of Engineering has also been developing a number of MOOC (massive open online 

courses) modules(FIRE,2014)], each of them covering a topic related to networks or 

distributed systems and containing hands-on activities that are carried out in the GENI 

testbed. The courses are offered through edX, the organization created by Harvard and MIT 

to provide openly available interactive material. 

In 2013, the European Union 7th Framework Programme launched the Forge project [12], 

linked to the FIRE initiative (FIRE, 2014) Forge has as its motivation the use of the 

infrastructure made available by FIRE not only for research but also for learning. The project 

will develop widgets and materials that enable instructors and students to easily set up 

experiments related to educational activities. The idea is not only to increase the usage of 

FIRE facilities but to raise FIRE awareness in the long term, lowering the thresholds for 

experimenters to explore Future Internet testbeds. 

 

4. Using FIBRE in the Classroom 

Telecommunications and computer-science-related undergraduate programs typically contain 

a networking course in their curricula. Nowadays, hands-on classes in computer networks 

usually rely on software tools and virtual machines to teach practical classes in laboratories. 

Some of the most widely adopted tools are the Network Simulator (The Network Simulator) 

Cisco’s Packet Tracer (Cisco Packet Tracer) and OMNeT++ (OMNet++). However, there 

remains a large gap between simulation and hands-on experiments. Through the use of a 

large-scale testbed, students can become familiar with building a virtualised, software-

defined network, spanning multiple, geographically distributed nodes. This allows them a 

more concrete understanding of the current protocols and of their limitations, besides 

motivating more people to work in related research areas. Testbeds can provide an ideal 

environment for teaching conventional protocols, as virtual routers and machines can be 

configured to contain only the desired layers in the protocol stack, leaving students to re-

implement the missing layers. Testbed portals provide repositories for virtual machines, 

facilitating the task for the instructor, who can upload the stripped-down versions, and for the 

students, who can configure the desired number of nodes and request that the indicated 

virtual machine be loaded on them. Once the virtual network is built, students could carry out 

network experiments before saving their virtual network and freeing-up the computational 

and network resources involved.   

The implementation of the experimental facilities in Brazil, as well as their integration with 

the European facilities, offers a valuable infrastructure for research and education. In this 

section, we will describe how students can use the FIBRE testbed to configure and execute a 

static routing experiment in a dedicated virtual network through the OFELIA Control 

Framework (OCF) (Sune, M et al, 2014)  

OCF was originally created in the context of the OFELIA testbed project but today it is 

supported by a wider community in which FIBRE and GEANT participate. From the point of 

view of experimenters, the available underlying network substrate is fully controllable 

through explicit and dynamic configurations based on the FlowSpace OpenFlow abstraction.  

Once a FlowSpace is set up, the instructor can proceed with the allocation of an OpenFlow 

controller, either remotely or in a local virtual machine, while students can participate by 

setting up the virtualized network and performing their experiments. 
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4.1 Experiment Description 

We describe here the setup of a simple static routing experiment using the OCF. This 

experiment demonstrates how to create virtual machines and how to allocate a specific 

isolated network topology within the FIBRE network. The goal of theexperiment is to setup 

the routing as indicated by Figure 3; i.e. packets from endhost1 sent to the IP address 

192.168.2.30 on endhost3 should be routed via endhost2. 

 

endhost1 endhost2

endhost3

Link1
(192.168.1.0/24)

VLAN ID 100

Link2
(192.168.2.0/24)

VLAN ID 101

Link3
(192.168.3.0/24)

VLAN ID 102

192.168.3.10

1
9

2.
1

6
8.

1
.1

0

1
9

2.
1

6
8.

2
.3

01
9

2.1
6

8.3
.3

0

1
9

2.1
6

8.1
.2

0

192.168.2.20

ping 192.168.2.30

ping 192.168.3.30

 

Figure 3.Static Routing Experiment. 

 

In this experiment, we use three virtual machines in different sites of the testbed (end-hosts in 

Figure 3) connected through three isolated networks in a mesh topology. Each network link is 

an independent virtualized network that is dynamically allocated on top of the experiment 

data plane with a specific VLAN ID (100, 101 and 102 in this case). The endhost2 must be 

configured to forward packets coming through its network interfaces. 

 

4.1.1 Setting up the experiment 

OCF uses the concept of “slice” to describe an experiment. Slices describe the resources to be 

used and the associated configurations, and encompass the state of the experiment. Once the 

student has permission to participate in an experiment, he or she can either use existing slices 

associated to this experiment, or create new ones. When creating a new slice, information 

such as name, description and expiration date (the slice life-time) must be provided. After 

slice expiry, the FIBRE island may deallocate the reserved resources. 

To set up an experiment, a student must first request access to a project in the OCF interface. 

Students can see and modify configurations in projects for which they have been granted 

permission. These permissions are usually granted by the project owners (teachers).  

The experimenter must begin the setup of the experiment by making a reservation of the 

desired resources on the appropriate OCF instance. For cross-island experiments, 

experimenters must access the OCF instance running at the NOC and add to their project the 

necessary aggregates from all desired islands; experiments configured by an OCF instance 

running at an island may use only its own local resources. 

On the Slice Management page (Figure 4), the Topology panel shows the physical topology 

of the resources in the aggregates available to the slice. These resources may comprise the 
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 available OpenFlow switches, virtualization servers, and the connections between switches 

and servers.  

 

Figure 4. Physical topology of the experiment slice 

 

Virtual Machines (VMs) for experiments are created in a Computational Resources area on 

the Slice Management page (Figure 5). During the creation process, the VM will be granted 

an IP, which will be displayed in the Topology Panel and the Computational Resources area. 

This IP is only reachable through FIBRE's VPN. VMs may be started, stopped, rebooted or 

deleted by clicking on the respective action link in the Computational Resources area. 

Experimenters can create as many VMs as needed for their experiment. 

 

 

Figure 5. Computational Resources area. 

 

To use OpenFlow resources, experimenters are required to add OpenFlow resources to their 

slice and specify an OpenFlow Controller for the experiment. On the Slice Management page 

in the OpenFlow Aggregate area (Figure 6), data paths (consisting of id and port number) that 
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 are available in the slice can be selected in the Topology panel to define FlowSpaces for the 

experiment. When the slice starts, a specific VLAN ID is reserved for each defined 

FlowSpace on the data plane. Every virtual machine instantiated has a dedicated interface that 

is connected to the data plane network.  

 

 

Figure 6. OpenFlow Aggregate area. 

 

Once the FlowSpaces are selected and the VMs are created, the user must set the controller IP 

address to match the VM that hosts the OpenFlow controller. To carry out the experiment, the 

student starts the slice on the Slice Management page. This will trigger a FlowSpace request 

to the OpenFlow switches involved and make sure all the VMs in the slice are active.  

Within the slice, the experimenter can use the VMs as end-hosts and the FlowSpaces 

(allocated on the OpenFlow switch fabric) as the network data-plane. Students can access the 

running VMs through SSH, using their FIBRE username and password over FIBRE's VPN. 

Students can then install on the VMs any OpenFlow controllers or arbitrary software that is 

needed for their experiment (a set of OpenFlow controllers are pre-installed in the VM 

images, but students can also provide their own controller implementation.). 

 

4.1.2 Configuring and running the experiment 

In this section, we go through the network configuration procedures to configure the static 

routing experiment of Figure 3. For this experiment, we allocated three FlowSpaces and three 

virtual machines. The topology of each reserved FlowSpace is shown on Figure 7. 
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a) Link 1 - VLAN 100 b) Link 2 - VLAN 101

c) Link 3 - VLAN 102

endhost1
192.168.1.10

endhost2
192.168.1.20

endhost3

endhost1

endhost2
192.168.2.20

endhost3
192.168.2.30

endhost1
192.168.3.10

endhost2

endhost3
192.168.3.30

 

Figure 7. The experiment virtual network topology. 

 

An additional VM is created to host the experiment OpenFlow controller, such as Floodlight 

(Floodlight OpenFlow Controller) POX (POX OpenFlow Controller or Ryu (Ryu SDN 

Framework), acting as a L2 learning switch. A L2 learning switch learns the mapping 

between MAC addresses and ports by watching packets. If the switch has already seen a 

particular destination, it can send to exactly one port; otherwise, it must flood the packet out 

all ports like a hub to find out the corresponding destination. 

To configure the data plane network in the instantiated VMs, the student must access each 

VM through the provided control plane IP via SSH and configure the virtualized network for 

the experiment according to the configuration shown in Figure 3. For example, Listing 1 

contains the steps for configuring network interfaces, VLANs, IPs and routing of the 

endhost1 VM. 

 

root@endhost1:~# vconfig add eth1 100 

Added VLAN with VID == 100 to IF -:eth1:- 

root@endhost1:~# ifconfig eth1 up 

root@endhost1:~# ifconfig eth1.100 192.168.1.10 

root@endhost1:~# vconfig add eth1 102 

Added VLAN with VID == 102 to IF -:eth1:- 

root@endhost1:~# ifconfig eth1.102 192.168.3.10 

root@endhost1:~# route add -host 192.168.2.30 gw 192.168.1.20 eth1.100 

Listing 1. Configuring the endhost 1 for the routing experiment 
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After configuring the network of all end hosts, the experimenter must enable packet 

forwarding in the endhost2 VM with the command shown in Listing 2. 

 

root@endhost2:~# echo 1 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 

Listing 2. Enabling IP packet forwarding in the endhost2 VM. 

 

Finally, the experimenter can verify the correctness of their configuration by using the ping 

command in the endhost1 VM, as described in Listing 3. Note that the round trip latency of 

the first packet is greater because of the behaviour of L2 learning switch dynamic port 

discovery. 

 

root@endhost1:~# ping 192.168.2.30 

PING 192.168.2.30 (192.168.2.30) 56(84) bytes of data. 

64 bytes from 192.168.2.30: icmp_req=1 ttl=62 time=641 ms 

64 bytes from 192.168.2.30: icmp_req=2 ttl=62 time=53.0 ms 

... 

Listing 3. Testing the routing experiment. 

Through the procedures described in this section, students and educators can use the FIBRE 

testbed to allocate the dedicated virtual networks and virtual machines necessary for setting 

up a basic network routing experiment that spans multiple sites.  

 

5. Final Remarks 

In this paper, we have discussed the use of Future Internet experimentation resources for 

teaching classes on computer networks. With the use of FI testbeds in computer-network 

classes, we believe the next generation of researchers will be more capable of dealing with 

architectural experiments and of continuously evolving the current Internet architecture. 

Additionally, the use of a large-scale testbed introduces the students to a real-world situation, 

instead of using software tools to simulate networks in the laboratory. 

Currently, the FIBRE testbed encompasses eight (8) universities in Brazil, with 25 of its 

academic researchers also involved in teaching network classes. Altogether, these professors 

reach 53 different training courses, ranging from undergraduate to doctorate levels. A recent 

survey conducted on these participants revealed that in 2014 only four (4) professors used the 

FIBRE testbed in the classroom, but that the great majority plans to do so in the near future. 

However, some of the participants expressed concern with making students use an 

infrastructure that is not yet mature or completely reliable. 

In order to ensure the sustainability of large-scale infrastructures such as the FIBRE testbed, a 

general concern is to attract users. Although FI testbeds are essential for the evolution of the 

Internet, in general experimenters do not consume all of their capacity. Exploring this unused 

capacity to enhance education in related areas is important, not least because this enhanced 

education may also help to further comprehension of the field. 

Following the example of GENI Education (GENI Education FIBRE also plans to enhance its 

support to educators. Future dissemination activities should target educators by teaching them 

how to use the FIBRE testbed in their classes. Additionally, FIBRE should provide a 

repository of practical activities (exercises) that could be applied to their students. This would 
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 build a community of educators, feeding them with teaching materials similar to “teachers' 

editions textbooks”.   

Ultimately, the dissemination of the use of Future Internet experimentation infrastructures is 

also a way for society to make better use of the large investment involved, often carried out 

with public resources.  
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Abstract 

One year after progressing from a research project to become the technology driving the 

wireless network at UFF, SCIFI Magalhaes, 2013 has grown. SCIFI (an acronym which 

stands for Intelligent Controller for Wireless Networks in Portuguese) started as a software 

controller to allow the use of inexpensive hardware in large wireless deployments, costing a 

fraction of a similar installation using enterprise controllers and access points. Although the 

core technology (Balbi, 2012) remains the same, the lessons learned from running a growing 

wireless network composed currently of 320 access points (APs), with more than 50000 

unique users led to changes in network architecture, to the deployment of multiple SSIDs to 

allow visitors to self-register, and to the creation of an automated system for installing new 

APs. This paper presents the new, segmented network architecture that creates two planes, a 

control plane that connects all APs and the controller in a single VLAN, and multiple data 

planes, that isolates data traffic from each campus. It also presents the automated system for 

installing new APs, that prevent errors that were plaguing the network as faulty 

communication between the installation teams and operations caused misconfigurations and 

even network failures. To illustrate this we discuss the post-mortem of a denial-of-service 

"attack" caused by a simple mistake while installing new APs. Throughout the paper, we 

show how the monitoring tools that have been incorporated into the SCIFI installation 

(nagios (Josephsen, 2007), mrtg (Oetiker, 1998and monitorix (Monitrix, 2014) play a key 

role into understanding what is happening in the increasingly complex infrastructure.  

Keywords: software controller, Wi-Fi, wireless networks, monitoring 

 

1. Introduction 

Universidade Federal Fluminense (UFF) is a large University located on the State of Rio de 

Janeiro, Brazil, with 15 campi and 94 buildings in its main centre in Niteroi, and campi at 

several other locations both in the State of Rio de Janeiro and in other States of Brazil, with 

35,599 undergraduates students and 11,675 graduates, 4,005 staff and 2,852 professors. UFF 

has its own fiber network connecting its campi in Niteroi, and chose SCIFI as the solution for 

installing a wireless network (Wi-Fi-UFF) to span all its campi. 

In this last year, the SCIFI project at UFF has undergone many changes, to overcome 

challenges that appeared as the network grew. SCIFI is an acronym is Portuguese for 

"Intelligent Control System for Wireless Networks", and started as a work group funded by 

RNP, the Brazilian NREN. The objective of the project is to create an Enterprise Grade 

wireless network using inexpensive, off-the shelf, generic wireless routers. It does that by 

coupling OpenWRT, an open source linux distribution for wireless routers with a software 
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 controller, which was also made open source and can be found at github.com/Sci-Fi. More 

information about SCIFI can be found at Magalhaes, (2013), Balbi, (2012 a, 2012b)  

In many Universities in Brazil, wireless access is being offered in an ad-hoc manner. As the 

price difference between an Enterprise solution, such as those offered by Cisco, Motorola, 

Aruba, Ruckus and other vendors, and standalone SOHO routers such as those by TP-Link, 

D-Link, Buffalo and others is so large, users started bringing in their own equipment and 

connecting to the University wired network. This brings a host of security, management and 

operational issues, and is highly inefficient in terms of spectral use, so the final bandwidth 

available to users is lower than that of any Enterprise system. SCIFI bridges that gap. By 

endowing inexpensive routers with characteristics that only Enterprise routers have, it is 

possible to have the best of both worlds, secure and efficient operation at a low cost. 

 

 

Figure 1: Number of APs and switches in the beginning of 2013 

 

RNP funded the pilot project at UFF. Twenty two routers were installed at natural gathering 

points (libraries, study halls, cafeterias). Figure 1 shows an early NAGIOS (Josephsen, 2007) 

map, after adding twenty more routers to the pilot. Although the SCIFI controller has a nice 

map based on the google maps API, and shows the location of the routers with a color code 

that says if they are working, turned off or presenting problems, we decided that we could 

add value to the system by incorporating existing management platforms. NAGIOS allows 

the operator to see at a glance if things are not working, and also the underlying network 

infrastructure, which is absent in the controller interface. As we found out, most of the 

problems came from two sources, the wired network and the installation process. Those will 

be discussed in sections 2 and 3. 

People familiar with NAGIOS will see that the map pictured in figure 1 is faulty. There are 

routers that are working although they should be unreachable because the switch they are 

connected is marked as down and there are routers not connected to a switch. This is the 

result of a lack of communication between the IT department at the University and the group 

that is installing SCIFI. NAGIOS maps are created with information configured in files, and 

if this information is not accurate, the map will not reflect the network. There are tools, such 
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 as NetDOT (NetDOT) that automatically create a NAGIOS configuration using discovery 

tools. We have installed NetDOT, and are converging on this objective. 

 

Figure 2: NAGIOS map on October 2014 

 

Figure 2 shows the NAGIOS map that reflects the network growth in a year and a half. There 

are now more than three hundred and twenty nodes. This map is no longer current because 

five more nodes were installed since this snapshot but this will happen continuously, as the 

objective is to ramp up to installing 20 new APs a week, so the network grows by a thousand 

nodes each year. 

This NAGIOS map has grown too large to read. We mainly use the map as a visual tool to 

see if there are problems with the infrastructure, when a whole slice of the graph will turn 

red. We changed the icon that represents the routers as the previous was too large, and print 

the location of the router on the label, because with 300 nodes it is no longer possible to 

know where each AP is without some aid. We do use the grid view and NAGIOS allows the 

exclusive display of nodes that are down, so we can dispatch the teams that fix the network.  

In the week from 19 to 26 of October, we had 1,600,834 association requests, from 18,111 

unique MAC addresses. As we will explain in section 2 below, each AP now advertises four 

different SSIDs, and we will show the breakdown of how many association requests each 

SSID had. But most of the association requests (1,255,471) were for EDUROAM (Florio, 

2005 (Muchaluat-Saade, 2013. EDUROAM is an international, federated system for 

authentication and authorization, and allows members of the federation to access freely the 

wireless networks in other federated institutions. The authentication request is routed to the 

home network of the user. UFF decided to adopt EDUROAM as its main network (SSID) but 
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 other architectures are possible, such as using one main SSID (eg. WIFIUFF) and deploying 

EDUROAM at selected Access Points. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 deals with network architecture, and 

shows how SCIFI went from a single VLAN that incorporated data and control information 

and a single SSID (EDUROAM) to separate VLANs for control, self-registration and a 

"visitors" network, and one data VLAN for each campi, and separate SSIDS for self-

registration, visitors and a special, local SSID for management functions, keeping 

EDUROAM as the campus wide SSID for general access; section 3 deals with the problems 

that plagued the network because of faulty installation, and the system that was developed for 

installing new nodes, finally, the paper ends with the section on future work, which describes 

the plans for active monitoring and what was learned from the work done so far. 

 

2. Network Architecture 

When the number of APs installed at UFF reached one hundred, the system was considered 

stable enough so it could be handed over from MidiaCom Labs, where it was being 

developed, to the University IT services. The task of the Laboratory became of doing second 

and third tier support, with the understanding that second tier would also be moved to IT 

services, and to community building. Most of the development in this phase was the creation 

of an installer, a large script that installed the many packages that compose the system so it 

could be installed by people with less expertise. 

The handover proved to be a mistake. IT services did not have a stake on the project, and was 

also at pressure to install a large number of APs. This led to the problems that are described 

in section 3. Before those catastrophic problems, though, shortcomings in the current 

architecture had become apparent, and a new network architecture was developed to its place. 

In a nutshell, the problem was that a single LAN cannot support a large number of stations. 

When the number of APs grew over 100, and the number of simultaneous users grew over 

500, we had a single LAN (composed of many LAN segments connected through a VLAN) 

with over 600 stations. The broadcast traffic was swamping the network, and performance 

suffered. 

This was not completely clear, because as a University UFF was growing at a fast pace, and it 

has become now the University with most incoming students in Brazil. Thirty new buildings 

were being finished, and the network infrastructure was suffering growing pains. As incidents 

were being reported, such as inability to get IP addresses from the network, monitoring was 

being expanded, and it became clear that the network had to be segmented. From a single 

VLAN connecting everything, it was decided to go to an architecture where control would 

still be centralized, using the old VLAN, but data would be segmented into different VLANs, 

with a DHCP/NAT server for each large group of stations (normally mapped to a campus).  
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Figure 3: Monitorix interface 

 

One of the tools that helped see what was happening in the server was Monitorix. Monitorix 

allows the inspection of many aspects of the server, such as the load, the CPU usage, the 

network and filesystem usage. Figure 3 shows the Monitorix web page for the main server. 

We can see that it is still heavily loaded. Ironically, this is caused by MRTG, another tool that 

collect information. Currently, NAGIOS and MRTG are used for daily tasks. NAGIOS tells 

us what is broken, and MRTG allows us to see the history and correlation between events and 

breakdowns. 

The way we currently have MRTG set up it creates new "daily" graphs every 5 minutes, 

"weekly" graphs every 30 minutes, monthly graphs every two hours and yearly graphs once a 

day. For the number of APs we have, this creates a large consumption of disk and CPU, as 

can be seen by the regular peaks on the system load graph on Figure 3. 

One of the best features of the new architecture is that it made possible for a gradual move 

from the old, single VLAN architecture, to the new, segmented architecture. In fact, it is even 

possible to APs belonging to both architectures to co-exist, but this is not recommended as it 

has side-effects that will be explained below. 

As can be seen in figure 4, that are five VLANs connected to "Controle", the control server. 

Each of the segmentation servers ("Trabalho"- work) is connected to three VLANs. The five 

VLANs connected to the control server are: 

1. Control. VLAN number 200. To make transition easier, the VLAN that carried 

data and control information became the VLAN that carries control information. This 

VLAN will stop carrying data when all APs are migrated to the new architecture, but 

there are still APs connected solely to this VLAN. The IP addresses in this VLAN are 

in the range 172.24.0.0/16 for APs, and 10.0.0.0/16 for stations. 

2. Monitor: Control data for switches have a separate VLAN. As the wireless network is 

dependent on the wired infrastructure, we asked to monitor the wired infrastructure to 

be able to understand where the problems were located. The IP address range for 

switches is 172.30.0.0/16 
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 3. Registration: This VLAN, numbered 203, carries data for the self-registration feature 

of SCIFI. This feature allows visitors to register to use the network. This feature will 

be described below. The IP range for this VLAN is 192.168.0.0/17. 

4. Visitors: This VLAN, numbered 204, carries data for visitors. The IP range for this 

VLAN is 192.168.128.0/17 

5. External link: this VLAN leads to the Internet, and has the external world valid 

addresses (200.20.0.0/24). 
 

 

Figure 4: The new network architecture 

 

The three VLANs connected to the work servers are: 

1. Control: The same VLAN described above 

2. Data. VLANs number 205 & 206. Only the two larger campi have been "segmented". 

Praia Vermelha uses VLAN 205 and Gragoatá uses VLAN 206. The station IP 

address range for each VLAN are respectively 10.1.0.0/16 for Gragoatá and 

10.2.0.0/16 for Praia Vermelha. 

3. External link: this VLAN leads to the Internet, and has the external world valid 

addresses (200.20.0.0/24). 

In the old architecture, it was possible for a station to "see" an AP. Now there is isolation on 

the IP level, and stations will no longer able to communicate on the APs control plane, when 

segmentation is finished. Because we had used some APs as switches to increase the number 

of available ports on some switches, they had to carry tagged Ethernet frames. Unfortunately 

we found out that OpenWRT supports only VLANs with 4 bit tags. This led to the 

coexistence of segmented and non-segmented APs in the same vicinity, which creates the 

following problem: if a device switched from on segmented AP to a non-segmented, or vice-

versa, it would not ask for a new IP, because it was still on the same network (given by the 

SSID EDUROAM). At this moment communication would fail, because its IP (and NAT 

table entry) was for a different network. The mapping from VLANs to SSIDs is explained 

below. 
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 In the APs, the VLANs map to different SSIDs. There are four SSIDs in each AP: 

EDUROAM, CADASTRO (registry), VISITANTES (visitors), and APXXXX, were XXXX 

is the AP number. This last maps to the same VLAN as EDUROAM (200, 205 or 206 

depending on the location of the AP), but is used only for testing. As it is the user device that 

chooses the AP, it would be impossible to connect (and stay connected) to a specific AP if the 

only SSID was EDUROAM. The device could choose to connect to a different AP than the 

one you were trying to test, or switch to a different AP in the middle of the test. Although the 

network architecture was designed specifically to allow roaming, sometimes that 

characteristic is undesirable. 

CADASTRO maps to the registry VLAN (203) and VISITANTES maps to the visitors 

VLAN (204). CADASTRO is the only SSID that is open, allowing anyone to get an IP 

address without a login/password or a pre-shared key. On that network only web accesses are 

allowed, and any web access is redirected to a site that has two functions: for students, 

professors and staff at UFF it has the manual on how to connect to the network; for visitors it 

leads to a step-by-step guide that allows the user to register to the network, and connect to the 

visitors network. 

We have two metrics that allow us to gauge the usage of the wireless network. One is the 

number of associations, which tells us how hard the APs are being hit. The other is the 

number of successful DHCP requests (which resulted in an IP address being handed out). Not 

all association requests will result in a DHCP request, as if authorization does not complete 

there will be no DHCP request, and if the user is roaming (changing from one AP to another) 

it will keep the same IP and will not make a new request. Table 1 shows the number of 

associations per SSID in the week from 19 to 26 of October of 2014. 

Table 1 shows that devices are associating with more than one SSID, as the total of unique 

MACs is lower than adding the number of unique MACs for each SSID. Table 2 contains the 

number of successful DHCP requests. 

 

SSID Number of association requests Number of unique MACs 

EDUROAM 1,255,471 12,443 

CADASTRO 260,886 8,856 

VISITANTES 69,217 1,254 

APXXXX 15,260 526 

Total 1,600,834 18,111 

Table 1: Association Requests and Unique MACs per SSID 

 

SSID Number of DHCP requests Number of unique MACs 

EDUROAM (Praia Vermelha) 161,344 4,288 

EDUROAM (Gragoatá) 195,998 4,396 

EDUROAM (non-segmented) 105,035 4,833 
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CADASTRO 177,735 7,764 

VISITANTES 23,031 459 

Table 2: Successful DHCP Requests and Unique MACs per SSID 

 

By comparing the information on the two tables it is possible to infer that not all association 

requests are resulting in successfully getting an IP address. This is more critical for the 

"CADASTRO" network, because by being open there should be no obstacle for a device to 

get an IP address once it connects. The other networks require a login and password, and 

there may be authentication failures. On the other hand, we have seen that most of the device 

population is made up of cell phones (smartphones), and those tend to change access points 

frequently, and retry a number of times before "latching" to an access point. If the user is 

moving while this happens it may not be successful in getting an IP address, and this may 

explain the discrepancy. 

 

3. Growing Pains 

Federal Universities in Brazil have rigid rules on how to acquire equipment. The growth of 

the wireless network is governed by those rules. The first one hundred nodes were bought 

with personal and project funding, but then the next four hundred nodes were subject to 

public bidding, which took a long time. When the APs arrived, University IT services became 

responsible for tagging the APs, uploading the new image which was custom made by 

MidiaCom Labs, and physically installing the APs. The tag, location and other data would 

then be relayed to the SCIFI group at MidiaCom for adding the new APs to the controller and 

monitoring system. An installation manual was produced together with an installation sheet, 

containing all data that should be filled in for each AP. 

There was a large backlog of requests for wireless installations, but because most of the 

installations required new cabling, which is a work intensive, lengthy task, it was agreed that 

IT services should concentrate on places where resources (cabling and switch port) were 

available, and new buildings.  

The first one hundred installations had not gone without a hitch, but the knowledge gathered 

from the experience and mistakes were concentrated on the manual, and on the installation 

sheet. We were secure that if procedure was followed then few mistakes would happen. On 

October of 2013 IT services took over. 

 

 

Figure 5: Growth in the number of simultaneous users over the year 
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 Figure 5 shows the MRTG graph of the sum of associated users in all APs installed. The 

number of APs grew from less than one hundred in October 2013 to more than two hundred 

and fifty at the end of February 2014. But the number of associated users declined. It should 

be noted that December, January and February are summer vacations, so it was expected that 

the numbers would not be as high as during classes. But when classes resumed in March the 

SCIFI group was mystified that with double the number of APs we were getting less users 

than before. We started combing the network for problems.  

It should be noted that an open-source, free system is seen with reservations by some IT 

professionals. The TCO (total cost of ownership) calculation has to consider that support 

many times is not a phone call away, but done voluntarily by people on their own time (or by 

paid subscription, when it becomes more like paid software). So the failures that were seen 

were blamed on the low-cost routers and faulty software. 

As we investigated the problems, we found many practices that were causing problems. Two 

were especially destructive. The first was taking installed APs down to install somewhere 

else, due normally to urgent request for connectivity in events. If done correctly, this 

multiplies the effort of installing one AP by 3. This practice also messes all the location 

tables and if not returned to their original places, APs become "lost". The second deleterious 

practice was installing the APs and powering them up, but not connecting them to the 

network. That ranged from not configuring the VLAN to not connecting the AP physically. 

The problem in this case is that not only the AP did not work, but that the AP advertises the 

SSID (EDUROAM), so users would switch to them and lose connection, although they had a 

radio link. 

The other problems were not turning in the installation sheet, or turning it in with incomplete 

or inaccurate information, duplicating tags, and installing APs without uploading the custom 

image first, leaving the original firmware. Sometimes, to compound this mistake, instead of 

connecting the AP to the network using the blue (WAN) port, the AP would be connected 

using the yellow port (LAN). The original firmware has a DHCP server active by default, so 

it would start responding to requests from users. But the final problem that led to changing 

the image on the APs is depicted on Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6: CPU usage on AP0004 

 

Figure 6 shows, on week 29 and week 30, the MRTG graph of CPU usage on the AP going to 

100%. In some APs, this caused the APs to reboot. Some were left in a failure state, 

unresponding. All the APs on the network show a similar graph. AP0004 weathered both 

events. We captured network traffic while the second event was happening, and saw 20Mbps 

of "gratuitous ARP". This is what happened: two APs with original firmware were installed 

in a new building (block P). In addition, the APs were connected through their LAN port, 

instead of the WAN port. When an AP is connected, it sends a gratuitous ARP advertising its 

address, in this case, 192.168.0.1. The problem is that with two APs connected 

simultaneously to the same LAN, both were contending for the same address. When 
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 receiving the gratuitous ARP from the other AP, it would respond with its own gratuitous 

ARP requesting the address back. 

This was before the network was segmented, so all APs were receiving 20Mbps of gratuitous 

ARP. The problem with that is every time a gratuitous ARP is received, the AP has to update 

its ARP table. That uses CPU, and with so many ARPs (with changes), some APs could not 

keep up and simply rebooted. At the incident investigation, we saw that the new building that 

had the misconfigured APs was connected to the network on a Thursday around 14:00.  

Chaos ensued. On Friday at 17:00 the IT staff left, and switched off the network. The same 

happened on the next Tuesday, when we located the problem, and asked the APs responsible 

to be taken off the network. 

We think that there is intelligence in the network that should be able to filter out that flood. 

UFF has firewalls in place that should be able to do that. But as this falls beyond the 

administrative domains of the wireless network, we took the following actions: 

● unconnected APs do not advertise the SSID associated with the missing VLAN. For 

instance, if VLAN 203 (registry) is down, the SSID CADASTRO is taken down. We 

continuously monitor the VLANs and switch off and on the associated SSIDs 

according to their state 

● we isolated the data VLAN for different campi. This was needed by performance 

reasons, but makes the network more robust to this type of "attack" 

● we made a new installation image, that will be described below, that collects the data 

that used to be written on the installation sheet on a web form, and sends this info to 

the installation server. This diminished the time it takes to percolate the information, 

and prevents users to associate with an unconnected and unconfigured AP.  

At the end of this process, the installation and operation of the wireless network was returned 

to MidiaCom Labs. A permanent workgroup was created with six undergrads and a PhD 

student that are now installing and running the wireless network. This happened at the end of 

July. By solving the problems and fixing up the APs that were in place but not working, the 

number of simultaneous users quickly topped 2000 from the previous 600 high water mark, 

as can be seen on Figure 5. We are now having peaks of near 2500 simultaneous users.  

It should be noted that most of the problems we still have now are due to installation and 

environment. Only four APs failed since we started the project, two of those outdoor APs that 

after three years had the rubber gasket failing which caused water to reach the network 

connector, corroding it. Two were indoor APs with failure on the wan port - we retired those 

because, although they could still be used, it would not be a standard installation. We have on 

average two APs stopping responding each week. Some of those failures are due to physical 

problems, such as one case of a user disconnecting the power block from the socket to charge 

her cell phone (on a network rack), or disconnecting the AP to use the network socket. We 

tag those problems as installation problems, because some of these problems can be avoided 

with more judicious installations. Other problems are due to the low power quality in some 

campi, which causes brownouts that can leave the APs in an unresponding state. Because 

SCIFI is meant to work with a very high degree of overlapping coverage areas, we believe 

that with less than 1% failure rate the wireless network coverage will be satisfactory with our 

current maximum response time of one week. 

The automatic system configuration was designed for an adverse installation environment. 

The idea is that the AP may be installed and its installation not reported, and the AP may not 

be configured. So the software that runs in the AP is in "survival mode". It advertises its 

presence by broadcasting an SSID with config-<MACADDRESS>, eg: config-

00:12:34:56:78:99. If connected to a network, it will try to send messages to the configuration 

server, and those messages will vary corresponding to its state. The state machine that was 
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 implemented has six states: unconnected & unconfigured, connected & unconfigured, 

unconnected & configured, connected & configured, server informed and changes in 

configuration. 

Basically, the system has nine steps:  

1. it starts with the physical installation of the AP 

2. once turned on, the AP advertises an SSID named config-MAC.  

3. To set up the AP the admin connects to this SSID with any web-enable Wi-Fi device 

(smartphone, tablet or laptop) and enters the address 192.168.0.5. This leads to a web 

page stored inside the AP, The configuration page is shown in Figure 7. 
 

 

  

Figure 7: The configuration page hosted on the AP 

 

4. The page allows the admin to check the status of the AP, or configure the AP. Status 

is its IP address, which shows if it is connected to the right VLAN. The Status page 

also allows the user to run ping commands to test connectivity. If the second 

(configure the AP) option is chosen, the form on figure 8 is shown, allowing the 

admin to fill out the relevant data that will be used to configure the AP (AP tag 

number, AP location, network socket number, switch port and so on) 
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 Figure 8: AP configuration web form  

 

5. Every 15 minutes the AP sends a file containing its IP and MAC to the configuration 

host. Both the client and server were built using nc (netcat).  

6. The server uses this information to copy the configuration file from the AP using 

SCP. This two step process was used to prevent spoofing attacks.  

7. Using the data in the configuration file, the server generates a script for each AP and 

stores these scripts in a folder called "APs ready." The server could execute the script 

and configure the AP, but as an added security measure an admin has to review the 

script.  

8. The admin executes the script which configures the AP, and adds the AP to the 

controller and monitoring system.  

9. The last step is to update the AP to the current version, and restart it so it can be used. 
 

4. Conclusion and Future Work 

In the last year, SCIFI has grown and evolved due to the experiences of running a growing 

operational wireless networks that serves one of the largest Universities in Brazil. There is a 

constant feedback from the problems found on the field and the development of the software 

and the new network architectures that are being deployed to be able to cope with the 

growing active user base. 

Monitoring has become fulcral to the development of SCIFI. Early choices, like MRTG, have 

fallen short because the amount of resources that it uses as the network grows. As moving 

away from this has becoming necessary, there is a central question of which tool to use, how 

much should be developed in-house and how to leverage development made elsewhere. As 

SCIFI is environment-aware, it seems logical that monitoring should become more 

intermeshed with its fabric, instead of being an external add-on. On the other hand, using 

time-proven tools shorten the development cycle and allow rapid deployment with tested 

code. 

We are looking specially at two tools: NetDOT and Zabbix. NetDOT can help with 

documentation and automatic generation of NAGIOS configuration. The Zabbix model of 

agents can be used to lessen the footprint that monitoring has on the APs, network and 

monitoring server. Active monitoring is also being deployed, so the underlying network and 

the authorization infrastructure can be monitored, and problems reported. 

Finally, as the network continues to grow it may be necessary to segment the control VLAN. 

We think we still have a road to cover before we get to that, but we expect to have a solution 

that allows this segmentation be as smooth as the first, with no service interruption and low 

configuration overhead. 
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Abstract 

The significant advances in high- throughput sequencing technologies over the last decade 

have led to an exponential explosion of biological data. Consequently, bioinformatics is 

encountering unprecedented challenges in data storage and analysis, memory allocation, 

computational power and time complexity. It is therefore becoming increasingly disturbing 

for small laboratories and some large institutions to establish and maintain infrastructures for 

data processing. This has forced bioinformatics to take a leap-forward from in- house 

computing to cloud computing to address these issues. In this paper, the authors thus explore 

the current applications of big data analytics in bioinformatics on the cloud. The findings in 

each in each use case reveal that cloud computing remarkably improve processing and 

storage of the continuously growing data in bioinformatics. Though there are some 

bottlenecks to solve, cloud computing promises to provide a lightweight environment to 

develop pipelines for prognosis, diagnosis, drug discovery and personalized medicine. The 

knowledge generated by this review will help scientist who are facing challenges with big 

data to resort to use cloud computing as an alternative solution and get results faster and 

without the need to install and maintain or update expensive software. This paper also serves 

to bring awareness to scientists on the current technologies that are used to manage data. 

Keywords: High-throughput Sequencing Technologies; Bioinformatics; Data Processing; 

In- House Computing; Cloud Computing; Big Data Analytics. 
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 1. Introduction 

In the last seven years, more scientific data has been generated than in the entire human 

history. Hide, W. (2012). This has been triggered by the recent advances in high throughput 

technologies such as Next Generation Sequencing (NGS), genotyping, Single Nucleotide 

Polymorphism (SNP) discovery, gene expression, proteomics as well as virtual screening 

Blankenburg, L, et al (2009).  For example, GenBank has seen DNA sequencing data 

doubling every 14 months in the last decade as attested by Figures 1-3. As on 21 October 

2014, sequence data has been recorded to have reached 10
8
bytes while the number of bases 

has catapulted to 10
11

 and 10
12

 bytes for GenBank WGS data respectively GeneBank. (2014).   

 

 
Figure 1: Sequence data from GenBank statistics [3] 
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 Figure 2: GenBank statistics on number of bases [3] 

 

 

Figure 3: Whole Genome Shotgun (WGS) base data statistics [3] 

 

Inevitably, biological data has exploded beyond the capacity of computers to capture, store, 

analyse, search, share, visualize and transfer it for processing in the required time (Monica, 

N. & Kumar, R. (2013),  Such big data has daunted small laboratories, hospitals and even 

some large institutions to establish and maintain infrastructures for data processing Dai, L., et 

al (2012). This has forced bioinformatics to leap forward from in-house computing to cloud 

computing which promises to address these issues.  

But what is big data? Well, the term big data is defined as “a collection of data sets so large, 

varied, frequently updated and complex that it becomes difficult to process using on-hand 

data management tools” Movirtu. (2014a) Movirtu. (2014b). The process of research into such data 

to reveal hidden patterns and secret correlations is thus called ‘big data analytics’ 

Implementa. (2014). This research therefore seeks to explore the current applications of big 

data analytics in bioinformatics on the cloud. In each of the applications the authors will 

highlight how cloud computing has improved the processing of such exponentially growing 

biological data. 

The paper will thus be composed of 5 categories. Section 2 will look at the overview of cloud 

computing and its application in bioinformatics. Consequently section 3 elaborates the 

applications of bioinformatics on the cloud for each area of high throughput technology and 

section 4 brings out the advantages and challenges of big data analytics on the cloud. Finally 

the conclusion and recommendation sums it up in section 5 and 6 respectively. 

 

2. Cloud Computing In Bioinformatics 

 

2.1 Overview of cloud computing 

The buzzword ‘cloud computing’ was inspired by the cloud symbol that is often used in 

reference to the Internet in flowcharts. However, cloud computing is a form of computation 
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 that exploits the full potential of multiple computers and delivers dynamically allocated 

virtual resources via the internet Telco Review (2014).  These hosted resources include storage, 

computation, applications, servers and network. Such services can be accessed on-demand (in 

a pay-as-you-go model) by any user via Web Application Programming Interfaces (API), 

without the need of the user knowing where the services are hosted or how they are delivered.  

Such virtualization of data in the cloud enables ‘snapshots’ of large data sets to be moved 

from point to point within the cloud at high transfer rates without associating particular 

machines or storage devices at either source or destination of the data transfer Butte, A. J. & 

Dudley, J. T. (2010). This has necessitated Internet-based companies like Google, Windows and 

Amazon, whose cloud architectures can harness petabyte scales of data, to offer on-demand 

services to tens of thousands of users simultaneously Lin, Y et al (2013). 

 

2.2 Bioinformatics resources on the cloud  

Bioinformatics clouds thus involve a large variety of services for big data analytics. 

Generally, the clouds fall into four categories (Figure 4) which are Data as a Service (DaaS), 

Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) Stanoevska-Slabeva, K. & Wozniak, T. (2010).  DaaS enables dynamic data access on 

demand and provides up-to-date that are accessible by a wide range of devices that are 

connected over the Web. For instance, Amazon Web Services (AWS) which provides a 

centralized repository of public data sets like 1000 Genomes. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Illustration of bioinformatics resources on the cloud Dai, L (2012), Stanoevska-Slabeva, K. & 

Wozniak, T. (2010)  

 

IaaS offers full computer infrastructure in form of virtualized resources like CPUs and 

operating systems via the Internet. On the other hand, PaaS provides an environment for users 

to develop, test and deploy cloud applications where computer resources automatically scale 
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 to match application demand. The platforms commonly used thus include the Amazon Elastic 

Compute Cloud (EC2), Windows Azure and the Google app engine. This research however 

focuses on the use of SaaS which delivers software services online and facilitates remote 

access to available bioinformatics software tools via the Internet.  

 

3. Applications of bioinformatics on the cloud 

In particular, this paper reviews the use of cloud computing to address big data generated in 

bioinformatics areas such as (i) sequence mapping, (ii) sequence alignment, (iii) sequence 

analysis, (iv) peak calling for ChIP-seq data, (v) identification of epistatic interactions of 

SNPs as well as (vi) drug discovery. These applications are run on Amazon and Windows 

Azure platforms, with a parallelization implementation of Hadoop’s MapReduce as 

illustrated by the example of CrossBow in Figure 5. 

 

3.1 CrossBow- for SNP calling and read mapping 

 

 
Figure 5: Calling SNPs with CrossBow Russell, J. (2012)  
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The MapReduce on Crossbow thus includes the Map step, the Sorting step and the Reduce 

step.  The Map step uses the Bowtie algorithm (named after the Burrows Wheeler Transform, 

BWT) to map sequence reads (which are short DNA sequences about 25-250 base pairs (bp) 

long) in parallel to the reference genome. The sequence alignments generated are then 

aggregated so that all alignments on the same chromosome or locus are grouped together and 

sorted by position. The sorted alignments are then scanned to identify SNPs within each 

region using the SOAPsnp (Short Oligonucleotide Analysis Package for SNP) algorithm. The 

results are stored via the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), and then archived in 

SOAPsnp format Russell, J. (2012)   

In the benchmark set on Amazon EC2 cloud, 2.7 billion reads were genotyped in less than 

3hrs using a 320 CPU cluster for a cost of $85. Below is a snapshot of Crossbow on the cloud 

showing how one can genotype or call SNPs from a genome. 

 

 

Figure 6: A snapshot of CrossBow on the Amazon EC2 (Gurtowski, J., et al, 2013).  On this graphical user 

interface (GUI) any user can have his job processed on a pay-as-you go service by specifying the processing 

details in the textboxes. 
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3.2 CloudBurst 

Cloudburst is a new highly sensitive parallel read- mapping algorithm optimized for mapping 

next-generation sequence data to reference genomes. Also, it uses the open-source Hadoop 

implementation of MapReduce to parallelize execution using multiple compute nodes (Schatz, 

M. C., 2009).  In a case study done by Schatz in 2008, it was noted that CloudBurst scales 

linearly as the number of reads increases, and with near linear parallel speedup as the size of 

the number of processors increases (Schatz, M. C., 2009). In a 24- processor core configuration, 

CloudBurst is up to 30 times faster than RMAP executing on a single core, while computing 

an identical set of alignments. 

 

 

Figure 7: Running time on EC2 High-Medium Instance Cluster. Comparison of CloudBurst running time 

while scaling the size of the cluster for mapping 7million reads to human chromosome 22 with at most four 

mismatches on the EC2 Cluster. The 96- core cluster is 3.5X faster than the 24- core cluster Schatz, M. C. 

(2009) 

 

Using a larger remote EC2 with 96 cores, CloudBurst improved performance by more than 

100 fold. The running time was also reduced from hours to mere minutes for typical jobs 

involving mapping of millions of short reads to the human genome as shown by Figure 7. 

 

3.2.1 Genome-Wide Epistatic Interactions 

Following high-throughput SNP genotyping, the complex relationship between genotype and 

phenotype can now be unravelled on the cloud. As the cardinality of SNPs combinations gets 

larger, a dynamic clustering approach is now used for detecting high- order genome- wide 

epistatic interactions. In one case study, the speed-up evaluation of the clustering method 

(DCHE) was performed on Windows Azure platform on datasets with different sizes ranging 

from 10 000 to 100 000. The number of nodes varied from 1 to 40 with 5 minor units (Figure 

8).  
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Figure 8: Genome-Wide Epistatic Interactions. Computing nodes are sampled from 1-40 with 5 as interval. 

The red, blue, cyan and grey curve show functions of speed-up of M=10 000, M= 50 000, and M= 100 000, with 

size fixed to 800 Guo, X 2014). 

The results showed that when there are a limited number of SNPs in the dataset, for instance, 

M= 10 000, it has a lower speed-up curve. This is because dataset with such size along SNP 

dimension can be easily processed by a stand-alone version program alone in a couple of 

minutes (Guo, X, 2014). However, as the size of datasets increases, speed-up performs better 

(green and blue curves). Therefore, the cloud implementation of DCHE has a very good 

performance with respect to the speed-up. 

 

3.3 Virtual Screening  

Virtual Screening is an established time and cost- effective alternative to in vitro 

experiments to enable initial hit finding in the early stage of drug discovery (Certara. 2013). A 

virtual screening experiment using Surflex- Dock has been performed in the Amazon 

Compute Cloud to find lead structures that bind to the target under investigation. It consisted 

of 375 000 ligand-receptor dockings which were then run on 160 cores. Accordingly, the 

experiment was completed in < 9hrs for a total of less than $20. 
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Figure 9: Surflex-Dock on Amazon EC2.One C1.xlarge EC2= modern computer with 4 cores (-

90hrs).  

An EC2 cluster of 40 c1.xlarge instances will thus perform in 2 hours Certara. (2013)  

 

Prior to this, a benchmark study for docking 100 000 structures into a single receptor 

conformation was done (Figure 9). It was realised that a single c1.xlarge EC2 instance with 

its eight cores delivers nearly the same performance as a reasonably modern desktop 

computer with four cores (-90 hours), even though equipped with less CPU power per core. 

An EC2 cluster utilizing 20 and 40 c1.xlarge instances is able to perform the same task in 4 

and 2 hours, respectively (Certara, 2013).  

 

3.4 Peak calling  

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), coupled with massively parallel short-read 

sequencing (seq) is used to probe chromatin dynamics (Feng, X.et al ,2011.PeakRanger is an 

algorithm that is used to resolve closely-spaced peaks on both punctuate sites, such as 

transcription factor binding sites, and broad regions like histone modification marks.  

In a use case carried out by Feng et. al., (2011) the MapReduce version of PeakRanger 

demonstrated that on a fixed number of  nodes with increasing data set sizes, the execution 

time was shorter and increased more slowly, than the regular single- processor version. For 

example, the cloud version processed 14 Gb dataset of 192 million reads in less than 5 

minutes, more than 10 times faster than the original PeakRanger (Figure 10a). 
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Figure 10: Performance of PeakRanger in cloud parallel computing. A) test with fixed number of 

nodes and data sets of increasing size; B)test with increasing numbers of nodes and data sets with fixed 

sizes (Feng, X., et al  2011)  

 

In a second test, the scalability of time against the number of nodes was performed. As 

expected, the runtime decreased rapidly until the number of nodes equals the number of 

chromosomes. Further addition of nodes did not provide further benefit (Feng, X., et al 

2011). Thus, PeakRanger on the cloud is provides marked improvements in run time and is 

therefore suitable for high-throughput environments. 

 

4. Advantages and Challenges of Cloud Computing 

 
4.1 Benefits of using bioinformatics on the cloud 

From the use cases just explored on cloud implementation of bioinformatics tools, cloud 

computing has the following advantages: 

 

 It provides a unified, location- independent platform for data & computation. Thus, it 

is available even to small labs which can harness its power for big data analytics in 

bioinformatics. 

 It uses the ‘Pay-per-use’ model which gives access to any user.  

 It is flexible; virtual resources can be shared. 

 The costs incurred are affordable and relatively cheap for processing of big bio data 

 It provides linear scaling of software tools with increasing number of nodes  

 It harnesses the power of parallel execution provided by MapReduce 

 It is time effective; execution occurs faster than on a local in- house cluster 

 It eliminates the need for local installation and eases software maintenances and 

updates, providing up-to-date cloud based services. 

 

4.2 Bottlenecks of bioinformatics on the cloud 

Nevertheless, the following are challenges commonly faced on the cloud for big data 

analytics: 
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 Security: - trustability issues. How confidential is the data? There is also limited 

control over remote storage. Security updates are installed by vendors and the data is 

stored in a redundant manner. Data can be encrypted to secure it as this ensures no 

eavesdropping during data transmission (Forer, L et al, 2012). 

 Data transfer: Large data sets need to be moved to the cloud. However there is slow 

upload speed because of low bandwidth. Some vendors thus have offered to ship data 

on hard drives (Forer, L et al, 2012).  A promising solution is the use of high speed 

transfer technologies such as data compression, Peer-to-Peer data distribution , as well 

as Aspera’s fasp high speed file transfer technology (which speeds file transfers over 

the Web and outperforms traditional technologies such as FTP and HTTP) 

[http://www.aspeerasoft.com/en/technology/fasp_overview_1/fasp_technology_overv

iew_1].  

 Scalability: - need for parallelization, and depends on the algorithm itself if 

MapReduce suits the use case & desired effects.  

 Usability: - bioinformatics involves a pipeline of scripts and a command line 

interface. Setting up nodes in the cloud involves a lot of command line and some 

deeper understanding. Also adapting new applications to the cloud still requires some 

technical expertise. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The significant advances in high throughput technologies like NGS have led to an explosion 

of biological data. This has given rise to bottlenecks in storage and processing of this data. 

This has forced bioinformatics to shift its focus from in- house computing to cloud 

computing to address these big data challenges. Here, SaaS was the primary focus of our 

review with emphasis on software that can be used on the cloud to address big data 

challenges in bioinformatics. Cloud computing of big data in bioinformatics can be done on 

several platforms such as Amazon EC2, Windows Azure and Google app engine. Most of 

these platforms implement the open source MapReduce software for parallel execution which 

makes the cloud preferred over in- house computing in addition to its benefits. Based on 

finding obtained from the explored use cases, the cloud- based resources make the big data 

meaningful and usable upon processing. 

 

6. Recommendations and Future Works 

High speed transfer technologies can be used in future to aid big data transfer. Despite the 

challenges existing in cloud computing, future efforts must also be devoted to open and 

publicly accessible bioinformatics clouds to the whole scientific community to accelerate 

diagnosis, prognosis, drug discovery and personalized medicine. Bioinformatics clouds 

should integrate both data and software tools and a lightweight programming environment 

should be provided to help in development of pipelines for data analysis. 
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Abstract 

The current study investigated how library and e-learning services can be integrated together 

for improving teaching and learning in selected higher learning institutions in Tanzania. 

Specifically the study identified electronic technologies and applications used for providing 

library services; investigated how library applications and processes enhance access to 

contents for e-learning; determined library services incorporated in e-learning; determined 

how higher learning institutes in Tanzania support e-learning and; recommended on how 

library and e-learning services can be better integrated for improving teaching and learning. 

The study employed qualitative research approaches in determining how to integrate library 

and e-learning services, it involved three Tanzanian public universities namely: Sokoine 

University of Agriculture (SUA), Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences 

(MUHAS) and the Open University of Tanzania (OUT). Data was collected through web 

analysis, in-depth interviews and documentary reviews. Library directors/e-resources 

librarians, Information Communication Technology directors/technicians were involved in 

in-depth interviews. Findings indicate that the three institutions had the basic ICT 

infrastructure for e-library services and e-learning and used Moodle learning management 

systems. It is recommended that libraries should subscribe more e-resources and make them 

accessible through the e-learning platform; universities should have strategies to improve the 

ICT infrastructure from time to time depending on the demand and the increasing enrolment 

rates.  

Keywords: E-learning, library services, higher learning institutes, online services, learning 

management systems, Tanzania 

 

1. Introduction 

Advancement in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTS) has brought new 

techniques for teaching and learning. ICTs have brought about electronic techniques. This is 

the electronic learning (e-learning).  

The definition and practices of e-learning focuses on the intersection of education, teaching, 

and learning with ICTs (Friesen, 2009). E-learning is all forms of electronic supported 

learning and teaching, which are procedural in character and aim to effect the construction of 

knowledge with reference to individual experience, practice and knowledge of the learner 

(Garrison, 2011; Tavangarian et al., 2004). E-learning employs applications and processes 

that rely on some type of computer technology to promote learning (Bell and Federman, 

2013; Ruiz et al., 2006). Under the e-learning environment, the learning content is available 

online.  
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 E-learning uses web and/or computer based learning, virtual classrooms and digital 

collaborations (Bencheva, 2010). The basic e-learning components include content delivery 

in multiple formats, management of the learning experience, a networked community of 

learners, and content developers and experts (Titthasiri, 2013). E-Learning uses the power of 

networks, not only the internet but also satellite, and digital content to enable learning 

(Titthasiri, 2013 Bencheva; 2010). For effective e-learning there must be a self-paced 

training, many virtual events, mentoring, simulation, collaboration, assessment, competency 

road map, authoring tools, e-store, and learning management system (Titthasiri, 2013). 

There are two types of e-learning: asynchronous or self-paced, and synchronous or instructor-

led, the degree of interactivity, sophistication and expense is different in each of the types 

(Manochehr, 2006). Asynchronous e-learning is facilitated by media such as e-mail and 

discussion boards, supports work relations among learners and with teachers, even when 

participants cannot be online at the same time (Hrastinsk, 2008). On the other hand, 

synchronous e-learning, commonly supported by media such as videoconferencing and chat, 

learners and teachers experience; synchronous e-learning is more social and avoid frustration 

by asking and answering questions in real time (Hrastinsk, 2008). Synchronous e-learning has 

a great potential of increasing individual participation and group collaboration because it 

facilitates spontaneous feedback, meaningful interactions, multiple perspectives, and 

instructors’ supports (Park and Bonk, 2007). An effective e-learning platform should enhance 

three types of interaction in learning: learner–instructor, learner–learner, and learner–content 

(Bloom 1981). Learner–instructor interaction is a major factor accounting for cognitive 

learning; learner–learner interaction fosters collaborative learning; while learner-content 

interaction is important for knowledge transfer and internalization during the learning process 

(Bloom 1981). 

 

1.1 Library services in supporting learning 

Libraries play an important role in teaching and learning through acting as access points for 

contents needed for teaching and learning processes. This has been possible through 

integrating library resources and services, learning, teaching and research (Sen, 2009). Many 

libraries are hybrids, providing virtual access to electronic resources and services, while 

maintaining and supporting use of a physical collection housed in a library building 

(Anderson, 2008). This is due to the fact that learners come in contact with the different 

learning opportunities that can be supported by the different types of libraries (Gunn, 2002). 

Moreover, physical libraries are sometimes closed that users can not have access reading 

materials. Virtual libraries are accessed twenty-four hour and seven days a week, learners can 

have access to online libraries and information resources including library catalogues and 

full-text electronic journals and books. Moreover, online libraries can be accessed from a 

distance. This makes online libraries more convenient for e-learning.  

 

1.2 E-learning and library services in higher learning institutions in Tanzania 

Higher learning institutions in Tanzania have managed to install the basic ICT infrastructure 

for delivery of information resources for supporting teaching and learning. According to 

Swarts and Wachira (2010), most universities in Tanzania have dedicated computer centres, 

education and research networking and e-learning as a strategy to increase access. Like in 

other countries, ICTs play an enabling role of enhancing achieving the core functions of 

universities in Tanzania which are teaching, learning, research and consultancy. Students 

from higher learning in Tanzania are motivated to acquire their own laptop computers they 
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 may use while in and out of university campuses.  A study conducted by Mtega et al (2013) 

showed that the level of ownership of laptop computers is increasing in the country 

particularly among postgraduate students. With the fast growing internet infrastructure in 

most urban areas where higher learning institutes are, it is possible for students to access to 

online contents from various sources. 

Higher learning institution libraries in Tanzania manage both print and electronic resources. 

With basic ICT facilities most libraries in Tanzania have, it has been possible to automate 

most of the library services in most academic libraries (Emmanuel and Sife, 2008). 

Automation has enabled library users to have access to Online Public Access Catalogues 

(OPAC) which increase the visibility of print resources (Sife, 2013). With OPAC users may 

know what is in libraries before they pay a physical visit.  Moreover, most academic libraries 

subscribe electronic resources (e-resources) through the Consortium of Tanzania University 

and Research Libraries (Mtega et al. 2013). According to Angello and Wema (2010), e-

journals, CR-ROMs, digital libraries, gateways and e-books are among the electronic services 

provided by libraries. However, despite employing all these strategies the demand for ICT 

related services among learners and instructors in Tanzania has been growing at a fast rate 

(Chatama, 2014). 

 

1.3 Rationale and objectives of the study 

Libraries are important in making e-learning effective because they are sources of contents 

needed for learning. Learner–content interaction involves any interactive activities between 

the learner and instructional content or libraries in an online learning environment (Bloom 

1981). For this to happen, there must be a strong link between libraries (e-libraries in 

particular) and e-learning systems. The current study was set to investigate how library and e-

learning services are be integrated together thus improving teaching and learning in higher 

learning institutes in Tanzania. Specifically the study identified electronic technologies and 

applications used for providing library services; determined library services incorporated in 

e-learning; investigated how library applications and processes enhance access to contents for 

e-learning; determined how higher learning institutes in Tanzania support e-learning and; 

recommended on how library and e-learning services can increase the efficiency of e-learning 

systems. 

 

1.4 Conceptual framework 

For effective learning there should be a strong link between learning platform and library 

services. Masoumi (2006) mentions availability of technological infrastructure, library 

resources, and literacy (technology and information literacy) among learners to influence 

learning through e-learning systems. Technological infrastructure is also known as the ICT 

infrastructure which is made up of software and hardware. Andersson (2012) describes about 

the access issues which include access to ICT infrastructure and the quality of connectivity 

needed for supporting e-learning.  

The current study was guided by the model shown in Figure 1 which indicates the role played 

by electronic library (e-library) in facilitating effective e-learning in an academic institution 

setting. ICT infrastructure is important for linking library and e-learning systems, the 

infrastructure links learners and instructors together. Institutional support is important for 

making the whole system work (for library to provide it information services and for the e-

learning system to facilitate the learning goal). The model guided in identifying e-library 

services in terms of types, relevancy and accessibility through e-learning platforms. The 
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 model also guided the study in determining applications/tools used to provide e-library 

services. The model also guided the study in determining the type of support higher learning 

institutions provide to support both e-library and e-learning system. 

 

Figure 1: Positioning electronic library services in e-learning systems 

 

 

 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Electronic library services  

Libraries host collections of knowledge base learners, researchers and instructions need for 

their academic purposes. This knowledge base builds on a variety of resources such as 

documents, websites, experts, communities, tools and events (Chandra and Patkar, 2007). 

Learners usually interact with libraries for accessing knowledge. Thus, libraries are enablers 

of the learning process. 

Advancements of ICTs have brought about another opportunity for libraries to provide 

services and reach more potential users. The use of ICTs in libraries has not only provided 

more services to traditional students, it has also enabled remote learners to benefit from 

services previously offered through traditional libraries. Moreover, ICTs have revolutionized 

not only the way information is packaged, processed, stored, and disseminated, but also how 

users seek and access information (Anunobi and Okoye, 2008). 

There are various ICT applications delivered in libraries. Scholars (Ghuloum and Ahmed, 

2011; Afolabi, and Abidoye, 2011) mention the wide-area network applications, local area 

networks, online information services (the Internet), online databases, library databases, CD-

ROMs, online access catalogues, retrieval networks, digital online archives, mainframe 

computers, microcomputer labs, and other digital content services to be the major 

applications delivered in libraries. Some others include video conferencing, electronic mails, 

networks and expert systems and DVD-ROMs (Mishra and Mishra, 2014). When users 

consult these applications they may have access to a range of resources and services 

including: bibliographic databases, e-books, e-journals and the Online Public Access 

Catalogue (OPAC). Some libraries have managed to have thesis and dissertation electronic 
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 databases. In most cases these are locally generated resources which are important for 

research and learning purposes.  

For enhancing usage of e-resources, most academic libraries have set up information literacy 

programmes. Information literacy (IL) is the set of abilities requiring individuals to recognize 

when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the 

needed information (Association of College and Research Libraries, 2000). To be 

information literate you must know “when and why you need information, where to find it, 

and how to evaluate, use and communicate it in an ethical manner (ALIA, 2006). Libraries 

have information literacy experts who know how information from different sources can be 

accessed. Through information literacy, library users may use limited efforts to access the 

needed information resources.  

Off campus library users access e-resources remotely through the internet (Association of 

College and Research Libraries, 2000). Remote access to resources has become increasingly 

important in academic libraries, spurred largely by the growth of online education (Tobin, 

2004). Like traditional library users, off campus users need information literacy skills that 

they may be able to access e-resources from libraries. Off campus or remote users are either 

distant or local, but not in-person use of library services, they may have access to library 

services through mediating technologies (Middleton, 2006). Most libraries have information 

literacy instruction and reference assistance to remote users. (Middleton, 2006). In most 

cases, information literacy instructions are found in the library webpages, users may simply 

go through the instructions before accessing information. Tobin (2006) mentions that remote 

users need to be information literate that they may access information efficiently and 

effectively; they may evaluate information critically and competently; and they may use 

information more accurately and creatively. Moreover, information literate users are 

independent learners and contribute greatly to knowledge generation and learning 

community. 

Generally, for effective usage of e-resources library users need to be ICT and information 

literate. Under e-learning environment, literacy makes learners more proficient ad 

independent. Through ICT and information literacy learners may be able to access and use 

relevant information and accomplish tasks on time.  

 

2.2 E-learning systems 

Learning management system is the traditional approach to e-learning, learning in learning 

management systems is organized as courses (Du et al., 2012). With technological 

advancements current e-learning systems are more interactive. An e-learning system consists 

of tools used for teaching and learning which integrate a variety of functions (Pituch and Lee, 

2004). Both instructional materials, e-mail, live chat sessions, online discussions, forums, 

quizzes and assignments, and the World Wide Web (Pituch and Lee, 2004). This makes the 

systems suitable for both synchronous and asynchronous learning thus accommodating both 

in-campus and off-campus learners. These systems use multimedia technologies and the 

internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources and services as 

well as remote exchange and collaborations (Alkhattabi et al., 2010). Multimedia 

technologies are important for distributing audio, video, graphics and text contents needed by 

learners. 

To facilitate both synchronous and asynchronous learning, e-learning systems must be 

developed as distributed applications with software and hardware components (Pocatilu et al., 

2009). The systems must have well developed infrastructure, platforms and software. The 

infrastructure is made up the hardware while the platform and software are sets of 
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 instructions developed to enhance teaching and learning. An effective e-learning system must 

use appropriate technologies in distributing learning materials, have good quality of contents 

to meet the needs of learners; and facilitates interactions among learners (Alkhattabi et al., 

2010). E-learning systems should facilitate collaborations and create environment of social 

presence of instructors and co-learners.  

E-learning have several benefits over traditional learning approaches. E-Learning liberates 

interactions between learners and instructors, or learners and learners, from limitations of 

time and space (Sun et al., 2007). It increases independency among learners and reduces 

operation cost of both learners and learning institutions. E-learning accommodates learners 

who due to time and geographical limitations cannot attend traditional classes. Kruse (2002) 

describes that with e-learning the learning times are reduced; completion and certification 

easily documented; the level of interactivity is increased and; confidence among learners 

increases too.  

Implementing e-learning in developing countries face several challenges. According to Sife et 

al. (2007), installing e-learning systems is very expensive and requires dedications in terms of 

funds, time and skill development. Andersson and Grönlund (2009) categorize challenges 

facing e-learning into four groups: course challenges, challenges related to characteristics of 

the individual, technological challenges, and contextual challenges.  Course challenges are 

related to the content of the course, the activities taking place during the course, the support 

functions provided, and the course delivery mode. Individual characteristics relate to skills, 

level of independency, and related traits influencing learning. Technological challenges in e-

learning are related to technological requirements (Andersson and Grönlund, 2009). 

Technological requirements are related to both hardware and software; technological 

requirements may be related to costs for their acquisition and maintenance (Marengo and 

Marengo, 2005). Technological requirements may also be related to issues of security, 

technological interoperability, scalability, flexibility, supportability, manageability, 

performance and usability (Palanivel and Kuppuswami, 2014). 

For effective e-learning, it is important to have for the e-learning system to meet all of the 

system requirements. The system should have appropriate course contents and be supported 

by a library from which learners can access reading materials. Users should be imparted with 

necessary skills for using the system, these skills include computer and information literacy. 

Literate learners are independent and confidently use e-learning platforms. 

 

3. Methodology  

The study employed qualitative research approaches in studying how to integrate library and 

e-learning services. The study was conducted in three public universities in Tanzania which 

were randomly selected. The universities selected for the study were: Sokoine University of 

Agriculture (SUA), Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences (MUHAS) and the 

Open University of Tanzania (OUT). Data were collected through web analysis, documentary 

reviews and in-depth interviews through key informants. Library directors/e-resources 

librarians, ICT personnel involved in managing e-learning systems were purposely selected 

for in-depth interviews. Collected data was analyzed through content analysis. Tables, figures 

and descriptions were used for presenting findings of the study.  

 

4. Results and Discussion 

 
4.1 ICT infrastructure in selected higher learning institutions 

http://www.e-learningguru.com/articles/kruse_bio.htm
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 Findings indicate that all of the Universities had basic ICT infrastructure need for e-learning 

and provision of e-library services. It was found that both universities provided internet 

services to students and staff. It was found that each of the three universities had both wired 

and wireless connections for provision of internet services. Wireless Internet connectivity 

was accessible around lecture theatres and offices within each of the three universities, while 

MUHAS had internet access around students’ hostels too. This helped staff and students 

access internet services within and outside computer laboratories. Moreover, it was found that 

both universities had internet speed exceeding 20 MBS. Users could access internet services 

through wireless connection where individual laptops were used as access points or through 

wired connection from computer laboratories. 

Findings show that each university had an ICT/computer directorate with a key responsibility 

of providing ICT services and managing the ICT infrastructure. The ICT directorates were 

responsible with managing computer laboratories, it was found that each university had 

several computer laboratories. MUHAS had 200 computers in its computer laboratories while 

the other two universities had less than 150 computers. The ICT directorates were also 

responsible with managing the university websites and e-learning systems. However, none of 

the three universities had e-learning infrastructure which could support synchronous learning. 

 

4.2 E-library services provided by the selected higher learning institutions 

Findings indicate that each of the three universities had a hybrid library. The university 

libraries involved were the OUT Library, MUHAS Library and the Sokoine National 

Agricultural Library (SNAL). Findings indicate that all three libraries had basic ICT 

infrastructure needed for provision of library services.  

 

Table 1: Types of E-resources accessed from libraries 

University Library Online Resources Offline Resources 

 

SNAL e-journals, e-books, 

repositories, databases 

databases, CD/DVD ROMs 

MUHAS e-journals, e-books, tutorials, 

repository 

CD/DVD ROMs,  database 

OUT e-journals, e-books,  

databases, repository 

CD/DVD ROMs 

 

Findings indicate that most subscriptions of e-resources were made through the Consortium 

of Tanzania University and Research Libraries (COTUL). Mostly, the subscriptions made 

included e-journals and e-books. However, libraries databases and CD/DVD ROMs were 

subscribed too. Subscriptions made related much to core disciplines of universities. 

It was found that each library had a website that incorporated Web 2.0 tools, most of them 

had Facebook which was used for alerting users and developing user community. Moreover, 

Web 2.0 tools were used for communicating between students and library staff. They also 

provided a forum for discussion and for publicizing library events. Library websites were 

used for enhancing access to library resources. Online Public Access Catalogues (OPACs) 

were accessed through library websites. Moreover, for MUHAS Library and SNAL, LibHub 

the single login interface was also linked to the library websites. Library websites had links to 

repositories and list of e-journal subscribed. Furthermore, for increasing the usage of e-
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 resources, libraries were providing information literacy training. Information literacy 

trainings were either provided through face to face, online tutorials, or through information 

literacy guides posted on library websites. 

 

4.3 Delivery of e-resources in the selected university libraries 

Selected libraries served students, lecturers, and researchers who were broadly categorized 

into in-campus and remote users. It was mentioned that most in-campus users paid physical 

visits to libraries for accessing e-resources. However, they could access some of the e-

resources through visiting library websites. Remote users (researchers and students who for 

one reason or the other were not on the campus) had to access e-library services remotely.  

 

Table 2: Number of computers installed in library computer laboratories  

University library Number of computers 

SNAL 85 

MUHAS 30 

OUT 50 

 

Findings indicate that in-campus users accessed e-resources through wired and wireless 

internet connections within university campuses. In-campus library users could access e-

resources from library computer laboratories. Each library installed several computers in 

computer laboratories for its in-campus users (see Table 2 for details). In-campus users could 

easily access e-resources repackaged in CD/DVD-ROMs while in library computer 

laboratories. 

Libraries provided access to subscribed e-resources to users. Libraries authenticated access to 

e-resources among users through Internet Protocol (IP) address and through username and 

passwords. However, most publishers have been provided access to e-resources through IP 

authentication (Punchihewa et al, 2013). This kind of access has created many problems to 

the users especially for users who do not visit the University regularly as many users need to 

access e-resources from anywhere, anytime (Punchihewa et al, 2013). 

Librarians involved in the study mentioned that it has been difficulty for them to enhance 

access to subscribed e-resources to remote users. It was found that SNAL and MUHAS 

library had managed to install proxy servers for remote users. This helped remote users 

access subscribed e-resources which were authenticated. However, remote users could only 

access online resources, they could not have access to CD/DVD ROMs and resources 

accessed through local area networks.  

It was found that libraries subscribed e-resources from many publishers at a time. To simplify 

accessing resources from all those publishers several strategies have been adopted aiming at 

enhancing a single sign-on to access web resources. It was found that SNAL and MUHAS 

library used LibHub for enhancing a single sign-on to access web resources.  

 

4.4 E-learning systems in selected Universities 

While the three universities offered different programmes, they all had undergraduate and 

postgraduate programmes. Findings indicate that MUHAS and SUA had full time and part 

time programmes while OUT had distance programmes. However, both universities had 

lecture rooms, library buildings and ICT infrastructure which supports learning. 
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 It was found that all of the selected universities had e-learning systems and all of them 

adapted Moodle Open Source Learning Platform. Moodle is freely accessible, it is frequently 

updated, it is used by a wide community worldwide and it has documentation. At MUHAS 

the e-learning system is found at http://elms.muhas.ac.tz, at http://elms.out.ac.tz for OUT and 

that of SUA is at http://www.suasis.suanet.ac.tz:2020/. It was found that not all departments 

at SUA were using Moodle; this was because the learning system was recently introduced. 

However, learners from both universities could access the e-learning systems outside their 

university campuses. This was possible through the authentications given by universities.   

 

4.5 Services accessed through e-learning platforms 

It was found that various learning materials were found in the e-learning platforms. At SUA 

the e-learning platform had learning materials, most of which were those uploaded by 

lecturers. There were some lecture notes and search interface. The SUA e-learning system 

was part of the integrated Students’ Information System known as SUASIS. The system 

incorporated the registration, accommodation, billing, e-learning and the timetable sub 

systems. It was a newly introduced system and for this reason some of the SUASIS’ sub-

systems including the e-learning were still at initial stages of being adopted. 

At MUHAS, the e-learning platform had a lot of services and contents. The platform has 

some lecture notes for every course, PowerPoint presentations for most courses, assignments, 

and online tests. The platform here had important links including site blogs, MUHAS library, 

Library catalogue, E-resources, and MIT OpenCourseware. The platform had several 

interactive features which were used for enhancing interactions among the learners and 

between the instructor and the learner. 

The OUT e-Learning Platform had several services accessed on the e-learning platform. The 

platform had study materials developed by instructors. It had links to courseware and 

university website. OUT e-learning system was also part of the Students’ information 

System, the e-learning system had links to other systems including the Students’ Academic 

Register Information System (SARIS).  

For accessing the e-learning system users had to log in using a username and password. This 

applied when learners where in campus or off campus. Each of the university’s e-learning 

system required users’ authentications. The SUA e-learning system allowed users to login as 

guests with which learners could only have access to few features. 

 

4.6 Integration of e-library services in the e-learning system 

Findings indicate that there were several e-library services which were integrated in the e-

learning platforms. However, the type of e-library services integrated in the platform varied 

from one institution to the other. All e-library services found on the e-learning platforms 

aimed at enhancing access to e-resources among learners.  

The SUA e-learning system platform had a link to LibHub which is single, unified indexical 

system which allows access to all online databases in a single search interface. At SUA 

LibHub was accessed at http://libhub.kiox.org for in-campus users and 

athttp://proxy.suanet.ac.tzfor remote users. At MUHAS both in-campus and off-campus 

learners could access LibHub through the e-learning platform too. LibHub has other features 

which makes e-mail alerts on newly uploaded articles related to learners’ disciplines. Other 

features found on MUHAS e-learning platform were links to important resources including 

institutional repository, e-journals, library website and other e-resources. At OUT e-library 

http://elms.muhas.ac.tz/
http://elms.out.ac.tz/
http://www.suasis.suanet.ac.tz:2020/
http://libhub.kiox.org/
http://proxy.suanet.ac.tz/
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 services can be accessed through the library website, off-campus learners can simply visit the 

library website for reading and downloading online resources.  

The accessibility of e-library services among learners is important for independent learning. 

E-resources may be used more when they are accessed through the e-learning platform, 

learners may be more confident and independent because they may have learning materials to 

supplement what has been uploaded by instructors. Moreover, making e-library resources 

available on the e-learning platform is important for reducing the time spent by learners to 

access learning materials and for increasing the rate of usage of subscribed e-contents. 

 

4.7 Institutional support to e-learning system 

For promoting e-learning both the library and other university organs have a role to play. This 

is mostly due to the fact that e-learning depends much on the availability of e-contents which 

are either generated by instructors or acquired from university libraries. In promoting e-

learning, libraries are supposed to develop information and media literacies (Hallam, 2012). 

The library and university must be involved in enhancing electronic literacy (e-literacy). E-

literacy comprises of computer, information, media, moral and media literacies (Secker, 

2004). 
At SUA e-literacy was made possible through computer training course named Computer and 

Information technology (CIT); the course was mandatory to all first semester students. The 

CIT curriculum contained contents related to information literacy and basic computer skills. 

For enhancing e-literacy among teaching staff, SUA had the University Teaching and 

Learning Improvement Programme (UTLIP). SNAL also offered information literacy 

trainings from time to time mostly to postgraduate students. Moreover, SNAL had online 

guides to information search techniques, this included an Information Literacy Compendium 

found at www.lib.suanet.ac.tz/docs/Information%20Literacy%20Compendium.pdf.  

At MUHAS e-literacy was imparted through Information Technology (IT 100) course. This 

was taught to students in the first year. The course covered basic computer literacy and 

information literacy. The university has embedded basics of e-learning in IT 100 course that 

students could understand how to use the e-learning system. At MUHAS the library provided 

online guidelines 

on how to access online resources, descriptions and video clips found at http://library.muhas.

ac.tz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=112&Itemid=619. Also, the 

university normally conducted in-house training on how to use the e-learning system to all 

academic staff.  

Due to the nature of programmes at OUT, it was impossible to have in-house basic computer 

and information literacy trainings. OUT had distance programmes, it admitted remote 

learners. For this case, learners were advised to take basic computer literacy programmes 

before joining the university. Moreover, OUT library arranged face to face training sessions 

to learners who could pay physical visit to regional centres and the main library. 

At university level, each institution had been increasing the subscribed bandwidth to cope 

with the increasing number of students and level of usage. To increase internet access, 

universities had been increasing the coverage of wireless connection around campuses. This 

made it possible for more learners and instructors to have access to internet services including 

e-learning. Moreover, universities supported libraries in acquiring e-resources. 

It was found that universities provided several support to enhance effective e-learning. The 

general support provided by all universities included the development of the ICT 

infrastructure and acquisition of the e-resources for libraries. Each university had an ICT 

http://www.lib.suanet.ac.tz/docs/Information%20Literacy%20Compendium.pdf
http://library.muhas.ac.tz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=112&Itemid=619
http://library.muhas.ac.tz/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=112&Itemid=619
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 directorate which had a role of overseeing all ICT related activities; the directorates had well 

trained personnel who managed the ICT infrastructure.  

Generally, there were several strategies set to promote e-learning among learners and 

instructors in the selected higher learning institutions in Tanzania. Efficiency of the e-

learning system depended more on both individual and institutional factors. Individual e-

literacy and ICT infrastructure were important factors for efficient e-learning systems. 

Universities involved in the study had been working hard to improve e-literacy and ICT 

infrastructure.   

 

4.8 Challenges in implementing e-learning systems 

It was found that the implementation of e-learning strategies faced several challenges. There 

were some challenges which were common to all institutions. These challenges included 

unreliable power supply and low bandwidth. Power supply was not reliable; this resulted into 

irregular accessibility of internet services. Low bandwidth limited the accessibility of some 

internet based services. It was found that the ICT infrastructure of most of these institutions 

was not adequate; wired and wireless connections were only in some parts of the university 

campuses. Moreover, the number of computers in the computer laboratories did not match 

with the increasing number of students. Furthermore, the number of e-journals and databases 

subscribed by selected universities was still low. On the other hand librarians involved in the 

study mentioned that the level of usage of e-resources was still low. Libraries have to set up 

strategies for increasing usage of e-resources in their institutions. 

At MUHAS it was found that there was a shortage of staff teaching IT courses. This was 

caused by the increasing demand of IT skills and increased enrollment rate. SUA had 

adequate teaching staff for basic ICT courses; however, the Computer and Information 

Technology curriculum did not have e-learning related topics in it. It was in this case the 

number of e-learning platform visitors was very low which indicated that the level of usage 

of the system was low too. At OUT, the e-resources are not linked to the e-learning system. 

This made it difficult for users to use e-resources. Moreover, due to the nature of institution, 

it was difficult to conduct e-literacy training at OUT; this was because learners and 

instructors rarely met for face to face.  This had a negative impact on the effectiveness of e-

learning systems. 

Generally, the efficiency of e-learning systems to teaching and learning was influenced by 

both individual and institutional factors. Universities have to set up strategies for limiting the 

influence of these challenges. Universities should set up enough funds for developing the ICT 

infrastructure needed for e-learning; libraries on the other hand should make sure that e-

resources are easily accessible through the e-learning platform. 

 

5. Conclusion and recommendations 

The current study investigated how library and e-learning services can be integrated together 

thus improving teaching and learning. Each university involved in the study had the basic 

ICT infrastructure for e-library services and e-learning. Despite this infrastructure, the level 

of integration of the two systems was still at initial stages. The developed ICT infrastructure 

supported only asynchronous e-learning. MUHAS was a better position followed by SUA. 

There were several library applications and services found in the library websites but very 

few of them were incorporated in the e-learning platform. The OUT which provides distance 

programmes must set strategies of meeting most learners through e-learning;, the OUT 

library can include e-literacy guidelines which may help learners easily access e-resources 
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 remotely. Libraries should subscribe to more e-resources and make them accessible through 

the e-learning platform; universities should have strategies to improve the ICT infrastructure 

from time to time depending on the demand and the increasing enrolment rates. 
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Abstract 

Emerging African National Research and Education Network build and maintain advanced 

broadband networks that interconnect universities and research institutes1. The NRENs not 

only provide basic Internet and shared services but are also considered part of the national 

innovation and research system in some African countries2. In order to achieve their 

mandates, emerging NRENs must develop appropriate research services for users in research 

universities and research institutes3. This paper will describe the initial community cloud 

based research services that KENET has been providing as well the new advanced research 

services that will leverage on European and African research infrastructures accessed through 

NRENs. The paper will describe the ongoing work of establishing and operating a KENET 

Certificate Authority and an identity provider that will allow Kenyan researchers to access 

the African Grid Science Gateway and other high performance computing facilities in Africa 

and Europe. This means that Kenyan researchers and doctoral students will have access to 

advanced research labs and facilities from any of the connected campuses. The paper will 

describe the ongoing work of promoting the use of these infrastructures by the Kenyan 

academic community and building the specialized technical capacity within KENET for 

supporting these new advanced services.  

Keywords: National Research and Education Network, Kenya Education Network, Science 

Gateway, Cloud based research services, Certificate Authority 
 

2. Introduction 

The Kenya Education Network Trust (KENET) is a not-for-profit membership organization 

that is licensed by the Communications Authority of Kenya as an Alternative Network 

Facility Provider3. It is the National Research and Education Network (NREN) of Kenya and 

provides broadband Internet services to the higher education and research community in 

partnership with other licensed telecommunications operators. It also conducts ICT research 

in education and pilots innovative learning technologies in collaboration with faculty and 

students in member institutions. KENET has been developing appropriate research services 

for Kenyan Researchers as described this paper. 

 

mailto:pmuia@kenet.or.ke
mailto:rosure@kenet.or.ke
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 KENET had connected 152 campuses of higher education in 32 counties in Kenya as of 

October 2014. The campuses have a combined student enrollment of over 500,000 and the 

network serves both the faculty and the students. The KENET network has a national 

distribution capacity of over 25 Gb/s and generates about 5.0 Gb/s of international Internet 

traffic4. It is therefore one of the largest IP networks in Kenya with direct peering with other 

NRENs in Africa and the rest of the world. Some of these NRENs include TENET in South 

Africa, GEANT in Europe and Internet2 in the United States of America.  

 

 
Figure 2: KENET backbone network coverage 

 

The broadband provided to the institutions promotes collaboration between researchers both 

within the country and across the globe. Some of the institutions connected by KENET are 

purely research institutions that use the broadband both for research and also for uploading 

and downloading research data to central databases that are located in different parts of the 

world. There are thirteen (13) member research institutes connected to the KENET network 

that are either international or national or both. Some of these research centers include Luigi 

Broglio Space Centre (BSC) in Malindi which is used for satellite tracking and 

communications, the International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI) which works to 

improve food security and reduce poverty in developing countries through research for better 

and more sustainable use of livestock,  ICIPE—African Insect Science for Food and Health 

that does research on insects effects on human, livestock and crop health, KEMRI (Kenya 

Medical Research Institute)which is a leading health research institution in Africa. All these 

research institutions partner with other bodies globally. They also share databases to 

researchers from different parts of the world. The collaboration is made possible by the 

KENET broadband network. 

Research universities in Kenya such as University of Nairobi (UON), Kenyatta University, 

Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture & Technology (JKUAT), Egerton University 

among others use the KENET network to aid in their research work. Examples include the 
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 Bio-informatics centre at UON, the Nairobi industrial & Technology Park at JKUAT and 

horticultural and Agricultural research at Egerton University among others. 

Universities and other research institutions prefer to use the KENET broadband network as 

opposed to the commercial Internet Service Providers due to a number of factors among them 

the peering with other Research Networks in Africa, Europe and North America. In addition 

the KENET network has low congestion and high availability. It also provides an allowance 

for bursting for research data traffic and during off-peak hours.  

The following section describes the research services that KENET has developed and 

provides to the research community in Kenya.  

 

3. Community cloud based research services 

KENET runs a community cloud service dubbed the 'KENET shared services' for its research 

community. Some of the shared services include virtual hosting, co-location and community 

research groups through mailing lists. In order to provide the community cloud services, 

KENET operates two Tier 3 data centers located at different universities in Nairobi. These 

data centers have high availability with redundant power sources, redundant UPS, air 

conditioning and server racks that can be used for co-location of equipment. With the 

KENET co-location service equipment, space, and bandwidth are available for rental to 

universities and researchers. This service is especially for those universities/researchers that 

do not have a well developed campus network or those whose last mile connectivity is not 

good. 

 

3.1 Virtual Hosting 

 

3.1.1 Virtual private servers (VPS) 

A Virtual private server (VPS) is a type of web hosting server where hosting is done by 

segregating a main physical server into multiple virtual servers with each server in the system 

getting its part of resources based on custom requirements. Each part of this VPS has 

capabilities of performing independent operations with its own operating system and 

hardware resources dedicated to it. VPS offers great choice of customization and flexibility to 

manage and restructure resource and is normally recommended for universities or researchers 

who want to host research projects data, websites or even repositories. There are several 

reasons why researchers prefer the use of virtual private servers. They include:- 

i. Affordability and speed of deployment: The cost of virtual servers is a small 

fraction of purchasing dedicated servers for research. The servers can also be 

procured on short notice and deployed rapidly for the duration of a research project 

ii. Scalability: Researchers can easily upgrade the servers depending on research 

needs.  

iii. Security: All VPS machines are provisioned as per the KENET security policy. 

Their use is also governed by an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) In addition; the 

KENET team of cyber security staff ensures that the servers are operated in a secure 

manner. 

 

3.1.2 Dedicated Servers 

For researchers with adequate budgets for server for some period of time, KENET provides 

the option of obtaining a dedicated server. This is more flexible than shared hosting, as the 
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 researchers have full control over the server(s), including choice of operating system, 

hardware, etc. For example, the 'TUSK Server' deployed in 2012 supports the collaboration 

of three medical schools, namely, Moi University medical school in Eldoret 350 KM from 

Nairobi, the University of Nairobi medical school in Nairobi and the Tuft University Medical 

School in Boston, USA. The server supports an e-learning platform for the medical 

researchers and students known as the TUSK (the Tufts University Science Knowledge base).  

 

3.2 Internet Measurement lab 

KENET hosts the Internet Measurement lab (M-lab) at one of its data centers in Nairobi 

(the Nairobi Node). The M-Lab provides a large collection of open Internet performance data 

such as visualizations of network performance, network transparency and the network state 

(see http://www.measurementlab.net) 

As a consortium of research, industry, and public interest partners, M-Lab provides an 

ecosystem for the open, verifiable measurement of global network performance. Researchers 

can deploy open source Internet measurement tools. The data collected by those tools is 

released in the public domain. The goal of M-Lab is to advance network research and 

empower the public with useful information about their broadband and mobile connections. 

By enhancing Internet transparency, M-Lab helps sustain a healthy, innovative Internet. 

KENET engineers use the M-lab measurement tools for measure the quality of links in its 

national distribution network. There are also many users from outside Kenya and Africa but 

KENET has not yet been monitoring the users. KENET intends to promote the M-LAB as a 

research infrastructure that can be used by researchers and policy to measure the quality 

broadband Internet deployment in Kenya.  

 

4. Research collaboration Platforms 

 
4.1 Mailing lists and discussion forums 

In order to promote research through collaboration, KENET has identified various research 

communities and setup research groups that use mailing lists and discussion forums for 

communication. The mailing lists are moderated by KENET and vary from administrative to 

purely research mailing lists. A mailing list is a collection of names and addresses used to 

send material to multiple recipients. Some of the research mailing lists run by KENET are 

innovation champions, health experts, librarians, network administrators, research assistants 

among others 

 

4.2 Video and web conference 

KENET has video conference equipment located at different locations across the country. 

These sites include Nairobi, Nakuru, Eldoret, Kisumu and Mombasa which also serve as 

Points of Presence (POPs) for the KENET network. Researchers can go to any of these sites 

and participate in a video conference with other researchers or students across the globe. 

Some of the documented usage of the video conference includes cases where researchers 

have used the facility to submit and explain proposals for project funding and students 

presenting PhD theses. 

Researchers use the video conference facility either by doing a point to point call between 

different sites or by creating a conference room where others can join. For the latter, KENET 
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 has installed a bridge at its data center where different end points connect. For those who 

want to use web based video conference, KENET has setup Big Blue Button system which is 

an open source web based solution to video conferencing. 

5. Advanced Research Infrastructures 

Universities and research institutions in Kenya have published portals, repositories and 

databases of their research. An authentication to these e-resources is required by the 

universities. Additionally there are high performance computing infrastructures across the 

globes that are useful especially to the doctoral students and research institutions. In order to 

access resources in these infrastructures, a trusted entity is required to provide authentication 

services. KENET has therefore setup Certification Authority (CA) and identity provider 

(IdP). 

 

5.1 Technical implementation 

KENET partnered with other NRENs in Africa specifically TERNET from Tanzania,  

SAGrid/SANREN from South Africa and NgREN from Nigeria to develop a Federated 

Identity Service to access the Africa Science gateway4. The service is used by the higher 

education community in these countries to access E- infrastructures that use distributed 

computing infrastructures within and outside the continent. The collaboration was facilitated 

by the ei4Africa project. eI4Africa is a FP7 project funded by the European Commission (DG 

CONNECT) with the aim of boosting the Research, Technological Development and 

Innovation (RTDI) potential of African e-Infrastructures and to support policy dialogues and 

Euro-African cooperation in the framework of the joint Africa-EU Strategic Partnership on 

'trade, regional integration and infrastructures' (JAES Partnership 3) as well as the Joint 

Africa-EU Strategic Partnership on 'science, information society and space’. The system 

consists of the following:- 

 A certificate authority (CA) that issues and verifies the digital certificates.  

 A user database that stores user details with a web interface for user registration and 

approval 

 An identity provider which acts as a is a 'single-sign in', or logging-in system for 

computer networks and the Internet 

 Africa Science gateway 

The setup process involved setting up of the Certificate Authority, the user database, identity 

provider and the user registration interface in that order. 

 

5.2 The KENET Certificate Authority 

The KENET CA is a fully functional Certification Authority capable of issuing one year 

personal and robot public key certificates (compliant with the X.509 standard). Users can 

request for personal certificates, host certificates, renew and check certificate revocation lists. 

Certificates issued by the KENET CA have been tested and are supported by Mozilla, 

Chrome and Internet Explorer. 

The system is installed on a CentOS Linux box running tomcat6 Apache server. Once a user 

requests for a certificate an email is send to both the user and the CA administrator indicating 

a request has been made. Upon receipt of the email, and upon verification of the user, the CA 

administrator logs into the CA system and signs the requested certificate. The signed 

certificates (both the private and public) are then send to the user and are ready for 
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 installation either on servers or on the browsers depending on the type of certificate 

requested. 

 

5.3 KENET user database 

To facilitate authentication and authorization of users, a database of users is necessary. 

OpenLDAP which uses the LDAP protocol is an open source tool for creating user directory 

was setup on a Cent0S Linux box. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is an 

Internet protocol (runs over TCP/IP) used to access information directories. For easy 

management of the OpenLDAP, a web based OpenLDAP management system was setup. 

This is because the OpenLDAP on its own is terminal based hence not user friendly to non 

technical people. The web interface provides a platform where users can register. The 

OpenLDAP administrator can approve, suspend and delete users from the user database. 

 

5.4 KENET Identity Provider 

Federated identity allows for information about users in one security domain to be provided 

to other organizations in a federation. This allows for cross-domain single sign-on and 

removes the need for content providers to maintain user names and passwords. Identity 

providers (IdPs) supply user information, while service providers (SPs) consume this 

information and give access to secure content. The KENET IDP is developed using 

Shibboleth which is open source software and released under the Apache Software License. 

 

5.5 Africa Grid Science Gateway 

The Africa Grid Science Gateway is a standard-based web 2.0 demonstrative platform to 

show the lighthouse applications identified by the eI4Africa project and execute them on a 

worldwide (including Africa) e-Infrastructure5. 

The infrastructure that has been developed at KENET and other collaborating NRENs in 

Africa will be used to access the Africa Science gateway. The ei4africa Research 

Infrastructures program focused on ICT-based infrastructures and services that cut across a 

broad range of user disciplines. It aims at empowering researchers with an easy and 

controlled online access to facilities, resources and collaboration tools, bringing to them the 

power of ICT for computing, connectivity, storage and instrumentation. This will create 

virtual research communities. 

 

5.6 EUGridPMA Accreditation and Developing ICT staff for research services 

The EUGridPMA is the international organization that coordinates the trust fabric for e-

Infrastructure for research in Europe, the Middle-East, and Africa6. It collaborates with the 

regional peers APGridPMA for the Asia-Pacific and The Americas Grid PMA in the 

Interoperable Global Trust Federation. KENET is in the process of accreditation by the 

EUGridPMA. Once accredited, the KENET community will have access to e-infrastructures 

in Europe. 

The successful setup and running of platforms which support research infrastructures require 

highly skilled staff. The KENET research division comprises of network engineers, system 

administrators and application developers. The capacity is developed through and ICT 

development pipeline which sees entry level staff transition to senior positions over time as 

they acquire more skills. The division focuses on the setup and development of tools to 
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 support researchers on the KENET network. KENET members of staff who work in the 

research division have undergone trainings and attended conferences in Africa and globally 

on research infrastructures. 

The division’s scope of work involves activities such as drafting policy documents, hardware 

provisioning, software setup, maintenance and connecting with researchers from various 

institutions on the KENET network. The KENET CA setup under the guidance of 

EUGridPMA who will give us the accreditation involved writing of a policy document which 

will guide operations of the Certification Authority and now the setup of the KENET CA as 

per the policy which is an ongoing project. 

 

6. Conclusion 

KENET has been at the forefront in the development of appropriate Research Services for the 

Kenyan Researchers by promoting the use of the shared services and provision of access to 

advanced e-infrastructures. Even with low budgets, universities and researchers can take 

advantage of the KENET infrastructure to access various research tools, resources and 

computing facilities available in grid networks and science gateways availed through 

KENET. The cost of research resources has also been reduced and collaboration with 

researchers separated by distance has been made easy. 

KENET plans to sensitize the researchers on the availability of research infrastructures at 

KENET and collaborate with other NRENs in Africa and beyond in improving the available 

infrastructure. It also aims to build more capacity both at its secretariat and at the research 

universities and institutions in order to make the use of the infrastructures easier. 
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Abstract  

Information and Communications Technology (ICTs) and telecommunication service 

provision in developing countries is undergoing speedy progress and inspiring numerous 

deployments. It has been looked upon as a substitute to accelerating social and economic 

growth and shows the potential to provide the goal of “communication access for all” in both 

rural and urban areas. One of the areas which Zambia as a country is facing is lack of a 

unified backbone optical transmission to carry services to majority of the areas both rural and 

pre-urban areas. This paper analyses the unified backbone optical transmission.  

Keywords: infrastructure, ICTs,  

 

1. Introduction 

Information and Communications Technology (ICTs) and telecommunication service 

provision in developing countries is undergoing speedy progress and inspiring numerous 

deployments. It has been looked upon as a substitute to accelerating social and economic 

growth and shows the potential to provide the goal of “communication access for all” in both 

rural and urban areas (Ozioma .A.O, 2011). 

Mobile GSM operators, Internet Service Providers (ISP’s) in Zambia are rapidly covering 

most populated areas with communication services, video and data services. Regardless of 

the multiple benefits of what these services can provide, in developing countries such as 

Zambia, major problems are currently being faced in the area of coordinated infrastructure 

development and access to information by the general populace (Zambia National Broadband 

Strategy, 2014).  

It is therefore necessary for the regulators and policy makers to identify such problems and 

design solutions or network models that are capable of promoting socio-economic 

development. Generally, it is widely believed that a unified infrastructure access by different 

service providers may induce investments in ICT and lower down tariffs for the consumers 

due to increased competition. The lowering down of tariffs may, in many cases, translate into 

more social and economic benefits (Msimang. M, 2011). 

The expected benefits of unified service provision and proper policy facilitation have been 

identified as, inter-alia, enhancing telecommunication play field, promotion of Foreign Direct 

Investment (FDIs), reduced infrastructure damage, and enhanced access to important 

information. One of the areas which Zambia as a country is facing is lack of a unified optical 

backbone transmission to carry services to majority of the areas both rural and peri-urban 

areas. This can only be achieved by having a unified transmission optical system of which the 

mailto:mulechanda@yahoo.com
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 government, as a monopolistic shareholder, can form a company to take full responsibility in 

installation, operations and maintenance of a unified infrastructure. Such a company will be 

responsible of leasing the capacity to mobile operators and other ICT service providers. This, 

in some eventuality, can lead to a lot of economic benefits and improve on the ICT 

knowledge gap that is common in Zambia; as the majority of the population will have access 

to ICT services.  

An analytical research method will be used in this study.  An analysis of the current 

regulatory framework regarding unified backbone structure will be done. Additionally, this 

paper will look into the economic implications of having a unified backbone structure in 

Zambia and its benefits to other infrastructures such as municipal infrastructure, low CAPEX 

for service provider seeking entry. Promotion of telecommunication Small, medium and 

Micro Enterprise Businesses (SMMEs) who cannot afford the capital to lay new 

telecommunication infrastructure.  

 

2. Literature Review 

Unified optical backbone transmission is generally defined as a high speed, high capacity 

transmission medium that can carry multiple independent network carriers. Globally, the 

recognized benefits of ICT’s and a unified communication system cannot be over-emphasised 

since they have contributed to most countries Gross Domestic Products (GDP) in the 21st 

century (Zambia National Broadband Strategy, 2014). This paper looks at Zambia, and on 

lighter comparison to South Africa and Kenya in the analysis of optical infrastructure 

unification. 

 

3. Comparative Analysis 
 

3.1 Zambia Broadband Infrastructure overview 

Zambia Electricity Supply Company (Zesco) an electricity utility company has laid and built 

the optical broadband infrastructure. Zamtel who are the incumbent telecommunications, are 

the carrier of carrier, CEC Liquid Telecoms and two privately owned Mobile operators, MTN 

Zambia and Airtel have also installed their backbone infrastructure networks. This 

infrastructure predominantly runs from the Southern to northern parts of Zambia. Fiber 

optical being the main national broadband backbone with a current geographical spread 

covering 10,000km connecting about 46 districts and is complimented by mobile wireless 

broadband communication networks with 78% mobile geographical coverage. Apart from 

this predominant route, state and private owned fiber has been laid mainly following the line 

of rail in the metropolitan areas (Zambia National Broadband Strategy, 2014) 
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Figure 1: Optical Fiber of Zambia 

 

3.2 South Africa Broadband Infrastructure overview 

The biggest gap in the national broadband infrastructure in South Africa is currently in the 

access network. This is illustrated by the fact that 86% of the population is within 10 Km 

from a fibre access point. Until 2009, South Africa was connected to the rest of the world by 

a single international submarine cable (SAT3).  By the year 2013, four submarine cables were 

in place with a combined capacity connectivity of 11.5 Tbps to the international community.  

This capacity was available to at least five (5) service providers at a wholesale price. With 

construction works underway of additional cables, the anticipated capacity will be 29.5 Tbps 

which will connect to Europe, Asia and Africa. This development has resulted in prices of 

ICT services to drop drastically going by demand and resulting in better use of available 

capacity. This optical fiber connectivity is provided by a number of sector companies such as 

Telkom, Broadband infraco, Dark fiber Africa, Fibreco and Liquid Africa (South Africa 

Broadband Policy, 2013). 
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Figure 2: Fiber Distribution (South Africa Broadband Policy, 2013). 

 

3.3 Kenya Broadband Infrastructure overview 

Located in the east coast of Africa, Kenya has a natural advantage compared to other 

landlocked African countries. Its government motto on broadband “build it and they will 

come” has leveraged its advantage by playing a major role in increasing its fiber optic 

backbone capacity (Msimang. M, 2011). In the last five years, three undersea optic fibre 

cables have been installed giving an access capacity of 4Tbps international connectivity. And 

this has made Kenya not to depend on satellite connection which it used to rely on 

previously. This has contributed to 80% decrease in whole sale bandwidth costs. 

 

4. Regulatory framework for unified backbone in Zambia. 

Different types of ICT Acts have been developed to propel the Zambian infrastructure 

development to great heights. In recent months great focus on infrastructure development, 

particularly the broadband strategy, has taken much of the center stage in Zambia. Different 

types of Acts were enacted by the Zambian government to promote infrastructure 

development. For example, the Zambia national broadband strategy (2014), working draft, 

outlines the following Acts which have, partially, necessitated infrastructure development in 

Zambia.  

 

4.1 Information and Communication Technology Act No. 15 of 2009. 

The Act provides for the economic and technical regulation of information and 

communication technology; facilitates access to ICTs; "protects the rights and interests of 
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 service providers and consumers”; and regulates and manages radio spectrum. The ICT Act 

also renamed the CAZ to the Zambia ICT Authority (ZICTA). 

 

4.2 Electronic Communications and Transaction Act No. 21 of 2009. 

The ECT Act, 2009 provides for the development of a safe, secure and effective environment 

for the consumer, business sector and the government to conduct and use electronic 

communications. Additionally, the ECT Act of 2009 aims to promote legal certainty and 

confidence, and to encourage investment and innovation in the electronic communication 

industry. Also, it facilitates the creation of secure communication systems and networks; and 

allows the legal interception of electronic communications and admissibility of intercepted 

communications. 

Zamtel, Airtel, MTN Zambia, Zesco and CEC Liquid have installed and keep on expanding 

their own backbone transmission links so that they can reach new areas which has resulted in 

the duplication of telecommunication backbone networks. Generally, Zambia’s infrastructure 

network has less than 47% countrywide coverage and still have major gaps in transmission 

links reports the Zambia Information and Communications Technology Authority (ZICTA, 

2011). The mobile operators, the utility company now own and control the bulk of 

transmission backbone capacity. Despite this, regulation and competition between operators 

have largely prevented shared use of infrastructure in terms of such emerging transmission 

backbones (microwave, satellite and optical fibre) which has resulted in under utilization of 

this vast sea of infrastructure. Regardless of having such an amount of fibre infrastructure, 

sadly, only less than 8% of the total population has an average access to the internet and 

telecommunication facilities. The reason being that most of network infrastructure companies 

tend to concentrate in areas where the perceived rate of return exceeds their initial investment 

capital in infrastructure. 

By and large, one of the areas of concern to the Zambian government is lack of a unified 

optical backbone transmission to carry services to majority of the areas in both rural and peri-

urban areas. This can be solved by having a workable broadband governance framework to 

outline various strategies. Notwithstanding these provisions and efforts of the strategic 

government paper, the country is still faced with a number of challenges in its quest to build 

broadband infrastructure in Zambia and they have thus come up with a lot of 

recommendation within the broadband working paper. For example the Zambian working 

draft on broadband clearly states that “The Government shall take a broader perspective and 

focus on infrastructure as well as creation and nurturing of various elements in the broadband 

ecosystem. An autonomous ICT Infrastructure and broadband Government Agency shall be 

created for broadband deployment to ensure the quality and time of delivery”.  

In order to improve on the broadband connectivity, availability and obtain maximum value on 

broadband infrastructure, the Zambia national broadband strategy 2014 (working draft) 

recommends the following: 

a) Develop a robust and reliable national backbone for the broadband network 

b) Provide a harmonised and enabling environment for infrastructure deployment 

c) Promote affordable access to high speed internet 

d) Promote the use of alternative and affordable energy sources for ICT equipment to 

supplement the nation’s conventional energy sources; 

e) Enhance infrastructure for the National and International Internet Exchange Points; 

f) Encourage the use and sharing of common infrastructure amongst different operators 

g) Establish redundancy to ensure broadband service continuity and availability; 

h) Undertake a Spectrum re-farming exercise and re-assign it to needy areas 
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 i) Utilise the Universal Service Fund to extend broadband network penetration; 

j) Promote research on T.V. White Spaces 

Currently most of these frameworks are not in place which needs to be addressed and has led 

to the economic implications. 

 

5. Problems associated with non-unified backbone infrastructure. 

There are several disadvantages with regard to non unification of the backbone infrastructure 

by the Zambian government. Some of the notable problems associated with non unification 

are: 

 

5.1 Network destruction 

The most common cause of fibre cuts come from construction companies who do not follow 

procedures and laid down municipality by-laws. This usually results in a lot of interrupted 

service and loss of revenue caused by downtimes. Additionally, this significant network 

down time may result in stoppage in the network in terms of fiber cuts and copper cable 

infrastructures across the country hence there is need to investigate the municipality 

regulations so that appropriate measures are recommended (Savory, 2012).  

 

5.2 Heavy CAPEX on infrastructure laying 

Network companies or the government itself will have to lay out the infrastructure which is 

very costly. For example the Zambian country report states that infrastructure objectives for 

Zambia would cost $1.6 billion per year over the next decade. Capital expenditure (CAPEX) 

would account for 70 % of this requirement. Figure 3, for example, depicts the annual 

market- driven investment infrastructure of some African countries including Zambia. 

 

 
Figure 3: Average annual market-driven investment in voice infrastructure by country, 2007–15Winrock 

International / Pyramid Research). 
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Figure 4: Construction works on Direct Optical Fiber in Ndola. 

 

5.3 Uncoordinated Regulation 

A liberalization of the telecommunications market is rapidly taking place in most of African 

countries and Zambia in particular. Therefore, it is important to come up with flexible clauses 

in the regulatory structure so that the laws are in line with the current market demands to 

attract foreign direct investment in the telecommunications and ICT industry. From an 

economical and practical point of view, network sharing is a huge and intricate process that 

requires a number of coordinated actions. Regulatory and policy supporting network sharing 

is a useful tool for regulators and policy makers to boost network deployment and coverage 

improvement in un-served or underserved areas (Djamel E.D, Tinku.R and Gourhant.Y, 

2011). If operators are allowed more freedom to share their infrastructure in the unified 

optical transmission and concentrate on competing as far as their services are concerned, the 

large consolidation upsurge in the telecommunications market across the globe could be 

open. 

 

5.4 Under usage of bandwidth. 

Most network operators have dedicated much of their bandwidth resources to Voice centric 

services at the expense of data. Their transmission system are not fully riding on an IP 

transport layer platform but relies on the synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) or wavelength 

division multiplexing(WDM), which does not give proper and required bandwidth to a 

customer. Most of the fibre bandwidth in Zambia is lowly used. 

 

5.5 Constrained investment opportunities 

Open access means that optical backbone facilities and bandwidth should be provided to all 

interested parties on equal and transparent terms. This implies that access charges should be 

cost effective and affordable based. Habeenzu. S (2010) notes that there are a multiplicity of 

high-speed broadband Internet access packages on the Zambian market with different pricing 
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 strategies stretching from usage-based to fixed Internet access charges. The market place is 

highly unregulated and lacks uniform pricing, which makes comparative price analysis 

difficult. Generally, CEC is the only company that provides leased dark fibre in the country. 

Additionally, only CEC and Zamtel provide bandwidth below 2Mbps such as 512kbps, 

256kbps even as low as 64kbps. ZESCO’s service is limited to providing backhaul services 

for ISPs and mobile operators. Though, CEC and ZESCO infrastructure has reached some 

areas in different regions, there is no competition between them. On the other hand, ZESCO 

charges according to distance on a wholesale basis and its fiber is very reliable. The cable is 

an Optical Ground Wire (OPGW) which is an overhead line installed on high voltage power 

lines. Optical fibre cables are often assumed to be the best transmission media, and the 

general opinion is that the costs of fibre would be very low. In business terms, open access 

essentially means that all operators agree to compete only on the service layer and not on the 

infrastructure layer. 

 

6. Critique on the unified Zambian infrastructure  

Though there is a lot to do with Zambia’s unified backbone transmission, a number of issues 

and benefits have been raised and outlined. Zamtel, MTN, Airtel, Zesco and CEC Liquid are 

the only companies in Zambia providing the backbone transmission of telecommunication 

services as well as ICT services. By having a unified transmission optical system, as a 

primary transmission for all operators, of which the government can spearhead and form a 

company (Zambian working draft on broadband) to take full responsibility in installation, 

operations and maintenance of a unified infrastructure, network operators can have secondary 

transmission of their own has a resiliency. This organization will be responsible of leasing the 

capacity to mobile operators and other ICT service providers. This, in some eventuality, can 

lead to a lot of economic benefits and improve on the ICT knowledge gap that is common in 

Zambia. The end result will lead to the majority of the population having access to the 

internet and telecommunication services.  

 

6.1 Economic magnitudes of network sharing 

Infrastructure sharing between operators and service providers undoubtedly leads to a 

reduction of the investment made by each operator involved in the network sharing process. 

However, network sharing may further help operators in realizing better coverage, as 

operators may choose to use only those links that provide deeper and better coverage and 

decommissioning sites with poor coverage possibilities. Operators may reinvest the capital 

realized from such savings in upgrading their networks and providing better roll out and 

coverage to end-users. Network sharing, under heavy regulation, may also bring substantial 

environmental and social benefits, by reducing the number of individual links thereby 

improving the general landscape (Djamel E.D, Tinku.R and Gourhant.Y 2011). 

 

6.2 Promotion of social and economic benefits 

The social benefits, some of which outlined above, of unified optical transmission and ICT is 

completely invaluable and a good number of such benefits can be attained. These benefits, to 

mention but a few, will include social interactions, business to business (B2B), business to 

government (B2G) and business to citizens (B2C). Such social and commercial interaction 

may bring revenue to telecommunication companies and internet service providers (ISP’s) 

and in some instances have some trickle down effects on the economics of the country. These 
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 benefits can also reduce inequalities in opportunities between rural areas, the urban and peri-

urban areas. Internet services of social value to the people may spin off with the introduction 

of Internet Services, and may deliver educational, health programmes to remote locations. 

Unified communication coupled with proper ICT policies and implementation can also help 

to reduce costs and improve efficiency in health care delivery. Unified optical transmission 

may increase network availability in rural areas increasing the chances on adopting 

telemedicine in rural areas. Telemedicine applications such as connecting remote computers 

to a-ray machines may provide precision focusing and transmission of digitized X-ray 

photographs which is lacking in almost all the healthy institutions in Zambia. Having a 

unified communication can assist to achieve all these despite the infrastructure cost and 

maintenance. 

 

7. Conclusion 

From the context of this study, a sound conclusion can be drawn with emphasis that 

telecommunication and ICT policies in its economic and social development role, are just 

facilitators meant to help national development. Having a unified optical backbone 

transmission will yield, the benefits of ICT policies to a national economy.  This can be 

measured as an input to other economic activities such as social, healthy and economy. And 

more importantly they should also be considered as complementary to other sectors. 

Telecommunication and ICT development is linked with and complements the development 

of industry, trade, farming, education, housing, health and financial institutions. 
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Abstract  

Currently, it is undeniable the role of the Internet in sustaining knowledge growth through a 

multitude of technologies, user devices and network infrastructures. National Research and 

Education Networks (NRENs) promote the involvement of research and education 

community in the use of new services and applications oriented to support research, 

innovation and teaching activities. In this context, sharing knowledge in the information age 

is seen as a vehicle for the development of society, being digital libraries and other 

technological platforms used as a way of preserving and disseminating scientific production. 

Against this backdrop, based on worldwide initiatives and on the Portuguese experience in 

the field, this article aims to present the challenges and strategies for the implementation of 

digital libraries and open access (OA) to scientific contents through NRENs in Africa. The 

focus will be given to Mozambique and its NREN, the MoRENet (Mozambique Research and 

Education Network), still in implementation phase.  In this sense, this article addresses 

aspects such as: i) the access to scientific literature through digital libraries; ii) OA initiatives 

regarding repositories and journals; (iii) the relevance of adopting OA policies and mandates; 

and (iv) the role of governmental and  institutional strategies and initiatives in supporting  

science and technology. The discussion and directives advocated in this article may also 

provide useful insights for identifying potential international cooperation synergies to sustain 

knowledge growth in developing countries. 

Keywords: Digital Libraries, Open Access, NREN, OA Policies, Knowledge Management 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, developing strategies for sharing knowledge is viewed as a major issue for the 

progress of societies. One of the major impairments in the access to scientific information is 

that the full contents are not always freely available. Scientific journals serve as tools for 

disseminating research results in different fields of knowledge, however, the monopoly of 

commercial scientific publishers require from institutions substantial financial and 

operational efforts in the acquisition of scientific literature.  

mailto:solange@di.uminho.pt
mailto:ferreira@fccn.pt
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 Thus, in developing countries, due to economic restrictions, the access to scientific 

publications depends largely on the support of some international bodies providing the 

access, production and use of research information and knowledge in some countries. Even in 

these cases, not all institutions have digital libraries and, in many cases, network connectivity 

is still in deficit. 

For developed countries, the process of acquisition or subscription of scientific literature is 

carried out in various ways depending on each country initiatives. In this context, Portugal is 

viewed as a case of success due to the creation in 2004 of the “Biblioteca do Conhecimento 

Online – B-on”, the Online Knowledge Library, whose mission is to ensure the access to a 

vast number of scientific publications and electronic services to the national academic 

community. The B-on is supported by FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia), the 

managing body of the Portuguese National Research and Education Network (NREN), 

responsible for providing high-speed connectivity and advanced services to academic 

institutions and research centers.  

Another way to access and divulge knowledge, especially advantageous, is through open 

access (OA) repositories. Developing OA repositories enables the visibility, accessibility and 

dissemination of the scientific production of a country. The US government, through the Office 

of Science and Technology Policy, and the European Council recognized the importance of 

OA to academic and scientific community, and released guidelines sustaining that the results 

of publicly funded research projects should be available through an open and unrestricted 

access.  

The national scientific OA repository in Portugal, Repositório Científico de Acesso Aberto de 

Portugal – RCAAP, is another service provided by the Portuguese NREN. It was created 

especially for institutions without an OA platform, which may take advantage of RCCAP to 

have its own repository hosted in a cloud environment. The aggregation of repositories of 

institutions connected to FCT into this multi-institutional repository allows to centralize the 

national scientific production.  

In the African context, there are still many challenges to implement digital libraries and OA, 

both regarding the access to scientific contents and network connectivity. The high cost of 

broadband access and the lack of a national and international network infrastructure based on 

fiber-optic are limiting factors. Despite the inherent difficulties for deploying NRENs in 

Africa, several initiatives have been promoted, being UbuntuNet Alliance one of the most 

important. Interconnecting African NRENs and sub-Saharan Africa in an international high-

capacity network through GEANT is the main goal of this alliance. Achieving this goal 

through AfricaConnect project will enable the African research and education community to 

collaborate and participate effectively on NRENs mission at global level. International 

organizations and collaborations supporting and promoting the access and sharing of 

scientific publications also play a relevant role in fostering knowledge in developing 

countries. 

In Mozambique there are several ongoing initiatives and projects for developing research and 

education, namely the initiatives of Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) in the OA field and 

the project Mozambique Research and Education Network (MoRENet) within the Ministry of 

Science and Technology.  

Taking into account these multiple perspectives, in particular the Portuguese experience and 

the Mozambican context,  this paper focuses on the implementation of digital libraries and 

OA supported by NRENs in Africa, which is viewed as a vehicle for promoting the growth 

and access to scientific literature. Therefore, this paper covers aspects such as the access to 

scientific literature through digital libraries, OA repositories and journals (namely SABER 
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 and RC-UEM), OA policies and mandates, and the relevance of governmental and 

institutional OA initiatives. The present discussion also provides a global view of the 

challenges and strategies to foster knowledge growth through NRENs in Africa. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to discuss issues related to unrestricted 

access to scientific literature, including OA policies and mandates; Section 3 presents the 

experience of the Portuguese NREN in providing access to information to the scientific and 

academic community; Section4discusses the African context regarding the access to scientific 

information, considering repositories, journals and OA policies. Section 5 covers the current 

situation in Mozambique, the challenges and barriers in accessing information in this country. 

Finally, the conclusions of this work are drawn in Section 6. 

 

2. Unrestricted Access to Scientific Literature  

The unrestricted access to academic and scientific literature is currently under serious debate. 

The commercialization of scientific journals by commercial publishers is one of the most 

vivid examples. As it is known, scientific journals play a key role in disseminating research 

results. Despite its importance, libraries of higher education and research institutions face a 

huge challenge in the acquisition of scientific publications for its community as consequence 

of the monopoly of the commercial scientific publishers. In many situations, the results from 

research produced in these institutions are submitted freely to commercial journals and the 

institutions end up being forced to buy the same publications afterwards. This is one of the 

factors that gave rise to the OA movement (Willinsky, 2005). 

OA is intended to provide access to scientific and academic literature free of restrictions, 

supported by information and communication technologies, which allow accessing data via 

the Internet. Repositories are the most used platforms in the implementation of OA, by 

allowing the storage of documents in an electronic format. 

 

2.1 OA Initiatives and Repositories  

Scientific OA repositories have been under debate in recent years, being one of the first 

international initiatives in this context promoted in 2001 by the Open Society Institute (OSI) 

in Budapest. This event gave rise to one of the most important documents and initiatives 

spearheaded by the OA movement called Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI), where the 

strategies of submission and promotion were defined considering journals and self-archiving 

publications in OA repositories (BOAI, 2001). In this field, BOAI defined two pathways to 

OA described as: (i) Green OA - where the authors through self-archiving must deposit their 

publications in a thematic or institutional repository; (ii) Gold OA – which refers to 

publication in OA scientific journals with peer review.  

To support OA implementation and its evolution, national initiatives and international 

projects have resulted in an increased number of repositories of various types, such as 

institutional, governmental, multi-institutional, and disciplinary. As presented in Figure 3: 

Repositories in the world there are currently about 2727 repositories worldwide, being the 

European continent the leader with 45.5%, followed by North America with 19.8% and Asia 

with 18.4% of repositories (OpenDOAR, 2014). 

The initiative led by the Open Archives Initiative (OAI) in 1999, allowed to answer the needs 

of interoperability between repositories and research of scientific publications in various 

areas, through the creation of a protocol for collecting metadata recordsin repositories, the 

OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) (openarchives, 1999). 
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 In this context, OA represents a joint effort bringing the following benefits to researchers:  

 to increase visibility and use of research results; 

 to increase the balance in accessing information(everyone has access: researchers, 

teachers, students, institutions); 

 to increase visibility to authors, and valuation of intellectual property; 

 to increase the return on research investment; 

 to improve the production of new knowledge,  promoting the use and transformation 

of already existent knowledge; 

 to foster interdisciplinary research. 

 

 

Figure 3: Repositories in the world 

Regarding the software used for the implementation of repositories, there are several tools 

available in open source, being EPrints and DSpace the most used. Currently, DSpace, which 

is a more recent software platform, has been the choice for the implementation of most 

repositories.  

 

2.2 OA Policies and Mandates 

 

OA Policies - To encourage OA, international, national and institutional policies focused on 

self-archiving have been adopted, which means that authors deposit the results of their work 

in repositories that are available freely, and without cost.  

In 2004, 34 countries of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) adopted a Declaration on Access to Research Data From Public Funding, 

recognizing that OA allows to leverage the value coming from public investments in data 

collection, and that the risk of unauthorized access and use of data for scientific research 

restrictions can decrease the quality and efficiency of research and scientific innovation 

(OECD, 2004).  

In 2013 the government of the United States of America released a directive from the Office 

of Science and Technology Policy instructing federal agencies with more than 100 million 

dollars spent on R&D to develop plans so that the results of publicly funded research be made 

available in OA, including the data resulting from research (OST, 2013). 

At European level, the European Union has assumed the importance of  OA to academic and 

scientific community, and through the European Council (EC) has launched community 

guidelines and projects, being the Open Access Pilot in FP7 in 2008 one of the most relevant. 

These guidelines mainly cover the EC funded projects with EU funds, and seek to expand 
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 approaches to its member countries to improve and maximize the access and reuse of 

research data, in terms of:  

 the deposit of peer-reviewed research articles or final manuscripts resulting from 

their projects into an online OA repository;  

 making their best effort to ensure open access to these articles either within 6 months 

or 12 months (for publications in social sciences and humanities) after publication. 

These periods, allows scientific publishers to ensure a profit on their investment (by 

charging for journal subscription), providing then OA to research articles once the 

embargo period has lapsed (EC, 2007).  

The new guidelines of OA launched under Horizon 2020 (EC, 2013), cover the following 

key points for researchers:  

 licenses - encourage authors to retain the copyright and to agree with editors on the 

appropriate use of licenses, such as creative commons; 

 data – data resulting from research, including the associated metadata necessary to 

confirm the results, must be deposited in a scientific data repository; 

 metadata – free access to bibliographic metadata related to the deposited publication 

(the terms of the funder, the action's name, the initials and number of the agreement, 

the publication date, the embargo period and a persistent identifier);  

 costs – eligibility of costs of OA publishing during the project, especially in cases 

where the researcher has to pay an amount to publishers to have the publication in 

OA. 

Figure 4 represents the decision process regarding the results of a research project that 

involves the dissemination and the protection of intellectual property through patents or other 

protection strategy. In the dissemination process, publications and data will be made available 

in free or restricted access. Community directives point out to the sharing and dissemination, 

and to free access to data and intellectual property. 

 

 
Figure 4: Open access decision process (EC, 2013) 

To address the challenges presented above, mainly in Europe, and aiming to facilitate the 

management of science and technology under the OA movement, several countries started 

with the integration of existing OA systems based on the Current Research Information 

System (CRIS). CRIS is a concept defining any database or information system dedicated to 

provide information about research carried out by researchers and organizations as part of a 

project financed by a funding program (EuroCris, 2014). Under CRIS, for managing science 

and technology, there is a set of information about science and technology such as: 
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 researchers, publications, patents, data products, facilities, equipment, services, financing 

programs, funding organizations, science and technology organizations, etc., and their 

respective relationships. The implementation of management systems of science and 

technology allows to answer questions such as "How many PhD students participated in 

research projects funded by organization X?” 

OA Mandates - In general, for a country level, OA policies and mandates involve 

institutions, government and research funding agencies. Institutional policies are related to 

teachers and researchers who are authors and co-authors of publications and other documents; 

research centers and departments; authors of theses and dissertations approved by the 

institutions to promote self-archiving. The focus on dissemination within the academic and 

scientific community plays a leading role in the evolution of the number of documents 

deposited in OA repositories (Xia, et al., 2012). Most of the research projects are funded by 

public entities, government and research funding agencies, and they also want to see the 

results made available in OA. 

The worldwide view of OA policies and mandates presented here is based on the Registry of 

Open Access Repository Material Archiving Policies (ROARMAP) portal, which gathers 

information around the world on policies for OA information. From the analyses carried out, 

it was found that there are a total of 497 mandates related to 49 countries. Considering the 

items registered on the ROARMAP portal, Table 5 shows the distribution of  OA mandates 

by continents, including Institutional Mandates, Sub-Institutional Mandates, Multi-

Institutional, funders mandates, thesis mandates, and mandates proposals being defined 

and/or unspecified (ROARMAP, 2014). 

 

Asia Africa Europe North America Oceania South America 

45 18 302 173 42 30 
 

Table 5: OA mandates distribution by continents 

 

3. The Portuguese Experience  

In Portugal, the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia - FCT (through Fundação para a 

Computação Científica Nacional - FCCN unit), the managing body of the Portuguese NREN, 

is responsible for providing high-speed connectivity and advanced services to academic 

institutions and research centers. The Portuguese NREN was founded in 1987 and the 

evolution of its network infrastructure enabled the creation of projects supporting research 

and education services, especially in the last 10 years, including the access to scientific 

contents. 

With the creation of the "Biblioteca do Conhecimento Online – B-on”, in 2004, the digital 

library, supported by FCT, the national academic and scientific community can access to a 

large number of scientific publications and electronic services (B-on, 2004).Another service 

provided by FCT to NREN community is Repositório Científico de Acesso Aberto de 

Portugal - RCAAP, the national OA repository created in 2009, available to increase the 

visibility, accessibility and dissemination of results from national scientific and academic 

activity (FCCN, 2013). Both of these services will be addressed in the following sections. 

 

3.1 B-on – The Digital Library 

Before the creation of B-on, each Portuguese institution acquired its own scientific contents, 

being the only contents available to the users of the institution. Attending to this situation, the 
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 Ministry of Science and Technology and High Education (the then Ministry of Science of 

Technology) decided to centralize the budget for buying scientific publications and mandate 

the FCCN (currently FCT) to acquire and manage the access to the information. The decision 

of purchasing access rights through a joint consortium proved to be advantageous as it 

allowed a stronger ability to negotiate with publishers. 

For the fulfillment of B-on mission, several entities have been working together, as 

represented in Figure 5 and discussed below:   

- FCT has the responsibility for political, financial and operational management. As 

a national public funding agency for research in science, technology and 

innovation, in addition to NREN management, it is responsible for the following 

aspects:  

- political: define, validate and approve policies related to the mission and goals;  

- operational: propose and execute operations to be performed under the strategic 

plan and activities;  

- financial: finance the service based on two models, regarding funding and 

distribution costs, respectively. 

 participating associations: primarily related to the digital libraries field, to allow joint 

collaboration between members and the share of experiences. B-On is associated with 

the following associations: 

- International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC); 

- Southern European Libraries Link(SELL); 

- Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic Resources (COUNTER); 

- International Group of Ex Libris Users (IGeLU). 

 technology and content providers: the choice of content providers (publishers and 

other suppliers) and technologies (software, servers and other technological features) 

is based on the identification, selection and contract negotiation with suppliers. This 

process depends on the assessment of success guarantees by engaging the services 

provided. B-on, representing adherent higher education and research institutions, tried 

to rationalize costs through centralized negotiation with publishers and other content 

providers. 

 

 
Figure 5: B-on service entities 
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 Managing contents - In April 2004, B-on began its operation providing about3500titlesof 

six publishers, and in 2005increased its subscription content to approximately12, 500 titles 

from 15content providers. The services of B-on are based on contents, which undergo a cycle 

of five processes, as represented in Figure 6, namely: acquisition; access; support, 

administration, evaluation and monitoring, as described below. 

Acquisition: This process is started by the community when there is the need to purchase a 

particular feature, and it requires the selection and analysis of the requested content. In this 

case, facing the proposals and suggestions made by the community, B-on makes a first 

screening to exclude proposals that do not fit in the integration policies. Then, the selected 

proposals are analyzed to see if they are really indispensable, through questionnaires for 

further analysis, and according to budget availability. In case of approval of the resource 

acquisition, this process continues to the negotiation phase with the resource provider. 

Access: this aspect is related to the restrictions on accessing contents through the Internet. To 

the member institutions allowed to access contents, B-on provides Internet access to each 

content provider so that the institution can register and get authorized. Remote access to 

information from different places is possible using VPNs, proxies and the new federated 

service. 

Administration: this involves managing all the information so that the processes of 

acquisition and access are successfully accomplished. This implies having the registration 

information of each institution (identification and contact), the catalogue of periodicals and 

the access restrictions depending on the group to which the institution belongs. 

Support: this aspect targets solving problems and answering questions related to the access to 

contents. This process handles registration, diagnosis, triage and resolution, or forwarding to 

a third party. 

Evaluation and monitoring: this process tracks the performance assessment of activities to 

improve service quality, based on the analysis of quantitative and qualitative indicators, 

reported issues, service failures, usage statistics, as well as the degree of user satisfaction. 

 

 
Figure 6: B-on: a cycle of five processes 

 

 

Negotiating Knowledge Acquisition - From the creation of B-on, FCT provides the 

publications to the institutions linked to the NREN in two ways, “all-for-all” and “some-for-

some”, as described below: 
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 all-for-all: the total budget that FCT centrally manages for the acquisition of scientific 

publications is directed to the purchase of publications for all institutions, from a major 

university to a small institute, providing a global access to the same publications. With this 

arrangement, the budget centrally managed is used to acquire contents for all participating 

institutions. 

some-for-some: as FCT cannot buy all publications available in the market, for the 

institutions of the consortium interested in a particular publication (at least five institutions), 

FCT negotiates each particular case with the publishers. If the number of institutions is 

smaller than five, these institutions can negotiate directly with the publishers. 

In both cases, research institutes and private entities may also take advantage from this 

collaborative purchase, by paying from their own budget. Public entities are subsidized and 

private entities pay according to a predefined model. By 2012, the settlement was a payment 

according to the entity size (number of researchers, etc.). From 2013 the institutions pay by 

usage, i.e. depending on the number of downloads in the last three years. The idea is to 

acquire a larger number of contents, but the most relevant to the community, and to share the 

costs between public and private entities. If B-on fails to sign the agreement with a publisher, 

the exclusion affects the entire country. This strategy is part of the rationalization of costs 

which requires negotiation power to be successful, which is one of the objectives of B-on.  

Another important aspect to face is obtaining the overall view of the most important contents 

to the community. This is obtained from downloading statistics, which allow, for example, 

knowing what content is actually used, and whether the users are specialized in a particular 

small or emergent area. In this case they can buy and sign the content personally.  

Analyzing the members of the consortium, B-on began its operation with 48 institutions in 

2004, and in 2007 reached a maximum of 75 institutions. Until 2012, some institutions left 

the consortium, with a maximum of 3 per year. From 2012 to 2013, 12 institutions have left 

the consortium, being integrated a total of 59 institutions in that year. The cause of this loss in 

membership needs a thorough analysis, being out of the scope of this paper. Despite the costs 

involved (e.g. software and maintenance) and the number of member institutions has 

decreased, the B-on service can be considered a success, stressed by the contents download 

indicators, which have grown almost continuously, from 1,996,171 in 2004 to 9,345,809 in 

2013. 

A major concern of the involved academic and research community is assuring the continuity 

of budget to sustain B-on. This motivates B-on to adhere to a preservation service of 

electronic resources called Portico (Portico, 2005). There are several solutions that preserve 

electronic contents and provide access to institutions after unsubscribing. Portico, according 

to B-on analysis, seemed to be the most appropriate solution, as it provides a wider coverage 

of B-on content. The strategy is to centralize the preservation process in Portico, by removing 

this task from libraries and publishers. 

The software for managing B-on content is Ex Libris, a proprietary library management 

system. This is an expensive software suite when considering countries with limited financial 

capacities. 

 

3.2 RCAAP - The National OA Repository 

RCAAP, the Portuguese scientific OA repository created in 2009, is a meta-repository 

aggregating 35 institutional repositories and 5 journals, allowing free access to a vast number 

of scientific national publications, currently exceeding 100,000 documents (Mulhanga, Lima, 

Massingue, & Ferreira, 2014). 
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 To facilitate OA for institutions without repositories, it was created within RCAAP the 

service - Serviço de Alojamento de Repositórios Institucionais – SARI, which allows 

institutions to have their own repository hosted in the cloud, avoiding concerns with technical 

aspects. With this service, centrally provided, institutions only have to worry with the 

management of their repositories. For institutions with a reduced volume of publications, a 

common repository was created within the SARI to allow the community of these institutions 

to have a shared repository with the outcome of their research work. 

Beyond being a hosting service of repositories, RCAAP recently created the Hosting Service 

of Journals, which allows institutions to create a journal and to undergo the entire lifecycle of 

the journal, i.e. from launching the call for papers, to the support for peer reviewing, editing, 

and processing of scientific data.  

To strengthen the visibility of OA scientific contents in Portuguese language, through a 

collaboration established between Brazil and Portugal, RCAAP proceeded with the 

aggregation of publications available in Brazilian institutional repositories. 

In terms of policies and mandates, FCT is a funding agency of the Portuguese government 

and institutions have been promoting their mandates based on the European guidelines. For 

FCT, the guiding principles regarding OA policies propose that the result of publicly funded 

research (including research data) should be deposited as soon as possible in an OA 

repository. 

 

4. The African Context  

Several studies reveal that this continent has the highest costs for the use of mobile telephony 

and Internet ( Alozie, Akpan-Obong, & Foster, 2011). Despite the challenges it has faced, 

according to the Internet World Stats, Africa grew by 5.2% between 2000 and 2014, and has 

8.6% of Internet users in the world (IWS, 2014). Africa still lives the problem of external 

economic dependence that very influenced in their technological growth.  

To join the global knowledge platform, the African NRENs began to emerge especially in 

Eastern and Southern Africa. The high cost of broadband access and the lack of national and 

international network infrastructure based on fiber-optic were factors that limited their 

deployment. Currently, with intercontinental connections to be established through submarine 

fiber-optic cables and locally through terrestrial fiber, broadband connectivity can be 

provided in most African countries, although still very expensive compared to other world 

regions. 

As in other continents, UbuntuNet Alliance is an African association of NRENs created in 

2005 by five established members and other emerging countries in eastern and Southern 

Africa. The main objectives of the UbuntuNet Alliance include to provide high-speed 

connectivity at low cost among alliance members and connect them to existing NRENs in the 

world, to develop and share knowledge and skills of NRENs’ ICT professionals, and to 

develop research to improve network infrastructure. Currently it has 14 members, and, as 

happens elsewhere, these objectives will enable the research and education community to 

cooperate and participate effectively in the activities of NRENs at a global level (Ubuntunet, 

2013). 

Considering the challenges in terms of research and education in Africa, some organizations 

have contributed to the emergence of new NRENs and associated projects, namely:  

African Union (AU) - AU has strategic areas for research and innovation, defined by the 

African Ministerial Council on Science and Technology. This council develops periodically 

the Africa Science and Technology Consolidated Plan of Action (CPA) that guides the 
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 development of the ICT sector on the continent for two major objectives: to allow the 

development of science, technology and innovation as a way to eradicate poverty and achieve 

the sustainable development; and to ensure that Africa contributes to the overall increase in 

scientific knowledge and technological innovation. The new Continental ICT Strategy for 

Africa (CISA)  launched in 2014 will guide the development of the ICT sector on the 

continent until 2024, and focuses on seven strategic areas: post and telecom infrastructure; 

capacity development; e-applications and services, enabling environment and governance; 

mobilization of resources and partnerships; industrialization; and research and development 

(AU, 2014). 

Association of African Universities (AAU) - to raise the quality of higher education in Africa 

and to contribute to the development of the continent by promoting collaboration among 

member institutions is the mission of this African association (AAU, 1967).  

Southern African Regional Universities Association (SARUA) - established in 2005, SARUA 

aims to support the revitalization and development of leadership for higher education 

institutions within the Southern African Development Community (SADC), as producers of 

scientific knowledge (SARUA, 2005).  

AfricaConnect – this project supported by the European Commission began in 2011. It lasts 

for four years aiming at interconnecting the NRENs in Southern and East Africa through a 

high capacity network infrastructure. The fruition of one of the goals of UbuntuNet Alliance, 

namely the interconnection of association members through GÉANT network, will support 

research and education in Africa through the interconnection to the global research 

community. Given the challenges presented, the annual UbuntuNet-Connect conference, 

organized by this alliance, brings together diverse stakeholders, allowing to discuss issues 

related to the development and improvement of infrastructure services provided to the 

community for research and education.  

Africa-EU Cooperation Forum on ICT – this is the forum for cooperation on ICT between 

Africa and Europe resulting in a joint strategy adopted at the Lisbon Summit, the EU-Africa 

Summit in 2007. The forum allows to foster the cooperation, the sharing of knowledge and 

experience between the two continents in ICT (with African NRENs playing a key role), 

promoting the dissemination of results of research projects in different areas of science and 

technology (Africa-Eu, 2009). 

 

4.1 Accessing knowledge in Africa 

To access knowledge has been one of the major challenges of the African continent. Despite 

the difficulties, the implementation of NRENs that is occurring will allow researchers, even if 

they are alone or in small groups, to have access to inside information. With respect the 

access to scientific literature, it is still a huge struggle for most of higher education 

institutions and research centers of the African continent, due to financial constraints to 

purchase contents to commercial publishers. 

Thus, to face this shortfall in scientific literature, several African institutions provide the 

scientific community needs resorting to organizations that support and promote access and 

sharing of knowledge. These organizations, such as the International Network for the 

Availability of Scientific Publications (INASP), the African Academy of Sciences (AAS), the 

Research4Life,  the Electronic Information for Libraries (EIFL), negotiate with commercial 

publishers to provide scientific literature free available or at low cost, support the creation of 

sustainable national library consortia, support open access publishing and building of 

institutional repositories of local contents, libraries, and intellectual property rights. 
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 In terms of accessing information freely and without restrictions, the OA movement has been 

growing, bringing many advantages to the development of scientific production and 

innovation in Africa. In this regard, UNESCO has promoted OA actions, primarily focused 

on scientific information resulting from public funding. These actions, undertaken in 

collaboration with its strategic partners, aim to raise awareness about the benefits of OA 

among policy makers, researchers and knowledge managers, assisting the development and 

promotion of OA with special attention to African and other developing countries. 

There are over one hundred OA repositories indexed in Africa. According to Figure 7, South 

Africa is at the forefront with 28.2%, then Kenya with 11.7% and Nigeria with 10.7% 

(OpenDOAR, 2014). Africa has 54 countries and only 23 countries have one or more 

repositories registered in the OpenDOAR portal. These data reveal that half of African 

countries need to create conditions for OA through the creation of repositories within national 

context. 

 

 
Figure 7: Repositories in Africa 

 

Regarding scientific journals indexed in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), 

South Africa with 70 and Nigeria with 38 journals, are still leading African countries. 

Considering African Journals OnLine (AJOL), which promotes the access to scientific 

literature collections produced in Africa, there are a total of 175 OA journals indexed in the 

corresponding platform (AJOL, 2014). Comparing the figures and the importance of NRENs 

for the African continent, it is considered important to analyze the current state of the 

UbuntuNet Alliance countries, taking a perspective in terms of OA repositories, journals and 

research data.  

Regarding OA repositories, and according to Figure 8, the UbuntuNet Alliance has a total of 

58 repositories, being South Africa with 29 and Kenya with 12, the countries which most 

contribute. The DR of Congo, Madagascar, Malawi and Somalia do not have repositories. 

Regarding OA journals, considering AJOL and DOAJ data, 82 and 92 journals, respectively, 

are reported for UbuntuNet Alliance countries. In AJOL, South Africa reports 39 journals, 

Ethiopia 19 and Kenya 10 journals, being the countries with the highest number of journals. 

Internationally, in DOAJ, South Africa with 70 indexed journals, Kenya with 7 and Ethiopia 

with 5, are leading the ranking. The data presented in Figure 8 also show that DR of Congo 

and Somalia have any contribution in terms of OA repositories and journals. Compared with 

OA research data in the Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR) portal, Africa has 

only one repository of this nature, the South African Data Archive (SADA) (ROAR, 2014). 
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Figure 8: OA repositories and journals – UbuntuNet Alliance Countries 

Regarding OA policies and mandates in Africa, the numbers are low, despite the efforts that 

have been made by various OA promoting bodies. According to the data presented in Table 

6, there are only 15 OA mandates in Africa, belonging to the following countries: Algeria, 

Ghana, Kenya, South Africa and Zimbabwe. South Africa with five mandates related to three 

institutions and Kenya with five mandates on different institutions, are the leading countries 

(ROARMAP, 2014). The first higher education institution to adopt an OA mandate was the 

University of Pretoria in 2009. 

 Based on the data presented, it is relevant to examine the barriers that impede the 

implementation of OA initiatives in institutions and research funding bodies. Governments 

must design appropriate policies for the African context, create programs that promote 

scientific research and encourage OA. The creation of OA policies and mandates will 

improve the visibility of the academic community production, so that the continent, instead 

being a mere consumer of science, can generate and share their production with mechanisms 

that protect intellectual property. 

Country (#) Type of mandate Institution(s) or Funder(s) 

Algeria (1)) Institutional Mandate Université M'hamed Bougara - Boumerdes 

Kenya (5) Institutional Mandate University of Nairobi 

  Institutional Mandate Strathmore University  

  Institutional Mandate Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology  

  Institutional Mandate Kenyatta University  

  Thesis Mandate  Pwani University  

Nigeria (2) Institutional Mandate Covenant University  

  Thesis Mandate Covenant University 

South Africa (5) Thesis Mandate University of Pretoria  

  Institutional Mandate University of Pretoria  

  Thesis Mandate University of Stellenbosch/Stellenbosch University  

  Thesis Mandate TWAS & OWSD  

  Institutional Mandate University of South Africa (UNISA) 

Zimbabwe (2) Institutional Mandate Midlands State University 

  Institutional Mandate Bindura University of Science Education 
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 Table 6: African OA registered mandates 

 

 

5. Mozambique as a Case Study 

Scientific research in Mozambique is still in its infancy. After independence in 1975, the 

number of trained teachers was insufficient to cover the needs of education and higher 

education in the country, and not kept pace with population growth. The civil conflict 

between 1977 and 1992 had a negative influence on the country’s growth.  

Eduardo Mondlane University (UEM) is the oldest institution of higher education in 

Mozambique. Founded in 1962 under the name of General University Studies of 

Mozambique, in 1968 it was renamed to University of Lourenço Marques (ULM) at the time 

which ascended to the level of University. In 1976, resulting from the reforms that have 

occurred and as a result of the country's independence, it was renamed to Eduardo Mondlane 

University. Before independence the training of most of Mozambican citizens was minimal 

or nil and the UEM curriculum reform that occurred at that time included new curricula and 

Bachelor's degree courses, to respond quickly to the needs of the labor market (Taimo, 2010). 

Currently, Mozambique has near 50 higher education institutions; however, in the world 

ranking, Mozambican universities are in a low place. UEM is considered the best higher 

education institution in the country.  

The 2014 report of the United Nations Program for Development (UNDP) puts Mozambique 

in the top 10 countries with the worst Human Development Index (HDI), placing it at 178th 

place (HDR, 2014). Despite being one of the world's poorest countries, Mozambique is a 

steady growing country, and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) forecast report of 

October 2013 predicted 8.3% growth for 2014, performance values that can positively 

influence the future of the country (IMF, 2014). Currently, economic growth is central in the 

concerns of the country, as well as training of qualified human resources in order to give 

answers to the country's fight against absolute poverty. 

In this sense, the framework for the development of information society in the country, the 

ICT policy adopted in 2000, defines main objectives to combat poverty and improve 

Mozambicans life. Ensure the production and access to knowledge are some of the 

fundamental aspects of the ICT policy for Mozambique to become a relevant and competitive 

partner in the global information society. 

Regarding the National Research System (NRS), only in 2000 emerged a ministry 

specifically dedicated to science and technology, now called the Ministry of Science and 

Technology (MST). In this context, a strategic plan was approved for scientific research in 

the country to support the development of the NRS. Thus, the NRS is managed by the 

government through the MST. In 2005 was created the National Research Fund (NRF), the 

main government agency responsible for funding research in Mozambique. The promotion of 

programs, projects and actions in the field of scientific research in accordance with the 

strategic priorities of the country are the main objectives of the NRF. From the NRF budget 

to support research projects, mainly resulting from external support, a large part of the 

investment is dedicated to the training of human resources. 

Under the Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy of Mozambique (STISM) launched 

in 2006, to strengthen the National System of Science, Technology and Innovation, began the 

project for the development of the country NREN, called Mozambique Research and 

Education Network (MoRENet). The challenges for the effective implementation of 

MoRENet are enormous taking into account economic, social, technical, technological, and 

infrastructural aspects. In this context, there is still much to do and a great commitment and 
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 pressure to put MoRENet fully operational. Currently, they are connected to MoRENet some 

institutions, with 34Mbps and 155Mbps shared Internet via SEACOM, Being Mozambique a 

large country with 11 provinces, MoRENet is covering two provinces, Maputo city and 

Maputo. The expansion of Mozambique's NREN is occurring and is expected to integrate 

over new 40 institutions. The implementation of the national backbone is one of the biggest 

challenges and connectivity is the only service provided to institutions at this stage. 

 

5.1 Information Access in Mozambique  

The lack of budget in research and education institutions to provide international scientific 

contents in different fields supplied by publishers is a big challenge. The effort of UEM in 

this context, enabled through the INASP program with whom UEM has worked since 2001, 

regards the negotiation with international publishers the access to journals and books without 

charge or at low cost price for Mozambican institutions. With INASP support, Mozambique 

can access to 90% of the publications paying 10% of their real value.  

The acquisition model of scientific literature through commercial publishers in Mozambique 

is not associated with the academy of sciences of the country. In this sense UEM is the 

national coordinator of the consortium of universities supported by the INASP project, being 

responsible for channeling the budget available for paying the access to publications for the 

institutions of higher education in the country. Currently all Mozambican institutions of high 

education, public and private, access about 23 000 titles. There are other organizations with 

programs supporting access to scientific literature from specific areas that Mozambique and 

other developing countries use, namely HINARI, for biomedical, OARE, in the 

environmental field and AGORA for agriculture. 

 

5.2 SABER Repository 

The OA movement in Mozambique is recent, mostly driven by UEM initiatives that try to 

give visibility and preserve the academic and scientific production of national institutions. In 

order to collect, preserve, aggregate and index academic and scientific production of higher 

education and research institutions in Mozambique, was released in November 2009 the 

multi-institutional repository SABER. SABER repository is a common platform that 

integrates six member institutions, including the Judicial Training Center (JTC), the Higher 

Institute of Science and Technology of Mozambique (HISTM), the Eduardo Mondlane 

University (UEM), the Pedagogical University, Polytechnic University and the University of 

St. Thomas of Mozambique (UST). Although the institutions mentioned above are officially 

integrated, SABER repository maintains scientific and academic documents produced or 

related with Mozambique from other institutions in the country (SABER, 2009).  

Key aspects to the successful implementation of SABER repository are: the contribution in 

terms of resources from the Ministry of Education, under the background of quality 

improvement and innovation; Sida/SAREC funding (Greenberg & Muchanga, 2006), the 

Swedish agency for international development; and the technical collaboration with 

University of Minho in Portugal, for setting up the repository in the chosen platform DSpace. 

Although being a multi-institutional repository, SABER is hosted in UEM, which is 

responsible for the technical support, and the administrative tasks related to the workflow of 

the deposit of documents. After near five years, SABER stores about three thousand 

documents, including teaching materials, monographs and dissertations. In more detail, 

according to Table 7, UEM has 2941 documents deposited, being the institution that 

contributes with the largest number of documents (97.77%), and the remaining 67 documents 
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 (2.23%) are related to other member institutions. Two institutions, although integrating the 

repository, have no contribution in terms of contents. 

 

Institution  # Documents 

Eduardo Mondlane University 2 941 

Higher Institute of Science and Technology 
of Mozambique 

0 

Judicial Training Center 20 

Pedagogical University 9 

Polytechnic University 38 

University of St. Thomas of Mozambique 0 

 
Table 7: distribution of contents by institution – SABER Repository 

Despite the encouraging number of documents deposited in the repository, when analyzing 

the number of documents deposited by year (with issue date in 2009, year of release of the 

repository, until 21 October 2014) as a way of perceiving the real evolution of the repository, 

it can be seen that the number of contributions in recent years is not very high. The analysis 

of the metadata related to publication date (see Figure 9), shows that only 667 documents 

have been deposited in the period of analysis, i.e., with year of publication greater than 2009. 

The rest of the documents, 2341, represent years prior to 2009, where the older corresponds 

to 1971. It can also be seen that 2011 is the year with most documents deposited, 233, 

followed by 2013 with 167 documents. 

 

 
Figure 9: Number of documents per year in SABER repository 

5.3 OA Journals 

Scientific journals play a significant role in the dissemination of research results and 

knowledge sharing, especially when it is adopted the "peer review" system, which contributes 

to improve the quality of publications.  

Within OA initiatives, UEM began in 2010 with the process of implementing an OA journal 

untitled "Revista Científica da UEM” (RC-UEM), whose mission is to present the results of 

national scientific production, involving UEM academic and research community and other 
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 institutions of higher education and research. This biannual journal attempts to cover specific 

areas in each edition, and the first edition (Number 0) was launched in 2012 with two series: 

the "Series of Letters and Social Sciences" with 5 articles and a "Series of Sciences 

Biomedical and Public Health "with 4 articles. Only in 2014 was launched another series 

(Number 1), the "Science of Education Series" with 7 papers.  

In 2013, despite the RC-UEM call for submission of articles, there was no series released due 

to the lack of contents to justify its release, as most of the papers submitted were not 

approved by reviewers.  

The main challenges faced by RC-UEM and other endogenous magazines are mainly related 

to the following aspects: (I) the lack of a national scientific community and the geographic 

boundaries of existing research lead to a shortage of submissions. Most of Mozambican 

researchers work in cooperation with international institutions (for instance, involved in their 

MSc and PhD studies). Even when the students return to Mozambique, it is common to 

maintain the external link and publish their work abroad. This is one of the biggest barriers to 

the creation of a scientific community turned inward; (ii) facing the lack of contents, the few 

endogenous magazines ‘die” prematurely, after two or three series; (iii) the reviewing process 

takes too long to be completed, impairing the process of launching a magazine edition. 

Moreover, as previously stated, most of the submitted works are not accepted. 

 

5.4 Barriers to OA in Mozambique 

The implementation of OA in Mozambique is still a huge challenge. Regarding SABER 

repository, based on the data presented above, it appears that not all adherent institutions 

contribute effectively for its growth, providing results of their academic and scientific 

activities. UEM is the most effective contributor to the initiative of information access free 

and without restrictions.  Regarding the OA journal RC-UEM, the lack of contents has been 

one of the largest barriers for its launch on a regular basis. In addition, although Mozambican 

higher education institutions have available electronic access to international magazines, their 

usage remains below the expectations of the documentation services responsible for the 

access. 

Looking for answers about the barriers that limit the success of OA in Mozambique, 

according to the information collected from interviews in UEM and MoRENet, through 

publications devoted to the development of science, technology and innovation in 

Mozambique, and to the release of OA, the following main barriers were identified:  

• socio-cultural: resistance to change and to new behaviors related to Internet use. The 

academic and scientific community should be informed where and how to find 

information and develop a culture of sharing and disseminating knowledge; 

• economic: many institutions and their communities are not sufficiently equipped with 

resources that facilitate the access and storage of information; 

• technological: the quality of the access to information is precarious due to low speed of 

network connections and the constant power outage; 

• intellectual property protection: to boost the intellectual property system in the country, 

in 2008 the STM launched the "Intellectual Property Strategy" document approved by 

the government, as an instrument to serve the interests of the economic, social, 

technological, scientific and cultural development of the country. Its implementation 

lacks a legal system and is not yet enshrined the national rights on intellectual property 

defending authors ( Castro, Possas, & Godinho, 2011); 
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 • scientific community: the research level is still low and the few researchers are in most 

cases bound to international research institutions. Therefore, most of publications go out 

of the country, which constitutes an obstacle to nationwide scientific production. 

In this context, it is necessary to take more information actions, disclosing the existence of 

specific services that provide access to information, publishing the portals and how to use 

them. Nationally there are no governmental and institutional policies of OA, therefore it is 

necessary to raise awareness among government institutions and funding agencies of OA 

initiatives. The effective implementation of MoRENet can contribute not only to supply high-

speed connectivity as well as a valuable partner in providing services for free access to 

knowledge. 

Mozambique, being a Portuguese speaking country, belonging to the CPLP (Community of 

Portuguese Language Countries), can enjoy the experience and the existing historical 

relationship with Brazil and Portugal. Both countries have moved forward with new projects 

in the field of management science. The CONFOA, the Luso-Brazilian conference on OA 

resulted in a memorandum of understanding between the two countries unifying the 

Portuguese and Brazilian communities on developing activities of research, service 

management and OA, to foster and disseminate knowledge by means of OA repositories and 

journals in research and higher education institutions. In this context Mozambique has been 

represented in CONFOA by the repository SABER team, who has shown interest to integrate 

CONFOA initiative. The successful integration not only of Mozambique but of other CPLP 

countries will largely depend on the sensitivity and determination of the government’s policy 

regarding OA issues.  

Given the challenges presented so far, one of the possible solutions to turn the OA movement 

effective in Mozambique, is the institutionalization of the OA service (repository and 

journal), supported by government and other entities related with the topic. As an 

institutionalized service its mission should be regulated by well-defined rules so that it can 

support other initiatives, such as the implementation of intellectual property protection, and 

collaborations, namely with service projects provided by MoRENet and similar national, 

regional and international projects related to higher education and research. 

 

6. Conclusions 

Accessing, sharing, and disseminating scientific production are essential factors that 

contribute to the development of societies in various fields. Given this perspective, this paper 

addressed the challenges associated to information access on two fronts: the access to 

scientific literature through commercial publishers and the open access movement, 

introducing the distinct experiences of two countries: Portugal and Mozambique. The 

research carried out and presented in this paper intents to demonstrate that NRENs play a key 

role in supporting and providing information access services dedicated to the academic and 

scientific community. 

Portugal, with the B-on service acquire scientific contents based on a cycle that ensures the 

provision of comprehensive scientific literature, involving two access regimes "all-for-all" 

and "some-for-some", and a well-structured negotiation and acquisition process with 

publishers. Although the contents management software used brings high costs, the demand 

for international scientific titles has grown since its creation, and the strategy for preserving 

contents is advantageous, guaranteeing that contents acquired in established contracts are not 

lost.  

Regarding OA, Europe is leader in the number of repositories, OA policies and mandates. 

National and institutional EU directives have benefited the academic and scientific 
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 community considering self-archiving of all scientific output resulting from public funding, 

including the research data. In terms of institutional initiatives, the promotion of self-

archiving of documents produced in institutions included dissertations. RCAAP, in Portugal, 

has proved to be a success for institutions that did not possess repositories, which now can 

have their repositories centrally hosted in RCAAP. Thanks to existing mandates the number 

of documents from the national repository exceeds 100 000. 

 

In Africa there is still much to do and the challenges for promoting the growth and access to 

scientific literature are enormous. Most NRENs are still in its implementation phase, as 

MoRENet in Mozambique. The deployment of MoRENet could result in an increased 

collaboration on OA initiatives developed by UEM, allowing the expansion of the repository 

SABER and of the scientific journal RC-UEM. Considering the barriers presented in the 

context of OA in Mozambique, it is important to gain political support to the OA initiative 

launched in 2009, with the creation of SABER, and to define policies and mandates. Another 

aspect that deserves special attention is the intellectual property protection. The strategy 

launched by the MST exists but remains to be implemented, being one of the barriers to the 

growth of the RC-UEM journal and SABER repository. 

 The access to international scientific contents in Africa is still sustained by international 

organizations and projects that negotiate with the member countries or institutions the access 

without charge. In the case of Mozambique, UEM coordinates this collaborative project. 

These results stress the relevance of cooperation to foster knowledge in developing countries, 

by learning from success cases and sharing experiences, and to obtain technical and funding 

support in an initial deployment phase. The development of NRENs is a key aspect to provide 

a consistent technological and communication platform engaging the research and education 

community in the common objective of promoting knowledge growth.  
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Abstract 

Since its inception in Malawi, e-health continues to offer new opportunities for improving 

health-care delivery in the country. In places where implementations are done right, it enables 

proper and easy management of pharmaceuticals and lab samples together with results, 

provides clinical decision support and better patient management, and facilitates easy 

generation of reports for facility managers and policy makers. However, with the presence of 

many different e-health solutions and implementers in the country, for the health-care 

delivery system to be streamlined and benefit fully from e-health there is need for the 

electronic systems to meet certain standards that would enable their interoperability and 

integration with other systems at present and in the future. This paper, therefore, is focusing 

on current efforts on, and future prospects for achieving e-health system's interoperability and 

integration in Malawi. It is with an understanding of the current state that appropriate 

recommendations can be made for how the issues in question can be addressed today, rather 

than wait until in the future when it will potentially be very difficult and costly to resolve.  

Keywords 

e-Health, Interoperability, Integration, Standards, Electronic Medical Record Systems, 

mHealth. 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper seeks to review current efforts on interoperability, integration and standardization 

of e-Health implementations in Malawi. It also examines future prospects for realization of 

the same, and makes recommendations that when followed the three key aspects in question 

can be attained. The paper argues that Malawi has to make all e-Health solutions in the 

country inter-operable, integrated and standardized sooner than later, and that it is only 

through a clear and concrete road-map in place that this can be achieved.  If this is delayed, it 

will be a costly and difficult undertaking when done during a period when the country will 

have many e-Health systems that are mature and deployed in many health facilities across the 

country. 

mailto:smwakilama@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:shawo.mwakilama@baobabhealth.org
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 As Kanjo et. al. (2008) argues, fragmented information systems do not provide conducive 

environment for optimum utilization of information in rationalizing the decisions regarding 

planning and management of health services. Again, with existence of a silos of e-Health 

systems that do not communicate, whether within or across health facilities, continuum of 

patient care is greatly affected. In this case, people rely on paper to transfer records from one 

system to another, which in itself is also additional work for the health-workers.  

 

1.1 Background 

e-Health is becoming a key component of the agenda in the health sector, particularly in 

resource constrained settings, such as the Sub-Saharan Africa. The primary purpose for 

having e-health systems is to help improve health care in terms of efficiency and 

effectiveness (WHO; and WITSA, 2006), and provide strategic data. e-Health, for instance, 

facilitates easy management of big cohorts of patients (e.g. in ART programs), management 

of pharmaceuticals and supplies, and ordering of lab tests and sending of results to clinicians. 

Doing all this in a manual set-up is very cumbersome and time consuming. In Malawi, e-

health emerged from at least 10 years ago, and today is one of the important initiatives in the 

health sector. One noticeable problem though is the existence of many players in this field 

who have different electronic systems which are not inter-operable and integrated, whether 

Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMRs), mobile-health (mHealth) applications, or 

telemedicine systems. The presence of many implementers or vendors with different systems 

leads to fragmentation of e-health systems, which makes it difficult to provide continuum 

patient care and compile reports, among other things. This challenge exists in both developed 

and developing countries. In the West, international organizations such as the EU and WHO 

together with countries such as Canada, Australia and the UK began to place greater 

emphasis on interoperability and standards upon realizing the seriousness of having e-health 

systems that do not talk to one another (HIQA, 2011:5).  

 

1.2 Definitions 

It is essential to define key terms used herein for purposes of providing an understanding of 

the context in this paper. First, there are many definitions of e-Health, but the ones that are 

suitable for here are WHO's definition which states that e-Health is the use of information & 

communication technology for health, and HIMSS which defines e-Health as the use of 

technologies to improve access, efficiency, effectiveness and quality of clinical care and 

business processes, with an aim to improve health outcomes. 

Interoperability is the ability of data and information generated by one system to be accessed 

and (re-)used in a meaningful way by another system, whether or not the latter is based on 

different technologies (Open Clinical, 2007). According to HIMSS, interoperability is the 

ability of the health information systems to work together within and across organizational 

boundaries in order to advance the effective delivery of health-care for individuals and 

communities. While integration means the linking together of an array of multiple 

information or data sets through a well-defined protocol and coordination of the merging of 

data from different systems within or across health facilities. HIMSS defines integration as 

the arrangement of an organization's information system in way that allows them to 

communicate efficiently and effectively, and brings together related parts into a single 

system. 
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 Standards are basically technical specifications set to guide in the development of e-health 

solutions, to ensure quality, uniformity, easy access and so on. In order to achieve integration 

and interoperability, the areas on which standards are required include: 

 

1.2.1 Architecture 

This is the overall structure or plan for a health information system. It details components of 

the system and their relationships. It includes platform(s) on which applications are to be 

built. It states the design of the health information system and its ability to interface with 

other e-health systems.   

1.2.2 Data Dictionary/ Vocabulary 

This is a document with a list of clinical concepts, as a way of attempting to achieving 

uniformity in the concepts that e-health implementers use. This then would enable the sharing 

of data or information between different electronic systems. Moreover, standard 

conceptualization or understanding of clinical concepts helps to prevents medical errors or 

adverse events when treating patients. 

1.2.3 Security 

This focuses on data and system privacy and security. Health or patient data is sensitive and 

deserves to be kept confidential and the patients to have trust that their information will 

remain private even in electronic format. Thus, there must be standards in place that will 

ensure that every electronic health information system has security mechanisms that will 

prevent unauthorized access to the system, and loss or theft of data. Unique identification of 

patients and system users also need to be included.   

1.2.4 Messaging standards 

Another critical element is the institutionalization of the format and sequence for data 

transmission or interfacing between two or more different electronic systems. There must be 

a format that each implementer must use and therefore enable their systems to interface with 

others. 

1.2.5 Networks and Infrastructure 

There is also need to clearly define the kind of network and infrastructure for the national 

health information system. Each e-health implementer must know this and implement their 

solutions inline with this. This looks at connectivity, networks, power, and hardware 

solutions and so on. One of the critical aspects to also look at is robustness and sustainability 

of the same.  

 

1.3 Justification for Interoperability, Integration and Standards in e-Health 

The critical thing is to understand why e-health systems should be inter-operable, integrated 

and follows national or international standards. When e-health systems are interfaced or can 

communicate to one another, the benefits are distributable across patients, health-care 

workers, health facility managers, researchers and policy makers. 

As e-health solutions target patients in order to improve health outcomes, patients' records 

ought to be continuous or their data should be transferable from one system to another, within 
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 and across health facilities, particular for people who have lifelong sicknesses such as 

diabetes, hypertension and HIV (Ellingsen and Monteiro, 2008). When systems are 

developed followed agreed upon standards and become inter-operable, the systems exchange 

data or information accurately, effectively and consistently (Open Clinical, 2007). In this 

situation there is also improved access to health records and information, thereby enabling 

health-workers to easily access a patient's medical history when treating them, and to make 

informed clinical decisions.  

Lastly, when e-health solutions are integrate or interfaced, generation of required reports in a 

health facility is not difficult, and this assists facility manager to be able to do forecasting and 

other important decisions based on evidence available to them. Such data is also useful to 

researchers and policy makers when it is aggregated and made available for their use.  

 

2. Methods 

A qualitative method was pursued to collect data for this paper. The techniques that were 

applied were chosen with a view to acquiring information, and deduce sound conclusions 

regarding the state of e-health initiatives in Malawi in relation to interoperability, integration 

and standards. The empirical data were gathered through a participatory approach, which 

included involvement of authors in work on e-health in Malawi, active engagement in 

National Data Standards Task Force meetings, and participation in workshops or conferences 

on e-health. All authors have also been involved in field visits for observations to health 

facilities and communities with electronic health systems. In 2012, four of the authors 

conducted an e-health situation assessment in the country by purposively sampling all 3 

major cities' central hospitals, namely Queen Elizabeth Central Hospital in Blantyre, Kamuzu 

Central Hospital in Lilongwe and Mzuzu Central Hospital in Mzuzu. Secondary level public 

facilities and major mission and private hospitals in the three cities were randomly sampled, 

and the ones selected were Mlambe Mission Hospital and Mwaiwathu Private Hospital in 

Blantyre; Area 18 Health Centre, Nkhoma Mission Hospital and City Centre Clinic in 

Lilongwe; and MASM Clinic and St. John of God Mission Hospital in Mzuzu. One district in 

each of the three regions of Malawi was randomly selected and those selected were Thyolo in 

the south, Salima in the central and Karonga in the north, in which the district hospital 

participated in the assessment. Key informant interviews were also conducted with senior 

government officials and the leadership of main e-health implementers in the country. In 

addition, a desk review on published and unpublished literature on the topic was also 

conducted to complement primary data.   

 

3. Findings 
3.1 Existence of Different e-Health Implementers 

To begin with, it is very apparent that Malawi has many players, big and small, that are 

implementing e-Health systems in public, mission and private health facilities. A table below 

attests to this point. These electronic systems are not yet inter-operable and integrated, apart 

from the few ones that have been highlighted in one of the subsequent sub-sections. This in 

itself also means that patients have to be issued IDs in each and every system which they 

interact with, as there is no one single unique identification system that can be used across the 

systems. 
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 Figure #1: e-Health Systems and Providers in Malawi 

 

# Implementer E-Health System(s) Location 

1. EMRs   

 Baobab Health Trust ART, Out-Patient Diagnosis (OPD), 

General Patient Registration, 

Antenatal, Maternity, Diabetes, TB-

HIV, Pharmacy, HIV Testing & 

Counselling (HTC), Chronic Care 

Clinic, Lab, and so on.  

All districts in Malawi, except two 

(common in most sites are the first 

two systems) – district hospitals, 

health centres and mission hospitals 

 Luke International Paxi - radiology Mzuzu Central Hospital in Mzuzu 

 MSF - France Fuchia (ART) 10 health facilities in Chiradzulu 

 Nkhoma Mission Hospital Afyapro (facility wide system) Nkhoma Hospital in Lilongwe 

 Partners in Health ART Neno 

 Dream Project ART Dream Clinics in Lilongwe, Blantyre 

and Balaka 

2. Mobile Applications   

 D-Tree Maternal-Child Health system, 

PMTCT 

Lilongwe and Dowa Districts 

 COOPI Pharmaceutical Stock Management Salima District 

 Village Reach/ Baobab Health Maternal-Child Health system Balaka District 

 Medic Frontline SMS ART St. Gabriel's Hospital in Lilongwe, 

and Machinga District 

3. Telemedicine  Kamuzu Central Hospital in 

Lilongwe and Queen Elizabeth 

Central Hospital in Blantyre 

4. Logistics Management Info. 

Systems 

  

 JSI  Selected districts in Malawi 

 Source: Authors' input 

 

The above systems do not communicate with each other because they are built on different 

data models and use different operating systems. For example, Baobab Health uses 

OpenMRS data model, MySQL database, Ruby-on-rails as programming framework and 

Linux operating system; Luke International uses Microsoft SQL database, Visual Basics 6.0 

and Microsoft Windows operating system; D-Tree uses Microsoft Windows and Android 

applications; and Afyapro uses Microsoft SQL database and Microsoft C#.NET. 

 

3.2 MoH established the National Data Standards Task Force 

The MoH created the National Data Standards Taskforce within the national M&E Technical 

Working Group years ago, in order to achieve the following: formulate policies and standards 

to guide implementations of health information systems, monitor implementations of partners 

in this area, and provide a forum at which implementers or stakeholders can update each 

other on their work, share knowledge and experiences, and partner in some interventions. 

Below is a diagram illustrating the structure of this Task Force. 
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 Figure # 2: Structure of National Data Standards Task Force in Malawi 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Chawani, M; Mwakilama, G.S., et. al. (2011) 

 

 
 

 Source: Chawani M., Mwakilama et.al (2011) 
 

Furthermore, within the same Task Force, a mHealth Task Force was established to purely 

focus on mobile applications for health, due to the growing number of new implementations 

in the area. This then offers implementers additional time to discuss issues pertaining to their 

field, share experiences and collaborate in some projects.  

 

3.3 Data Sharing Between/ Across Electronic Systems 

Sharing of data whether patient health records or aggregate information in the health sector is 

very crucial for several reasons, as alluded to earlier. When this sharing of information is 

done electronically the process is simple, efficient and saves time of the responsible staff. 

With ICT systems that are inter-operable, it is possible to automatically exchange patient data 

from a laboratory system to an electronic medical record system within a hospital, or to 

transmit digital x-ray images electronically across health facilities or institutions (e-Business 

Watch, 2008:12). It was, therefore, in-line with this scenario that the MoH decided to make 

sure that all electronic systems in the health sector in Malawi can transmit data between and 

across systems. As such, it mandated all e-health implementers in the country to develop and 

deploy systems that are compliant with the HL7 Standard Messaging system. 

 

3.4 E-Health Strategy Development  

In 2012, MoH commissioned an assessment for e-health situation in the country, in order to 

understand the initiatives that are already in place in health facilities, whether public, mission 

or private, as well as the gaps that exist. This was critical for it to better develop a national 

strategy for e-health, which all stakeholders must know and follow in their work in this 

sector. The strategy is one way of ensuring that all players are guided, and that are working 

towards the national vision and adhering to standards. Therefore, a multi-disciplinary team 

was constituted to undertake this exercise and the situation assessment was completed in the 

same year, but the final e-Healthy Strategy for Malawi was finished in 2013. 

 

3.5 Partners Initiatives 
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 It must be stated that few partners collaborated on their own to integrate their e-health 

systems and to enable and then demonstrate interoperability of their systems. In mid-2012, 

Baobab Health Trust which mainly implemented EMRs in the central and southern regions 

and Luke International which operated in the northern region reached an agreement to merge 

functionalities of their Electronic Medical Record Systems (EMRs) and come up with one 

called National EMR.    

Between 2012 and 2013, MSF Belgium which had deployed Fuchia ART system with which 

it managed all ART patients within Thyolo District, approached Baobab Health for 

discussions to migrate their health facilities into the Baobab Electronic Medical Record 

system, which is a de-facto national EMR. The migration was successful and now the new 

EMR is in use at Thyolo District Hospital and Bvumbwe Health Centre. In 2014, Baobab 

Health worked closely with MoH to enable the OPD system, which operates at patient level, 

to transmit data to the District Health Information System (DHIS), which focuses on district 

aggregate data. Within few months the two systems became inter-operable, and below is 

Figure # 3 that represents this interoperability.  

 

 
 

Figure # 3:  Source: Lupafya (2014) unpublished 

 

 

4. Discussion 
4.1 State of Integration and Interoperability 

It is clear from above that the presence of various different e-health interventions in Malawi 

has led to lack of interoperability and integration of the systems. The challenges that this 

brings have already been alluded to in the foregoing. But the major one is that all the systems 

deal with a patient and for people that are on lifelong illnesses it presents problems when the 
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 interact with those different systems as their records cannot be shared across the systems. The 

work that the National Data Standards Task Force is doing has been well recognized. But the 

task force must work on the shortcomings which are stated below, in order to make good 

progress in its work.  

Even in the absence of national standards in black and white, and mechanisms for 

enforcement, some partners have collaborated and demonstrated standards within the field as 

highlighted earlier. This is facilitating continuum of care for patients when they move from 

one district to another across the country e.g. HIV patients who are on ART treatment.  

 

4.2 Short-comings 

First, it must be acknowledge that even though there are efforts to come up with national 

standards on e-health, the process is taking long to finalize the same. This then means that the 

country does not officially have the said standards on paper, which are enforceable. It is yet 

to be known even when they are institutionalized whether there will be incentives for those 

that follow and punishments for those that do not follow the national standards. 

In the event that Malawi has official national standards for e-health, the critical question then 

will be whether the country has a clear framework for monitoring and enforcing compliance. 

At the moment, this is absent and in current discussions and efforts towards establishing 

standards there should also be some focus on this framework.  

Another major inadequacy is shortages of financial, human and infrastructure with which to 

initiate, or to support e-health. The MoH does not receive adequate funding from the central 

government for all its operations, and therefore, interventions such as e-health do not receive 

much attention and resources. At present, almost all e-health interventions in the country are 

initiated by donors and NGOs. The disadvantage of this is that it is these donors and NGOs, 

in some cases, which influence the direction of the interventions, as they seek these to be in-

line with their interests.  

 

4.3 Prospects 

It is essential to highlight that one major prospect now is that institutionalization of national 

standards and the attainment of interoperability and integration of e-health systems is possible 

in Malawi. This is so because at present most electronic health systems are still in pilot phase 

or have been deployed in just few health facilities. This is very different in countries such as 

the USA, UK, Australia and others that experienced major problems due to lack of 

interoperability and integration of e-health systems, as the domain became flooded with many 

private vendors' systems which could not communicate with each other. In case of e-health 

systems that are mature and have been deployed to many hospitals, such as Baobab's ART, 

OPD and Antenatal modules, the coding took into account the HL7 compliance requirement 

set by MoH. This, together with the presence of a local team of software developers and 

engineers who develop and deploy the systems, will enable their interoperability with other 

systems in the future.  

As stated in the foregoing as well as by Kanjo et. al. (2008:5) another good prospect in the 

country is the existence of the National Data Standards Task Force (NDSTF) which is led by 

MoH. This task force basically offers an opportunity for agreeing on and enforcing national 

standards. In terms of the standards in question, the members and MoH discusses these and 
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 have sub-groups that have been assigned to look at domains such as architecture, data 

dictionary and security. There seems to be some delays in finalizing the assignments of 

coming up with final documents from the sub-groups that guide the members in terms of 

national standards, as those assigned to do this work have other responsibilities within the 

organizations they work for. Additionally, the task force enables members to share best 

practices, which in a way can also set standards among the membership. It must also be stated 

that the NDSTF is best placed to stir interest and willingness of the member organizations to 

get involved in its activities, and with their presence, therefore, facilitate the adoption and 

adherence to agreed upon national standards and policies concerning e-health. 

Lastly, the e-Health Strategy for Malawi is another key document that when institutionalized, 

it will guide e-health implementations in the country. It will provide some kind of direction 

and indication of what MoH seeks to achieve within this field. Knowledge of this is key to 

enabling stakeholders start interventions which are aligned to the national strategy.  

 

5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The presence of various e-health initiatives in Malawi that are built on different platforms and 

operating systems, coupled with the patient centred nature of health-care delivery, demands 

the need to have e-health systems which have national standards that make them inter-

operable and integrate with other systems in the health sector. The paper has highlighted key 

implementers of e-health systems in Malawi, mainly EMRs and mHealth, with an indication 

of their systems and platforms on which they are built. There are efforts both by MoH and 

some e-health implementers themselves that have been undertaken to harmonize things and 

integrate some of their work. MoH is also leading the National Data Standards Taskforce 

which seeks to formulate and enforce national standards in this sector.  

It can be argued that the process of putting together the said standards and achieving 

interoperability and integration in Malawi is very slow, and there seems to be no clear road 

map with which to achieve the same. Therefore, MoH must work with all stakeholders to 

create a road-map for achieving interoperability and integration of systems in the country. 

The paper also argues that Malawi ought to have national standards and have systems talk to 

each other sooner, when most systems are either in pilot phase or have not been rolled out to 

many places; than doing it latter when it will be more complex and costly exercise. As in 

each system a patient, a system user (health-worker) and a health facility are issues a unique 

identifier, it does not make sense for one patient to have several IDs. This then calls for the 

need to implement national unique identifiers which can be used across e-health systems 

sooner than later. The paper also urges the government to dedicate adequate resources to e-

health and determine its course based on its national interest(s), as currently this area is 

largely donor funded and therefore a big influence on direction of the initiatives is based on 

interest of the donors in some cases. Furthermore, MoH should have a clear framework or 

mechanism for monitoring and enforcement in the e-health sector, in order to ensure that all 

system implementers are adhering to national standards. Lastly, the issue of sustainability 

must also be fully discussed and addressed with all the players.  
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Abstract 

The volume of intellectual property output of African universities and research institutions 

and their contribution to the global research discourse is very low, and it is not 

commensurate with the quality and quantity of researchers and academics in the region.   

Universities and Research institutions in Africa also have very limited visibility at the 

global level, leading to loss of competitiveness of the institutions, and consequently the 

competitiveness of their home countries.  From its formative days, the UbuntuNet Alliance, 

while accepting that there are many factors that have led to this state of affairs, has posited 

that the isolation of Africa-based researchers from the global information infrastructure 

(GII) is a major contributing factor, and that the reduction of such isolation will lead to 

increased intellectual property output.  

The Alliance developed a Theory of Change that focuses on the influence of connectivity 

on researcher behaviour as the key factor that needs to be examined to demonstrate the 

validity or otherwise of our thesis.  To investigate this, the Alliance conducted a baseline 

study aimed at examining this hypothesis by tracking researcher behaviour over a period of 

at least five years.  Baseline data collection started during 2010, running into mid-2011, and 

the findings were presented in a paper during UbuntuNet-Connect 2011 in Nairobi.   

In this paper, we shall present the findings of a follow-up study based on data collected 

during 2013, and relate them to the baseline study published earlier.   

In the follow-up study, we continued to use two instruments: one to collect data about the 

research environment within an institution and another to collect data on researcher 

perceptions, behaviour and outputs within the institution. Multiple administrative personnel 

completed the institutional tool at 29 participating institutions across 5 countries while 443 

individual researchers from 38 different institutions were interviewed to complete the 

researcher tool. This was an improvement in the survey sample compared to the last survey 

where 271 individual researcher responses were collected from 16 participating institutions. 

Participating countries for both studies included Ethiopia, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda and 

Zambia. 

Amongst individual researchers that participated in the study, 356 (81.5%) were male and 

81 (18.5%) female. 77.2% of the participants were below 44 years of age while 7.0% were 

55 years or older.17.4% of the respondents had attained a Bachelor’s degree, 63% had 

Masters, while only 18.5% had attained a PhD. 

The analysis of this data is ongoing at the time of submission of this abstract: we are 

therefore unable to provide a summary of the findings at this point in time. 

 

mailto:tiwonge.banda@ubuntunet.net
mailto:tusu@ubuntunet.net
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1. Introduction 

The volume of intellectual property output of African universities and research institutions 

and their contribution to the global research discourse is very low, and it is not 

commensurate with the quality and quantity of researchers and academics in the region. 

Universities and Research institutions in Africa also have very limited visibility at the 

global level, leading to loss of competitiveness of the institutions, and consequently the 

competitiveness of their home countries.  From its formative days, the UbuntuNet Alliance, 

while accepting that there are many factors that have led to this state of affairs, posits that 

the isolation of Africa-based researchers from the global information infrastructure 

(GII) is a major contributing factor, and that the reduction of such isolation will lead to 

increased intellectual property output.  

The Alliance developed a Theory of Change that focuses on the influence of connectivity 

on researcher behaviour as the key factor that needs to be examined to demonstrate the 

validity or otherwise of our thesis.  To investigate this, the Alliance conducted a baseline 

study in 2011 to examine the hypothesis by tracking researcher behaviour over a period of 

at least five years (Tusubira et al. 2013). This paper presents the findings of a follow-up 

study based on data collected in 2013.  The focus in this paper is specifically behavioural 

change as we do not expect significant changes in actual intellectual property output in the 

limited time between the surveys: while we do capture some data on intellectual property 

output, comparatives at this outcome level will be made over longer observation intervals. 

 

2. Methodology 

Just like the 2011 survey, the methodology for this study is based on the UbuntuNet 

Alliance Monitoring and Evaluation Strategy that incorporates basic elements of a program 

theory (UbuntuNet 2009). This includes both action theory—to capture the efforts of the 

Alliance and key partners in translating available resources to produce programme 

deliverables and a change theory to capture anticipated changes in the target audience as a 

consequence of these deliverables (Chen 2005). The target remains Africa-based 

researchers; the leverage mechanism is the presence of reliable, efficient, affordable and 

sufficient Internet bandwidth on the continent that is likely to contribute towards a positive 

outcome—improved intellectual property output at the global level. All of this occurs and is 

shaped by a dynamic context that includes the higher education institutions where the 

researchers are based, national communication sectors and policies, research funding 

initiatives and policies, etc. 

For this follow-up study, we reviewed and improved upon the two survey instruments used 

in the baseline study—one to collect data about the research environment within an 

institution and another to collect data on researcher perceptions, behaviour and outputs 

within the institution. The individual survey was self-administered under the management 

of a researcher, who also interviewed different administrative personnel at a participating 

institution to complete the institutional survey. 

26 institutions participated across 5 countries while 443 individual researchers from 38 

different institutions were interviewed to complete the individual researcher survey. This is 

an improvement in the number of participants compared to the 2011 survey where 271 

individual researcher responses were collected from 16 participating institutions. 

1.1 Institutional returns 
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 Valid and complete institutional returns were obtained from 26 participating institutions of 

higher learning—Tanzania (13), Zambia (5), Ethiopia (4), Uganda (3) and Malawi (1). The 

institutional survey captured information in the following major categories: 

i. ICT in the Institution: ICT support unit, Internet and email access, ICT in 

education functions, ICT in research, ICT curricula, data and network security 

ii. Library: Automation, access to online resources, user training (information 

literacy); 

iii. Research and intellectual property: documentation, dissemination, 

commercialisation; 

iv. Research support services. 

 

1.2 Individual returns 

Valid individual returns were obtained from 443 academic staff of 38 higher institutions of 

learning in Ethiopia (227), Uganda (76), Tanzania (61), Malawi (51) and Zambia (28). The 

individual survey captured information in the following major categories: 

i. Demographic characteristics: gender, age, academic rank; qualification; duration 

of employment by current institution; main employment assignments; 

ii. Research policy: existence and satisfaction; 

iii. Sources of research funds; 

iv. Library: resources and satisfaction; 

v. Laboratories and equipment: sufficiency and satisfaction; 

vi. Computers: access, ownership, usage, and applications used; 

vii. Internet: access, quality, utilisation; 

viii. Conduct of research: individual leadership, volume, time allocation, 

collaboration; 

ix. Research output: type, where published, attitude to creative commons; 

x. Barriers to and motivation for research. 

 

3. Analysis of Institutional Survey and Findings 
3.1 ICT in the Institution  

The research-enabling environment within institutions has greatly improved since the last 

survey, particularly in regard to ICT. More institutions had developed policies supporting 

the integration of ICT within various functions as highlighted in Figure 10. Six out of 24 

institutions also reported having developed an Intellectual Property (IP) policy to ensure 

that intellectual property generated using publicly funded research is used for the wider 

benefit of society and that institutional staff were appropriately rewarded for their role. 

 

Figure 10: Percentage of participating institutions that had policies relating to ICT and research 
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 Institutional access to quality Internet bandwidth has improved with 18 of 26 (69.2%) 

participating institutions reporting access to fibre compared to only seven of 16 (43.8%) 

during the last survey. 13 of 26 institutions (50.0%) had more than 10Mbps in terms of 

Internet bandwidth compared to only 5 of 16 (31.3%) in 2011. This improvement in 

connectivity is also reflected in the ratios of bandwidth to the number of computers, 

academic staff and students, as presented in Figure 11. Despite these improvements, access 

to bandwidth is still way below expected averages (Obama 2013) as trends towards online 

research and learning gain momentum (Singh & Lewa, 2014). 

 

Figure 11: Ratio of bandwidth to number of computers, academic staff and students across participating 

institutions 

3.2 Research publications and other outputs 

The data in this section is included for completeness: as explained in the introduction to this 

paper, comparatives will be examined over a longer period of time.  

There is slight improvement in terms of institutional documentation of research outputs and 

dissemination across participating institutions. Eleven of 26 (42.3%) participating 

institutions in the current survey had readily accessible data on research outputs compared 

to only six of 16 from the last survey (37.5%). Please note that while the 2011 survey 

considered publications for the prior five years, the 2013 survey only considered 

publications for the two years between the surveys. Total number of research outputs per 

category across all participating institutions are summarised in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Total number of research publications and outputs reported by participating institutions over the 

last two years 
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 Four institutions—University of Dar es Salaam (1), Sokoine University of Agriculture (8), 

Hawassa University (4) and Mzuzu University (2), each reported at least one patent (actual 

number in brackets) as a research output over the last two years. This is a great 

improvement from the last survey where no participating institution reported any patents 

over a five-year period. 

Intellectual output per capita across all participants (total number of publications divided by 

the total number of academic staff) has improved compared to the last survey, but is still 

low as indicated in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Research per capita (ratio of research output to number of academic staff) for all participating 

institutions 

 

3.3 Research support services 

While research support services have continued to improve as highlighted in Figure 14 

since the last survey, research funding is still a major challenge. Research funding 

predominantly comes from international agencies, signifying who sets the research agenda 

and priorities. 

 

Figure 14: Percentage of participating institutions with access to different research support services 
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The demographic characteristics of researchers responding to the individual survey are 

summarised in Table 8.Amongst individual researchers that participated in the study, 356 
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 (81.5%) were male and 81 (18.5%) female. 77.2% of the participants were below 44 years 

of age while 7.0% were 55 years or older.17.4% of the respondents had attained a 

Bachelor’s degree, 63% had Masters, while only 18.5% had attained a PhD. 

 

Table 8: Demographic characteristics of individual respondents 

Rank Attribute Frequency %-share 

Gender 

 

Missing data 

Cumulatively 

Female 

Male 

 

81 

356 

6 

443 

18.3% 

80.4% 

1.4% 

100.0% 

Age 

 

 

 

 

 

Missing data 

Cumulatively 

Younger than 22 

22-32 

33-43 

44-54 

55-65 

Older than 65 

4 

180 

158 

69 

26 

5 

1 

443 

0.9% 

40.6% 

35.7% 

15.6% 

5.9% 

1.1% 

0.2% 

100.0% 

Highest degree 
attained 

 

Missing data 

Cumulatively 

Bachelors 

Masters 

PhD 

77 

279 

82 

5 

443 

17.4% 

63.0% 

18.5% 

1.1% 

100.0% 

Academic rank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Missing data 

Cumulatively 

Professor 

Ass. Professor 

Senior Lecturer 

Lecturer 

Assistant Lecturer 

Tutor 

Research Associate 

Other  

8 

35 

40 

235 

67 

14 

3 

26 

15 

443 

1.8% 

7.9% 

9.0% 

53.0% 

15.1% 

3.2% 

0.7% 

5.9% 

3.4% 

100.0% 

Duration at 
current academic 
rank (years) 

 

 

Less than 1 year ago 

1-5 years ago 

6-10 years ago 

11-15 years ago 

More than 15 years ago 

67 

266 

62 

27 

9 

15.1% 

60.0% 

14.0% 

6.1% 

2.0% 
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Missing data 

Cumulatively 
 12 

443 

2.7% 

100.0% 

 

4.2 Conduct of Research 

Although only 52.9% of individuals indicated being involved in research at their 

institutions in 2013 compared to 61.5% in 2011, analysis of time allocation to different 

activities shows that individuals spent more time on teaching and research–related activities 

as highlighted in Figure 15. Interestingly, time allocations increased mostly for 

consultancies (from 7.7% in 2011 to 9.7% in 2013), research (from 18.7% in 2011 to 20.1% 

in 2013) and outreach/public engagements (from 7.9% in 2011 to 9.1% in 2013). Time 

allocated to administration fell the most from 20.5% in 2011 to 14.5% in 2013. 

 

Figure 15: Comparison between the two surveys of percentage time spent on different activities in a month 

Similar to the 2011 findings, more individuals felt they devoted sufficient time to teaching (88.1%) 

compared to those that felt they devoted sufficient time to research (33.3% as indicated in Figure 16). While 

the proportion of individuals satisfied with time devoted to research increased from 22.9% to 33.3% in 2013, 

there is still plenty of room for improvement. 

 

Figure 16: Comparison of time devoted to research in normal working hours 
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 The majority of research collaboration still involved research projects, with the proportion of individuals 

involved in research projects increasing from 68.1% in 2011 to 77.4% in 2013. Research collaboration 

networks are still largely local, with only 41.6% reporting any collaboration outside of their institution and 

32.6% outside of their country.  

Tools used to facilitate research collaboration are highlighted in Figure 17. While there was increased 

reliance on various online platforms, use of research videos improved most, increasing from 1.9% in 2011 to 

10.4% in 2013. Online discussion forums and publication databases also showed growth. This growth could 

be partly explained by improved access and connectivity at participating institutions. 

 

Figure 17: Comparison of collaboration tools 

4.3 Research output 

For research output, the 2013 survey looked at outputs over the last one year as opposed to the 2011 survey 

that covered a five-year period. Journal articles were the most common type of research output produced by 

individuals over the last year, followed by conference publications and technical reports and books as 

highlighted in Figure 18. There were no patents reported as output by any individual, although some 

institutions reported some in the 2013 survey. 

 

Figure 18: Number of different types of research publications produced by all individuals during the 

preceding 12 months 
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 favour journal articles compared to other types of research outputs. Cost of participating in 

conferences may also be another barrier, given that the majority of these are held outside 

Africa, (see Figure 20). 

In addition, while the number of journal articles (227) or conference publications (140) may 

appear high, they were produced by only a fraction of individuals. Only 108 individuals 

produced all journal articles while only 78 individuals produced all conference publications. 

Of these, 48 individuals produced at least both a conference paper and a journal article. Out 

of the 443 individuals, 309 did not produce any research output over the previous 12 

months (Figure 19). 

 

Figure 19: Number of individuals without any output in the indicated categories over the 

previous 12 months 

Choice of publication channel was influenced by a number of factors as highlighted in 

Figure 20. Promotional policies within institutions were ranked as the biggest influence 

indicating that institutions have a tool at their disposal that they can use to influence how 

research is done and disseminated at the institution. As an example, 76.8% of individuals 

supported open access publishing and 81.5% were willing to share their research findings 

free of charge: if promotional policies favoured this, it could lead to the creational of online 

institutional repositories to share research and promote work done at a particular institution 

– also leading to greater institutional visibility and easier access to research funding.  This 

becomes a virtuous cycle. 

Funding limitations (70.8%), visibility with speciality (68.6%) and research policies 

(58.9%) were some of the other reasons given that influenced publication channels for 

research outputs. 
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Figure 20: Influences for publication channels 

 

4.3.1 Motivation for and barriers to research 

Individuals indicated different motivation to participate or undertake research as presented 

in Figure 21. Individual promotion (57.4%) and recognition through awards (40.3%) are 

important tools that institutions can use to drive uptake of research because they are still 

perceived as more important than higher remuneration by more individuals (Ragasa 2011).
6
 

 

Figure 21: Motivations for research (ranked by 2013 findings) 

Comparing research motivation between individuals involved in research and those that are 

not unearthed some interesting observations (Figure 22). Individuals not currently involved 

in research are more motivated by the possibility for higher remuneration and supervising 

students compared to their counterparts involved in research who are more interested in 

promotion and personal interest in specific problems. 

                                                           
6Ragasa, C., Do Organizational Factors Affect Individual Scientist’s Productivity? A Comparative and Multilevel 

Analysis of Nigeria and Ghana Agricultural Research Systems, International Food Policy Research Institute, 2010. 
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Figure 22: Comparison of research motivations between individuals involved in research and those not 

involved in 2013 

Inadequate research facilities/laboratories (53.3%) and lack of sufficient time for research (42.8%) are still 

the two biggest obstacles to research as indicated in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Obstacles to undertaking research (ranked by 2013 findings) 
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Figure 24: Comparison of research obstacles between individuals involved in research and those not 

involved in 2013 

 

4.3.2 Library resources 

Most daily users of the library on campus rely on electronic access (21.5%) as opposed to 

physical visits to the library (10.1%) as indicated in Figure 25. While physical visits are still 

important, they happen more on a weekly or monthly basis. Interestingly, the total number 

of online visitors on a monthly basis both from on and off campus (310) is about to equal 

that of physical visitors (326) highlighting the paramount importance of a good campus 

network as well as offering e-services from the library.  Globally, there has been an 

increase in online usage and a decrease in physical visits to the library. 

 

Figure 25: Access type and frequency for library resources 
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Figure 26: Individuals that were either satisfied or very satisfied with various types of library services  

 

 

Figure 27: Individuals reporting lack of availability of particular e-services at their institutional library in 

2013 

 

4.3.3 Computers and Software 

There was a slight increase in the number of individuals reporting access to computers 

(97.9%) in 2013 compared to 2011 (95.9%). Computer ownership was also no longer the 

preserve of institutions with only 67.0% of the computers belonging to institutions in 2013 

compared to 86.8% in 2011. Individual ownership of computers increased from 12.8% in 

2011 to 18.4% in 2013. 

In terms of use, teaching and research still predominate as indicated in Figure 28. Use of 

computers in all areas has improved between the two surveys. Functions where individuals 

indicated increased usage of computers included personal matters, student consultation and 

supervision. 
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Figure 28: Use of computers (ranked) 

In terms of software, more individuals now procure their own software as opposed to 

relying on institutions: 33.3% of individuals provided their own software in 2013 compared 

to 27.0% in 2011, indicating a willingness by users to invest more in their own computing 

resources. 

Word processing (98.6%) and presentation (97.2%) software continued to dominate in 

terms of software relevant to research. While browsers have gained prominence reflecting 

improving access and connectivity within institutions for research purposes, important 

research support software like statistical packages, reference management as well as 

modelling and simulation software are yet to be widely adopted. 

 

Figure 29: Relevance (relevant or very relevant) of different software to research (ranked) 
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 4.3.4 Internet: access, quality, utilisation 

A higher proportion of individuals reported that their institutions had a campus network in 

2013 (84.3%) compared to 2011 (77.4%) reflecting the progress made by institutions in 

investing in ICT infrastructure to support their research, teaching, and administrative 

functions. Only 0.7% of respondents indicated that their institutions did not provide Internet 

access in 2013 compared to 6.3% in 2011.  

Staff access to Internet at the institution via individual PC or laptop increased from 73.4% 

in 2011 to 79.3% in 2013, while access via shared PCs in a lab setting decreased from 

13.9% in 2011 to 8.5% in 2013. On the whole institutions appear to have done a good job 

of investing in PCs as a way to improve access. More individuals also reported having 

invested in Internet access at home with 47.8% reporting owning Internet access at home in 

2013 compared to 35.7% in 2011. 

The survey registered changes in individual perception of Internet reliability and speed at 

the institution. For reliability, the perception change was wide with 49.1% indicating that 

institutional Internet was either unreliable or very unreliable in 2013 compared to 37.2% in 

2011. For speed the perception change was much wider with 72.3% indicating that 

institutional Internet was either slow or very slow compared to 46.4% in 2011. This 

resonates with our argument in the theory of change that as researchers relied more on 

online resources and applications, they would expect and demand better access and 

increased reliability, making the sustainability transition from push driven to pull driven 

demands for improved access. 

 

 

Figure 30: Changing staff perceptions about Internet reliability and speed within their institutions 

The perception change is reflected in the level of satisfaction with Internet services at the 

institution summarised in Figure 31. Besides Internet access, there was a decline in 

satisfaction with every type of Internet service offered by the institution between 2011 and 

2013. There is nothing tangible to indicate that institutions have toned back, rather many 

institutions are striving to offer more and better services. Rather, user expectations appear 

to be moving much faster than institutions can move, resulting in lower levels of 
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 satisfaction with their services. 

 

Figure 31: Satisfaction with Internet services at the institution 

Academic use of the Internet is growing as more individuals engage in learning and 

research activities as shown in Figure 32. People engaged in research activities tend to 

spend 3 or more hours per day compared to those engaged in administrative or 

entertainment activities. This may partly explain the poor perception of institutional Internet 

service because as individuals increasingly rely on it for learning and research, their 

expectations of speed and reliability will inevitably be higher. 

 

Figure 32: Number of individuals and intensity of daily Internet use for different activities 
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 The key findings are summarised in this section. 

At the institutional level: 

i. On average, there has been improvement in connectivity with bandwidth per 

institution increasing from 12.8MB (2011) to 15.8MB (2013). Improving access 

to connectivity was also corroborated by a better ratio of bandwidth to 

connected computers that improved from 7.5kb/computer (2011) to 

22.7kb/computer (2013) as well as the ratio of bandwidth to the combined total 

of staff and students that rose from 1.0kb/person (2011) to 3.1kb/person (2013). 

ii. Institutions are doing a better job of tracking their research and research data 

and some of it is starting to appear online. Eleven of 26 (42.3%) institutions in 

2013 had readily accessible data on research outputs compared to only six of 16 

(37.5%) in 2011. At the institutional level, the 2013 survey captured 1,187 

research outputs (for the past 2 year period) compared 1,309 captured in 2011 

(for past 5 year period). Despite this, research output per academic staff is still 

low, improving from 0.17 outputs per academic staff in 2011 to 0.22 in 2013. 

We look at changes at the institutional level as the driver, and the changes in researcher 

behaviour as the result.  We continue underscoring that we are looking at contribution 

rather than attribution, noting however that during the period considered, it was bandwidth 

that increased significantly while most parameters around the researcher environment have 

remained constant. 

Among the academic staff: 

i. More individuals are involved in research projects, increasing from 68.1% in 

2011 to 77.4% in 2013. Research networks however remain largely local, with 

only 41.6% reporting any collaboration outside of their institution and 32.6% 

outside of their country.  

ii. Researchers increasingly accessed the library away from the physical premises 

by relying on electronic access on a daily basis (Figure 25). While physical 

visits still occurred, they happened more on a weekly or monthly basis. 

iii. Individuals are spending more time on teaching and research–related activities 

as highlighted in Figure 15. Time allocations increased mostly for consultancies 

(from 7.7% in 2011 to 9.7% in 2013), research (from 18.7% in 2011 to 20.1% in 

2013) and outreach/public engagements (from 7.9% in 2011 to 9.1% in 2013). 

Time allocated to administration fell the most from 20.5% in 2011 to 14.5% in 

2013. 

iv. To support research, individuals increasingly relied on various online platforms 

like videos, online discussion forums and publication databases (Figure 17). Use 

of videos for research improved most, increasing from 1.9% in 2011 to 10.4% in 

2013.  

v. Individual researchers have shown increasing willingness to invest more of their 

own money in their own computing resources. In terms of hardware, personal 

ownership of computers increased from 12.8% in 2011 to 18.4% in 2013 while 

in terms of software, 33.3% of individuals provided their own software in 2013 

compared to 27.0% in 2011. More individuals also reported investing in Internet 

access at home in 2013 (47.8%) compared to 2011 (35.7%). 

vi. Individuals engaged in research activities tended to spend 3 or more hours per 

day using the Internet compared to those engaged in administrative or 

entertainment activities (Figure 32).  
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 vii. Despite obviously improving access and improving campus networks, there was 

a decline in individual satisfaction with every type of Internet service offered by 

the institution between 2011 and 2013 (Figure 31). Researcher perception 

relating to Internet reliability and speed at their institution is also changing. 

49.1% indicated that institutional Internet was either unreliable or very 

unreliable in 2013 compared to 37.2% in 2011; while 72.3% indicated that 

institutional Internet was either slow or very slow compared to 46.4% in 2011. 

This resonates with our argument in the theory of change that as researchers 

relied more on online resources and applications, they would expect and demand 

better access and increased reliability. 

viii. Comparing research motivation between individuals involved in research and 

those that are not unearthed some interesting observations (Figure 22). 

Individuals not currently involved in research are more motivated by the 

possibility for higher remuneration and student supervision compared to their 

counterparts involved in research who are more interested in promotion and 

personal interest in specific problems. This provides institutions with some 

leverage to use in encouraging and nurturing more research. Commercialization 

of research is still non-existent. Among all the 26participating institutions, 4 

universities reported 15 patents amongst them over the last 2 years. While this is 

an improvement on 2011, where no patents were reported, it is still way below 

expectation. 

 

6. Emerging Policy Recommendations to Institutions 

While our research is aimed at testing whether or not improved access changes researcher 

behaviour in a way that leads to increased intellectual property output, the findings point to 

the following policy actions that institutions need to carry out to spur research and research 

output: 

i. It is very clear that current teaching loads do not leave staff sufficient time for 

research, and this needs to be addressed. 

ii. Promotion and recognition are key drivers for researchers, and promotion and 

recognition policies need to take this into account.  This can extend to similar 

rewards for multi-disciplinary research endeavours that bring individuals from 

different disciplines and units together within the institution, and across 

institutions and national boundaries, to foster better research collaboration. 

iii. Increasingly, online visibility of research output is becoming a major factor in 

recognition, and with that come opportunities for both collaboration and 

research funding.  Institutions need to examine how they can exploit online 

research repositories under some of the commons approaches to research 

publication.  This also links to internal quality assurance (as opposed to relying 

entirely on external referees) of research accepted in institutional repositories as 

a basis for promotion. 

iv. Individuals increasingly access library resources using online channels. 

Institutions need to empower their libraries to serve users both on and off 

campus using such channels and to increase the range of services available 

online. Users are also increasingly relying on mobile devices, making wireless 

access a priority. 

v. Individual ownership of computers is increasing across institutions. This is a 

trend that institutions need to encourage through policies that address both staff 
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 and students. This should be combined with schemes of access to software 

applications and tools that institutions are best placed to secure under 

competitive terms.  

vi. Institutions need to recognise the that there is an increasing demand for better 

access which is dependent on the quality of campus networks as well as external 

bandwidth.  This will require increased ICT budgets as well as collaborations 

with other national institutions through national research and education 

networks.  It should be noted that there is currently a very high suppressed 

bandwidth demand in most institutions, as has been evidenced by traffic growth 

as prices go down and campus networks improve. 

vii. The routine collection of data both about research and ICT resources would 

enable institutions to carry out their own analyses so that they can shift to 

evidence based policy when addressing the improvement of research output.  

This would also enable benchmarking to be carried out more easily and cheaply. 

 

7. Conclusion 

The focus of this second paper in the research series was tracking researcher behaviour.  It 

has been noted that in all key aspects, researcher behaviour is changing in ways that should 

lead to enhancement of research and research output.  Especially important is the fact that 

even as institutions have taken major steps in improving campus networks and increasing 

international bandwidth, the level of satisfaction about sufficiency and quality of bandwidth 

and other ICT services is going down as was postulated in our Theory of Change.  It is this 

dissatisfaction that then becomes the permanent internal driver for continuing improvement 

as the research culture picks up. 

In addition to the main theme of the paper, we have noted several areas where institutions 

need to take action to improve their research environments and motivate researchers: we 

recognize, as we have always stated, that increased bandwidth makes a contribution to 

increased intellectual property output, but the entire research eco-system needs to be 

addressed in order to maximize such impact. 
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Abstract 

Kenya Education Network (KENET) is the National Research and Education Network of 

Kenya. It promotes the use of ICT in Teaching, Learning and Research in Higher Education 

Institutions in Kenya. This includes building the technical and campus networks 

engineering capacity of the higher education institutions in Kenya. 

This paper seeks to highlight the areas of focus of technical capacity building at KENET, 

the training calendar as well as discussing what it takes to plan, execute and sustain a 

training program. It will also highlight the impact of the training courses in the past five 

years.  

Keywords: Technical Capacity Building, Technical Training, Twinning Arrangement, 

NREN Exchange Programme, KENET 

 

1. Introduction 

The Kenya Education Network Trust (KENET) is a not-for-profit membership organization 

that is licensed by the Communications Authority of Kenya as an Alternative Network 

Facility Provider. It is the National Research and Education Network (NREN) of Kenya and 

provides broadband Internet services to the higher education and research community in 

partnership with other licensed telecommunications operators. It also conducts ICT research 

in education and pilots innovative learning technologies in collaboration with faculty and 

students in member institutions. KENET has been conducting capacity building initiatives 

for its community as outlined in this paper. 

KENET had connected 152 campuses of higher education in 32 counties in Kenya as of 

October 2014. The campuses have a combined student enrolment of over 500,000 and the 

network serves both the faculty and the students. The KENET network has a national 

distribution capacity of over 25 Gb/s and generates about 5.0 Gb/s of international Internet 

traffic. It is therefore one of the largest IP networks in Kenya with direct peering with other 

RENs in Africa and the rest of the world. Some of these RENs include TENET in South 

Africa, GEANT in Europe and Internet2 in the United States of America.  

Since inception, KENET has focused not only on building a physical network but also 

building a network of people ranging from engineers to IT managers and heads of 

institutions so as to enhance collaboration. Over the years, the challenges faced by KENET 

members have varied and changed including limited bandwidth, poorly implemented 

campus networks and cyber security threats. Without adequate skilled human capacity 

within KENET membership KENET's objective of transforming higher education using 

ICT cannot be achieved and every year KENET identifies areas of focus and brings 

together a network of resources from its membership to share experiences and also to be 

trained on specific focus areas. With skilled personnel at the campuses, load on KENET 

helpdesk and network operations (NOC) engineers reduces substantially. 
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 Apart from capacity building at the campus level, KENET also strives to ensure that it is 

able to hire, train and retain high end ICT talent within the secretariat. On this front, 

KENET maintains a pool of highly trained personnel who work in collaboration with well 

established National Research & Education Networks (NRENs) to gain working experience 

from international peers in the NREN world. In addition, since the year 2012 KENET has 

operated a graduate training programme to provide on the job training for fresh graduates. 

Finally, KENET also works with other UbuntuNet Alliance NREN members as part of 

technical capacity exchange with other emerging and established African NRENs. 

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 describes the thematic areas of 

training and Sections 3 and 4 describes the training courses and model that KENET has 

adopted. Section 5 describes the training laboratory that has been established at KENET 

training center in collaboration with the Network Startup Resource Center as well as the 

method used to develop trainers. Section 7 contains our conclusion and future plans for 

scaling up the training program and courses.  

 

2. Thematic Areas and training model 

KENET has over the years received many requests from Campuses to assist with technical 

expertise in Campus networks and Systems administration. KENET has developed a model 

to help improve the technical capacity at the member institutions. This involves carrying 

out hands on trainings, having a KENET Engineer work with the Campus ICT team on 

Campus for a period, and offering consultancy services on campus networks. 

KENET also conducts annual Heads of Institutions forums where the Heads of Institutions 

meet to discuss and exchange ideas. KENET trains its technical staff on a regular basis. 

This includes attending trainings like AfNOG (www.afnog.org), twining programs with 

other NRENS and attending networking conferences such as TERENA and UbuntuNet 

Connect. Finally, KENET has partnered with different organisations and NRENs so as to 

ensure that its capacity building agenda is implemented; these partners include Google, 

NSRC, DFN, UbuntuNet Alliance, TENET and Kenya ICT Authority among others. 

 

2.1 Classroom & Residential Training 

These are a selection of hands-on training held at the KENET training facilities located at 

the University of Nairobi. They mainly involve having the various network and system 

administrators from the member institutions on residential setup come in and sit through a 

number of lecturers and practical sessions. 

The main aim of the residential training program is to ensure that a community of techies is 

built during the training period. In addition, the trainees as well as the trainers are 

subscribed to a training mailing list to enhance online discussions of training materials and 

outcome on top of the content available on the training wiki.  

KENET has developed a training model that is being able to achieve the following: 

 Empower the technical staff at the KENET member institutions with skills to 

effectively administer and manage the campus network 

 Assist the Campus technical team with system and / or network projects where the 

system/network administrator lacks the skills 

 Empower KENET engineers so as to be escalation point for difficult problems in 

the campuses 

 Create a pipeline of young skilled engineers 

Based on the requirements, KENET executes the following types of training courses: 
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 1. Training for technical staff of connected member institutions  

a) Training for engineers from small campuses 

b) Cyber Security Training 

c) Training for ICT Managers 

 

2. Training for KENET engineers and technical staff  

a) Training for experienced engineers - AfNOG 

b) Twinning arrangements & exchanges (DFN, NSRC, TERNET, BERNET, 

TENET, Indiana University) 

c) Training for entry level engineers (graduate trainee program, internship, on the 

job training) 

 

2.2 Classroom & Residential Training Planning 

1. Course Planning 

a) Developing a training program with the content and timetable 

b) Developing a budget for the training 

c) Assigning topics and tasks to the trainers 

d) Developing content and power point presentations 
 

2. Information Dissemination & Selections 

a) Announcing to the KENET community about the training and receiving 

nominations from the institutions 

b) Short listing the participants from the nominations received 

c) Inviting shortlisted candidates 
 

3. Financing & Reservations 

d) Reserving Accommodation 

e) Sourcing for funding from training partners 

 

3. KENET Training Courses  

KENET has developed a training model that is effective in building skills for the member 

institutions systems and network administrators and also for building the capacity of the 

KENET technical Staff as well as ICT Managers. The KENET hands on residential training 

focuses on the following areas: 

1. Systems Administration 

2. Network Management & Monitoring 

3. Campus LAN & WLAN Design 

4. Cyber Security 

5. Governance and ICT Policy 

 

3.1 Training of Technical Personnel 

 

3.1.1 Systems Administration & Network Management and Monitoring /BMO 

This training is designed to empower the network administrators from the various 

institutions with skills that will enable them to effectively manage their campus networks. 

This enables them to ensure the bandwidth they have subscribed to is being used 

appropriately as well as mitigating the threats and profiling traffic relating to viruses, spam, 

peer-to-peer traffic and malware. 
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 After this training the participants are able to install, upgrade, operate and secure a Unix/ 

Linux operating system and use it to provide essential Internet services. This course targets 

persons who are technically competent but have no prior experience to Unix/Linux. 

 

3.1.2 Scalable Campus Network  

The Scalable Campus Network training equips participants with the practical skills that 

enables them design and implement a large scale campus network. This course provides the 

engineers with the necessary TCP/IP skills to design, implement and administer a campus 

network as well as both knowledge and skills on switching and routing networks. 

During the course, participants are taught skills that include virtual private networks 

(VPNs), virtual local area networks (VLANs), spanning tree protocol (STP), Internet 

Protocol (IP) routing & management (addressing, IP subnets) amongst others. Finally, 

troubleshooting methodologies are also handled so as to equip participants with the basic 

flow of events when troubleshooting campus network problems.  

This training is conducted at least once (1) every year and KENET has conducted over six 

(6) such training in the last five (5) years using an average of five (5) trainers each time 

made up of KENET trainers and occasionally NSRC trainers. 

 

3.1.3 Scalable Campus Wireless LAN design 

This training imparts practical knowledge to the participants in the area of design, 

implementation and security of a large scale campus wireless local area network (WLAN). 

The course provides the network administrators with the necessary TCP/IP skills to 

administer a campus wireless network. The network administrators are be able to design 

and administer a large scale campus wireless network upon successful completion of the 

course. 

This training has been conducted four (4) times in the last five (5) years and has included 

wireless equipment donations to participants, industry certification among others. The 

trainers have mainly been composed of KENET engineers, NSRC engineers and expert 

consultants from the industry. 

 

3.1.4 Cyber Security 

Security within the campus network has become an area that the network and system 

administrators need to focus more on. The cyber security training focuses on empowering 

the system administrators on how to secure the services and servers within the campus and 

also empower the network administrators on how to secure the campus network. This 

training enables the network and system administrators run secure services within the 

campus network. 

 

3.2  Onsite Campus Training 

In certain instances, KENET members request for onsite campus training in any of the 

training areas focused on in the hand-on tracks. This involves the KENET engineers 

travelling to the Campus and is done depending on the demand for the class from the 

particular Campus. This is cost recovery training and is conducted at the Campus. Figure 1 

below shows one of the onsite campus training conducted in 2014. 
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Figure 1: Cyber Security Training at Kirinyaga University 

  

Onsite Campus training also involves having at least a KENET Engineer go on campus to 

assist in troubleshooting campus network bottlenecks and resolving them. KENET 

engineers, sometimes with selected consulting engineers work with the campus 

network/systems administrator(s) to do various tasks including troubleshooting campus 

network issues, identifying network bottlenecks, setting up network monitoring tools and 

refining the campus network. 

 

3.3 ICT Managers Training & Workshop 

Having an ICT master plan and policy is one of the important steps in charting a way for 

growth and implementation of ICT strategy at the campus. It is important for ICT managers 

to be well trained on ICT Governance and Policy as well as how to convince top University 

management to allocate adequate resources for ICT infrastructure deployment and support. 

KENET conducts a one (1) day training workshop geared towards ICT heads at the 

different campuses and inviting industry leaders in policy development and governance to 

spearhead discussions towards empowering ICT Managers at the campuses with the 

necessary skills. This is an annual training conducted once every year by KENET for its 

members. 

 

4. Developing the capacity of KENET staff and trainers 

 
5.7 Graduate Trainee & Internship Program 

The graduate trainee program run by KENET involves recruiting graduates from the 

member institutions and taking them through vigorous one (1) year hands on training at 

KENET. During the one year the graduate trainee is highly trained on systems and network 

administration skills handling real-world challenges at KENET. Since the start of the 

program in 2012, KENET has admitted a total of ten (10) graduates. 
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 In addition, KENET also conducts and internship program where at least three (3) 

continuing students are offered a three (3) month hands-on training every quarter on IP 

networks, Systems Administration, Accounting, Business Administration, among others 

depending on the university degree the student is pursuing. 

Both training programmes adhere to a strict training schedule and the trainees are assigned 

tasks and supervisors in different departments, in some cases the trainees are seconded to 

assist at the campus level with network and systems administration tasks. The trainees are 

also assigned a senior staff to mentor them during the training period and at the end of the 

training, the students are expected to prepare a report of the tasks and achievements they 

have made including innovative projects they have implemented or participated in.  

 

5.8 Twinning Arrangements & Exchanges 

In collaboration with the German NREN, DFN; KENET has had an ongoing engineers 

exchange since the year 2009. KENET engineers have visited DFN and gained practical 

knowledge from their DFN peers in the fields of Network Operations, Project Management, 

Wireless Network Design & eduroam, Public Key Infrastructures among others. Engineers 

from Germany have also visited KENET and provided critique on planned projects design 

especially with fiber networks. 

Other twinning arrangements have successfully been done in collaboration with South 

African NREN, TENET and Indiana University through Global NOC in collaboration with 

Network Startup & Resource Center (NSRC). During these exchanges, KENET engineers 

have gained practical knowledge from respective partners. 

Finally, KENET also has had engineers exchange with Tanzanian NREN TERNET and 

Burundian NREN, BERNET where KENET provided engineering and administrative 

assistance with the planning and possible scenarios of running a sustainable NREN. 

 

5.9 Developing Training Materials 

Developing appropriate training material and content is one of the most difficult tasks if 

done for the first time. However, KENET has been able to leverage on some of the training 

materials provided by NSRC and adapted them to the training scenarios at KENET. The 

training material/slides are normally developed or customized and reviewed internally prior 

to the training. Practical Labs are also tested prior to the actual training class so as to verify 

that all technologies to be covered will be practically tested. 

KENET also maintains wiki pages that keep a knowledge base of installation procedures of 

the common tools and protocols covered during the training. Finally, registration and prior 

knowledge of participants is gathered upfront using a registration portal so as to enable 

trainers adapt the training materials accordingly. 

 

5.10 Training of Trainers and Capacity Building Partners 

To be able to successfully conduct training, one of the important resource requirements is a 

pool of skilled trainers. KENET has created a pool of trainers ranging from its own staff to 

experienced engineers from the industry as well as its training partners. 

Based on the training content to be covered in any training, a specialized team is set up 

comprising of KENET's own trainers as well as trainers from partners including NSRC for 

hands on training of members, DFN for twinning exchanges as well as from the industry on 
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 cyber security. At the onset of hand on training for campuses until year 2012, KENET 

relied mainly on trainers from NSRC as well as Aptivate. 

KENET has been able to establish partnerships that have ensured effective and successful 

running of trainings for members. The Network Startup Resource Center, NSRC 

(http://nsrc.org/) has been one of the long standing KENET partners who have donated 

equipment valued at over $100,000 to setup a training lab that includes network switches, 

routers and a virtualization server. NSRC also donates some of its highly trained and 

experienced trainers to come assist with running some of the training programmes. 

Google has been able to come in and assist in the budget of the trainings by providing 

financial assistance to the KENET member institutions that would like to participate in the 

training programmes. The financial aspect was the main challenge for most members as the 

ICT department in most campuses is allocated a small budget and only a small fraction of it 

is allocated to capacity building. With the financial assistance from Google, the Universities 

are then able to offset the cost of accommodation and meals for the participant for the 

duration of the training. 

The Kenya ICT Authority has also partnered with KENET by facilitating twinning 

arrangements with DFN, the German NREN as well as funding some of the training 

participants. On its part, DFN has since the year 2009 executed a successful annual 

twinning arrangement that has offered KENET engineers a good foundation with NREN 

network operations as well as core and wireless network design. 

Other partners have included TENET and Aptivate who have assisted with twinning 

arrangements and donating trainers respectively. Finally, the biggest partners have been 

KENET membership and universities who avail their engineers for training and have 

trusted KENET with the responsibility of training their staff. 

 

5. KENET Training Lab 

KENET successfully built a physical training lab with equipment that was donated by 

NSRC. The training lab consists of Cisco 3750 switches, Cisco 2901 routers and Mac Mini 

for virtualisation of servers. The physical training lab was set up jointly by both KENET 

and NSRC engineers in 2014 and was successfully used to conduct a Scalable Campus 

Networks hands-on training in October 2014. The training participants were able to get 

hands-on skills on network administration concepts such as Spanning Tree Protocol, 

VLAN, OSPF routing and designing campus networks. 

The physical training lab will be available online for use by the KENET community, both 

ICT staff and faculty for their networks training requirements. This will enable remote 

training from locations that have broadband connectivity back into the training lab and 

possibly open newer ways of conducting training. 

The logical and physical lab setup is as shown figure 2 and figure 3 below: 

 

http://nsrc.org/
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Figure 3: Physical Training Lab Setup 
 

Figure 2: Logical Diagram of KENET Training Lab 
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6. Impact training and lessons learned  

There have been a myriad of challenges in planning and executing the capacity building 

programmes. Some of the challenges experienced so far relating to hands-on training of 

KENET members have included lack of dedicated trainers where KENET has used 

experienced NOC engineers to execute the training leaving KENET NOC stretched during 

training periods. Another challenge has been the training duration where KENET has 

identified that the ideal training period should be no more than five (5) days to avoid draining 

the participants. It has also proven very difficult to co-ordinate the logistics for having a 

residential training every month and there are options of considering online classes or 

webcasts for training. 

At the campus level, the main challenge has been inadequate number of staff thus the 

universities find it very hard to release their staff for five-day training events. Another 

challenge has been lack of highly motivated staff which leads to lack of implementation of 

required changes learnt during the training. 

For internal training, the main challenge has been that the host NREN/organization in a 

twinning arrangement must dedicate engineers out of their busy regular work to be able to 

assist during visits. There is also the potential risk of staff turnover and being a pipeline for 

the industry. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Capacity building is a critical part of the education sector which an NREN serves. KENET 

being part of the Research and Education sector plays its role in building the capacity of its 

engineers and those of member campuses. In addition, to be able to successfully operate a 

broadband education and campus network; highly trained engineers are required at the NREN 

level as well as at the universities. 

KENET plans to scale up the technical capacity building program in collaboration with 

partners to ensure that the member universities have readily available high end ICT talent that 

will be able to design, implement and operate large campus and broadband NREN networks.  
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Abstract 

We report on recent progress in our research on how to establish sustainable broadband 

markets in under-served areas, in this paper focusing on facilitating sustainable power supply 

by designing low power-consuming routers. We disclose the details of a new generation low 

power routers, providing wire-speed forwarding between Fast Ethernet connections 

(100Mbps) over optical fiber at below 5W. Three of these routers have been deployed in the 

Serengeti Broadband Network in northern Tanzania, which is now an extension of TERNET, 

the Tanzania NREN. We expect this development to lead to even more energy-efficient 

routers requiring less than 1W and 1nJ/bit forwarding. 

Keywords: Low power, high performance routing, rural ICT development, broadband 

network 

 

1. Introduction 

We report on recent progress in our research on how to establish sustainable broadband 

markets in under-served areas, in this case represented by the Serengeti Broadband Network 

in Northern Tanzania (Nungu, A., 2011). The development towards ubiquitous network 

access requires innovative solutions to get remote areas included. The challenges are many, 

including ownership and leadership, sustainable business models, robustness and 

affordability of network components and poor or non-existent supply chains, including power 

supply. 

The challenges in focus here include those associated with the establishment of sustainable 

power supply. These challenges include non-existent or poor power grids with harmful 

transients and/or frequent outages and extreme environment parameters, such as temperature 

with ranges in which traditional batteries do not perform well and have a short life 

expectancy. 

Our approach is to minimize the power (W) required to meet the demand for capacity (bps) 

and to use innovative power source and power storage technologies. We also strive at 

minimizing the energy/capacity ratio (J/bit or Ws/bit).  

Our method is iterative systems design. To demonstrate feasibility and provide a benchmark 

for comparison of commercial products, we use free open source software and standard 

commercial off-the-shelf hardware components.  

The main results reported are associated with the backbone router power requirements. We 

have previously set the forwarding capacity requirement to 1Gbps wireline speed over optical 

fiber and have arrived at a power requirement of 20-25w (Nungu, A. et al, (2012a, 2012b). 
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 By lowering the capacity requirement to 100Mbps, we have now reduced the power 

requirements to less than 5W, while maintaining the power/capacity ratio roughly at the same 

level (<50 nJ/bit).   

The current bottleneck in available hardware components is the I/O-bus. Since all available 

components for design of systems requiring less than 20W are currently all using USB2, the 

useful limit is 100 Mbps. Local network performance shows an impressive communication 

capacity of 5 Gbps using ipref3 over the loopback interface. 

 

2. System Design 

 
2.1 Motherboard and network interface cards 

Our low power router designs include a motherboard, network interface card(s) (NIC) 

supporting one or more optical Fast or Gigabit Ethernet SFP ports and an integrated power 

supply unit, including a charge controller and provisioning of the required voltage(s) and 

current control.  

Although our focus is on optical fibre, we have tested network interface cards for different 

media, including optical fiber or UTP-cable (100/1000 Mbps Ethernet SFP or RJ45 ports) and 

wireless (wife, VHF/UHF). 

The motherboard used in the 20W version (Nungu, A. et al, 2012a, 2012b) of our low-

power router is the Intel/ATOM-based Supermicro X7SPA (Supermicro X7SPA) supporting 

the PCIe I/O-bus, while the NIC is the Interface master Niagara 82048 (Interface masters 

Niagara 82048) providing four 1 GE SFP ports with digital optical monitoring and using the 

PCIe as the I/O bus. The idling power consumption of the Motherboard is 14W and for the 

NIC 8W. The differences between idling and full-load is negligible. 

 
Figure 1: The first generation low-power router (20-25W) to the right and the second 

generation (4-5W) to the left. The new router has a much reduced footprint, weight and Bill 

of Material (BOM) 

 

In the new low-power router, we use the fibergecko100 card (Lyconsys Fibergecko) with 

one 100/1000 Mbps SFP port each and USB2 as the I/O-bus. The power consumption is ~5W 

and the difference between idling and full-load is negligible. Using USB2 as the I/O bus is 

actually the bottleneck currently forcing the reduction of capacity. The USB standard 

(http://usb.org) was originally designed to replace a wide spectrum of serial and parallel 
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 standards for the connection of computer peripherals and power chargers for portable 

devices. The throughput capacity has grown from 12Mbps in USB1 (1996) to 280Mbps in 

USB2 (2000) to 10Gbps in USB3.1 (2013). We have currently not been able to find 

motherboards and network interface card supporting USB3. If and when components with the 

same functionality will support USB3 as I/O-bus, it will be possible to come back at wire 

speed forwarding at 1Gbps. 

In SuperSpeed (SS) mode the data transfer can reach 5 Gbit/s which is tenfold improvement 

over USB 2.0 with 480 Mbit/s. Even an USB 3.1 revision called SuperSpeed+ has recently 

been announced with transfer rates up to 10 Gbit/s. This development promises low-power 

routers with very high bandwidth. 

Our evaluation based on available motherboards for a design requiring less than 20W 

included  

- Alix (Alix)  based on the AMD Geode chipset, using ISA-style I/O bus, three 10/100 

Mbps Ethernet RH45 ports, two USB2 

- Raspberry Pi (Raspberry Pi)  

- BeagleBone Black (BeagleBone Black)and  

- Odroid U3 (Odroid U3/XU3a low cost and high performance development platform 

based on a Samsung Exynos 4412 ARM Cortex-A9 Quad Core 1.7GHz CPU with 

2GByte RAM, a 10/100Mbps Ethernet with RJ-45 LAN Jack, 3 High speed USB2.0 

host ports and GPIO/UART/I2C ports. The idling power of the motherboard is 

slightly more than 1W. The physical size of the motherboard is  : 83 x 48 mm, Weight 

: 48g including heat sink 

 

2.2 Power supply 

The power supply unit includes solar cells and 220AC/13VDC power adapter as sources 

connected to a charge regulator card controlling the charging of a 12 V lead acid battery and 

monitoring the current levels. In the 20W version, the required voltage levels are provided via 

a picoPSU while in the new version a step-down converter to 5VDC is on the charge 

controller to power the Odroid Motherboard and Fibergecko NICs.  

Due to earlier problems with the performance and lifetime of the lead-acid batteries due to 

high operating temperatures up to 40C, we are exploring different way of cooling the 

batteries. A rule of thumb says that each 8°C (15°F) rise in temperature halves the lifetime of 

a sealed lead acid battery. Also, the charging voltage must be adjusted to battery voltage, the 

higher voltage the lower charging voltage. This implies that the charge controller has to 

monitor battery temperature via a sensor on the battery. Many charge controllers assumes a 

nominal voltage, often 25C.  Battery type (wet/sealed) and number of low-voltage disconnect 

(LVD) and the number of micro-cycles and depth of micro-cycles (typically between 20-70% 

of the nominal capacity) also impacts battery lifetime. 

An extra challenge with solar driven systems is that the ambient temperature is higher during 

the sunny hours, which is when the batteries can be charged when using a solar panel.  A 

sensor deployed at Nata site shows that ambient temperature varies between 15C and 40C, 

see Figure The battery life-time goes up if the temperature is lower and stable. We are now 

experimenting with placing the batteries underground. According to Jager, Tjapko (1982), the 

temperature is stable at 25C 0.5m down. 
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Figure 33: Temperature in Nata equipment box 

As the power requirement approaches 1W, replacing traditional chemical batteries with ultra-

capacitor batteries becomes economically feasible. Such batteries are less sensitive to high 

temperatures and can take a much higher number of discharge cycles. 

 

2.3 Software 

The operating system used in the 20W version is the Bifrost Linux-distribution. In the new 

version, we use a minimal version of the Debian Linux distribution, a stripped custom Linux 

kernel and Quagga as routing software. Some Bifrost utilities and iperf3 for performance 

measurement software (iperf, n.d.) have also been added. This distribution is available on 

request. 

 

3. Measurements and tools 

Since packet forwarding is essentially based on table lookup, memory latency and bandwidth 

has a high impact on network and router performance, the lower latency and higher 

bandwidth, the better. The memory is normally partitioned into two cache levels, L1 and L2, 

and main memory. Their relative sizes matter. The memory latency and bandwidth was 

measured using the LMBench tool set (LMBench Tools for Performance Evaluation) The 

results of these measurements are presented at the top in figure 2 below illustrating the power 

vs latency/memory bandwidth perspective 

The forwarding capacity (bandwidth) was measured in a network configuration with three 

routers in a row with the system under test in the middle using iperf/iperf3 (iperf, n.d.) These 

measurements are demonstrated in the middle diagram of Figure 2. 

For power measurements, a Wattson instrument indicating both voltages, current, power and 

energy was used. 
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Figure 3: A benchmark of five low power platforms 

 

The latency plot (on top), shows that the ATOM system has the lowest memory latency. The 

Odroid U3 is very close. We can even see Odroid U3 stays a little longer in the L2 cache. 

Regarding memory bandwidth as measured with iperf (middle plot), ATOM also comes best 

out. Odroid U3 is, however, relatively close.  

The idle power in the bottom plot is measured without NICs. The SuperMicro/ATOM-based 

system uses ~14W, the Alix board ~3.5W, and all three SOC-based systems ~1.4W, i.e. 10% 

of the ATOM power. RPi takes a little more than Odroid and BeagleBone black due to its 

relatively simple DC-design.  

The comparison between CPU power consumption, latency/bandwidth and performance is 

very clear. The ATOM-based system has the best performance measure by memory latency 

and bandwidth, but the Odroid U3-based system is very close at 10% of the power used and 

at about the same power/capacity-level. It is also smaller in size and weight and more 

affordable.  

When adding the two USB-SFP NICs (Lyconsys Fibergecko100) the total power consumed 

by our Odroid-based router becomes 4.57W when idling and 5.25W when fully loaded by 

forwarding at wire-speed ~95Mbps.  The average power consumption depends on the traffic 

load but is normally closer to the idling power. The latency plot (on top), shows that the 

ATOM system has the lowest memory latency. The Odroid U3 is very close. We can even 

see Odroid U3 stays a little longer in the L2 cache. 
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 Regarding memory bandwidth as measured with iperf (middle plot), ATOM also comes best 

out. Odroid U3 is, however, relatively close.  

The idle power in the bottom plot is measured without NICs. The SuperMicro/ATOM-based 

system uses ~14W, the Alix board ~3.5W, and all three SOC-based systems ~1.4W, i.e. 10% 

of the ATOM power. RPi takes a little more than Odroid and BeagleBone black due to its 

relatively simple DC-design.  

The comparison between CPU power consumption, latency/bandwidth and performance is 

very clear. The ATOM-based system has the best performance measure by memory latency 

and bandwidth, but the Odroid U3-based system is very close at 10% of the power used and 

at about the same power/capacity-level. It is also smaller in size and weight and more 

affordable.  

When adding the two USB-SFP NICs (Lyconsys Fibergecko100) the total power consumed 

by our Odroid-based router becomes 4.57W when idling and 5.25W when fully loaded by 

forwarding at wire-speed ~95Mbps.  The average power consumption depends on the traffic 

load but is normally closer to the idling power. 

 

4. 4. Test and Deployment 

 

 
Figure 4: Network Topology of SBN, 2014-10-31 

 

Three new 5 Watt routers have been deployed in SBN network along with the former 

ATOM-based routers, a network plan and topology can be found in Figure 4. Two routers at 

Nata and Mugumu are deployed to run over solar energy only, in order to experiment the 

power supply system with minimum load. Benefit from higher transmission power of duplex 

SPF, we bridges Bunda and Mugumu directly via a fiber trend bypassing Nata. By forming a 

star-like topology instead of line, we expect a more robust backbone network without single-

point-of-failure. 
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 5. Conclusions 

By accepting a reduction of the bandwidth of the network interfaces from Gigabit Ethernet 

(1000Mbps) to Fast Ethernet (100Mbps) caused by the USB2 bus bottleneck, we have been 

able to reduce the average power consumption of our backbone router from the 20W range to 

below 5W. This reduction in the demand for power has made the power supply considerably 

more manageable and facilitates the use of alternative power storage technologies such as 

ultra-capacitors. The reduction in size, weight and cost of the routers is also essential in rural 

settings.  

Due to the still moderate traffic volumes in the Serengeti Broadband Network, where the 

routers are deployed, the reduction in bandwidth has so far not had an impact on the quality 

of service experienced by the users.    We regard it as a matter of time until the performance 

bottleneck caused by the USB2 bus can removed, which will most likely facilitate increase 

the energy/bit ratio an order of magnitude allowing 1Gbps links. 

The authors are currently in the process of evaluating a successor to odroid U3, the XU3 

(Odroid U3/XU3) which supports USB 3.0 with a maximum bandwidth of 5 Gbit/s, and is 

also looking into the design of low-power USB3-based 1Gbps optical interfaces.  
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Abstract 

Nearly seventy percent of the population of most African countries are directly engaged in 

the production and distributing of food.  Across the continent, food production, distribution 

and consumption are perhaps the most important economic activity.  In Africa there is the 

urge and need to improving food distribution and marketing systems which could have both 

economic, health and security implications regionally. 

The innovative design, data collection and implementation of user-friendly, less technical and 

an effective project which involves the use of Information Communications Technological 

tools including mobile phones, specially designed platforms for mobile phones which are 

Global Position Systems enabled to assist smallholder farmers in the transportation, 

marketing and selling of farm produce. 

More people and farmers are now using and have access to mobile phones than ever; while 

these devices and applications are now more accessible by many farmers, there is the need to 

harnessthese basic yet important technological tools intensively to better serve farmers with 

less cost and high level of efficiency. 

Reducing high post-harvest losses among smallholder farmers, internet and mobile phone to 

facilitating timely transporting of agriculture produce from local communities have been a 

challenge to farmers and the project is effectively addressing that uniquely with data gathered 

by our citizen volunteers  

The cost and time involved in the transportation and marketing of agriculture produce 

including the prevention of preventable post-harvest losses has been greatly reduced through 

our project. 

Keywords: Albert Yeboah Obeng, Foresight Generation Club, Ghana, Agribusiness. 

 

1. Introduction 

As nearly seventy percent of the population of most African countries including Ghana are 

directly engaged in the production and distributing of food across the continent, as food 

production, distribution and consumption are perhaps the most important economic activity in 

Africa there is the urge and need to improving food distribution and marketing systems which 

could have both economic, health and security implications regionally. 

The innovative design, data collection and the onward implementation of user-friendly, less 

technical and an effective project which involves the use of Information Communications 

Technological (ICT) tools including mobile phones, specially designed communication 

platforms for mobile phones and Smartphones which are Global Position Systems (GPS) 

enabled and infused to assist smallholder farmers in the transportation , marketing and selling 

of their farm produce at designated food markets across Ghana, Messages through bulk SMS 

tel:+233244936365
mailto:foresightgprojects@gmail.com
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 alerts are also sent to the mobile phones of subscribed farmers and residents on new 

agricultural products and services which has been made available by businesses and 

stakeholders for the benefits of registered farmers of our project. 

More people and farmers are now using and have access to mobile phones and local radio 

stations than ever; whiles these devices and applications are now more accessible by many 

farmers and residents in Africa and Ghana, there is the need to harness these basic yet 

important technological tools to better serve residents and with less cost to farmers and high 

level of efficiency whiles also enhancing the profitability of agriculture produce. 

Currently successfully being implemented in Ghana is the e-Agri Transport Network with the 

main goal of reducing high post-harvest losses among smallholder farmers at catchment 

communities Ghana, having early access to vehicles to facilitate the early and timely 

transporting of agriculture produce from farms and local communities has been a real 

challenge to many farmers. The project is effectively addressing that uniquely, also with the 

expert data gathered by our expert technology volunteers known as citizen volunteers 

(CV’S), we have access to a network of food markets where subscribed farmers could have 

ready buyers for their farm produce. 

The cost and time involved in the transportation and marketing of agriculture produce 

including the prevention of preventable post-harvest losses has been greatly reduced through 

our project. Information on current produce prices and other agriculture information are sent 

to the mobile phones of subscribed farms at no other cost and on time: this information has 

proved very useful to many farmers in having alternatives in agriculture- related products and 

services to boost their economic activities. The regular damage to food produce during 

loading of food produce onto vehicles has been reduced as it is required by all member 

transporters to reduce damage to agriculture produce during loading and transporting in that  

the higher the quality of produce , the  better the price tag thereby enhancing profitability for 

farmers. 

 

2. Project Aims and Objectives 

 
The most popular means of food transport in a typical rural Ghana 

The main aim and objective for the design and implementation of the eAgri Transport Go 

Network includes 

 Providing a viable transport access to farmers in transporting farm produce from their 

farms to their villages and selected market centers so boosting the economic standing 

of the farmers and residents and our projects catchment communities through selling 

produce. 
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   Providing innovative marketing of agricultural produce through our access to the 

network of marketing centers we deal and work with across Ghana as farmers in rural 

areas do not have the required capacity in selling and marketing their farm produce. 

 The lack of accessible and better means of transportation to farmers has been a major 

driving force in the design and implementation of our innovation to counter this 

problem. 

 Non availability of direct and indirect marketing channels for farming and 

agricultural produce in most farming and agricultural producing areas in Ghana is a 

source of motivation and interest to our projects methodology of implementation. 

 

3. Policy and Public Investments 

Generally the lack of investment by national governments in Sub Sahara Africa including 

developing countries including Ghana are mostly the results of government policies.  These 

do not seek to factor infrastructural development such as building key access roads in rural 

farming towns and villages to the national development roadmaps.  This disadvantages 

farmers in producing areas and there is the larger economic impact on the affected areas and 

the country as a whole which have been negative in the affected communities and villages 

particularly in rural areas in Ghana. 

As it is the practice in many developing countries, public investments and infrastructural 

development have largely been on the basis of electoral votes and the associated political 

advantage political parties could derive from such targeted areas and with rural areas and 

farming communities lacking the larger population numbers required by political 

organizations such areas tend to be looked over and have been largely sidelined in the 

construction of roads and infrastructure which do not follow any laid down policy on political 

advantage of successive ruling governments and parties. 

The table below summarises  the information gathered when local farmers were asked how 

often does transport come to their locality to farm produce during the harvest season in 

Ghana indicating the general situation and the difficulty the farmers encounter on access to 

transport during raining seasons (June-October) which is the period for harvest in my parts of 

Ghana. 

 

4. Transport frequency During Harvest Season Overview 

Table 1      Categories 

Value Category Cases  Percentage 

0  
 

1  0.0%  

1  Once  1244  32.3%  

2  Twice  1337  34.7%  

3  Three times  505  13.1%  

4  More than three times  482  12.5%  

5  
 

8  0.2%  

6  
 

2  0.1%  

7  N/A  273  7.1%  
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 Regardless of such discrepancies in the lack of the required supporting infrastructure policy 

in farming areas and lack of much needed investment on road infrastructure in catchment 

communities and areas in our project areas which is the e-Agri Transport Network , we seeks 

to innovatively improve the economic standing of farmers and the catchments communities 

while they  work to support the national government goal of providing food security and 

better employment opportunities for young adults and residents in catchment farming 

communities. 

 

5. Factors Affecting Economic Activity and Produce Quality 

Economic activities in most farming communities in Ghana are highly dependent on the 

nature of the roads and road facilities in farming areas. In the case of farmers who form the 

bulk of the population of farming communities in rural communities in the Nkoranza, 

Techiman, Kintampo, Akomadan, Abofour (including the surrounding towns located in the 

Brong Ahafo and the Ashanti Regions of Ghana and nearby villages) for whom food 

production and distribution is highly reliant on the nature of the roads in such areas. 

The  condition of the nearest road condition in the rainy season for market access for 

agricultural produce of Households whose main occupation was farming (for a sample study 

in Ghana by the statistical services ) showed that the situation on the ground about access to 

cars, vehicles including mobile transport gave challenges to  many farmers and farming 

communities in Ghana. Below are some important data for our project farming areas. 

Table 2 

Value Category Cases  Percentage 

1  Motorable  874  22.3%  

2  Motorable with difficulty  2259  57.7%  

3  Unmotorable  780  19.9%  

Sysmiss  
 

637  
 

 

A once lucrative agriculture industry which used to be very attractive and was a reserve of a 

happy group of commercial farmers, the agricultural export industry in most Sub Sahara 

Africa is dying and fading out as the bad nature of the access roads is having negative 

impacts on export products such as bananas, pineapples and other potential vegetables 

destined for European and other foreign markets.  Damages to such produce makes them 

unfit and unsuitable for export, Farmers and producers are forced into selling such produce at 

a low cost to local markets with great economic disadvantage to farmers which is drastically 

affecting the ability of many farmers in Sub Sahara Africa to grow and export for better 

prices for their produce while also meeting local demands. 
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Ripe garden eggs (vegetable) ready for harvest 

In practice farmers in some of our catchment beneficiary marketing and producing centers are 

direct victims to this phenomenon and this includes communities in the Techiman District, 

the Nkoranza District, Abofour and other catchment and surrounding communities and 

villages who are part of our network; it has wider economic and at times health implications 

on the lives of residents of such communities and surrounding towns who patronize the 

produce from such communities. 

The growth of private transport systems and innovative initiatives by other societal actors 

including our project e-Agri Transport Network in supporting the transport of farm produce 

and its onwards distribution through it sales at the market centers is providing a much needed 

economic vibrancy in our projects catchment communities in the Brong Ahafo and Ashanti 

Regions of Ghana whiles we seek to expand the project through replications in other 

communities and regions in Ghana. 

 

6. Limited Market Supply – In the midst of Plenty 

The abundance of high yield food stuffs after harvest and agriculture produce in the farms 

and forests in Eastern Region , Ashanti, Brong Ahafo and other regions of Ghana is not a 

reflection of the food shortage being experienced in many homes and communities in other 

parts of Ghana, as this situation of limited market supply in the mist of plenty at the farms has 

been due to the lack of better transportation systems and the bad nature of roads which 

become unusable during the rainy seasons making farmers resort to porterage which is the 

carrying of food stuffs on the heads of farmers from very long distances to marketing centers. 

 

7. Main difficulty in Market access for agricultural produce 

Some of the residents and people of households in farming communities in selected areas 

whose main occupation was farming had difficulty marketing their farm produce due to the 

nature of roads in their region and districts in Ghana. 
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 Figure 3 

Value Category Cases 
 

1  No access road  120  9.6%  

2  Bad road  459  36.7%  

3  No means of transport  293  23.4%  

4  Transport cost high  246  19.7%  

6  Other  133  10.6%  

 

 
Tropical African plantain ready for the food market 

Market women and mostly the female farmers who carry these food stuffs on their heads 

from their farms which in most cases are very far from both home and marketing centers is a 

real hindrance in the quantity of food and the quality of farm produce which is able to reach 

the distribution points and the consumers are few and thereby limiting the farmers’ ability to 

transport and sell more produce for income and improving the economic situation of their 

families and communities. 

Below is the National district market access for agricultural produce by the Ghana Statistical 

Service in Agriculture producing districts and communities as examples of the challenges 

nationally encountered by farmers and residents of farming communities and agricultural 

producing areas in Ghana. 
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Ghana-District - Market access for agricultural produce 

Figure 4 

1  District1  436  9.6%  

2  District2  424  9.3%  

3  District3  406  8.9%  

4  District4  616  13.5%  

5  District5  458  10.1%  

6  District6  426  9.4%  

7  District7  307  6.7%  

8  District8  225  4.9%  

9  District9  404  8.9%  

10  District10  218  4.8%  

11  District11  238  5.2%  

12  District12  219  4.8%  

13  District13  75  1.6%  

14  District14  39  0.9%  

15  District15  17  0.4%  

16  District16  19  0.4%  

17  District17  23  0.5%  

18  District18  0  0.0%  
Warning: these figures indicate the number of cases found in the data file. They cannot be interpreted as summary statistics of the 

population of interest. 

 

8. The concept 

A database has been compiled and created by our Project Team and this data is stored at our 

Data Center.  It is made up registration details and contact phone numbers of our individual 

members, farming associations and transport owners and drivers who are responsible for the 

transportation of the farm produce from the farms to the villages and also from the villages to 

the marketing centers.  Messages and alerts via txt or SMS are sent to the mobile phones of 

members when there is a request from any of our members and a confirmation will be sent to 

our short code for confirmation to fulfill such a request. Field agents who are responsible for 

the collection of such data are specially trained to serve also as mobile data center agents who 

send information and details of registered members to the headquarters for processing, 

storage and administrative purposes. 

 

9. Problem Statement 

The challenge facing Smallholder farmers and commercial farmers in most farming 

communities in Ghana are numerous however there are three main challenges which are 

evident and visible and have been an impediment  in the economic empowerment of farmers;  

these are the lack of access to vehicle in good time to transport the produce from the farms 

and villages to the marketing centers; the second is the high cost of transporting such farm 

produce and farm animals as transporters charges high rates due to the bad nature of the roads 

in the ordinary season; the situation is compounded during the raining seasons most vehicles 
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 break down at times during the process of transporting such food produce. Sometimes cost 

for spare parts and workmanship are passed on to farmers or market women.  In some cases 

the vehicles break down during the process of transporting the food produce, meaning if it is 

at night it becomes a security threat for both drivers and the market or farmers involved in the 

transport of such farm produce. 

As there is no official or direct marketing mechanism for farm produce and farm animals in 

Ghana and most surrounding villages and towns, there is the need to work with strategically 

marketing centers and buyers of importance to facilitate better marketing of Agricultural and 

farm produce.  This will ensure that adequate income is earned by the individual farmers and 

boost the economy of farming communities and villages in Ghana and the project’s 

catchment communities and towns nationally. 

 
Market women during a typical market day in local agricultural community in Ghana 

 

10. Deployment of the Initiative 

Project field agents visited prospective members to register farming associations and 

individual farmers who are members of our organization and project; also members of our 

system are a group of transport and vehicle owners both in the project’s catchment 

communities and the district capitals where the market centers are located to facilitate easy 

and cheaper transportation of agricultural produce from the farms to the target market centers 

across our catchment communities and towns in Ghana. 

 

11. The e-Agri Transport Initiative Goal 

Our main goal and aim in the design and implementation of this project which is the e-Agri 

Transport Initiative in Ghana is to provide a locally designed solution to meet pressing 

transportation and marketing challenges of farm produce including other agricultural products 

of our farming communities in Ghana whilst we also seek to replicate the concept in other 

African and developing countries reliant on agriculture at both commercial and subsistence 

levels. 

As part of our project’s initial study to get reliable data on the main purpose of engagement 

in agriculture for residents and citizens in our projects catchment community, below is an 

important survey of the identified purpose of engagements in the agriculture in catchment 

areas. 

Table 5 Categories 

Value Category Cases  Percentage 
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 1  Commercial crops mainly for export  384  9.8%  

2  
Commercial crops for both export and 

domestic market  
309  7.9%  

3  Food crops for export market  11  0.3%  

4  Food crops for domestic market  185  4.7%  

5  
Both for domestic market and own 

consumption  
2306  58.6%  

6  Food crops for own consumption  737  18.7%  

96  Other  3  
 0.1%  

  

 

The Adoption of basic and user-friendly technological applications in agriculture is key to the 

increase of production, reduction of post-harvest losses, provision of better marketing of the 

farm produce, creating ion of direct and indirect employment opportunities in the catchment 

areas whilst it ensures that the supplied farm produce is in a healthy state for buyers and 

consumers in the implementing communities in Ghana. 

Whilst the project seeks to address particular challenges facing farmers and vehicles owners 

in the catchment areas it is a goal of the project to also make profits and earn some profitable 

income on the service we are providing to the farmers and the larger community. 

 

12. Impacts 

The impacts of this project have been very positive with important measurable results in the 

catchment communities and implementing areas in Ghana.  This is because the problem of 

locating and finding suitable buyers for selected farm produce including farm animals has 

been largely solved by the project.  Farmers have prior information on markets with demand 

for their produce from Ashanti region and the Brong Ahafo regions across districts with good 

market prices for their produce hence bringing some happiness and much needed income to 

farmers and increasing the economic situations of the local communities.  This is turn creates 

direct and indirect employment opportunities for other actors who are import stakeholders in 

the agriculture industry such as trucks responsible for short journeys of products. 

 

13. Replication and Sustainability 

Linking farmers with the need market centers on time is a wider challenge facing farmers 

across Africa and also in other developing countries whilst the lack of vehicles to facilitate 

the timely transportation of agricultural produce from farms to villages and to marketing 

centers remains a major challenge to farmers in Africa. The cost involved in transporting 

such produce has been a major deterrent to other young adults who would have liked to 

venture into agriculture as a fulltime business. This project is of greater importance to many 

African and developing countries whose economies are dependent on agriculture.  It does not 

need huge funds to initiate such a project as there is the need to build important partnerships 

and above all good management skills and the required technical information and 

communications technological skills needed for such a project to be successful. 
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Brisk business activity at the Nkoranza food market in Ghana 

 

14. Multi-stakeholder Partnerships 

The whole concept of Agri Transport is working in collaboration with key stakeholders in its 

catchment communities; such a partnership is important for the success and sustainability 

with their important contributions for the project.  Among our partners are the district 

assemblies in the catchment communities, chiefs and elders, Unions of Transport Owners, 

Heads of Market Centers and leaders in the catchment communities and towns whose 

contributions has included tools , logistics and transport assistance. 

 

15. Farming/Agricultural Based Associations and Group Benefits/ 

Advantages 

It has been evident that during our project’s implementation and replication in catchment 

communities across beneficial regions in Ghana those farmers who tend to join associations 

and forms groups derive many benefits including better negotiation on transport costs for 

members of the associations and also getting corporate buyers for their farm produce.  This is 

good for them as it prevents high post-harvest losses as they get ready buyers for their 

produce as most of these farmers do not have adequate storage facilities and spaces. 

A practical example was when the Ghana Free School Feeding Program (GFSFP) in May 

2007 came into an agreement with a group of 25 farmer -based groups in the WA East 

District of the Upper West Region of Ghana as the project sought to buy 80 percent of the 

production of the group of farmers in that association which was a boost to the economy of 

the local areas. 
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School children from Ghana benefiting from the effective production and food marketing innovations, eAgri 

Transport. 

 

16. Financial Viability 

The individual farmers and farming associations who are members of our network have to 

pay registration costs to be a member of our project to benefit from our services.  

Membership costs are also levied on owners of vehicles and drivers as members of our 

network.   As the project is highly SMS driven and uses mobile communications and selected 

Information Communication Technology tools, our project is involved in the sales of phone 

cards, call credit and associated materials to enhance our income generation to sustain the 

project and make profits to achieve a break-even point of self-reliance by 2016. 

To expand our financial generation sources, the project is currently working to advertise and 

market agricultural products such as fertilizers and farming inputs including tools such as 

pumping machines, weeding chemicals, pesticides to farmers and subscribers of our network 

to generate further income for the project and work on this is very advance. 

We have also learnt of the availability of Ghana government funding for such start-ups and 

projects designed taking into consideration employment creation for youths and young adults 

in agriculture; we are currently working to access the funding mechanism.  We are confident 

that this will be vital in boosting our expansion and sustainability whiles improving early 

prospects for our targets for the break-even point of profitability. 

Currently we are seeking to expand the services beyond agricultural products to other 

challenging sectors of importance in Ghana with replications of interest nationally and 

regionally to generate additional needed income. 

 

17. Lessons Learnt 

Among the most important lessons this project has learnt was the importance and the benefits 

of the use of volunteers and interns for start-ups as it is a useful means of recruiting qualified 

project personnel at a very less cost to such project who will provide very useful expert 

service to the project whiles such individuals also gain the much needed working experience 

and working exposure demanded by employers. 
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At the Techiman Market in the B/A, Ghana which is the Biggest Food Market in West Africa 

Multi-stakeholder partnership is very useful for a new project with scarce financial resources, 

logistics and infrastructure.  To get support and assistance needed by such programmes, 

resources are acquired in the short term through such partnerships including skills transfer.  

There is the real need for project Managers of such ICT projects to have some working 

experience in project management and more importantly some skills and experience in the 

better application of Information Communications Technological tools.  In such projects 

experience in human resource and project management is vital to the success of such project 

and people management experience is vital to the longevity and profitability.  

 

18. What to know about key Agricultural Facts in Ghana 

 Only 25 per cent of the available land area is under cultivation. 

 Small-scale farmers (using shifting cultivation, no tillage or irrigation and little 

fertilizer) account for about 80 per cent of agricultural production. 

 The average farm size is less than 1.2 hectares. 

 Women are responsible for 55-60 per cent of total agricultural production. They are 

especially predominant in food production and processing. They also supply labour on 

many farms across. 

 Men predominate in selected produce including cocoa farming, where there is 

individualized land ownership. 

 About 6,000 out of 2,740,000 farm households (0.22 per cent) used irrigation in 

1998/99. About 20 per cent of the households used fertilizers. About 10 per cent 

bought seeds for planting (Ghana Statistical Service, 2000). 

 Fertilizer use in Ghana is about 8 kilograms per hectare; the average for developing 

countries is 60 kg. 

 Post-harvest losses are 20-30 per cent of harvested produce. 

 Storage losses range from 8 per cent after one month to 20 per cent after four months 

of storage. 

 Of about 22,700 km of feeder roads, only 40 per cent is classified as good. 

 The Medium-Term Agricultural Development Plan of the 1990s aimed to rehabilitate 

1200-2000 km of roads a year. Annual performance ranged from 212 to 1,080 km 

only. 
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  About 90 per cent of farm produce is carried from farm to village mainly on the heads 

of women and children. 

 Farmers sell about 80 per cent of their marketed surplus within four months of 

harvest. 

 While productivity in the livestock sector is low, Ghana imports about $100 mn of 

livestock and livestock products a year.  

 The meat yield of local livestock is about 20 per cent of that of other breeds. Lack of 

access to high-yielding breeds is a major constraint. 

 Over 80 per cent of poultry in Ghana is a local breed that produces about 100-150 

eggs a year compared to 180-250 eggs from other breeds. 

 Currently, there is one extension officer to 2.500 farmers. 

 Ghana’s forest cover has diminished from 8.2 mn hectares at the start of the 20
th

 

century to 1.7 mn ha in 2001. 

19. Feed Back and Complaints 

Whiles this project e-Agri Transport Networks seeks to provide an expert and value-added 

services to our members including farmers and transporters involved in the business of the 

Marketing and Transport of Agro Products and Services, we are conscious of the prospects of 

lapses and the inability of our project staff lacking in some areas of expectations by 

customers. Hence we do accept complaints through our field agents.  Should a complaint be 

about a particular agent? Such requests should be made directly to our organization though 

our SMS Complaint Unit and also via normal phone call to our offices. 
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Abstract 

Successful deployment and key applications with their social impact of the Malawi TVWS 

pilot project as of June 2014 is presented. The Malawi Television White Spaces (TVWS) 

Pilot Project was initiated due to the continually growing demand for spectrum. Utilization of 

service sharing within frequency bands is one of the alternatives that can be deployed for 

spectrum efficiency. The TVWS project is utilizing the free spectrum channels in the UHF 

TV band to provide broadband wireless connectivity. This is in line with Malawi 

Communications Regulatory Authority’s motto of promoting universal ICT access in 

Malawi.  The TVWS network has been deployed during the pilot phase of this project at the 

following selected sites; Saint Mary’s Girls Secondary School, Pirimiti Rural Community 

Hospital, Malawi Defense Force Airwing and Gelogical Survey department. These sites were 

chosen because of their national importance on education, security, natural disaster 

preparedness and health. The results   indicate that the TVWS can be used for broadband 

connectivity in rural and underserved areas even when the broadcasting spectrum is already 

used. Typical applications that support remote access of e-library resources from a rural 

secondary school and significant impact to pilot institutions in areas of health, national 

security and disaster preparedness have been demonstrated. Network performance metrics 

like latency, SNR, throughput have been further analyzed using path loss empirical models. 

Additionally, this paper presents key Malawi TVWS project achievements, challenges 

encountered and recommendations.   

Keywords: SNR, UHF, Latency, TVWS, Malawi 

 

2. Introduction 

The Malawi Television White Spaces (TVWS) Pilot Project was initiated due to the 

continually growing demand for spectrum as well as the need to conduct Research and 

Development activities. Spectrum is a scarce resource and utilization of service sharing 

within frequency bands is one of the alternatives that can be deployed for spectrum 

efficiency. The TVWS project is utilizing the free spectrum channels in the UHF TV band to 

provide broadband wireless connectivity. This is in line with Malawi Communications 

Regulatory Authority (MACRA's) motto of promoting universal Information and 
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 Communications Technology (ICT) access in Malawi. Various TVWS networks have been 

deployed across the globe (Mfupe et al., 2014, Yang A., 2014, Baykas, T. et al, 2014) In 

Malawi, a TVWS pilot network that provides broadband Internet to a secondary school, a 

rural community hospital, the Malawi Defense Force Airwing and the Department of 

Geological Survey was deployed in September 2013(Ghosh C., et al, 2011 n, N. et al., 2008, 

Aulakh I.K, 2009). While it is true that Malawi has a relatively low number of primary TV 

spectrum users, and hence more TV white spaces (Aulakh I.K, 2009), the move to allow 

secondary access in the TVWS may result in interference between the secondary users. With 

MACRA’s intention to release TVWS regulations and keen interest of commercial pilot 

deployments from various telecommunication operators; a need to have an interference 

mitigation strategy is of paramount importance.  

 

3. Network design 

The TVWS network was designed based on star topology utilising single UHF channel 31 

(554 MHz) meant for digital Television broadcasting. Find the network diagram shown in 

Fig. 1  with the longest site having a distance of 18.57 km from the Base station. 

 

Fig.1 showing the TVWS network diagram deployed in Zomba district 

Taking into account that a single frequency was deployed in this network, new boundary 

condition for inter-device interference was computed . This is the interference within the 

TVWS network and specifically among the White Spaces Devices ( WSDs). We have four 

WSDs also called Client Premise Equipment (CPEs). These sites were chosen because of 

their national importance on education, security, natural disaster preparedness and health. 

 

4. Interference Calculation 

We consider a region shown in Figure 2 where we have 21 available channels by regulation 

(MACRA implementation of the GE-06 channel arrangement). In the same region as of May, 

2014 there are 10 UHF transmitters (ATV, DTV and DTT for the digital migration signal 

testing). Considering the following definitions; m for the available channels to the secondary 

user, given that the 10 current UHF transmitters (primary users) have selected n channels 

each from a pool of 21 available channels in the specified region, the following mathematical 

relationship applies. 

m=21-10n............................(1) 

2.4 km 

18.57 km 

7 km 
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Fig. 2: UHF and TVWS network. The network covers the following districts; Zomba, 

Chiradzulu, Blantyre,  Machinga, Mwanza and Phalombe covering a total area of  9,870 km
2
 

 

In this case, two principal sources of interference under consideration include: primary to 

secondary user interference and interference between secondary users (inter-device 

interference). 

 

3.1 Primary to Secondary User Interference 

Channel information is obtained from the following relationship from (1), where m are the 

free channels available for secondary user,  21  is the number of available channels in a given 

location or region, 10 is the number of primary users (UHF transmitters) and n is the possible 

number of channels selected by each primary user. 

It is therefore obvious that though, primary to secondary user interference is critical; it is non-

existent in our network shown in Fig 2. Additionally, Fig. 3 clearly shows that all the primary 

users have selected their preferred channels and for the boundary case, a single channel has 

been left for the secondary user(s).  

 
 

Fig. 3: Chomora boundary condition at m = 1 
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 3.2 Inter-device Interference 

This is the interference within the TVWS network and specifically among the WSDs. We 

have four WSDs and from Mfupe, L. et al. (2014), we could specify that k = 4.  Therefore, 

with respect to Fig. 3, where the Chomora boundary condition allows for m = 1; we have as a 

result, k > m which is the necessary condition to warrant inter-device interference. The 

obvious implication here is that all the four WSDs will scramble for the single channel and 

we are using channel 31 (554 MHz) as shown in Table 1. The constraint to use a single 

channel has been imposed due to the RuralConnect Carlson Base Station that we are using 

which can allocate only 1 channel in a given instance. Future improvements shall consider 

multi-channel allocation. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

Based on Laska J.N.,(2014), we computed the inter-device interference power, Pij as follows. 

 

Pij=PjGjGi{λ/(4πdji ) )}
2
/L………………(2) 

 

where from actual WSDs parameters in the operational network,   Pi= 0.5 Watts,  Gj = Gi = 

15 Watts and λ = 554 x 10
3
 / 3 x 10

8
 = 1.846667 x 10

-3
 m and   L = 1. 

 

The four WSDs also called Client Premise Equipment (CPEs) in our TVWS experiment are 

named as follows: St. Marys, GPS, Airwing and Pirimiti. All these connect to one Base 

Station named Malawi TVWS BS (at GPS coordinates of LON: 35.3182564, LAT: -

15.376415). 

We arbitrarily selected St. Marys to be our ith WSD node,  implying that from (2), j 

represents GPS, Pirimiti and Airwing. The final computed inter-device interference is shown 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Inter-device interference power 

 

Pij 

 

Parameters 

Pi- GPS Pi-Airwing Pi-Pirimiti 

 

dij(km) 3.0 7.33 18.7 

Watts(W) 0.27 x 10
-12

 4.5 x 10
-12

 6.95 x 10
-15

 

DBm -70.38 -80.31 -96.12 

 

The results show that the interference level increases with a decrease in inter-device 

distance. Each WSD has an adaptive modulation scheme which offers the capability to 

increase the radio’s receiver sensitivity. From the current operation, the WSD receiver 

sensitivity is -93 dBm for 10
-6

 BER using QPSK ½, -86 dBm for 10
-6

 BER using 16QAM ½ 

and -80 dBm for 10
-6

 BER using 16QAM. Relating the receiver sensitivity to the inter-device 

interference, raises an alarm especially for Pi-GPS and Pi-Airwingwhere the receiver is 

overwhelmed with interference and could not pick the desired signal. However, the situation 

is not worse as it appears in these figures because the radiation pattern of the Yagi-Uda 
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 antenna used for each WSD has its broadside directed to the Base Station, thereby reducing 

the effect of inter-device interference by spatial arrangement of the radiating elements.  

For purposes of the proposed interference mitigation systems (IMS), it will be necessary to 

compute the total network interference which in this case is simply the sum of all Pij. 

Furthermore, to invoke and run the Simulated Annealing algorithm in the decision making 

optimizer, it is imperative to compute the average of the total network interference and 

minimize it.  

While we have solved for the inter-device interference in the current TVWS network, we are 

also aware of the possible occurrence of multiple access interference (MAI) considering a 

situation where all the WSDs are accessing the base station while using a single channel. 

Multiple access interference arises naturally in several access systems due to the effects such 

as multipath or non-ideal frequency channelization in general. Unlike other noise sources, 

MAI is structured and therefore could be modeled and propagated using appropriate receiver 

techniques collectively termed as multiuser detection (MUD). The effect of MAI is 

experienced on both the uplink and downlink channels. In this scenario, the maximum 

number of WSDs accessing the Base Station is set at 4; hence the issue of MAI can only arise 

where the WSD power varies among the deployed WSDs with respect to the distance from 

the Base Station. The average interference threshold and the minimum transmission power 

will thus have to be set in the proposed interference mitigation system (IMS).  

 

5. Network Performance Analysis 

Performance status of the Malawi TVWS pilot is further presented. Basic performance 

metrics like throughput, latency, SNR have been analyzed using known path loss empirical 

models like Hata, Asset and Friis. Typically, for the tested link at 7.5km from the BS, an 

average SNR = 24.7dB, data-rate of 420kbps and latency of 118ms were observed using the 

collected data. The important results in this paper are on the throughput and  latency. 

Throughput and latency are computed averages from the measured data over one month at 

station premises. 

 

1.1 Performance Graphs 

The downstream throughput (blue line) and upstream throughput (black line) are shown in 

Fig. 4 below. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Average downstream throuput at Airwing TVWS station (7.5 km from BS). 
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 The average latency in milliseconds (ms) for 3
rd

 December,2013 in an hour study is shown in 

Fig. 5 below. 

 

Fig. 5: One hour latency measurement at AirWing station 

 

6. Typical application of TVWS at Seismology Section-Geological Survey  

 

The science revolving around seismology involves constraining of earthquake source 

parameters and disseminating such information to the general public. Such information is 

also used by the construction industry where civil engineers are guided on best structural 

designs that can withstand a certain ground motion due to earthquakes. To achieve this, an 

efficient data acquisition and analysis platform has to be put in place so as to be ready to 

disseminate information to public within 2-30 minutes of an earthquake occurrence and on 

demand through production of bulletins.  Connectivity between the Data Centre and the 

remote seismic station has to be established in order to access data on real-time or near real-

time. As it is the case with TVWS Project, the pilot connectivity program at the Seismology 

Section of the Geological Survey Department commenced with hooking up online a 

Continuous Global Positioning System (cGPS) where it transfers data to a local computer 

(server) ready to be uploaded to a remote server at UNAVCO in the USA on regular basis. 

Currently, the internet provided through TVWS is working well and has improved the data 

transfer and availability between the cGPS unit and local server. 

 

7. Conclusion 

This paper proposes a new boundary condition that eliminates the possibility for primary to 

secondary user interference or vice versa. Instead, the condition introduces inter-device 

interference that is a function of inter-device distance, maintaining all other factors constant. 

The closer the distance between two white space devices (WSDs), the greater is the 

interfering power and for distances less than 7 km, it has been shown that a reference WSD 

could be overwhelmed, since the receiver sensitivity is nearly equal to or less than the 

interfering power. As a rule, we could advise that for a TVWS base station operating in the 

UHF band, transmitting at 4 W to WSDs which transmit at 0.5 W, and having adaptive 

modulation schemes from QPSK to 16QAM; the modulation scheme should be increased to 

achieve the best receiver sensitivity and at the same time, the distance between WSDs should 

be greater than 7 km, to reduce or eliminate the effect of inter-device interference. 

Additionally, the use of adaptive radiation pattern reconfiguration for the WSD antenna could 

be used as a spatial interference mitigation strategy while an interference mitigation engine 

co-operating with a database as proposed in this paper could be used as a temporal (real-time, 

lightweight adaptive solution) for inter-device interference. 
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Abstract 

Broadband Internet access has proved to be a key vital element of modern life and a crucial 

enabling factor for the global, information-age economy. TV White Spaces is one of the 

promising solutions for extending broadband connectivity to underserved areas employing 

UHF/VHF TV channels to allow the transmission of internet traffic over long distances using 

wireless communication. Regulators around the world are currently formulating rules and 

regulations that will facilitate deployment and access of TV White Spaces network. Radio 

Spectrum which is a finite resource is expected to accommodate voice and data traffic which 

is increasing at an unprecedented rate. Globally, traffic on mobile broadband networks has 

tremendously increased in the sense that current levels already exceed predictions made in 

2010 for 2020. The statistics are in accordance to Huawei in China which is a global 

information and communications technology provider. As a result of the exploding popularity 

of many components  being wireless in nature, the radio spectrum has become a scarce 

commodity in many countries and opening up of such UHF/VHF TV channels will definitely 

lead to increase in spectrum efficiency. Recent FCC rules permitting unlicensed use on a 

secondary basis of the TVWS promise a whole new set of possible applications. In an effort 

to ensure that these applications have been implemented, there is a need for creation and 

adoption of industry standards. FCC adopts a minimum distance between secondary user and 

TV service area to guarantee that the interference margin is not exceeded by secondary users. 

The transmission power for fixed secondary users is fixed to 4W which is a conservative 

setting. The principal objective of this paper is to present TV White Spaces Technical rules 

that are suitable for TVWS at Africa level to enable efficient spectrum Management. 

Keywords: Spectrum, Malawi, Longley-Rice propagation model , DSA , TVWS.  

 

1. Introduction 

The Suggested Technical Rules and Regulations of Dynamic Spectrum Alliance (DSA)  for 

the use of Television White Spaces contemplate that available frequencies and maximum 

transmit power for a white space device at a given location may be determined based on a 

geolocation and database method. In particular, database(s) designated by the regulator will 

provide this information based on the positional information from a master white space 

device, the height of the transmitting antenna (for fixed master devices), and use by licensed 

incumbents in or near the geographic area of operation of the white space device. The rules 

suggest that a database will supply a list of available frequencies and associated permitted 

transmit powers to white space devices pursuant to the algorithm in the Annexes A, B or C  

of DSA technical rules. 
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 Annexes A and B are based on the Longley-Rice propagation model. However, other point-

to-point, terrain-based propagation models may also serve as the basis for spectrum 

availability calculations. One such model is the International Telecommunication Union’s 

Radio communication Sector Recommendation P-1812 (ITU-R. P-1812).  Like Longley-

Rice, ITU-R. P-1812 is a path-specific propagation prediction method for point-to-area 

terrestrial services in the VHF and UHF bands (ITU). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related works are presented in Section II while 

Section III presents the interference mitigation strategy as proposed in the Malawi TVWS 

pilot network; the Malawi TVWS draft regulations are presented in Section IV and 

conclusion is drawn in Section V. 

 

2. Related works 

In this section, proposed interference mitigation approach using a cloud infrastructure for 

dynamic spectrum networks using spectrum resource as a service (SRaaS) will be discussed 

first, followed by regulatory framework as proposed by the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC) and finally a discussion of the suggested technical rules and regulations 

for TVWS usage will be presented from the Dynamic Spectrum Alliance perspective. 

 

2.1 SRaaS 

Mfupe et al.(2014) propose “A Cloud Infrastructure for Dynamic Spectrum Networks Using 

Spectrum Resource as a Service (SRaaS)” In their paper, they envisage that future  wireless  

dynamic  spectrum  networks (FWDSNs)  will  integrate  techniques  for  rapid identification  

and  sharing  of  radio  frequency  spectrum  resources  by  means  of  radio techniques. 

Based on this vision, they propose a cloud framework for spectrum resource as a service 

(SRaaS) in the application layer, based on a national geo-location spectrum database 

(GLSDB) developed for South Africa.  The SRaaS framework has the potential to unlock the 

future wireless dynamic spectrum networks firstly as the best short-term solution for 

minimizing any harmful interference in such network architectures as the TV white spaces 

(TVWS), secondly SRaaS can be  used  as  a  toolbox  by  regulators  in  the  development  of  

efficient  dynamic  spectrum regulations at a national level and thirdly, such regulations could 

be enforced and monitored through an SRaaS  environment.  Additionally,  the authors argue 

that multi-tenancy  and  schema sharing  techniques  are  utilized  at  the  inter-regional  level  

to  allow  the  cross-border harmonization of RF spectrum regulation. 

To clarify the design and functionality of the proposed database, the authors should have 

drawn the schema of their proposed database and discuss the algorithms used in the back end. 

Additionally, the authors should have discussed the superiority of their proposed SRaaS to 

known GLSDB like the ones used by Google and Microsoft.  

The other missing element in the proposed SRaaS was on cost. It was cited as one of the 

drawbacks for the other published GLSDB solutions. However, the authors did not discuss 

the cost implications of their proposed solution.  

 

2.2 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Rules Overview 

The USA Federal Communications Commission (FCC) made a ruling on TVWS [2] i.e. to: 

 Provide for both fixed and personal/portable devices to operate in the TV white 

spaces on an unlicensed basis 
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 Devices must include a geolocation capability and capability to access to a database 

of protected radio services 

 Devices provide their location to their database, which returns a list of channels on 

which they may operate (channel lists are specific to the location of the device) 

 Devices must complete the database access process before operating Databases are 

established and administered by third parties; were selected through a public notice 

process that solicited interested parties  

Additional provisions to mitigate Interference Risk 

• Fixed devices must register their locations in the database 

• Fixed and personal/portable devices must provide identifying info to the 

database 

• Devices cannot transmit without checking database and must recheck 

periodically 

• All devices must include adaptable power control to use the minimum 

necessary power 

As a follow up to the above highlighted rules, FCC Authorizes Nationwide use of TVWS.  

This action follows the launch of the Commission’s on-line registration system for large 

entertainment, sports and similar venues where a significant number of unlicensed wireless 

microphones are used (unlicensed wireless microphone registration system). The 

Commission’s rules permit unlicensed radio devices to transmit on white space in the 

spectrum bands used by the broadcast television service, i.e., 54-72 MHz, 76-88 MHz, 174-

216 MHz, 470-608 MHz and 614-698 MHz.  The FCC rules require that TV white space 

database systems protect the following radio services and receive-only operations (authorized 

services):  

 

– 1) broadcast television stations (including full power, TV translator, low power TV, and 

Class A stations);  

– 2) fixed broadcast auxiliary service (BAS) links (regular licensed and temporary);  

– 3) receive sites (and received channels) of TV translator, low power and Class A TV 

stations, and multichannel video programming distributors (MVPDs – cable and satellite TV  

systems);  

– 4) public safety and private land mobile operations;  

– 5) offshore radio telephone service operations;  

– 6) radio astronomy service operations at specific sites; and  

– 7) low power auxiliary service operations (licensed and certain approved unlicensed  

wireless microphone venue sites).   

 

2.3 Dynamic Spectrum Alliance (DSA) 

In general the DSA suggests that; 

a)  White space devices (“WSDs”) are permitted to operate on a license-exempt basis 

subject to the interference protection requirements set forth in these rules.  

b)  WSDs may operate in the broadcast television frequency bands, as well as any other 

frequency bands designated by the Regulator.  

c)  WSDs shall only operate on available frequencies determined in accordance with the 

interference avoidance mechanisms set forth in § 2.  

d)  Client WSDs shall only operate on available frequencies determined by the database and 

provided via a master white space device in accordance with § 3(f).  
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 § 2  Protection of Licensed Incumbent Services 

Availability of frequencies for use by WSDs may be determined based on the geolocation 

and database method described in § 3 or based on the spectrum sensing method described in §  

 

§ 3  Geolocation and Database Access 

(a)  A WSD may rely on the geolocation and database access mechanism described in this 

section to identify available frequencies.  

(b)  WSD geolocation determination. 

(c)   Determination of available frequencies and maximum transmit power.   

(d)  Time validity and database re-check requirements. A geolocation database shall provide 

master devices with a time period of validity for the frequencies of operation and maximum 

transmit power values described in paragraph (c).  

(e)  Fixed device registration.  

 (f)  Client device operation.  

 (g)  Fixed devices without a direct connection to the Internet.  

(h)  Security.  

 

§ 4  Database Algorithm  

The input to a geolocation database will be positional information from a master WSD, a 

classification code or other information characterizing a device’s emissions performance, the 

height of the transmitting antenna for fixed master devices and use by licensed incumbents in 

or near the geographic area of emissions masks. If available, this information should be 

supplied to the database. If not, the device can provide its emissions performance to the 

database in another form. If a device is sophisticated enough to modify its emissions profile 

dynamically, then regulators can consider an approach in which the database provides a 

maximum power level per channel and then the device ensures – based on its emissions 

profile – that it falls below the ceiling provided by the database.    

 

There is an Annex that provides the detailed parameters and methodology to calculate the 

frequencies and maximum power limits for White Space Devices in such a way as to limit the 

probability of harmful interference to other services to acceptable levels.  The proposed 

methodology in this Annex is independent of the radio propagation models that might be used 

in the calculations described herein. However, it is imperative that point-to-point path-

specific statistical radio propagation models that are capable of utilizing digital 

terrain/elevation models must be used. 

There is need to define the various entities and their relationships with regard to frequency 

and signal strength calculations. Interference from White Space Devices (WSDs) is 

controlled by limiting their radiated power. The following definitions describe an approach 

for how those power limits can be calculated. 

 

2.4 Protected services 

 

2.4.1 Analog terrestrial television(ATT): PAL-I standard 

 

The service area of an analog TV broadcast includes any locations where the signal to noise 

ratio of its signal is greater than or equal to 17.0 dB plus a link margin of 13 dB. 

A service’s signal to noise ratio (SNR) limit is the minimum theoretical operating level for a 

service to be functional, while the link margin accounts for the extra signal power that is 
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 typically required to cope with real-world environments. The link margin provides a buffer so 

that the service is somewhat robust against common signal impairments like multi-path, 

fading, and interference.  

 

2.4.2 Digital terrestrial television (DTT): DVB-T2 standard 

The service area of a digital TV broadcast includes any locations where the signal to noise 

ratio of its signal is greater than or equal to 17.0 dB plus a link margin of 13 dB. Given that 

the proposed methodology analyzes transmitters individually, Single Frequency Networks 

(SFNs) and Multi-Frequency Networks (MFNs) can be treated similarly.  

 

2.5 Digital television (DVB-T2) 

A digital TV receiver’s sensitivity to White Space Device interference is a function of its 

adjacent channel rejection ratio (ACR). If a receiver is tuned to channel “N”, it can tolerate 

signals on adjacent channels without harmful interference if the relative signal strength are 

less than a given threshold. 

 

3. Interference Mitigation Strategy As Proposed In the Malawi TVWS 

Pilot Network 

Since TVWS devices make opportunistic use of frequency voids that are unoccupied by 

primary users, they should not interfere with the existing licensee at all times and at all 

locations. Several studies have presented various mechanisms for preventing interference 

with the primary user (Baykas, T., et al 2012, Rahman, M.A.et al, 2012) These studies have 

primarily focused on the use of spectrum sensing techniques (Baykas, T., et al 2012 Chen 

Lei, 2011) and geo-location database access (Denkovska, M et al, 2011 ,Rahman, M.A.et al, 

2012) or a combination of the two (Rahman, M.A.et al, 2012 , Villardi, G.P. et al ,2011, Xin 

Tao et al , 2013). The use of beacons has also been described in Villardi, G.P. et al (2011) 

while the Federal Communication Commission in the USA has imposed a White Space 

Device (WSD) transmit power limitation as another way of protecting the incumbent 

(Baykas, T., et al 2012). Some studies have also proposed various ways of managing 

interference between WSDs (Aulakh I.K, 2009, Ye, B et al, 2012). Authors in Ye, B et al, 

(2012) propose an intelligent TVWS management system that will control allocation of 

available channels to the secondary users in a manner that will allow maximum spectrum 

utilization. 

Various TVWS networks have been deployed across the globe. In Malawi, a TVWS pilot 

network that provides broadband Internet to a secondary school, a rural community hospital, 

the Malawi Defense Force Airwing and the Department of Geological Survey was deployed 

in September 2013 (Mikeka, C. et al 2013, Zennaro, M.et al, 2014),   While it is true that 

Malawi has a relatively low number of primary TV spectrum users, and hence more TV white 

spaces (Zennaro, M.et al, 2014) the move to allow secondary access in the TVWS may result 

in interference between the secondary users. With the imminent release of TVWS regulations 

from Malawi Communications Regulatory Authority (MACRA) and keen interest of 

commercial pilot deployments from various telecommunication operators; a need to have an 

interference mitigation strategy arose. Based on the intelligent TVWS management system 

proposed in Ye, B et al, (2012). This paper proposes inter-device interference mitigation in a 

TVWS network. 
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 We investigated the sources of interference in our deployed Television White Spaces 

(TVWS) network by specifying a specific region with active UHF transmitters that have first 

level priority to select channels of communication from those available in the region using 

GE06 channel arrangement. The remaining free channel(s) denoted by m are defined as 

White Spaces and are opportunistically used by White Space Devices (WSDs) in their own 

network, in our case, TVWS network. Using a newly proposed boundary condition called 

"Chomora condition" where m = 1 for k > m, (k being the number of WSDs), we compute the 

inter-device interference that could overwhelm the WSD given a known value of the WSD 

receiver sensitivity. A proposition is also made to use Simulated Annealing algorithm to 

minimize the inter-device interference. This algorithm is an optimizer implemented in the 

proposed simple and lightweight Interference Mitigation System (IMS) that comprises a 

Database and Interference Mitigation Engine (IME).   

 

4. The Malawi TVWS Draft Regulations 

According to the Malawi Communications Regulatory Authority (MACRA), the eligibility, 

requirements and grant of licenses are dependent upon the following. 

(1) A person shall not operate or use Television White Spaces equipment (that is any 

equipment other than license-exempted TVWS devices) without a valid licence 

issued by the Authority. 

(2) Any licence application to the Authority shall be in writing and in the manner 

prescribed by the Authority.  

(3) Any person may apply for Television White Spaces licence in accordance with the 

procedures determined by the Authority. 

(4) An application made pursuant to sub regulation (2) above shall include the following 

information: 

(a) a certificate of incorporation or registration; 

(b) the business plan and organizational structure; 

(c) the marketing plan and competition strategies of the applicant; 

(d) the technical plan and capability including network configuration, facilities, 

coverage capacity and improvement, interference management, interconnection 

security and technologies, (e) any other relevant information that the Authority 

may require. 

(5) Failure to Submit documents of information: 

(a) If an applicant fails to submit documents or information as required under this 

regulation, the Authority shall not consider the application and the applicant 

shall be so informed in writing. 

(b) Resubmission of application under sub – regulation (2) above shall be treated as 

a new application. 

(c) An application under this regulation shall be accompanied by an application fee 

as determined by the Authority. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, some rules and regulations dictating the use of white spaces, particularly the 

TVWS have been presented from the various perspectives namely, FCC, CSIR, and DSA. A 

proposed set of rules and regulations that in part use portions of the related works by DSA, 

FCC and CSIR has been drafted for use in Malawi. An overview of these drafted regulations 
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 has been presented in this paper and awaits review and comments from stake holders in the 

Malawian industry, after which the regulations shall be gazetted for official use. 
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Abstract 

Work is underway to develop a set of principles that are intended to guide the interconnection 

of national and regional research and education networks.  These principles have the concept 

of a Global Open Exchange Points as a foundational element for interconnection of research 

and education networks.  While this work is not yet fully developed, the Author encourages 

the African research and education community to consider whether the African community 

would like to identify opportunities for developing one or more Global Open Exchange 

points on the African Continent.   

Keywords: Global Network Architecture, Global Open Exchange Points, Peering, Research 

and Education Networking 

 

1. Introduction 

In September, 2012 a group of Chief Executives Officers of a number of National Research 

and Education Networks (NRENs) met in Geneva, Switzerland to discuss common problems 

and challenges.  One of four challenges that were identified included a lack of global strategy 

for coordinating the interconnection of national and regional research and education 

networks. 

 

2.3 NREN CEO Forum 

A self identified set of Chief Executive Officers of National and Regional Research and 

Education Networks have been meeting to identify common problems and challenges.  This 

group is called the NREN CEO Forum and is modelled on the G20 Leaders Summit.  As of 

this writing (November 2014), the NREN CEO Forum consists of the Chief Executive 

Officers of AARNet (Australia), CANARIE (Canada), CERNET (China), CUDI (Mexico), 

DANTE (Europe), DFN (Germany), Internet2 (USA), Janet (UK), NORDUnet (European 

Nordics), REANNZ (New Zealand), RedCLARA (Latin America), RENATER (France), 

RNP (Brazil), SURFnet (The Netherlands), and the UbuntuNet Alliance (Southern and 

Eastern Africa).  

In a meeting in Geneva in 2012, this group identified 4 challenges, including challenges with 

the global coordination of the interconnection between National and Regional research and 

education networks.  The NREN CEO Forum formed a group called the Global Network 

Architecture working group.  This working group was charged with drafting a blueprint for 

mailto:dsmith@nsrc.org
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 the interconnection for the interconnection of global research and education networks, with a 

view on the 10-year timeframe. 

 

2.4 Global Network Architecture Technical Group 

The Global Network Architecture (GNA) Technical Group has been charged by the NREN 

CEO Forum to describe an inclusive next generation inter-continental research and education 

network infrastructure with a 10-year view.  This work has been ongoing since early 2013 

with an initial document by Xing Li (CERNET) and Jim Williams (Internet2).   

It is important to highlight that the GNA is not a network.  It is framework architecture for 

advanced, cohesive, global research and education networking and service delivery. By 

setting a framework for cohesive global networking, it is hoped that the existing network 

projects will choose to upgrade their networks to be compatible with GNA and then 

interconnect and/or contribute them to the GNA. 

Discussions inside the GNA group has led to a global network architecture model that 

consists of a powerful intercontinental transmission substrate, consisting of 

 Global Open Exchange Points (GXPs) 

 High-bandwidth transmission pipes (running between GXPs) 

The GXPs in this architecture model have two major functions: 

 Attachment points for the high-bandwidth circuits of the substrate 

 Connection points for the Regional and National R&E Networks that are part of and 

make use of the GNA infrastructure 

 

The GNA has described a vision that has at least two GXPs per continent or region.  These 

GXPs are to be chosen by each region's research and education network organizations, taking 

the intercontinental fibre optic paths into account.  Figure 1 outlines an artist impression of a 

possible GNA architecture.  Please note that the network and landing points shown have not 

been selected by any of the potential partners, including those in the African research and 

education networking community.  Please view this as a conceptual example that does not 

indicate specific circuits or landing points. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual Example of GNA Architecture 

 

The GXPs are envisioned to be different from traditional Internet Exchange points in that 

they are focused on intercontinental and regional exchange of traffic rather than local 

exchange of traffic.  It is anticipated that GXPs will frequently be an extension of an existing 

Internet Exchange, assuming that the existing Internet Exchange is willing to make the 

feature extensions to meet the ultimate requirements of a GXP.  These features are still under 

discussion, but will most likely include at least the following: 

 Exchange of general purpose unicast and multicast IPv4 and IPv6 traffic 

 Peering exchange with commercial providers 

 Ability to provision layer 1 or layer 2 (optical path or VLANs) through the exchange 

to support specific research and education activities 

 Have the capability to support network research, including supporting research-based 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) slices for research activities. 
 

2. Impacts on the Region 

Much of the existing work on both the CEO Forum and the Global Network Architecture 

working group has happened without significant input from emerging regions.  This has put 

the UbuntuNet region at a disadvantage in terms of providing feedback, but most importantly, 

has not allowed the region to consider the impacts of the work or what specific actions the 

region may want to take in response to the work. 

Currently, African research and education networks purchase circuits to Europe to exchange 

traffic with both the commercial Internet and global research and education community.  

African research and education network operators can potentially change the paradigm so that 

other research and education networks pay to get to Africa rather than having Africa pay to 

get to them. If there were some well defined and properly architected GXPs on the African 
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 continent, it is likely that other research and education network entities will install circuits to 

those GXPs to support science activities on the continent. 

As the community considers the possibilities of one or more GXPs on the continent, it is 

critical to pick a location with a number of undersea fibre cables land.  Multiple cables are 

required to provide competition, reliability, and choice for getting access to the GXP. In 

examining the undersea fibre cable maps of Africa, one can find a number of possible 

opportunities where multiple undersea cables land in a single location.  Based on the 

Telegeography Submarine Cable map, there appear to be 17 cable landing stations in African 

that land 3 or more cables. 

A final note about the selection of GXP locations, it is important that the GXPs be able to be 

associated with science projects that are global in interest that would make it attractive for 

outside research and education funding entities to be willing to install high bandwidth 

connections to the GXP. 

 

3. Summary 

Without action by the African research and education networking community, the status quo 

will remain in force and the African community will have to continue to pay to get to the 

global research and education network fabric.  The author encourages the community to 

develop a number of Africa-based GXPs in order to provide an opportunity for other research 

and education networks to provide funding to connect the African research and education 

community to the rest of the world. 
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Abstract 

Recently, the appealing features of cloud computing have been driving its integration into the 

ICT component of the education sector. In view of this, the NRENS in developed countries 

are adopting Cloud computing as its technology support and provider of solutions that are 

very effective in facilitating collaborative research and learning among member institutions. 

In addition, the developed world opted for this technology because of its flexibility to pay-as-

you-go combined with an on-demand scalable model which is changing the NREN 

computing model and driving them to adopt it.  However, very little if nothing has been done 

particularly the NRENs in the SADC region. It is against this background that NRENs Cloud 

Infrastructure Framework (NRENs-CLIF) was conceived to build a Cloud computing 

infrastructure framework suitable for the SADC NRENs. The NRENs-CLIF would build an 

Inter Cloud Infrastructure system that would envision the transitions every NREN into Cloud 

system and make them interoperable to each other. The study emphasizes that the SADC 

NRENs need to join NRENs-CLIF to ensure that resource sharing and collaboration among 

these NRENs becomes a success. 

 

Keywords: NRENs-CLIF, NRENs, SADC, collaboration 

 

1. Introduction 

The evolution of Cloud computing for Information Technology (IT) or computational 

resources provisioning has led to a significant shift in the IT industry and prompted interest 

from different organizations, institutions and users to take its advantage. Hence in this study 

NRENs Cloud Infrastructure Framework has been introduced and abbreviated as NRENs-

CLIF. 

 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

The NRENs in developed countries are moving towards Cloud computing technology. 

According to Thorsteinsson et al. (2010), cloud-based solutions can be very effective in 

supporting collaborative and cooperative learning. Katz (2009) stated that many NRENs in 

the developed countries are joining Cloud-based services to stay organized and connected. 

Despite the fact that Cloud computing has a huge potential, in SADC there has not been 

dedicated research nor initiatives on Cloud computing issues so far. This is supported by 

Mbale (2013), who stated that very little effort had been made especially in developing 

countries regarding the utilization of Cloud computing. He further emphasized that in view of 

the current state of SADC NRENs there is a need to overhaul a major part of their current 

mailto:nsuresh@unam.na
mailto:jameson.mbale@cbu.ac.zm
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 infrastructures to be compliant and embrace this upcoming Cloud technology. Therefore, this 

work introduces NRENs-CLIF, which would assess the prevailing status of SADC NRENs 

non-Cloud based technology and further determine the best possible approaches of 

transforming the current infrastructures into Cloud model. The study also seeks to investigate 

the security risks, challenges and opportunities of moving organizational data into the Cloud 

in the SADC NRENs perspective. The study aim to address the following critical research 

questions:  

How can the SADC NRENs resources be utilized to establish institutional Cloud 

infrastructure and connectivity to facilitate research collaboration? 

 What are the resources that can be used to establish institutional Cloud infrastructure 

in the SADC NRENs? 

 What Cloud Service Architecture is suitable for interconnection of NRENs in the 

SADC region? 

 What are the challenges faced by SADC NRENs with regards to establishing 

institutional Cloud services? 

 

1.2 Organisation of the Paper 

The paper is organised in the following parts: Section 1 introduces the highlights of the 

NRENs-CLIF and the reason of undertaking this work. Similar work done by other scholars 

concerning the NRENs utilising Cloud technology is discussed in Section 2. The NRENs-

CLIF architecture is illustrated in Section 3, explaining the functions of each component. The 

discussion and findings of the research are presented in Section 4. Section 5 summarises the 

functions and benefits of the NRENs-CLIF model.  

 

2. Literature Review 

Some of the NRENs both in the developed and third world that are striving to embrace the 

Cloud technologies are discussed. According to Koukis (2012), reported that Greek Research 

Educational Network (GRNET) deployed Software as a Service (SaaS) platform in which end 

users could deploy services by configuring only the parameters related to their institutions. 

He further, highlighted that, it is expected that the transfer of physical machines to virtual 

ones will save tremendous amounts of investment in future, which is the highest priority of 

the Greek Government.  

Wind (2011), pointed out that GRNET through Okeanos project was to deliver a production 

quality IaaS and to offer virtual computing resources at a pay-per-use fee. Though cautiously, 

he explained that Okeanos was currently in alpha testing phase, he pointed out that it 

(Okeanos) offered its user’s access to Virtual Machines, Virtual Ethernets, Virtual Disks, and 

Virtual Firewalls through a simple web-based Graphical User Interface (GUI).   

Pol and Dijkstra (2009), narrated that the Netherlands Research Educational Network, 

SURFnet has embraced Cloud computing. They further stated that in SURFnet all generic IT 

services in higher education and research is provided by Public Cloud. 

Luo et al. (2011) discussed the Malaysian Research and Education Network (MYREN) that   

offered the basic SaaS services through Servers running on open source platform. They 

further stated that MYREN Cloud was planning to deploy Compute-as-a-service (CaaS) for 

future releases, though they observed that security issues in MYREN still needed to be 

addressed for reliable operation. They also reported that MYREN had a Cloud portal used to 

connect to its member institutions into the Cloud. Salmon (2009), narrated that JANET was 
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 looking forward to creating bandwidth on demand service and making it into public service 

creating EU NRENs secured, standard and infrastructure intensive capable platform better 

than the commercial network available in UK. 

 

3. The NRENs-CLIF Model 

The NRENs-CLIF Architecture demonstrated in Figure 1 is a heterogeneous framework 

which is both multi domain as well as multi Cloud provider in nature. It has the ability to host 

specific systems. It has also the capacity to manage, monitor and maintain some of critical 

systems that are actually necessary to ensure reliability and fault tolerant. The architecture 

has been categorised into models or logical groupings and has been decomposed into their 

functionality and the way they will actually integrate with entire end to end system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. NRENs-CLIF Architecture 
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 The NRENs-CLIF is made of two operational components: the Main and Supporting 

architectural components.  

 

3.1 The Main Architectural Component 

The Main Architectural component is comprised of the following functional parts: Cloud 

Control & Management Plan (CCMP), Cloud Federation System (CFS), e-Service or 

Enterprise Collaboration Infrastructure (ECI) and Trusted Cloud Security Framework 

(TCSF).  

 

3.1.1 Cloud Control & Management Plan (CCMP) 

CCMP is an isolated system component associated on top of CSM. The CCMP integrates 

all the Inter Cloud application system with the infrastructure control and management system. 

It provides logical and functional interface between different cloud service layers running in 

different cloud domains. In addition, it provides single control and management domain to 

heterogeneous inter-cloud infrastructure for the standardisation of interlayer interfaces.  

Other functions of the CCMP are: to support messaging, monitor all physical and virtual 

infrastructural resource. To configure hardware, software, virtual resources, session 

management, and synchronisation of the distributed heterogeneous cloud platforms.  

The CCMP has the following four internal functional components: Cloud Resource 

Manager, Network Infrastructure Manager, Virtual Infrastructure Composition and 

Orchestration, and Services / Infrastructure Lifecycle Management. The Network 

Infrastructure Manager takes care of all the network resources that are available to CCMP. 

The Cloud Resource Manager specifically controls the resources provided by infrastructure 

as-a-service (IasS) and platform as-a-service (PaaS) domain(s). Whilst the Virtual 

Infrastructure Composition and Orchestration provides access to virtual resources (VRs) and 

group them to make communication between them possible. The Services and Infrastructure 

Lifecycle Management creates and initialises virtual machines (VM), to make them 

operational and terminate their resources.  

In addition to the above expressed internal functional components, the CCMP has the 

following interface(s): the inter-cross-layer control/signaling which manages communication 

in the domains; the monitoring, which provides VR capabilities such monitoring all physical 

and virtual infrastructural resources; the location, which manages location of VRs from either 

service or resource provider; the topology, it is an aware infrastructure management which 

recognizes the type of topology for the VRs; and configuration and protocol management, 

which configures VRs for different domains. 

 

3.1.2 Cloud Federation System (CFS) 

CFS provides interaction between completely two different domains either operational or 

administrative. Hence, the NRENs-CLIF will exploit the CFS’s architect to create interaction, 

interoperation and logical structures among multiple domains. So, it can be extended to 

provide any kind of services on any domains with a NRENs-CLIF membership. That’s, it will 

be able to access the resource or services of secondary Cloud system from primary Cloud 

systems. It is important at this juncture that operational and administrative controls be in 

place to forward services, user credentials, authentication credentials, keys from one Cloud 

system to another system. 
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 CFS communicate between completely different Cloud computing systems by providing 

single sign on capabilities for privileged users who can access services from two different 

Cloud system. In such scenario additional infrastructure may be required to interconnect two 

completely different Cloud systems, but they could be part of the same service delivery 

infrastructure. 

As mentioned above, CFS tries to integrate multiple Cloud systems that are independent 

from each other and able to provide independent services and resources to one another and 

this integration is possible using federation infrastructure. So, associated with CFS a number 

of functional components were required for integration. Apart from each of these functional 

components to communicate with each other will require specific protocols and interfaces 

that are discussed below: 

Service brokers: help to communicate different services to different parts of this Cloud 

system. That’s, one service from one Cloud could be forwarded to another Cloud system. 

Trust broker: brokering trust information, communication protocol, encryption information, 

key management but to mention a few. 

Registry services and discovery services: maintain list of all the services and resources 

provided by specific independent Cloud systems. They also provide interface(s) for 

discovering such services.  

Identity provider: federates identity information of different users among Cloud domains. 

That’s, different and independent Cloud system should be able to recognize and federate the 

same identity information of different users among Cloud domains. Such a scenario, require 

federated attribute authority which will have common understanding of user credentials and 

user related information associated with all of these Cloud systems.  

Policy authority: is in charge of enforcing common policy to all of these inter Cloud 

systems.   

Inter Cloud GW system: is associated with performing translational capabilities. It 

automatically translates appropriate request query, protocols, messaging, and communication 

signaling. That’s, making request/query send by one Cloud domain understandable to another 

domain. It also performs data format translation among Cloud domains.  

 

3.1.3 e-Science or enterprise collaborative infrastructure (ECI) 

ECI is specialized infrastructure which includes dedicated transport network and has the 

capabilities of provisioning resources and specific services on-demand. Such services could 

be utilized by University, research and educational networks. For instance, in Figure 1, to cite 

an example, two campuses A and B have different user groups. Both campuses can 

collaborate jointly on scientific experimentation project using ECI infrastructure. The ECI 

has the ability to support large scale scientific projects infrastructure which could support 

specific areas or domains of research like particle physics, and bio-informatics. Other specific 

examples of these fields are: genome research, electromagnetic, geographical mapping, 

satellite based systems but to mention a few. In fact, the ECI’s research oriented 

infrastructure could also be targeted towards large scale project such as space exploration 

projects, protocol engineering, understanding network dynamics, and traffic engineering.  

 

3.1.4 Trusted Cloud Security Framework (TCSF) 
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 TCSF is a cross functional entity and it involves interaction with multiple layers in the 

protocol architecture. It will provide a basis for all secure operations between each and every 

component that is present in NRENs-CLIF architecture. It will take care of integration with 

multiple Cloud layers and secure every layer independently. TCSF Interface is implemented 

for different layers and it creates encapsulation for the entire CSM.  TCSF will not only 

ensure security operations are being performed but also incorporates some security controls 

to ensure that when interacting with third party system or external Cloud through the CFS, 

even those are secured and performed as desired. 

 

3.2 The Supporting Architectural Component 

The supporting architecture component has the following parts: Cloud Services model 

(CSM), Virtual Resources (VR), and Inter-Cloud Infrastructure (ICI).  

 

3.2.1 A Cloud Services Model (CSM) 

A CSM is the central component of NRENs-CLIF architecture. The CSM framework for 

interCloud infrastructure is incorporated in NRENs-CLIF with regard to the choice of Cloud 

service delivery models over this community Cloud as shown in Figure 1. The CSM oversees 

the complete operations of: CCMP, CFS, ECI and TCSF. CSM will be associated with multi 

provider infrastructure operation, routine operations, work flows, SLA management, and 

monitoring whether meeting the targets or not. CSM has its own set of well-defined user roles 

and responsibility that would be working in resource operation and management framework. 

CSM roles are owned by management or operational entity or by an entity which actually 

owns that particular Cloud computing system through ownership or a particular stake 

holding. 

 

The CSM is split up into six (6) horizontal layers or planes that are defined to group related 

functionalities performing cross functional operations, management, controls and security. 

These layers are: first, the Physical Platform, which includes different physical resources 

such as storage, computing and networking. Second, is the Cloud Virtualization Layer, which 

customises all non-hardware resources that could be completely virtualized and would have 

to interact with physical, lower  or second structures interacting with upper layers and so on. 

Third is the Cloud Virtual Resource / Orchestration Layer, which combines multiple virtual 

machine resources (VRs) grouped into logical entities. These groups of VRs could be utilised 

to perform or deliver a particular type of service. Fourth, the Cloud Service Delivery Layer, 

which is associated with different service delivery models, that include either pure IasS on 

virtualized platform, or PaaS to IaaS interface interconnecting. Fifth, is the Access/Delivery 

Infrastructure Hosting, whose functions are to provide access to cloud services/resources and 

interconnect multiple cloud domains that would help deliver services to end user. Sixth, are 

the User/Customer Side Resources and Services that are located in and provided by the 

customer’s enterprise or campus network to support their integration with the Cloud based 

infrastructure. 

 

3.2.2 Virtual Resources (VRs) 

The Virtual Resources (VRs) provide specialised functions such as filtering, visualization, 

data processing, but to mention a few. The VRs resource could be software, platform or an 

API. These virtual resources could also be grouped together to create a complete service. 
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3.2.3 Inter Cloud Infrastructure (ICI) 

ICI allows campus or NRENs to access the central Cloud in this case the CSM. From Figure 

1, an example can be cited taking campuses A and B, where they have different user groups 

that are required to collaborate among each other. These campuses are performing jointly on 

scientific experimentation, and associated with this they have dedicate scientific 

infrastructure. 

 

4. Discussions and Findings 

The study revealed that (85%) of the NRENs have not implemented Cloud technology as 

illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

 

Figure 2. NRENs on Cloud 

 

 

However 75% respondents indicated that their NRENs utilizes Virtualization technology(s) 

as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3. IT Infrastructure/Technologies 
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 The researchers further observed that NRENs that were not on Cloud showed 77% of 

willingness to deploy Cloud Computing technology as presented in Figure 4.  

 
 

Figure 4. NRENs Willingness to Deploy Cloud Computing Technology 

 

Hence these NRENs that had already deployed some virtualization technologies display 

much better preparedness and they would be able to adopt Cloud computing system much 

faster. 

 

4.1 Reasons and Steps for NRENs to Adopt Cloud 

In addition, the study revealed that some NRENs that are not on Cloud reasoned out that 

strict regulations and lack of technologies were the factors hindering the adaptation of Cloud 

as shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Reasons Why NRENs Have Not Adopted Cloud Computing Technology 

 

The above illustrated reasons would hinder the NREN organizations preparedness for 

technology infrastructure towards Cloud computing. Steps such as upgrading the non-Cloud 

IT infrastructure, collaborating with other NRENs to simplify compliance requirements, 

relaxing of restrictions on data crossing the borders, establishing political support for Cloud 

initiatives, having strong guarantees in contracts and SLA’s to mention a few would be done 

in consultations with IT industry. Also, cloud users and international standard bodies, will 

clarify the rules by which organisations must operate and enable them move forward. 
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 4.2 Benefits and Purpose that NRENs Use Cloud Computing 

An interesting finding on this study was that NRENs explore Cloud services to improve 

communication, collaboration, exchanging data more efficiently, for standardised shared 

platform and to run enterprise software applications, within and among outside NRENs as 

shown in Figure 6.  

 

 
 

Figure 6. Benefits of Cloud Services in NREN 

 

4.3 Rate of Challenges/Issues of the Cloud Computing on-Demand Model 

The study revealed that 85% of the NRENs have not implemented Cloud technology as 

illustrated in Figure 7.  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Challenges/Issues of the Cloud Computing 

 

The reasons illustrated in the figure are associated with the factors or challenges such as 

security, availability, integrity, performance, cost, interoperability, governance but to mention 

a few.  The survey conducted, as depicted from graph outlines the perceived challenges and 

issues associated with cloud computing and on-demand computing models from a total of 

thirteen (13) NREN respondents.   
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 The study also revealed that majority of the respondents felt that these very challenges had 

played a major role in slowing down its acceptance. From these statistics, one can deduce that 

SADC NRENs are actually inclined and taking active initiative towards Cloud 

implementation. 

Figure 8 shows among the targeted respondents who answered this question and (100%) 

voiced that they deployed Private Cloud model which should not have been the case as they 

are using the services rendered by google drive, google App, drop box, Gmail and many other 

services from different CSP.  

 

 
 

Figure 8. Cloud Models Deployment by NRENs 

Figure 9 interprets that among all the targeted respondents, who answered this question, 

67% asserted that the reason for their NRENs not being embraced Cloud, was lack of 

technologies and rest 33% reasoned as strict regulations. Whereas as lack of political will, 

management support and stakeholders cooperation were voiced at 0%. 

 

 
Figure 9. Reasons Why NRENs Have Not Adopted Cloud Computing Technology 

 

Figure 10a shows category 1 which deals with the steps to be taken by NRENs that speed 

up NRENs adoption to Cloud computing. The figure below displays that the highest priority 

is given to the step for collaboration with other NRENs to simplify the complexity of the 

compliance requirements stood at 61%. Both stronger executive and political support for 

Cloud computing initiatives and establishing or enforce technical standards for Cloud-related 

technologies stood at 39% and none (0%) for loosen restrictions on customer or employee 

data crossing borders. 
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Figure 10a. Steps to be Taken by NRENs to Adopt Cloud Computing 

Figure 10b shows category 2 which deals with the factors that would speed up NRENs 

adoption of Cloud computing. From the figure below, it is evident that factors such as 

stronger executive support for Cloud computing initiatives, effective governance practices for 

making decisions on Cloud computing and growing availability of Cloud services from well-

known IT vendors and service were all rated at 39%. Furthermore, replacing and 

interoperating the non-Cloud based IT systems with Cloud-based ones and stronger 

guarantees or protections in contracts and Service Level Agreements (SLA’s) were rated at 

46%. 

 

 
 

Figure 10b. Factors to be Taken by NRENs to Adopt Cloud Computing 

 

The following discussion is categorized into two sub-categories namely the benefits and 

purpose of employing Cloud services in NRENs. Each category was posed to the targeted 

respondents and was asked to rate and the results are depicted as illustrated below: 

Figure 11a shows category 1 which is the benefits of Cloud services. About 39% were in 

favour of providing standardised shared platform for research collaboration, 46% ranked for 

improving communication and collaboration among other NRENs in SADC and its users and 

23% rated for exchanging data more efficiently with outside organization. 
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Figure 11a. Benefits of Cloud Services in NRENs 

 

Figure 11b shows category 2 which is the purpose of using Cloud services, 62% indicated 

that Cloud computing for backing up data, 46% use for processing and storing applications, 

69% use for running enterprise applications, 39% use for developing and testing software and 

8% claimed they use Cloud computing for other purposes. 

 

 
 

Figure 11b. Purpose of Cloud Services in NRENs 

 

5. Conclusion 

This research aims at transforming the existing SADC NRENs traditional IT infrastructure 

to Cloud infrastructure. In addition it allows creating a common infrastructure to provide all 

the services through NRENs-CLIF model and ensure interoperability between different 

NRENs. The conclusion is discussed in relationship to the research questions. 

 

5.1 Research Question One: “What are the resources that can be used to establish 

institutional Cloud infrastructure in the SADC NRENs?” 

From the data analysis discussed earlier, the first research question aimed at identifying the 

resources that are essential for establishing institutional Cloud infrastructure in the SADC 

NRENs. The study identified the necessary resources (see Figure 10a and 10b) that directly 

affect the successful implementation of NREN. These are: minimum threshold level of 

technological infrastructure, human resources, internet connectivity, security and 

frameworks. Others are SLA’s, political will, funding and economic reasons. Hence the 
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 introduction of NREN-CLIF would transform the SADC NRENs from non-Cloud based 

technology to Cloud based one and further determine the best possible approaches of 

transforming the current infrastructures into Cloud model. 

 

5.2 Research Question Two: “What Cloud Service Architecture is suitable for 

interconnection of NRENs in the SADC region?” 

The second research question aimed at ascertaining what Cloud architecture was suitable for 

interconnection of NRENs in the SADC region. In the study (see Figure 3), it was found that 

some of NRENs used Virtualization in their hosted service environment. This technology is 

one of the key drivers of Cloud system and therefore these NRENs are in much better 

position to adopt Cloud computing technology faster. In this light the NREN-CLIF could 

consider developing a unified platform that was tailor-made to cater for SADC NRENs. 

 

5.3 Research Question Three: “What are the challenges faced by SADC NRENs with 

regards to establishing institutional Cloud services?” 

The third research question aimed at looking at the challenges faced by SADC NRENs with 

regards to establishing institutional Cloud services. In answering this question, the study 

identified various challenges such as security, interoperability, policies and so on. There is a 

need to address these challenges, otherwise this would reduce the willingness of NRENs to 

embrace Cloud computing technology and hence the reason that they are not becoming 

member institution of NRENs-CLIF. Therefore, these challenges would be addressed by 

incorporating components like TCSF, CSM, CCMP and CFS associated with the NRENs-

CLIF architecture. The support and facilities provided by NRENs-CLIF would make the 

transition easier and also increases the NRENs’ willingness to embrace it when finally 

implemented. 
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PART FOUR: 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

 

 
Title Surname Other name(s) Organisation Country 

1.  Mrs Truille-Baurens Stephanie European Union Belgium 

2.  Ms Machado Iara RNP Brasil 

3.  Mr Valle Rafael RNP Brasil 

4.  Mr Kheam Hong RUPP Cambodia 

5.  Mr Ngorn Moi 
Royal University of Phnom Penh 
(RUPP) Cambodia 

6.  Prof Kalenda Dibungi T. Eb@le DRC 

7.  Dr Dejene Tsehaye Asmelash Mekelle University Ethiopia 

8.  Dr Barry Boubakar WACREN Ghana 

9.  Mr Yeboah Obeng Albert Foresight Generation Club Ghana 

10.  Mr Akuku Boniface Okelo Kenya Agricultural Research  Institute Kenya 

11.  Mr Angatia Timothy Liquid Telecom Kenya Kenya 

12.  Mr Aseda Kennedy KENET KENYA 

13.  Prof Kavulya Joseph M 
The Catholic university of Eastern 
Africa Kenya 

14.  Prof Kihoro John Mwaniki 
The Cooperative University College of 
Kenya KENYA 

15.  Ms Masai Joan  Kenya Education Network Kenya 

16.  Mr Matongo Cornelius Achiki KENET Kenya 

17.  Mr Ojiambo Moses Wandera KENET Kenya 

18.  Mr Osure Ronald KENET Kenya 

19.  Ms Mwongera Nelisa KENET Kenya 

20.  Mrs Ravelomanantsoa Harinaina i RENALA Madagascar 

21.  Mr Banda Tiwonge UbuntuNet Alliance Malawi 

22.  Mrs Mtungila Patricia UbuntuNet Alliance  Malawi 

23.  Mr Mwakilama ShawoG. Baobab Health Trust Malawi 

24.  Ms Ng'ambi Beatrice UbuntuNet Alliance Malawi 

25.  Mr Pinifolo Jonathan 
Malawi Communications Regulatory 
Authority Malawi 

26.  Mr Mabila Francisco Eduardo Mondlane University Mozambique 

27.  Mr Wohlert Christian Swedish Embassy, Mozambique Mozambique 

28.  Mr Khalau Lino Jorge MORENET Mozambique 

29.  Mr Kuria Wilfred Xnet Development Alliance Trust Namibia 

30.  Mr Maartens Marco XNet Namibia 

31.  Mrs Nalina Suresh University of Namibia Namibia 

32.  Mr Peeters Bram SURFnet Netherlands 

33.  Dr Popma Jean Radboud University Netherlands 

34.  Mr Versluis Gerrit Delft University of Technology Netherlands 

35.  Mr Harré Douglas REANNZ  
New 
Zealand 
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Joaquim Munhepe University of Minho - Portugal Portugal 
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39.  Ms Sylvie Mboyo Mukunde University of Rwanda Rwanda 
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Yassir Hassan 
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Sudanese Research and Education 
Network (SudREN) Sudan 

41.  Dr Saeed Rashid 
Sudan University of Science and 
Technology (SUST) Sudan 

42.  Mr Anbu John Paul  University of Swaziland Swaziland 

43.  Dr Lyngå Claire Sida Sweden 

44.  Dr Sher Afzal 
Swedish International Development 
Cooperation Agency (Sida) Sweden 

45.  Mrs Harding Ann SWITCH/GÉANT Switzerland 
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47.  Mr Lukindo Stephen John 
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Network Tanzania 
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Magesa 
Makaranga TERNET Tanzania 

49.  Mr Mtega Wulystan Pius Sokoine University of Agriculture Tanzania 
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Ndekarisho University of Dar es Salaam Tanzania 

51.  Dr Chaula Job Asheri Ardhi University Tanzania 

52.  Dr Komba Mercy Mway Mzumbe University Tanzania 

53.  Prof Mboni Mainen Julius Muhimbiri Tanzania 

54.  Dr Janz Robert CIT - University of Groningen 
The 
Netherlands 

55.  Mr Terheggen Caspar Faculty of Science, Radboud University 
The 
Netherlands 

56.  Mr Joe Kimaili Ubuntunet Alliance Uganda 

57.  Mr Kasana Isaac J. M. 
Research & Education Network for 
Uganda (RENU) Uganda 

58.  Mr Matsiko Perez Uganda Christian University Uganda 

59.  Mr Mbonimpa Nicholas 
Research and Education Network for 
Uganda Uganda 

60.  Mr Ndiwalana Ali Knowledge Consulting Ltd Uganda 

61.  Dr Tusubira Tusu UbuntuNet Alliance Uganda 

62.  Mrs Stover Cathrin DANTE UK 

63.  Mr Burnett Peter INASP UK 

64.  Mr Matthews Phil DANTE UK 

65.  Mr Kirkpatrick Andy NSRC USA 

66.  Mr Smith Dale Network Startup Resource Center USA 

67.  Mr Chembe Christopher Mulungushi University Zambia 

68.  Mr Kangwa Bright Kabwe Zambian College of Open Learning Zambia 

69.  Dr Kunda Douglas Mulungushi University Zambia 

70.  Prof Mukwena Royson Mabuku Mulungushi University Zambia 

71.  Mr Mulenga Chanda University Of Zambia Zambia 

72.  Mr Mumba Chola Emmanuel University of Lusaka Zambia 

73.  Mr Mututa Philip Chinoya ZAMCOL Zambia 
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74.  Mr Nabombe Pumulo 
Zambia institute of Advanced Legal 
Education Zambia 

75.  Mr Nyahga Charles 
Natural Resources Development 
College Zambia 

76.  Mr Shumba Langtone The Copperbelt University Zambia 

77.  Mr Vos Rowan Julian 

International Institute for 
Communication and Development 
(IICD) Zambia 

78.  Mr Mwanza Gideon ZCAS Zambia 
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80.  Mr Shumba Langtone Copperbelt University Zambia 

81.  Mr Malumo Anderson ZCAS Zambia 

82.  Mrs Chooye Zulu Gezile MTWSC Zambia 

83.  Mr Musonda Joseph K Copperbelt University Zambia 

84.  Mr Khunga Bonny ZAMREN Zambia 

85.  Mr Mkandamire Stein ZAMREN Zambia 

86.  Mrs Makoni Kalunga ZAMREN Zambia 

87.  Mr Chitanana Lockias Midlands State University, Zimbabwe Zimbabwe 

88.  Mr Gotora Tatenda Trust Harare Institute of Technology Zimbabwe 

89.  Mr Mawere Cephas Harare Institute of Technology Zimbabwe 

90.  Mr Sibanda Clifford 
National University of Science and 
Technology Zimbabwe 

 
 
 
 


